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OPINION
I.

Procedural History
By notice of investigation, which issued

011

August 31, 3938 and was published in the

Federal Register on September 4, 1998 (63 Fed. Reg. 47319, 47:120), she Commission
instituted an investigation, pursuant to subsectirm (b) of seation 3 i 7 of’:he Tariff Act of 1930,
as amended, to determine whether there is a violation of subsection (aM X)(B) of section 337 in
the importation into the United States, the sale for importaton, 0.the sale within the United
States after importation of certain rare-earth magnets or majnettc matei ials, or articles
containing the same, that infringe claims 1, 4, 5 , 8, 9 01 11 of W S. Letters Patent No.
4,851,058, (the ‘058 patent), claims 1-6, 10, 14-16, or 18~20of U.S. I.etters Patent No.
4,802,931 (the ‘931 patent), claims 13-18 of 1 . S . Letters I’atertt No. 4,496,395 (the ‘395

patent), claims 1-9, 12-20, 23-27, or 29-34 of U.S. J.&er$ Patect No. 4,770,723 (the ‘723
patent), claims 1-6, 8-10, 13-19, 21-24, 27-35, or 37-3!1 oil U.S, Lette -s Patent No. 4,792,368
(the ‘368 patent), or claims 1-3, 5, 15, 18, 19. 2L, or 22 ar;‘U.S. Pater 1 Letters No.
5,645,651 (the ‘651 patent), and whether there exists 4mindustry in

United States as

required by subsection (a)(2) of section 337
Order No. 59, dated August 24, 1999, granted complainants’ Motion No. 413-57 to
withdraw from the investigation claims 1, 12, 23, 29, 31) qid 32 of the ‘723 patent and claims
1, 13, 14, 22, 27, 32, 33, 34 and 39 of the ‘308 patint. Hence the claims in issue of the ‘723

patent and ‘368 patent are claims 2-9, 13-20, 2,4-27, 31, 32 ami 34 of she ‘723 patent and
claims 2-6, 8-10, 15-19, 21, 23, 24, 28-31, 3f, 37 and 38 of the ‘368 sratent.
The complaint was filed on July 31, 1998, under sa:tiou 337 of the Tariff Act of 1930,
as amended, on behalf of Magnequench Internitioml, Lic. (Magiiequei~ch)of Indiana and

Sumitomo Special Metals Co., Ltd. (SSMC) 01- J i ~ p a‘ ~ .
The respondents, identified in the noticf: of invstigfi tion, Ire HIughes International,
Inc. (Houghes) of New York, International Magna Products, lnc. (IMI: of Indiana, MultiTrend International Corp. a/Wa MTI-Modern rlredmdogyInc. (Multi- I’rend) of California,
American Union Group, Inc. (AUG) of Maryland, High End MtLals Ci~rp.(High End) of
Taiwan, Harvard Industrial America Inc. (Hanard) of’California. H.T [.E., Inc. (H.T.I.E.)
of Pennsylvania and CYNNY Magnets (CYNNY 1 of New Sersr y
Order No. 4, which issued on Septembx 22, 194J8r#eta target (ate of September 7,
1999.
Order No. 21, which issued on December 10, 1998 was in inirial determination
granting complainants’ Motion No. 413-14 to mend thl: crlmpiaint anu notice of investigation

to add A.R.E., Inc. (A.R.E.) of Pennsylvania NEOCQ, L.C. (NEOCO) of Michigan, Beijing
Jing Ma Permanent Magnets Materials Factory (ling M.1) of China and Xin Huan Technology
Development Co., Ltd. (Xin Huan) of China. The (lonunjssion determined not to review
Order No. 21 on January 11, 1999.
Order No. 22, which issued on December 10, 1098, set a new rarget date of November
8, 1999.

Order No. 24, which issued January 7, 1999,

%

is an initial detcrmination terminating

the investigation as to respondent IMI on the basis of a iossent order. The Commission, on

The ‘395, ‘058, ‘931, ‘723, ‘368 and ‘651 patents in issuc are collectively referred to
herein as the “Magnet Patents.” Moreover the ‘395, ‘058 aid ‘15 1 patents are referred to as the
“Magnequench Patents” while the ‘723, ‘368 ard ‘651 aatents am referrt d to as the “SSMC
Patents.”

February 1, determined not to review Order NJ. 24.
Order Nos. 25 and 26 were initial determinations te:mircating the investigation as to
respondents AUG and CYNNY (Order No. 25) and .is to n:sporxients 1i.T.I.E. and Houghes
(Order No. 26) on the basis of consent orders. On February 9. t’ie Cowmission determined
not to review said orders.
Order No. 30, which issued on March 4, 1999, set ($1new target date of December 8.
Order No. 38, which issued on April 23, 1999, ;vag an inatial dctermination granting
complainants’ Motion No. 413-36 for partial smmary ctettrmination on the importation issue.
The Commission, on May 25, determined not to review Order titi. 38.
Order No. 39, which issued on May 3, 15199, ##isan initial determination granting
complainants’ Motion No. 413-39 for summary deteimination OD each of the economic prong
and the technical prong relating to the domesti.: induvtqr iaue. Q In Mav 28, the Commission
determined not to review Order No. 39.
By letter dated May 11, 1999 to the administrative Jaw idge, counsel for High End
and Harvard represented:
Neither High End, nor Harvard, will be xtively participating in
the pre-hearing conference and hearing s~;hadulectfor June 9 - 18,
1999. Neither will be calling ~itnessitsor expert witnesses at the
hearing. Neither High End, Harvard, nc r their xunsel will be
attending the hearing itself.
Order No. 56, which issued on June 29, 1991). was an initial dr termination granting
complainants’ Motion No. 413-47 to the extent that x h af respondenis A.R.E., Jing Ma and
Xin Huan were found in default, pursuant to Clornmwssion rule E 0.16 md hence held that each
had waived its right to appear, to be served with documents, and to colitest the allegations at

issue in this investigation. On August 6, the ConuniGsican determined not to review Order No.
56.
Order No. 60, which issued on August 26, 1939 was an initial (Istermination granting
complainants' Motion No. 413-47 to the extenr that resporormient Multi-1 rend was found in
default, pursuant to Commission rule 210.16, m i hence held tha Multi-Trend had waived its
right to appear, to be served with documents, ; i d to contest the illegatrons at issue in this
investigation.
The prehearing conference and hearing were u:ondui ted

011

June 9 to 18, 1999.

Complainants, respondent NEOCO and the staff app:iucd at the Iiearinc. Following the filing
of post-hearing submissions, closing argument.; were heard on July 27. 1999.
The matter is now ready for a decision
The "Final Initial and Recommended Cietcrminsioc s" are based on the record compiled
at the hearing and closing arguments as well a:; the exhibits adni-ted into evidence. The
administrative law judge has also taken into account his ob:;erv it on of the witnesses who
appeared before him during the hearing. Proposed finding ; su'tmitted iy the parties not herein
adopted, in the form submitted or in substance, are rejectal as either not supported by the
evidence or as involving immaterial matter and/or a:. xrele vant The findings of fact included
herein have references to support evidence in the record. Such r:ferences are intended to
serve as guides to the testimony and exhibits s.ipporting tht:findings of fact. They do not
necessarily represent complete summaries of the evidence suppa ting said findings.

11.

Parties

See FF 1 to 14.
111.

Claim Interpretation
The terms of a claim are given their ordinary and cr storwry mt:aning in the art, unless

it is apparent that the patent applicant, acting as his or her own If xicogr-apher,used the terms
in a manner that departed from their ordinary meaning in the at. The Berms are construed by
considering the claims themselves, the specification, and tbe prasecution history (intrinsic
evidence). Extrinsic evidence, such as testimony of cxysefi;,

also ne considered.

Vitronics Corn. v. Conceptronic. Inc., 90 F.3ti 1576. 1582-83 :9 U.S.P.Q.2d 1573, 1576-77
(Fed. Cir. 1996). (Vitronics).
With respect to many of the terms used in thc Magcet Patcnts, rheir meanings, as set
forth in FF 221 to 240, are not in dispute by the parties pa-ticipalcing

the hearing as shown

by their post hearing submissions, &. , response:; to propcr*;edfitdings In dispute however,
relative to issues to be determined, are the following

A.

The terms "hard magnet" and "magneticaily hart1 ailoy"

NEOCO argued, without specific citatim to 1 he evfdentra y recxd, that the phrases in
issue are understood by persons of ordinary skill in the art' to imlude itlagnets with
coercivities of a few hundred Oersteds or mort:. (RWl; at 22) However each of the '058 and
'931 patents has the language:
The terms "hard magnet" and magnetically hard a loy" herein
refer to compositions having intrinsic cot:rcivities 3f at kast about

See FF 272 for whom such a person i:

1,000 Oersteds" (CX-1, col. 4, lincs 13-15;CX-2, col.
7-10).

*7,

lines

Thus with respect to the claimed subject matter in issw !?f the 9 5 8 and '931 patents, the terms
will be so interpreted in the absence of the Oersteds hemg 8pecifit.d in the

B.

claim^.^

Rare earth elements
There is no dispute that the "rare-earth elements' imlude neodwiium, praseodymium,

lanthanum, cerium, terbium, dysprosium, holmium, erbiun , europium. samarium,
gadolinium, promethium, thulium, ytterbium, and lutetim and that neodymium and
praseodymium are among the "light" rare-earl$ elem~rit~~.
NECK0 argued that there is no
consensus regarding the number of rare-earth elements as ytrium is no? always considered a
rare earth element. (RRFF at 26). However each of thc '058 iml '931 patents disclose that
the rare earth elements include scandium and yttrium in Gnmp I1 A ot the periodic table and
the elements from atomic number 57 (lanthanum) thrriugh ;'1 (luitttium

I

(CX-1, col. 2, lines

15-19; CX-2, col. 2, lines 14-17). Also each of the '368, "723 and '651 patents include
yttrium as a rare earth metal. (CX-4, col. 2, 1 nes 60; (1X-5, c d 2, line 67, CX-6, col. 7,

50). Hence the term "rare earth element" will be so irztcqxeted mless the claimed subject
matter defines the rare earth element.
C,

The term "crystalline R(Fe, Co) BXAM compound' (c1;iiins in issue of the '651 patent)
The staff argued that the expression "crysrallxrie: R(Fe, (lo) BXAM compound" of

independent claim 1 is limited to a compound wherein the 11, Eo and/or Co, B, X, A and M
elements must

exist in the same or one crystalline phase (SPost at 41J,Tr. at 2110); and that

Said terms do not appear in any of the claims in issue of fie other Magnet Patents.
6

independent claim 1 of the ‘651 patent refers trj “conqiounc” n ) t to “magnet.” (Tr. at 2122).
It is argued that it is unclear from the patent syieeificnticnof the ‘651 patent why the patent
claims a compound rather than a “material or perrnanen~m ig

and that the term

“compound1’is not defined in the specification and, in fsct, llnrvc:r appears in the
specification. (SPost at 46).4 The staff argut d that in the provextion of the ‘651 patent
‘I

applicants drew a distinction between “alloy” i nd “coinpound“ and relied on that distinction to
avoid the Examiner’s rejection of the asserted :laims (TI.
a t 230? to 23r34);5 that Grant &
Hackh’s Chemical Dictionary 25, 148, 306 (5‘ ’ ed. 1987) distingiiishes “intermetallic
compound, I’ “compound” and “alloy”; and that complainants’ ex PJert Guruswamy equated the
term “phase” with the term

(SPost at 47 to t9).

Complainants’ position is that neither FIEOCO nor the cx;Jertstestifying at the hearing

The words “compound” or “compounils” appear repeatady in tne specification of the
‘651 patent. See. e&., col. 23, line 66, 67.
The rejected claims did recite a “crystalline Re(f;e,Co)BXAM wmpound” (FF 217) and
hence there was no amendment made to the rejected claims with respecl i o the terms “compound”
and “alloy.” However following the Examiner’: rejection on indeiliiiiteness it was represented by
applicants that “all of the claims are directed to ;qstallincl compounds of a stable tetragonal
structure and are not alloy claims.” (FF 219).
The staff made reference (SPost at 48:1 tcr the following kstimony of Guruswamy who
when asked to interpret the ‘93 1 patent, which iecites a nrag.net t k t has ,is a predominant 2-14-1
phase, replied:
the most important element of the different chrims [t if the ’93 1
patent] is the presence of a 2- 14-1 phase in thle mgnet, with the
particular crystal structure. . . This partic;ular riatent idenxifies a
particular specific compound which hac: a uarticuku crystal
structure that should be present in the allov, whereas the ‘t68
patent does not specifl such a cc mpouaid, docs ncst r-equirc the
presence of such a compound.” 1Tr at 3 5 4 .

ever raised the issue as to the meaning of the claimed term "cqstalline lX(Fe,Co)BXAM
compound" (CPostR at 23) and that the claimed term should be nteqreted as covering
multiple phases. (Tr. at 2132). In support, cc1mglain;mts rely or the language of the
specification of the '651 patent and the testimony of ever&;.

(

rx. at 2 i34 to 2138; CPostR at

18 to 22). The staff in turn argued that compl+tinants'expert James mekes the point that one
simply cannot assume that all of the elements cxistinlt i r i aa alloy or magnet exist together in a
single phase and that complainants' Guruswam y and NE:OClO's Lohlrnmn apparently based
their testimony upon an incorrect interpretatiori of the 'h51 patm". (SPostR at 12 to 15). The
staff also, referring, for example, to the portion of the: '651 paterit that reads:
It is believed that the magnetic inaterids and permanent magnets
based on the Fe-Co-B-R base aljoys according tc+me present
invention can satisfactory exhibjlt their own inagiiecic properties
due to the fact that the major Dbacc is formal by the subs'tantially
tetragonal crystals of the Fe-B-K tvpe IFF 1361 &Emphasis
added]
argued that only the "major phase" therein is the crystallint coimiound called for by
independent claim 1 and the dependent claims in issue. (TI..at 2 126)
The administrative law judge can find no specific language in independent claim 1 of
the '651 patent or in the specification of the '651 patcnt thgt requires but the
"R(Fe,Co)BXAM" elements of the claimed phrase ''crystaf iine RfFe,C?l)BXAM compound"
exist in a single phase. The parties appear not to dispute tke lack of such specific language.
Moreover the parties appear not to dispute that the term l'a)mpaoRLind'' is not defined in the '651
patent. In the prosecution of the '651 patent, ,ipylicants did reprment that the claims of the
'651 patent are directed to compounds, not an alloy atrid thus disamguisned a compound from

an alloy, (FF 219). However the administrative law judgi can find nc thing in the prosecution
of said patent to indicate the basis for that distinction, mudl less the conclusion that the

claimed expression “crystalline R(Fe,Co)BXAM conipounr is limited to a single phase as the
staff argued

.7

The administrative law judge doe:; find that allowmce c iithe claimed subject

matter was predicated on the fact that the claimed compourd has a tetragonal crystal structure
having certain lattice contants and not because the claimed ”crirsalline R(Fe,Co)BXAM
compound’‘ exists in a single phase or because of any rang€ of
elements. (&

: specified R(Fe,Co)BXAM

FF 218).

The administrative law judge moreover finds tllat the s p a ificatjon of the ‘65 1 patent
discloses that the claimed compound can contain a plurality of vbases. v&. , nonmagnetic
phases in a volume ratio between 1 and 45 vol . %I &:_
FE 1371. that the claimed compound
can have the addition of the M element (a
FF 137). arid that ihc clairiied compound can
contain up to 1 % of the A element: H, Li, Nz , K, Be, Sr; Bay B.g, Zr,. N, Se, Te and Pb.
(&

FF 137). Moreover according to the patentees of the ‘653 riatent their invention can be

further explained with an example (CX-6, col. 25, lines 14-15) which -eads in part (CX-6,
col. 25, lines 24-34):
X-ray diffraction has indicated that tht: major phase of tile

There is expert testimony that an “alloy” can be analogous to a ‘compound’, in
chemistry in that two metal elements react together to farm an aDov or a new compound (FF 322)
and that in an alloy there is an atomic mixture bctween TWO demea s in q&iestionwhich “can result
in solid solution, compound formation” (FF 322). In the exIJerimarita1section of an article titled
“Magnetic Properties of Rare-Earth-Iron Intermetallic Ccmpounrls ’ by K Stmat, G. Hoffer and
A.E. Ray IEEE Transaction On Magnetics at 489-493 [Scptkmber 1966) (CX-18, Tab 43), which
relates to compounds as the title indicates, there is also refenwe t c t sing1:-phase microstructure
and a two phase structure.

sintered body is a tetragonal system comp
constants a,=8.79 A and c.= 12 21 A. As a conmpencc of
XMA and optical microscopy, ii 11~1sbeern found &at the major
phase contains simultaneously Fe. Co. B and, Pr. which *mount
to 90 volume % thereof. Nonmannetic c:xq~oun4phases having
iil_ ihg $1 era11
a R content of no less than 80%_asw@
with the remainder being suba&jg&a& 03 ide; andyoxgs The
mean crystal grain size was 3.1 ,urn.['I [L:mphasis added I

4,"s

=

It is further disclosed in the specification that practic 1111 uscful aagnet c properties are
obtained if the "mean crystal grain size of the sntermtsallie compgnt 1s in a range of about 1
to about 100 pm for both the Fe-Co-B-R and fie-Co-B-R-M sysk ms (C'X-6, col. 3, line 67,
col. 4,lines 1-31) (Emphasis added); that a FIS. 13 shows the Elationship "between the
amount of Cu, C, P and S" (the claimed X ele nents) md Br of one embodiment of the
invention (CX-6, col. 4,lines 60-62); and that the term "major phase"

ils

intended to indicate

"a phase amounting to 50 vol % or more of thc crysfal stni=.turtf,among phases constituting;
the crystal structure.

'I

(FF 136) (Emphasis added).

Based on the specification of the '651 Fatent the adrninisaative hw judge finds that one
of ordinary skill in the art would not limit the claimed tcm "crwtalline R(Fe,Co)BXAM
cornpound" and the recited "R(Fe,Co)BXAM" e1emefit.s of indqwndenl claim 1 to a single

* The staff argued with respect to this examplc th& sodium (Na) s one of the claimed "A"
elements and it is notable that the inventors did riot report finding any such elements, such as Na,
in the predominant phase of the magnet and thus the magnet ontained Na, but the magnet's
predominant or major phase, or "compound" did not. (SPosJR at 10). If the staffs argument is
accepted, the example at column 25, which the inventors naw charxterixd as explaining the
invention, would not read on independent claim 1 and all :if fbe other claims of the '65 1 patent,
which are dependent on claim 1. Moreover the administrati\l'claw wdg i unable to find any
disclosure in the '65 1 patent wherein the inventors identified each nf the claimed
"R(Fe,Co)BXAM? elements in a "major phase.'' There is however no allegation by any party that
the claimed subject matter of the '651 patent is invalid under 35 ITA C. 5112.
10

phase.
Extrinsic evidence, such as expert testimony, my be comdererd in determining the
meaning and scope of technical terms in a claim. gee. Yitrmic:,, 90 F. 3d at 1584, 39
U.S.P.Q.2d at 1578. Also claims are construed in the same manner wnen determining both
validity and infringement. W.L. Gore & Asgc@te~.
.[sni3. Gar!fskXIjnc., 842 F.2d 1275,
1279, 6 USPQ2d 1277, 1280 (Fed. Cir. 1988). Vn addition the construction of the meaning of
language in a claim should be made independe l_t of wlmt is bebig allegthd to infringe the claim.

See DONALD S . CHISUM, Patents $1803 (1994). While the sf iff relies on expert testimony
of complainants' expert Guruswamy with respect to restnmcny regarding the '931 and '723
patents (SPost at 48) and complainants rely on the te,tiniony of Cwuswarny and NEOCO's
expert Bohlmann (CPostR at 18 to 22) which tcstimcny the stafT ugued was based on an
"incorrect interpretation" of the '65 1 patent (SPoFtR at i.5)- the administrative law judge can
find no testimony from any expert, based on the intr nsic avidemre relaring to the '651 patent
and independent of any infringement issues, as to how a mtn of ordinary skill in the art would
interpret the claimed term "crystalline R(Fe,Co)BXAM cornpaiind" of the '651 patent and
whether it would be interpreted such that said compound is limitrtd to a single phase.
In recent weeks and after closing arguments on July 27, 1999 this administrative law
judge has been puzzled by the fact that the staff, who axyued that "probably better evidence of
the meaning of the term 'compound' [of indepcndent 1 63f the '651 patent] comes from Dr.
Guruswamy" (SPost at 48), nor any other party had qxsticned a I expert at the hearing as to
how one of ordinary skill in the art would interpret the clakned tvrm ' crystalline
R(Fe,Co)BXAM compound" of the '651 patent basetf scilely on the lawuage of the claims, the
L1

specification and prosecution of the '651 paten#. On Augat 27 the administrative law judge
reviewed again the prehearing statement of the staff dated Jane 7 Sinct: then he also has
reviewed the record in this investigation which was imtitutzd more than a year ago. Based on
the staff's prehearing statement and the record in this mae%igationit appears that the reason
why counsel for complainants nor counsel for NJEOCO at the hcaring did not interrogate a
witness as to the meaning of the claimed term 'crystalline K(Fe,f lo)BXAM compound" was
because they were not put on notice with resped to the staF's po:*ition ~ntilthe staff filed its
initial post hearing submission on July 13 which was &q the bearing and after the record in
this investigation had been closed. Significantly, while Lhhe staff in its posthearing submissions
has taken the position that no asserted claim of the '651 patent Lsinfriwed. the staff in its
prehearing statement at 2 had taken the positica that thc "evideac*eis expected to show that
one or more claims of the asserted patents is infringed by one or inore if the accused magnets
of the Respondents." (Emphasis added). Mo<-eoverthv staff at E3-14 of its prehearing
statement represented that respondent NEOCO does eiot diwute the inte rpretation of terms
used in the claims at issue as set forth by comrlainants' tedmical witneyses in their expert
reports. Thereafter the staff set out complaina its' expel ts'*definirions of certain of the
"pertinent" terms which definitions the staff aFpears to admt irl i s prehearing statement.
Missing from the terms set out by the staff, in its prehhearing stakment. is the claimed term
"crystalline R(Fe,Co)BXAM compound" of thc '651 paten! although all understanding of that
term is crucial to the infringement issues involfing the '651 patad.
At the prehearing conference on June 9, 1999 rhrs allmil;ii:trativzlaw judge made
reference to the definitions of certain terms by the staff an its prehearinvs statement. He further
I?,

put the parties on notice that claim construction is critical

~CI

ssues in the case; that the

administrative law judge will have to first construe the 1,mngJagc< $ the Aaims without even
considering what is alleged to be infringed; and that the parties in prese titing the case better
make it clear as to what claimed terms are in disvute. f Tr at 46- 17). He also expressed
concern about complainants' allegation at pagt 17 of Ih :ir arehairing statement that
respondents' magnets infringe "at least one and often more of the assencd claims of the patents
in issue"' and about the staff's allegation at page 32 of its prehe'iring ceatement that the
accused products infringe "some" of the patent claim; in issue. C'Tr at 49-50).'" In this
investigation not only has the staff in its posthearing ;uhmissiori rxersetl its position as to
infringement of the '651 patent after the hearing was concl~dedaiid aftcr the record has been

The complainants after the hearing witlidt ew sonit! of the Aaims in issue.

See Order No.

59.
Referring to the ground rules that are in cffed ici this inw stigation, graund rule 8 which
relates to the contents of a prehearing statement requires that the rt itemerit contain, inter alia:
lo

(d)

A statement of the issues to be considerw at the hearing that sets
forth with particularity a party's contenticans m e x h of the
proposed issues, including citations to legal authcrnties in support
thereof. Any contentions not ser forth in detiil as -equircd herein
shall be deemed abandoned, or withdrawn, a ucept for contentions
of which a party is not aware and could not be a m r e in the
exercise of reasonable diligence at the time of fi1rn.1 the prehearing statements. Pursuant to t h s reauiredient. thach of the
parties and the staff shall take a Dosition on bie izilmses it LS
asserting no later than the filing of its prehea -ing slatemetit.

(Emphasis in original). As ground rule 8 states, a party may i i its pssthearing submission refer to
contentions not set out in its prehearing statemerit but o-nlv when I t s established by the party that
it was not aware, and could not be aware in the exercise o f reasom$ )le_ diligence. at the time of
filing of its prehearing statement, of those new contentions.
3

closed but appears to have raised for the first time a M a r b a n claim interpretation issue."
There is abundant case law that such an issue sliorild he developad,

all parties put on

notice of such an issue, before any trial takes place or at least dmng the trial itself, so
parties will have the opportunity to present testimony on tht: issiie. Thc language of the '65 1
patent did not change since the investigation was instituted dmthfit a year ago. Thus the staff
had notice of the "major phase" recitation in the '651 paten

.

However the administrative law

judge is unable to find any discovery in which the stafF punued ale issue as to whether the
claimed "crystalline R(Fe,Co)BXAM compound" of Ihe '65 1 pattmt slwuld be interpreted such
that it is limited to a "major phase."12
The target date in this investigation is Decemlwr 8, L99? as set By Order No. 30.
Under Commission rules the administrative law jaidgt: c(u1E: issue an initial determinati~n'~
extending the target date, reopen the record, readjoui [Ithe iiearmq and obtain testimony of
experts, regarding the Markman issue raised by the staff in its psthearmg submission.
However extrinsic evidence is not a requireinelit for claim intermaetatioii. Thus, as the Court
stated in Vitronics 39 U.S.P.Q.2d at 1578, it i.; only when Lherc , s still some genuine
ambiguity in the claims "after consideration of all available intrinsic evdence" should a trial
l1 See Markman v. Westview Instr.. Inc., 52 F 3d 96;', 34 Z'.S.P.0.2d 1321 (Fed. Cir.
1995), aff,517 U.S. 370, 38 U.S.P.Q.2d 1461, 38 U S.l'.Q 2d 1461 (lfj96).

l2 The staff in interrogatories dated Nowmber 3, 1948 to complainant SSMC did ask for
the identity of any tests etc. as to whether the accused nnayn@simpmed ny any respondent
infringe the patents in issue. See Int. No. 23. Hmce the staff'wa:r apparently aware of the test
data relied on by SSMC to support its infringemmt allcgarioos as &a the asserted claims of the
'651 patent but yet appear not to have questioned the data as to how it infringes said claims.

As the procedural history shows, any further cx:emion ai the target date has to be done
through an initial determination.
l3

court resort to extrinsic evidence, such as expe t restimony, to roilstrue a claim. With respect
to the Markman issue in question the administritive law judge finds expert testimony
unnecessary for interpretation of the claimed term "crystallhe M(1;e.ColBXAM compound" of
the '651 patent in view of the specific reason why the Ecantiner alllowe-! the claims of the '651
patent14 and in view of the specification of said patent. jertce he is not extending the target
date.

IV.

Validity (Prior Art)
Under 35 U.S.C. 5102 a patent may not be valid b$ anticipatiov However a claim is

invalid as anticipated only if a single prior art iefcrence expressly or imerently discloses each
and every element of the claimed invention. Sce In re Robt:rtsci~ 169 F.3d 743, 745; 49
U.S.P.Q.2d 1949, 1950 (Fed. Cir. 1999). If

pi

referc.iicc fkils to disclose even a single

claimed element, a finding of anticipation is improper. See Atlas Powder Co. v. E.I. DuPont
de Nemours & Co., 750 F.2d 1569, 1574; 224 U.S.1'

C+.439, 31 1 (Fed. Cir.

1984). Thus, a

party asserting that a patent claim is anticipated must show denthy of icivention.
Minnesota Mining & Mfg. Co. v. Johnson & h h ~ o rQrttzacdecs,
i
Inc.., 976 F.2d 1559,
1565; 24 U.S.P.Q.2d 1321, 1326 (Fed. Cir. 1'192) (Mirmnmota Mining

1

An anticipatory reference must also enable a personof csminary skill in the art to make
the claimed subject matter at the time of the inTrentionw ithhut undue exuerimentation.

See

PPG Indus.. Inc. v. Guardian Indus. Corn., 75 F.3d 1558,1566: 37 U.S.P.Q.2d 1618, 1624
(Fed. Cir. 1996); Minnesota Mining, 976 F.2d at 1572; 24 U.S.P.Q.2tl at 1332. In order for

l4

SeeFF 218.

a description to be sufficient it must be in clear arid exact terms. :ind describe the invention
with enough specificity to enable a person skillsd in the rekvant iield to practice the invention.
Canron. Inc. v. Plasser Am. Corp., 474 F. Sul~p 1010. 1013; XI3 U.S.P.Q. 440, 444 (E.D.
Va. 1978), aff'd. 609 F.2d 1075 (4* Cir. 1979), cert denied, 4% U.S. 965 (1980).
Therefore, a prior art reference does not anticipate if it would renuire a person skilled in the
art to engage in undue experimentation to practicc thr: ciain ed inventiui. See-Minnesota
Mining, 976 F.2d at 1572; 24 U.S.P.Q.2d at 1332.
In addition, a reference that discloses a genus or gereric group but does not disclose a
species or specific member of that group does not anticiuatc a claim to she species.
Corning; Glass Works v. Sumitomo Elec. U.:SL64.
, I n c . , 868 F . 3 1251. 1262; 9 U.S.P.Q.2d
1962, 1970 (Fed. Cir. 1989). Even if the claimed inventio.1is subsumed in a reference's
generalized disclosure, if there is no literal identity of inver tion. -hat reference does not
anticipate the claimed invention. See MinneEmM&bs, 9'76 E .2d at 1572; 24 U.S.P.Q.2d at
1332.
A patent is invalid under 35 U.S.C. 5 103 i f
the differences between the subjcct matter soaght tt) be patented
and the prior art are such that th: subjcct maliter 16 a whole
would have been obvious at the rime the invention was made to a
person having ordinary skill in the art lo whkh sdrl subjxt
matter pertains.

Id. The test for obviousness requires four factual detemiimtions, v&., r'l)the scope and
content of the prior art; (2) the differences between tzle priar aE and thc claims at issue; (3) the
level of ordinary skill in the art; and (4) object we evdeiice of rionobvioimness, such as
commercial success, copying, or long-felt need. Qsxll_aw v. Jcylui Deem Co., 383 U.S. 1, 17,
[G

(1966) (Graham).
In analyzing invalidity under 35 U.S.C. Q 105, ":he changes from the prior art . . .
must be evaluated in terms of the whole invention, inciudin:; whcher the prior art provides
any teaching or suggestion to one of ordinary skill in tihe an to make thl: changes that would
produced the patentee's . . . device." Northern Telecggi IDC.v.,E)ij&p~i@C~,908 F.2d
931, 935 (Fed. Cir.), cert. denied, 498 U.S. 920 (1990). The burden of establishing the
invalidity of patent claims "is especially difficult when the prior art was, before the PTO
examiner during prosecution of the application " Hevii tt-Fack+ir1 Cg. v.-Bagsch & Lomb.
Inc 15 U.S.P.Q.2d 1525 1527 (Fed. Cir. 1990), citing. American €30

A,

rrick Co. v.

Sowa & Sons, Inc., 725 F.2d 1350, 1359 (Fed. Cir.S, g&derikd, 46, U.S. 821 (1984).
A.

Magnequench Patents
NEOCO argued that the "Magnequench patents" are invalid under 35 U.S.C. 5102

since Norman C. Koon invented the pioneer RE-I:e-I%composition first (NPost at 40-41).l5
It is argued that the significance of a Koon presentation m the f.111 of 11)80, at a MMM
conference (Twenty Sixth Annual Conference on M a w tisrli and Magestic Materials) in
Dallas, Texas (the MMM 1980 conference) enlitled ' k New Class of Melt Quenched
Amorphous Alloys, " was that Koon reported achieving supxior niagneiic properties from rareearth-iron ternary alloys that included boron. I NPos

dt

20" . KEOCO referenced Interference

No. 103,182 entitled Croat v. Koon involving John J . Croat's 'UP8 and '931 patents and a
Koon reissue application of Koon U.S. Patent Vo. 4.102,770 (rhr '770 patent), and the fact

l5

NEOCO termed the '395 patent in issde the first Magnecuench patent. m o s t at 27).
I7

that Koon was designated in the interference notice the scnix pany whiie Croat was designated
the junior party. (NPost at 23).
NEOCO further argued that all of the at,serted claims of the '058 patent are anticipated
under 35 U.S.C.

0 102 and obvious under 35 1J.S.C. 8 103. In support NEOCO relied on a

Koon and Das article titled "Magnetic Propertics of A~norplioufiand Crb s t a k e d (Feo.82Bo.18)
0.9Tb.0.05La,0.05~,",
Appl. Phys. Lett, 39 (10) Novembt:r 1981 (thz Koon article) (RXN-56)
(NPost at 47). It is also argued that certain claims of f : '€58 paiient age "obvious under 35
U.S.C.

6 103 in view of the '395 patent."

(Nl'ost at 47). Koon altemitively argued that both

a Koon November 1980 abstract, y&., Koon, Williaius nnd Das, Abstrhlct: A new class of melt
auenched magnet alloy Appl. Phvs. Lett.39 at 84O-(l981)J3=@

-18)( he Koon 1980 abstract)

(RXN-51) and a Koon March 1981 abstract, 1". , Kaon, Willinnis and Das, Abstract: A new
class of melt auenched amoruhous magnetic.aJigys_. J. App1. Piqs. 5213, March 1981 (the
Koon 1981 abstract) (RXN-18) with the '395 patent makes claim 9 of the '058 patent obvious
when taken with the Koon article. (NPost at 47,48) NEOCC) father argued that "Koon's
patents" anticipate the Magnequench '931 patent, wiib 20 claim and the '058 patent with 11
claims. (NPost at 52).
NEOCO also argued that an article by Drozzu'na et sl., entitled 'A New Magnetical
Alloy With Very Large Coercitive Force," Namre, Vu1 CYXX'r', p. 36-37 (1935) (the
Drozzina article) (RXN-30), which a 1959 Bomrth refe'eren:e mentions (FF 321), refers to iron
neodymium compositions with high coercivities, and

d;30suggesps the

presence of a uniform

phase; that an article by Shirk et al., entitled "Theorexica1 ; i d @,perinIr:ntal Aspects of
Coercivity Versus Particle Size for Barium Ferrite", published ir theJQEE Transactions on
18

Magnetics journal in September 1971 (the Shirk article) (RXN-I3), describes a search for

uniform fine particles and suggests a correlatiori hetueeia particle size a -id coercivity which
I’also” casts doubt on the validity of the‘395 patent and i t s Frogcnv; tha: an Ostertag U.S.
Patent No. 3,421,889 (the ‘889 patent) (RXN- LO> teaches that r a e eart!is in combination with
iron may have preferred magnetic properties; and that a Nwbitt Z..S. Pitent No. 3,560,200
(the ‘200 patent) (CX-447) is significant as it r7:pi-esents a tr:rnasy alloy with permanent
magnetic quantities developed by rapid quench np. (NPost at 38. 39). 4t the hearing
NEOCO’s position was that the ‘395 patent is invalid rn view of i 1) U.3.Patent No.
3,615,911 to Nesbitt (the ‘911 patent) (CX-4481); (2) the ‘200,>atent;( 3 ) the Shirk article; (4)
the ‘889 patent; and (5) the Drozzina article. (Bohlniann, i’r. at 133947, 1359-66, 1434-41,
and 1453-1526; RXN-95, Qs. 20-24; CX-422, Q. 45; CX-447; C’X-44i; “-13;

RXN-10,

RXN-30).
Each of complainants and the staff argued that NEOCO his not established by clear and
convincing evidence that the asserted claims of the Mag iiequentbh patenrs are invalid.
1. ‘058 Patent

Each of the asserted independent claim 1 , 4, 5 , 8, 9 and I 1 in Issue of the ‘058 patent,
which is based on a patent application filed Sept. 3, 1982 (FF 32 i, is directed to a
magnetically had alloy composition (claims 1, 4, 5 , 9 and 11) or a haw magnet (claim 8) that
must contain: (1) at least about 10 atomic percent of neod)miljm andlor praseodymium or
mixtures thereof;16 (2) at least about 50 atomic percent iron; and (3) at least about 0.5 atomic

The ‘058 patent discloses that neodymium and prweoaynium itre among the most
abundant and least expensive of the rare earths. (C’X-1, col. ”5, liriw 46-43).
l6

percent boron. (FF 41 to 46, RX 440, Q&A 14). Each of the twenty-one (21) examples and
Figures of the ‘058 patent relate to compositions of ( I j neadymidm or praseodymium (2) iron
and (3) boron (FF 38) which applicant in the specificaxion tzacbe: is tlze particularly preferred
composition. (FF 34). In the prosecution of the claims that led 163 the claims in issue of the
‘058 patent (FF 156), while the Examiner was aware of the Kom 1981 article (FF 157), he
rejected none of the claims in issue on that prictr art. Rather in an Office Action dated 2/20/85
he rejected claims, which ultimately resulted irl claims in issue, a; anticipated by, or obvious
over, Koon U.S. Patent No. 4,402,770 on the ground that Koosl eachct.,a magnetically hard
alloy containing a rare earth element selected from Ce, i’r, Nd ard mixtures thereof, La, B
and Fe, Co and/or Ni. (FF 157). Applicant responded as foll~~ucs
{FF 158):
Claims 21, 26, 30 and 31 have lKen rejected as ahticipated under
35 U.S.C. 102(a) or obvious under 35 U S . C . 192 in view of
U S . patent 4,402,770 to Koon. rksc:glaibis lpyqe_bg.y
amended to specifically require st least: kILa$?micnercentof
neodymium and/or praseodymium. Kriorr specific;illy states that
the non-preferred lanthanides include iliceodymiurni tnd
praseodymium and that these rare earths Bn-Lnc
concentrations more than 2 atomic percc,rif (Kooii ‘770, column
2, lines 46-50). Therefore, claims 21. 20, 310 arid 31 art. well
outside the compositional ranges of Kcroa ‘7’70.Koon teaches
away from using more than 2 p:rcent Nd and/or Pr to make
permanent magnets. [Emphasis added]
Thereafter in the prosecution of the ‘058 patent the Examiner drrpped his rejection on the
Koon ‘770 patent. (FF 160, 161, 162, 164, 1Wj. In an anendrient dated April 6, 1987
applicant commented on the claimed percentages as i o l l a v ~(FITE68)r
It is recalled that Dr. Croat discovered that iron-nvodymium and
iron-praseodymium based compositions codd be rapidly
solidified to form products having peririaneHt mizgnet properties.
That discovery was disclosed ard clairnecl in his U .S. Patent No.
20

4,496,395. The subject application describa; and claims
improved compositions that incorporate boron. ' R e addition of
boron to iron-neodymium alloys, for exa~inpli:, pro ilides 3
substantial increase in magnetic propertw such as Zoercivity and
Curie temperature. In the experience r@cQ:d hi-the__many_
examples presented in the sub-iectqpJic3Tion. @G,iir-gfen.ed
addition of boron to iron and neodvrni~~g
or"praFwdmiurn based
compositions is such that boron makes tq about0, if0-113 @on&
percent of the total composition. I'articular@ deqii able
permanent magnetic properties were observed in such nilxtures
described in the working examp ies of this application. However,
there is no suggestion in the application and indeec no technical
basis for concluding from its teaching tilat higher boron Jdditions
are unsuitable for achieving improvements irl magnetic properties
in iron-neodymium-praseodymium based coripos%ions. To the
contrary, in the brief summary portion iuf thr, Specification at
pages 3 and 4, it is stated with rzferenec ro the b a i c formula
RE,-,(TM,,B y)x that the value of x is prefe bly ir the rmge of
about 0.5 to about 0.9 and y is preferabl3 in the range oi about
0.01 to about 0.20. Accordingly, in t h diaclosur,: of a preferred
practice of the invention, the boson content could be at least
about 18 atomic percent of the cverall basic formula. In general,
the specification points out benefits of combining troron with iron
and neodymium and/or praseodymium. 'The re is no supyestion
that boron content in excess of arnoums described i s preierred so
change the magnetic properties of the overakl comuositiorls as to
be outside the scope of the invention.
Claim 24 [which became claim 4 io issue1 (bke claims 2b, 30 and
32) [which became claim 5, 9 and 11 in issue] is presented in the
application to recite the invention in a diffenmt fmm than other
claims. Claim 24 requires that ;LgignetjcalSy h,;iycI allg
composition be formed and that it-cantah a mecified r p z g o f
rare earth elements and iron and a miniiplg a~mjqnt-ojbo~nmHowever, the claim requires these conrgx?sitlmalg :&&mQ
cooperate such that the resultant matei has an intrinsic
mametic coercivity of at least2,OOO Ogrdeds at ~ v o m
temperature. Claims 26, 30 and 3 2 re&@ tlit i-mJgntjogs inlikg
terms. They provide compositional rangcsJxtyc cf-thnecessary constituent element ty ExsAigy pr!widle?ia mirnimm
amount of the third necessary ccmtituug, bcron" 3 nd
require that the overall material moxeriilc to proqfe certain
minimum permanent ma gnet.Qrr )pg-&e s rhc law tioes rot

require applicant’s claims to provide B dexai%:drecipe of his
permanent magnets. The law requires thc claim5 ti) distinctly
claim the invention. It is respectfully sithmiated :h it claims 24,
26, 30 an 32 accomplish this requirement am1 sillisfy 35 IJSC
112. [Emphasis added]
The Examiner on Feb. 3, 1989 allowed the claims 51 issur and the ‘058 patent issued
on July 25, 1989. (CX-17, Tab 41, CX-1).
As the prosecution of the ‘058 patent makes clear, allowance of the claimed subject
matter in issue was predicated on the claimed compositions reqiiiring aecified ranges of
neodymium and/or praseodymium and iron ami a minimum amra nt of boron to provide a
magnetically hard alloy composition which in some of the lai in is in issue have certain
minimum permanent magnet properties.

(See FF 156 to 15 2).

2. ‘395 Patent
Each of the asserted independent claims 13, 14, 15, 16, 17 and 18 of the ‘395 patent in
issue, which is based on an application filed June 16, 1981 and v,hich issued on January 29,
1985 (FF 19), is directed to a permanent magriet alloy (clam 13; or a Dermanent magnet
(claims 14, 15, 16, 17 and 18) having an inherent inirinisiG C O ~ Tvity of at least 5,000
Oersteds at room temperatures and containing (1) nei)c1>mhimiiD l/or praseodymium and iron
alloys. (FF 26 to 31). In the prosecution of the ‘395 patent the Aaimx. which ultimately
resulted in the claims in issue, were not included in rhe application unt,l September 26, 1983
and March 5, 1984. (FF 148). When the claim, wliick remlted in claim 12,” was added on
September 12, 1983 it was argued (FF 149):

Claim 12 recites the rare earth elements takm trori the group consisting of neodymium,
samarium and praseodymium. (FF 149).
l7
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This invention relates to a new family sf rapidly qfienchi:d rare
earth-iron alloys for permanent magnets which a Ikys have high
intrinsic magnetic coercivities af room and aievaterritemperatures
(up to about 300°C). Before this inver)&n it wpk~wj&l:;
believed that the light rare earth elemm@,artig&irlgJie
light
rare earth elements neodymium gd€raGoclymiug c_o_ulclnot be
alloyed with the transition metaJ element irai to. *ake-Kxfrrl
permanent magnets. (See, e.g., the eiiclvserl artreie "Magnetic
Properties of Rare-Earth-Iron Intermetallic dlompcunds". K.
Strnat et al, IEEE Transactions on Mag@;t&i, V d Mag-2, No.
3, September 1966, page 492, column 2 , fiM full paragraph).
Either magnetic intermetallic phases of li9ht rare earth elements
and iron would not form or the phases Ih,rt wou
unacceptably low Curie temperatures. [ BnpBlask added]
Applicant, responding to a rejection, argued on Sept 12, 1983 (FF 14!)):
Further. claim 45. [which becarlie claitji 12 of thg 3-93 yatentl is
not obvious in view of OstertaQg! ad&$ Vat.-yt,.L3, 421.889
and which NEOCO relies on in its DI-~OJ- &c;g se_ c_oFaltand
iron are nonanalonous alloy congiments in die &l$ ri~atjor1.~f
permanent rare earth-iron rnascjs. As n s t d in the Stmat et a1
article, cited above, iron compounds corresponding to known
intermetallic cobalt compounds either do not exkf o3r thev have
such low Curie temperatures that they are inpractical. (See also,
the compilations of rare earth-trnnsiticn meal inr a metal B ic
compounds in "FERRO-MAGNETIC MATf<RIk€X, A handbook
on the properties of magnetically ordered sudnstariccs, by E.P.
Wohlfarth, Vol. 1, page 388 (1?8O), "Int ietallh: Rare-earth
Physjf:z, VEli. 20,
Compounds", by K.N.R. Taylor, A d a
page 616 (1971), and "Rare Earth Peririanent Mtgnets", by E.A.
Nesbitt et al, Academic Press, page 6'7 (19'73). ,4pplicmt does
not believe that the Nd,Fe,, phase actually exists wnce repeated
attempts to duplicate the compoiintis were unsucc*e;sful b The
enclosed article from Russian Metallurgy, No. 3
includes a Nd-Fe phase diagram that shaws that
identified intermetallic compound of iron ami neodymium is
NGFe,, which has an unacceptably low Curiz tanperatuw
Praseodymium would be expectca to have a h i i n r phasc.
diagram.
Thus, Ostertag et a1 neither anticipates,iwr aiggesti; Claim 45
because the magnetic phase of aq3iicaiit's rapidly quenched alloys

simply would not form if the combined rare car& elements and
iron were processed by Ostertag 's slow sdid ficatic m method.
[Emphasis added]
Applicant, in remarks filed March 5 , 1984, in ihe prosecution c d h e $356 patent, argued (FF
150):
A copy of the recent article "Powerful Ncw AMagntt Matcrial
Found" which appears in the March 2, 1984 issue of Science
magazine is enclosed for the Examiner'$ infcmatfon. While GM
[General Motors] to which thc ' 305 patent %as orkinall:g
assigned] takes issue with sonie of the "fiicts as they art: set out
in the Science Article, it is being brought to the WO's attention
because it is indicative of the excitemcnt than has teen generated
by Dr. Croat's discovery of ligbt rare earth-jron pcrmancnt
magnets. Because of the obviou significance of this patt:nt
application to GM, Claims 47-51 are heiiig added -itthis time to
further clarify and distinctly claym the inrrerdion.
The Science article makes note of' the work 7)f sewaal otners in
the fields of rare earth element magnets and metdlurgy. It makes
particular reference to a 1979 Russian publication of neodymiumiron-boron phase diagrams (Science, p. 9219col. 3 , p a w 2). A
copy of the Russian text and an English tran;latilw are aiso
enclosed for the Examiner's information.
While the author of the Science article seem; to prt great stock in
this Russian article, it is not relevant to any rejection of claims in
this case because it fails to teach or suggcst ihat rsre earth-iron
alloys are or could be permanently magnetic. It ic not possible to
determine or predict the magna ic characteristics c f metal alloys
by looking at their phase diagrams! Thus a researcher boking
for a new magnetic alloy would not have ani grcaser incentive to
look at Nd-Fe phase diagrams tnan at anrvl d'thousands IJf other
iron alloy diagrams - - except to explain resilts &it had already
been achieved. Before the invention claimel herein, those skilled
in the magnetic art did not consider light rare eatla-iron alloys to
be viable candidates for making perm;iaient rnagwrs. A; a further
point of information on the Russian article, GM's research
indicates that the R3Fe16B1phase reported b3, the Fkussiam does
not exist and that it is a stable I;.:,E'e,.,H phas: (shown in the figure
on page 921 of the Science article) thd ii; the primary stwce of
hard magnetism in suitably processed, bc mm-cowiining rare

earth-iron alloys.
The Science article also mentiom the work d'Arthi ir Clark at p.
921, col. 1, par. 2. This work i; covered in the Clark article
"High Field Magnetization and Coercivity of AmQrphou$RE-Fe
Alloys", Applied Physics Letten, Yol. :I?, No. 1 1 Der. 1973
which is already of reference in -hi5 case.
Work of Norman Koon and Badri ]>as it; idso mq@oned at p. 921
col. 2 of the Science article. This work&; t k syhjcct matter of
recentlv issued U.S. Patent Nos. 4 , 4 0 ? J & 3 : - 4 , 4 @ ~ 1
4,375.372 and 4,374.665,J.1e~gpa&ni$ are not
references to this application berausethq -=:re f ilvd-lggr
(October 23. 1981). They are-g'sgl&$gd tc cogqtoSit_iQn&
different alloys which must coy-&inAsgintitl
arsurtuats (if boron,
lanthanum, heavy rare earth elgntqn&aj@ ir&nbul ng gwre than
2%total of the light rare earth ele-n~nts~eri5im.
qrodvrnium and
praseodymium. [Emphasis added]
On December 11, 1984, the Examiner allowed the claarris $1 issuc . (FF 156). The '395 patent
then issued on Jan. 29, 1985. (FF 155).

As the prosecution of the claims in issue shows, arjpmem.; about the wide belief that
the light rare earth elements neodymium and praseodymium cou1tJ not he alloyed with the
transition metal element iron to make useful permanent mqpetv led to the issuance of asserted
claims 13, 14, 15, 16, 17 and 18. (See FF 144 to 155) Those claims (FF 26 to 31) are
specific to a permanent magnet alloy having an inherent magneck coercivity of at least 5000
Oersteds at room temperature and comprising the light rare ear&*; neod-vmium, praseodymium
or mischmetals of neodymium and praseodymiud8 as well as i r m .

l 8 The '395 patent discloses that mischnietals, i n the :onfa t of the '395 patent, consist
predominantly of rare earth elements. (CX-3. li'ies 62 03).

3. '931 Patent
Each of the asserted independent claims 1 . 2, 3, 10, 14, 115, 18, 19 and 20 and
dependent claims 4, 5, 6 and 15 in issue of the '931 patcnt, which is based on an application
filed October 26, 1983 and which issued on February '7, 1939 (PI; 47), IS directed to a
permanent magnet (claims 1, 2, 10, 14, 15), a magnetically hard dlloj ,omposition (claims 3,
4, 5, 6) a permanent magnet alloy (claim 14, 1 5 , 19, 20) arid a pmnanmt magnet composition
(claims 16, 18) having an

w,TM,,B, predominant phase and amtainrng (1) at least about 6

atomic percent neodymium and/or praseodymium ( 2 ) at least about 40 ittomic percent iron and
(3) at least 0.5 atomic percent boron. (FF 53 to 65). The :;pecd?catior of the '931 patent
discloses that specific objects of the invention inciude making hign strength magnet alloys from
iron, boron and particularly neodymium and pi aseodyinium in suitable proportions to form
alloys exhibiting higher intrinsic coercivities arid energy products than horon-free alloys. (FF
52). It further teaches that praseodymium and ncodymxum are preferred as the rare earth
elements because of their relative abundance ic nature, low cos! and inherently higher
magnetic moments. (FF 52). Each of the examples of the '931 !latent relate to neodymium or
praseodymium, iron and boron compositions. (FF 493, While &e appacation on which the
'931 patent is based was filed on October 26, E 983 the claims on which the claims in issue
ultimately issued did not originate in the application 4111t11as lea.;t Sept. 9, 1985. (FF 175,
176). In remarks dated September 9, 1985, applicant argut:d (Ff 177)
Claims 5 and 26-32 have been rejected gndw 35 SlSC 102 or 103
over Koon 4.402770. Koon is cited as teachin? :t_ ?emanent
magnet alloy which may contaBlNd-and PL
Koon relates to comDositions-Eftich-mqsj contajB f e3vy rare earth
I d ( )

elements, lanthanum. at least on: transithm metal I bgron a2d-m
auxiliary glass former such as phosphorous, 4lice3c.. aluminum,
bigrnuth.
arsenic. germanium, indium,_aj&=y, _tin2-lg
Applicant's compositions do not xe@eJantiliangQ or pch-glass
formers to obtain better magneti~;p~egies_ehang i y t_auq!&~r
suggested bv Koon. MoreoveL
prefr,Jh
earths and cannot tolerate more rhan 2 jgrcerit neqtixdurn and/or
praseodymium in his composit&ms (Col, &Jines 4 5-50].
All claims now in the case except claims 73 and 7$ [The
Examiner in the Office action dated 5/15/86 KX-20. Tab 12)
assumed applicant was referring &Q Laiqs 62 2nd 631 rewire at
least about 6 atomic percent Nd and/or Pi-. Claim Z3Jh21 and
J631 require more than 2 perc_e_nrf&cse elements Accordinglv,
all claims are outside the compositional rrimi:so?_l[wg and are
not anticipated nor obviated by the r e f q - q s .
* * x

Applicant's compositions requkt: more iron than qobab. The1
are all based on Nd and/or Pr_I'hey require mor@Loxi &an
most of the allovs claimed by-uitachi would allow Mowover,
the reference teaches that adding uon in an amouo; of more than
about 10 percent of the cobalt naduces the hrinsic magmtic
coercivity of sintered alloys (tra!ulation, page 2, par. 2, lines
14-17). Figure 11 of the subject application show that
increasing the iron content up to about 87 % tncrt:ases coercivity.
Hitachi also teaches that adding boron reduws tha Curie
temperature (trans., page 3, par 3). Figure 27 of our application
shows that adding boron increases Curie liemperatcre. The fact
that iron and boron cause differmt and docurnenmi resulss in the
compositions claimed herein and thosc :ai.ight by F
substantiates the material differences between thc 1wo different
families of magnetic materials.
Jap. '419, also to Hitachi, relates to "lugilly magnetostrictive
materials of the type used for uitrasonic oscirlatcm" (translation.
page 2,lines 1-2). Magnetostricters must hxre virv low
coercivities so they can rapidly change polarity wiuh littlc loss in
weak reversing field: that is, b : y are very soft nwgnets with low
coercivities. This is discussed, for ex.imple, at page 5, Col. 1 of
a booklet put out by Hitachi Magnetic ; w hiclii was also c ited by
Applicant in the prosecution of USSN 27 1,070.

All claims herein are drawn to pmnanemt magnew with wry high
coercivities. Therefore, they art: not suggested by h e
magnetically soft alloys of the 'a.19 reference. Fwthermore,
while the compositions suggested by the reference ;an he forced
to overlap Applicant's there are thoussnds o C o&&~cormnositions
possible which do not even remotely intersect the compositional
limitations of Applicant's claims. Jam '43 9 doe%not rgqiire Nd
and/or Pr. at least about 40 atom& B c E n t iron .rq g r e a t g r a u
0.5 % B. None of the examples contains Nd or €'$ flor-suitg'bk
proportions of iron and boron. 1. would &.kg morq thaQ routine
experimentation by one skilledjc? theart -4ri-i~"atAjplicant's
invention based on the teachin= of Jap..-'4s, [Emphasis added]
With a May 15, 1986 Office Action the Examiner cited the Koori 1981 article (FF 179)
which NEOCO relies on in its prior art. In an arnendxnont dated September 24, 1986,
applicant argued (FF 180):
All claims reiected over Koon "r70 haygken agiended or
canceled and rewritten to reauirc at le;is&about6 ~tomjcp e ~ c g g
Nd and/or Pr. This is a substaqtially hjgher and gritgUahly
distinct amount of these rare eagths than the 2 ag,giic_Qercmt
maximum allowed by Koon. [Emphasis added]
Applicant in an amendment dated April 20, 1987 aryed { FF 182):
Dr . Croat discovered that iron-raeodynrimn and
iron-praseodymium based cornpiwitions couki be r+ipidly
solidified to form products having permanent ma giiet properties.
That discovery was disclosed and claimed in his U S. Palent No.
4,496,395. The subject applica.ion describes and ,:laims
improved compositions that incorporare borcn. The addition of
boron to iron-neodymium alloys, ior example, provides a
substantial increase in magnetic properties such its coercivity,
energy product and Curie temperature. In the expxience
reflected in the many examples nresente. in the-qhiect
application, the preferred addition of box()ao-irog and
neodymium or praseodymium b Lgc&)mpait&opq is _such&aj
boron makes up about 0.5 to 10 atomicperccnt of the_tota!
comDosition. Particularly desirable pcrrnanent niapnetic
properties were observed in such mixtut-cs &:scrkbc*din the
working examples of this application. N.)wt-ver,there i3 no

suggestion in the application and indeed no trchnied basbs for
concluding from its teaching thar highthr boron add tions are
unsuitable for achieving improvemcnL5 fn magneic praprrties in
iron-neodymium- praseodymium based r;c?mpositrons. To the
contrary, in the brief summarygoQ& (I$ the spe@katicnat
pages 3 and 4. it is stated with refer.-nce-to-@ig
bapcfonnula RE,_
-,(TM,,Bv)x that the value of _x_ is Qrsfer_abl$i n tl$ range Qf
about 0.5 to about 0.9 and y is preferably id the-rpnge-of abogt
0.01 to about 0.20. AccordingLv,in this disr*losti&:ofa-preferred
fie at_la&
practice of the invention. the bgroycQntgri~g~ul6Ji
about 18 atomic percent of the overall basic fonp
lines 27-32 of the specification tcaches t h t boron tidditicns over
10 atomic percent do not inhibit the essential mametic uhase
even though magnetic properties may ht: dildted. I n gemral, the
Serial No. 544,728 -- 14 specification points out bcnefih of
combining boron with iron and neodymium md/or
praseodymium. There is no suggestion that bored content in
excess of amounts described as preferred so $:hang(: the magnetic
properties of the overall compositions as TO be outside th:. scope
of the invention.
Claims 38, 43, 44, 48, 50, 51, 58,60, 61, 64 an4 66-65?
are
presented in the application to ncire the invcntioir in a different
form than other claims that recite a boron cantent range. They
require that a magnetically hard gUoxagipositilqq be for~ngd-and
that it contain a specified range tof rare earth eleuwnts a n d i m
and a minimum amount of boron. These claims Jso r e g u k
minimum magnetic properties and/or the_prasenca ofae essential
magnetic phase RE,TM,.B1. In other wprdsr, they_provkig
compositional ranges for two of thc nccgssarv cgqximsnr
types, they provide a minimum xmount _of-tBe_thii$dnecessary
constituent, boron. and they reqi_re>a
cooperate to provide certain mkimum pgamnenr.rnagner
properties and/or a sDecific iron neodymium 'prat;godvn~umboron containing phase. The lav doe:; not &quirk applirant's
claims to provide a detailed recipe of his permanaxit magnets.
The law requires the claims to distinctly claBn a d invenliion. It
is respectfully submitted that claims 38, 43, 44, W , 50, S1, 58,
60, 61, 64 and 66-69 accomplish this w-eqsiirtmeritand satisfy 35
USC 112. [Emphasis added]
On Dec. 2, 1988 the Examiner indicated that the clkims R ere ir condition for

allowance. (FF 188). Thereafter the ‘931 patcnt issicd on Feb. 7, 1989. (FF 47).
The prosecution of the ‘931 patent makes clear that the cliiimed sub-jectmatter in issue
relates to permanent magnets or magnetically f ard alloy canpositions c ontaining neodymium
and/or praseodymium with specified amounts of iron and bxon R nd rewiring minimum
magnetic properties and/or the presence of the essential ma {netle phase RE&TM,,B, . (& FF
174 to 188).
4. NEOCO’s Arguments
Regarding Int. No. 103,182, relied on cy NEOCO, on k u g . 1 1, 1993 the Patent
Office Board of Interferences declared that interference wh,ch irurolved: (1) Croat’s claims 1
through 20 of ‘931 patent and claims 1 through 11 of the ‘1158 mitent and (2) Koon’s claims 1

thm 31 and 34 of reissue application 07/248,217 (the Kuoo ‘217 reissue application) which
was assigned to the United States of America BS r-eprmentai by the Secretary of the Navy.

l9 On June 25, 1999 complainants moved to stnki,: (1) theexhibits relating to the Croat v.
Koon Inter. No. 103,182, &.RXN-82 (interference declaraiion with Board of Appeals opinion),
RXN-105 (Koon Invention Disclosure), RXN- I 13 (Koon 4J29/94 declai ation) RXN-114 (Koon
fifth 5/23/94 declaration) and RXN-137 (reissue Serial %I. 11248,217) arid (2) the ‘408 patent
(RXN-104), its reissue patent U.S.No. Re 34,3 22 @XN 131)andl material relating to the
prosecution of the reissue patent (RXN-135) and testimony rontrtined on Tr. at 1765-66 and
1805-1 1 related thereto (Motion Docket No 41 3-54) Respmdcrmt NEDCO opposed Motion
No. 413-54. The staff supported Motion No. 4 13-54 with the exwption of RXN-137 (& staffs
letter dated July 11, 1999). RXN-82, RXN-lO~,RXN-113, RXNPI14 aid RXN-137 pertain to
the issue of who was the first to invent the subject matter ofi.he only count in the interference
which is directed to a magnet made of certain amounts afuwpecified rare-earth metals and other
elements. RXN-104 is based on a continuation-in pw- qpliration of Ser No. 319,325 which
resulted in the Koon ‘770 patent. Reissue patent KE 34,322 was not filed in the Patent Ofice
until January 3 1, 1989 and issued on July 27, 1493. (FF 277). Indetenraining the validity issues,
the administrative law judge has considered the material in issue an Motjsn No. 413-54. Hence,
while he finds that said material does not invalidatt: tht: claims in issue of the Magnequench
patents, he is denying Motion No. 413-54.

(&

CX-17, Tab 46; CX-20, Tab 46)). Counl I . and the cnly munt, o f the interference

reads:
COUNT 1
A permanent magnet alloy composition coq)risidy,in a1omic percent, 6
to 40 percent of at least one rare earth InAtd, 0.75 6128.75 percent boron, 50 to
90 percent of at least one transition metal selected from the group consisting of
iron and cobalt, 0 to 4.75 percent of at least one elallneat selected from the
group consisting of phosphorus, silicon, ahmiiwm, arsenic germanium, indium,
antimony, bismuth, and tin and from 0 to less than 20 percent based upon the
iron content in the alloy of at least one additive metal selected from the group
consisting of titanium, nickel, chromium, zirconium , and mangmese where said
reprgsents the rare
alloy contains the tetragonal phase &rM,,B, w heiein
earth metals, TM represents the transition metals and B rrpreseiits boron.
[Emphasis added] [FF 1731
In Interference No. 103,182 the declaration declaring the iiiteriaence designated the patentee
Croat the junior party and Koon was designated the semoraartii. The Koon ‘217 reissue
application is a reissue application of the Koon ‘770 patent

7 br senicu- party Koon was

accorded the benefit of Ser. No. 06/314,325 filed 10/23/81 (no% the ‘770 patent). The junior
party Croat, as to the ‘931 patent, was accorded the henefi‘i of

St rial

ho. 06/508,266 filed

6/24/83 and 06/414,936 field 9/13/82 (now t h z ‘058 pates). (RXN-82).
Prior to the declaration of Interference No. 103,182, the Koon ’217 issue application
had been rejected by the Examiner, and Koon had appe ilet to %: Board of Patent Appeals and
Interferences of the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office :PTO), H/ here hie won a reversal of the
Examiner’s rejection of claims 1 through 31 aiid 34 Hhrch wer: ,111the claims remaining in the
Koon ‘217 reissue application and which had been rejected undei the second paragraph of 35
U.S.C.

5

112. The Board, on reversing the Examiner, sta-ed rkiotnote omitted) (RXN-82):
The claimed polycrystalline ma aerials arc pEl:partxx; by annealing
31

amorphous alloy precursors, whrcb prc:cui.sol s arc necesmrily
limited to compositions capable of being forned into amorphous
alloys. Lanthanides are normally incorporatpd for desirable
a high coercive force However, crystallinity is
properties, a,
favored with increasing amounts of' lanthmides. Sze, for
example, column 5 of Koon $043[Kotrn U.S. Pat. No. 4,409,043
which was based on Ser. No. 314,326 filcd Xkt. 23, 19Eil and
which issued on 10/11/83], lines 5 through 30, wherein it is
disclosed that crystallinity occurs when as litcle as me atomic
percent of a heavy lanthanide is added to an zllov 4:ontaining iron
and boron. Appellant's invention resi4r:s in tncaq-orating
lanthanum, thereby enabling grr ater amom&,of kithanides to be
present in the alloy precursors wirhour ol-sewablc xystakiinity
vis-a-vis alloy precursors sans lmtihan-vn
The invention defined in the appealed claim$ canaot be said to be
indefinite on its face. The examiner focuses upon colu~lin2 of
the '770 patent, lines 48 through 50 [Kocm 1J.S.Pat. Nrl.
4,402,770 which was based on Ser. No. 314,325 filed Oct. 23,
1981 and which issued on Sept. 6, 19831 wbich read as hAlows:
"It is possible to alloy imn and h r o r with the
lighter lanthanides (Ce, Pr: Nd) in concearation
of less than two atomic percent. "
The examiner contends that this sente~~ice
creates II subgtms of
lighter lanthanides which can k present in an anxunt less than
two atomic percent without obscrvablc cryst illinitr, in tne
inventive alloys containing lanthanum ?'he exam ner concludes
that the appealed claims are "incoxnplt-te The m aminex- is
presumably of the opinion that onc having ardinary skill in the art
would have been confused whether the appe,iled c aims were
intended to encompass alloys containing nn excess of two atomic
percent of the lighter lanthanides
I'

We agree with appellant's intemretatian of the disclosuie of the
'770 patent, including column 2, line:; 48 though 50. We
particularly note that there is nothing in rhe sentcrce relied upon
by the examiner to indicate that it relates to allo~jsconlaining
lanthanum. The only reasonable interpretation of that sentence,
consistent with the entire disclowre, 1s as aFipella3rt urgt s, &,
that the two percent limitation on the amount of lighter
lanthanides applies to the preparatior, of the arnm phous

precursors alloys made without ranthanurn. .4s a q ued on pages
15 through 17 of the Brief, appellant’s psition i j !uppried by
Table 1 of Koon ‘043 [see FF 2 75 1 which reveals dloys having
amounts of heavy lanthanides in excep oi‘ tu-o atomic percent,
yet Koon ‘043 suggests it is mole diffkult ta allrly the heavy
lanthanides than the light lanthanides wrthoui obhei vable
crystallinity. [Emphasis in orip iml]
With this reversal, Koon obtained allowable patent rlainrs that appeared to interfere
with claims of the ‘931 and ‘058 patents. Accordingljr fnt. No 103,18;! was declared
containing only one count, supra. The parties in Int. No. 103, i 8 2 filect preliminary motions
and preliminary statements by May 2, 1994. Oyposirioiis 0 ) thoo: motions and replies have
been filed. However there have been no decisions tu tiate c n the preliminary motions much
less the ultimate issue involving Count 1 .20 (RXN-82).
The administrative law judge finds that the fact that tnt. No. 10.1,182has been declared
does not affect the validity of the asserted claims of the ‘053 and ’931 patents since there has
been no decision in said interference.21 Moreover, the ulthnatr l s u e ill Interference No.
103,182 is separate and distinct from the issuer in this iiiveb*tigarion. ‘Thus the ultimate issue in
the interference, which has yet to be decided, is who i.i rhe first to invent the subject matter of
a single count, supra, which is directed to a magnet made of c e a in amounts of unspecified

2o The other Magnets patents at issue in this investigation
,.e@ the ‘395, ‘723, ‘368 and
‘65 1 patents) are not involved in Interference No. 103,182. ( W - 8 2 ) . Furthermore the Koon
‘043 patent (FF 275) and ‘408 patent (FF 276) are not involved axid only the Koon ‘217 reissue
application, not the ‘770 patent itself, is involved. 4 . Ah:,the Board of Patent Appeals and
Interferences never declared that Koon’s ‘770, ‘043and ‘408patt:n s were “senior” to Croat’s
‘058 and ‘931 patents, since those Koon patents are not irvolved in the interference. (RXN-82).

21 While NEOCO argued that Interference No. 10 4,182 io rclevltni with respect to the
Magnequench patents, the ‘395 patent was not involved k1said inrei-fereni:e. (RXN-82).
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rare-earth metals not the specific&&l

rare-earrh met:tls neodvin urn or praseodymium and

other elements. In contrast, in this investigation the validity issws under 35 U.S.C.66 102
and/or 103 concerning the Magnequench patents must focu; on tile asserted claims of those
patents which (1) relate, with respect to the broadest claim of the ‘395 natent in issue, to a
permanent magnet alloy having an inherent intrinsic nrraqnetic cot-rcivitv of at least 5000
Oersteds at room temperature comprising iron and oix: or more E.:)ecificrare-earth elements
taken from the group consisting of neodymium and praseodymium, and (2) relate, with respect
to the broadest claims of the ‘058 and ‘93 1 patents, to mag lets and magnetic materials
containing, inter alia, certain critical amounts of neodymium and’or prxeodymium. Therefore
the issues raised in the interference, which does not even concern the ’395 patent, and the
issues raised in this investigation are distinct arid not dle same.
Moreover, in the Koon ‘217 reissue application Invcllved in Interference No. 108,182,
results from the following alloy compositions were sliown. (CuL 4, Table 1 of the ‘770
patent) .22

RXN-137 does not include the ‘770 patent (CX-18, Tab 20) on which the ‘217 reissue
application is based. However the reissue application is a reissue 3f the ‘7’70patent and hence
there are common disclosures in the ‘770 patent and relssue applicaiion.
22

.’ 4

In addition alloy compositions of (Fe0,82B0.18)0.9
Tbo~osLrqb
05 ; i d :Feo,s2Bi,
18)o,9 Tb0.25Lq.05were
prepared. (CX-18, Tab 20, col. 5 of '770 patent). O n l y tf!e identified alloy compositions
from TABLE 1 and col. 5 were specifically dixclosed in tht '770 patens. Thus Koon may
prevail in the interference by just relying on h i s work with his terbium-lanthanum alloy (the
alloy most frequently referenced in the Koon '217 reissue application). However even if Koon
were to show in Interference No. 103,182 that he invented a terb urn

(ir heavy

rare earth

element)-lanthanum alloy falling within the sol,=count of thit iniar ferem:e before Croat
invented a neodymium or praseodymium-containing uoaj;ne; fa1 g within said count, that does
not show that Koon invented the compositions 3 the claimis in mue of the '395, '058 and/or
'93 1 patents.
NEOCO refers to a purported invention disclow e (.RXN- 105) which was submitted in
the Croat v Koon interferen~e.~~
Complainants however did not ltave an opportunity to crossexamine Koon on RXN-105 since Koon is now deceasbx!. Also vi hile 6:XN-105 lists as
witnesses C. M. Williams, B.N. Das. and D.J. Cille ;pic., FEOCO provided no evidence to
corroborate the statements in the invention disclosure from m y a rroborating witnesses.
In addition the invention disclosure is d-rected 1.0 a "metfirdof producing permanent
magnets ... [consisting] of first making an amorphou:; alioy the:n heat treating it to produce a
crystalline material which exhibits large magnetic hysteresis.

I'

R XN- 105). The only

23 There is no evidence that RXN-105 win publidy atailablc (if at all) before the effective
filing date of the '058 patent and the '93 1 patent 3 1 . 9 / 3 / 8 2 .(FF 32,47,48). The effective
filing date of the '395 patent is June 16, 1981 wlich is earlier than t le June 19, 1981 date of
RXN-105. (FF 19). Also NEOCO presented no evidence thelt thc: c ompasition described in
RXN-105 was ever reduced to practice within the meaning of 35 J ~ S.C.
J 8 102(g).

composition described in the invention disclosure is a terbium alloy wh ch is also described in
a Koon 1980 abstract. The invention disclosur.3 further provides ~ n l ay generic reference to
"any of the rare-earth elements" and does not contain ;my q7ecir'i refer.mce to neodymium
and/or praseodymium. (FF 286, 287). Thus RXN-105 docs not describe a composition
containing neodymium and/or praseodymium, Iron and bomn, anirch leiis a composition at least
six atomic percent neodymium and/or praseodjnium as required in the claims in issue the of
the '058 patent.
RXN-105 also does not suggest a RE$TIM,,B, phase, let J m e a predominate

wTM,,B, phase recited in the asserted claims 01' thr '931 patent. To ihe contrary in a Koon
1982 article, (CX-443) Koon states that he perlormed tr inmission electron microscopy

analysis on his terbium alloy and found that it consisted ma nlyof Re&,, and Fe3 B phases.
(CX-443; CX-442, Q. 37). Also in a Koon 1983 article (CX-444) Kocn reported that he again

found that his terbium alloy consisted mainly of RE&,

and Fe,

E,phast-s and there was no

peak shown which peak is characteristic of the RZ&Fe,,El,piase. (CX-444; CX-442, Q. 40).
A Koon 1984 article (CX-445) further disclosed that Koon s terbium a.Loy consisted mainly of

RF6 Fe23 and Fe,B phases and the data presented in that arti :le did not 5 how the presence of an
mFe,,B, phase. Moreover in that article, Koim specifical y s t a s thar there was no evidence
that any ternary or quaternary rare earth-iron-boron compounds were present in Koon's
terbium alloy described in the article.24 Since the RE,Ft.,,B phase is a ternary compound, the

24 NEOCO's expert Bohlmann testified that what one loak., for iii a magnet material is
certain magnetic properties and that it is only aftcr one has th: desired magnetic properties in a
material that one searches for the crystal structwe and that gtnerall?; the identification of the
crystal structure would come after the alloy was for-megi {Tr at 1 3 17. 13 18). However even
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administrative law judge finds that Koon’s terbium alloy did not 1;ontain such a phase. (CX445; CX-442, Q. 43). Based on the foregoing the adinrniatrati~elaw judge finds that the
invention disclosure “-105

carries no weig’it as tt) the validin of the. asserted claims of the

magnequench patents.

though an alloy must be formed before one can determine its :rysra structure, a particular
structure, such as the 2-14-1 phase recited in cliiims in issue of ths ’931 patent, does not
necessarily form when just any constituents are combined to form 2 1 allo! or composition. Thus
as shown be Koon’s work described in his 1982, 1983 and 1984 afiicles, ;I composition that
contains terbium, lanthanum, iron and boron (k,rare-earth dements, transition metals and
boron) did not form the 2-14-1 phase. (CX-443, CX-444, CK-445. CX-442, Q. 37,40,43).
Rather, as shown by the ‘931 patent (CX-2), thc formalim of the 2-14-1 phase depends on (1)
the use of specific rare-earth elements (such as nsodymiurn oi praseodymmm), transition metals as
iron and boron as well as (2) the amounts of those constituefits. Bohlmann agreed at least that
the benefits of adding boron to the neodymium-il-oncomposition mses because boron allows the
formation of the 2-14-1 phase and that in turn results in more favcmble magnetic properties. (Tr.
at 1549, 1550).
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i
In a telephone conference on May 13, 31 999, at whir h NEQCO's counsel was present,
this administrative law judge stated that he would want I O hear h u t the facts involved in the
interference at the hearing. (5/13/99 Tr. at 151).l6 Counstl for r:ertain respondents made
reference to Messrs. John Karasek and Torn McDomiell as lonF-time employees of the Navy
and who worked with Koon and reviewed his research whm Koon was alive and that there's
"plenty of facts for them to testify to." (5/13/I>s,Tr. at 153). '!%.,ere was however no
testimony from any witness at the hearing corrhoratiiig tht Kotln 5/24/94 declaration.
The Koon 1980 abstract (RXN-51),(

}makes no mention of using neodymium and, or:ixaser.dymium with iron and boron
to create a high coercivity magnet. Rather it nierely report; that

it

was found that "the

addition of La [lanthanum] tends to suppress the l'orniatron of . . [stablc rare-earth-iron

Inerference No. 103,182 is not in issue in this invesrigation and this administrative law
judge has no jurisdiction to decide who is the first inventor d'the sole oount of that interference.
NEOCO however has put in issue 35 U.S.C. f$j102 atid 103 SP;g tn particular 35 U.S.C. §
102(9 and (g). Hence the interference is relevant insofar as Ei re1:dt.s to the validity of the claimed
subject matter in issue of the Magnequench patents.
26

intermetallic compounds] and greatly increases the amount of ram earth which can be added
while retaining the amorphous melt-quenched state.

IFF 273). 'The only specific alloy

'I

disclosed is a iron-boron-terbium-lanthanumcompositioin. The ilrlly rid t: earths mentioned in
the abstract are terbium and lanthanum (Id). NEOCO's B d h m i agreed that the 1980
abstract makes no "disclosure" of using neodymium and/or prasa ~dyrniimwith iron and boron
to create a high coercivity magnet. (& Tr. at 1549)
NEOCO relies on testimony of Bohlmam that Koon's pmentation at the MMM 1980

conference went beyond the 1980 abstract. That testimony (Tr.

ai.

153s ,1540) is far from

convincing that this was in fact the case. Bohlrnaim at the leann!: when asked by the
administrative law judge how one would know the exact werds sard by Koon at the MMM
8 1539). Moreover while
1980 conference, referred only to the 1980 absrrazt. (3.

Bohlmann testified that he knows that Koon discussed more thaii vhat anpears in the 1980
abstract Bohlmann had no recollection or notes that would i idicatls.:wha Koon said. (Tr. at
1540). However complainants' counsel at the hearing then made reference to Bohlmann's
deposition testimony where Bohlmann made referencc tcJnotes lie may iiave taken at the
conference. Bohlmann then testified that he did provide to "XEOC'O'scounsel notes that
Bohlmann had retyped. NEOCO's counsel staled that the mtes mere nut in evidence (Tr. at
1540) and later stated "I don't know precisely wliere [hey we arixdst our materials but I
believe I have them here" (Tr. at 1543); that "we're not objecting to producing those notes if
we can find them. We had not intended to use

x_@ .jntmdjtcb:
@gni as an exhibit"; and

that "[ilf we can find them, we will produce them. We doQ't intend to cxamine Mr.
Bohlmann on the content of those notes.

(Tr. at 1544)( Emphasir adde J). Any such notes
.I

were never produced. Moreover in view of thr: eomoants by NEOCO’s counsel any such
notes, if they do exist, carry no weight.
Moreover Koon himself in a declaratioii (FF 282) tx. at azcampa-ried the filing of the
Koon ‘217 reissue application declared that an abstract. of H.oon’s presentation was published in
the program of the MMM 1980 conference an61 that rhe tex: of the presentation was published
in the November 15, 1981 issue of Applied Phpcl&$eB, Volaime J ~ ~ ( l at
0 )pages 840-842.
(RXN-56). In the article in Applied Physicslggea @I: 285) (the Kocn article), which
contains the text of Koon’s presentation at the M M M 1980 conference according to Koon in
1988, Koon states that rare earths can be added to b i w y iron-boron ccrmnpounds to make
magnetically hard compositions but only if lantb-nurn i! added tc the alloy:
Very recently, we have discovered that E eB allo 9 contiv ining moderate
amounts of the heavy as well as light rim -ea1ai cletnen?s :an be made by
conventional melt spinning techniques if a small arnoum (if La 1s added to the
alloy. The key point appears to be fiar La-whjchjias riq stable compounds
11&c;Q1z?pounds
with iron, seems to inhibit the formatm_ofrarg earth inJt%mgq
during the quench process. The addition of snlsI1 a,mownrsof L a (a few at. %)
to FeB therefore makes possible the production in bulk al a WIC~:class of
amorphous iron-boron-rare-earth alloyr containing dypir ai ly up to 10-15 at. %
rare earth, which is enough to significantly modify the liargnetic and
561 [Emphasis added].
magnetostrictive properties of the alloys. [RXNThus the text of Koon’s presentation at the MMM 1980 cmferc lice reproduced
in Applied Physics Letters at least indicates that Koon Mieved that one must
use lanthanum in order to create a rare -earth-iron-b Iron E omposition with strong
magnetic proper tie^.^^ Hence the administraf iare law jujtipe finds that Koon’s

27 The Koon article was before the Examiner Ciiiring the pr xecufion of each of the
applications which led to the issuance of the ‘0,’,8 and ‘3: 1 patecta; Sxe s m .
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presentation at the MMM 1980 confereiice teachcs away trom tfrie claimed
compositions of the ‘058 and ‘931 patents, wliich drl not require lanthanum at

A Koon 1981 abstract reports producing a new class of m l t qur nched amorphous
alloys accomplished by the discovery that lanthanum ”UhiCh has no stat-de compounds with
iron, inhibits the formation of intermetallic compounds duping nhi: quench process. “ (FF 283).
It teaches that the addition of just 2 atomic perzerit lanthamrn to 1 particular iron boron
composition, for example, raises the amount of tcrbirim (Tb)which caii be added from
approximately 1 atomic percent to over six atomic percmt. l_d. L‘he Koon 1981 abstract
describes the same terbium alloy as described In the Kom .L980 abstract and Koon 1981

NEOCO argued that Dr. Sagawa reinembered Krlon’s presentation at the 1980 MMM
conference “very well” because Koon’s ternary dloy with baron obtained “very interesting”
magnetic properties, citing JX-1, Croat dep. at IO: 2.11, that CrQdrecalled that Koon’s
presentation discussed the use of boron with rare earths and Iron. citing JX-1 Croat dep. at 223:
19-21; and that Fred Rothworth took detailed notes for C’ront and Sagaua ofthe Koon
presentation in 1980. (NPost at 21). However although Rd:m prbvided iestimany in his answer
Koon’s presentation,
to Question 46 (RXN- 101) regarding Rothworth’s purported notes &onL
neither Rothworth was produced for testimony, nor any purported notrs of Rothworth was
produced, by NEOCO and hence Keem’s answer to quesioa! 46 w is stricken. (Tr.at 1657-58).
Moreover Keem in testimony admitted that Kecm was not at KOQII’S
presentation. (Tr. at 165859). The JX-1, Croat dep. at 113: 2-1 1, referenced by NEQCO refers to the melt-spinning of
lanthanudterbium-iron-boron which is referenced in the Kcmn 15%1 article. (RXN-56). The JX1, Croat dep. 223: 19-21, referenced by NEiOCO does nor support NEOC’O’s allegation,
Regarding testimony of Bohlmann that ‘‘some years after that [ 1980 MhIM ] conference, in a
casual setting, Dr. Sagawa admitted that he had gotten his idea regarding the effectiveness of
boron from the presentations at the 1980 Dallas conference. I aswmed tnat he meant the Koon
paper” (Tr. at 1351-52), the testimony is based OD an a:ssniny)tiorxand no details were given by
Bohlmann as to any such meeting. It is a fact hemever that Komriid discuss the melt-spinning of
lanthanudterbium-iron-boron at the 1980 M M M conkrcncs: althbugh the presentation was
limited to the discovery that iron-boron alloys containing modertite amounts of the heavy as well
as the light rare-earth elements can be made by coriventionaI melt spinning techniques if a small
amount of lanthanum is added to the alloy. (&; RXN-50).
28
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article. Each of those three publications does not disr:lose any pcmanent magnet alloy and/or
permanent magnet containing neodymium and/ 71-pra Feoily@iiunimuch iess the neodymium
and/or praseodymium having an inherent intrinsic msgnctic coercivity oC at least 5000
Oersteds at room temperature as claimed in the assefied claims ita issue df the ‘395 patent.
Moreover those publications do not disclose a ~ieodyiniumiron~
bcron composition having the
particular components and magnetic properties as well as tbe spec ified ranges and/or particular
phase recitation set forth in the asserted claims cy1 the 058 md ‘931 p a m t in issue. Because
the Koon 1980 and 1981 abstracts and the Koon 6981 axtide do riot set forth all the elements

of the asserted claims of the ‘395, ‘058 and ‘9 11. patcnt th: administrative law judge finds that
those publications cannot anticipate any of the asserted d a h s nf the ‘3k15, ‘058 and ‘931
patents.
Likewise the administrative law judge finds that the Kam ‘770 patent does not
anticipate the claims in issue of the ‘058 and ‘93 1 patms fDr die reasons successfully argued
by applicant in the prosecution of the ‘058 and ‘931 paten$;.

SUJ~~,’~

Moreover the Koon

‘770 patent specifically states that the light rar; earths neorLyrnruanand praseodymium are
among the “nonpreferred lanthanides” wherea:: the hem y m e earths le r-bium, dysprosium,
holmium, and erbium are the “preferred lanthanides ” {FF 274)

30

As applicant pointed out in the prosecution of the ‘395 patent, supra, the Koon ‘770
patent is not an effective reference, against the clams in ism: of the ‘395 application. See supra.
Also while the staff has argued that the Koon ‘770 patent is not pnor art with respect to the ‘058
patent (SPost at 63), the Examiner in the prosec:ution of the ’058 patent however did treat the
‘770 patent as prior art. See supra.
29

Closely related to the Koon ‘770 patent is the Kaon-‘408’patent. (FF 276). Because
the Koon ‘408 patent is a continuation-in-part ctf the “776)pitens (FF 276), certain parts of the
‘408 patent contain the same subject matter as I he Koon ‘770 pdk nt which has been treated,
supra. As for the new matter in the remainder of the Kcion ‘408 patent the earliest possible
effective filing date is September 6, 1983, the filing htt: ot the clmtinuation-in-part application
for the ‘408 patent. (FF 276). That date, however, is more than a year after the effective
filing date (September 3, 1982) of the subject matter in Ehe ‘0513m d ‘971 patents, to which
any new matter in the ‘408 patent in allegedly relevant. CrmseqLently rhe new matter in the
Koon ‘408 patent is not prior art with respect 10 eithcr tile ‘058 or the 931 patent. Likewise
the reissue patent of Koon ‘408 patent, &., U.S. Patcnt No. Re 34, 312 (FF 277) is not prior
art.

See In re Chic, 66 F.3d 292, 297, 366 U S.P.Q.211 lC189, 1 J93. ,Fed. Cir. 1995).
Based on the foregoing the administrative law judge finds that fdEOCO has not

established by clear and convincing evidence tilai thr. :I Limed subject matter in issue of the
‘395, ‘058 and ‘931 patents is anticipated undt:r 35 1-J.S.C, 5 102 by ailiyprior art.
Referring to NEOCO’s arguments that thc claimed-subjixt mattzr in issue of the
Magnequench patents has been shown to be ofwious aided 35 U.S.C. $ 103, obviousness
~

cannot be established by picking and choosing among the prior art, anti combining the
teachings of the prior art to produce the claimcd invb:nti,oe,without showing the existence of

some teaching or suggestion supporting the combanation E=gm-v&fjnitec

Plates. Inc., 132

F.3d 1437, 1447, 45 U.S.P.Q.2d 1269, 1276 (Fed. Cir 1998) Moreover hindsight is
something which is to be studiously avoided when condirctiig an ibvioiisness analyses.
Rockwell International Corn. v. United States, 147 F . 3 : 1358, 1.364, 47 U.S.P.Q.2d 1027,
1031 (Fed. Cir. 1998). The administrative law judgc fitids nothing in Ihe publications of Koon
that would enable a person of ordinary skill in the m- to make tk compositions set forth in the
claims in issue of the ‘058 and ‘931 patents. There is nl) specific reference to any rare-earth in
the Koon 1980 and Koon 1981 abstracts and the Koon 1981 artiale with the exception of
lanthanum and the heavy rare earth terbium. In addition, the publications focus on using the
heavy rare-earth element terbium rather than the light rare earth tl-lemeirtsneodymium or
praseodymium and describe lanthanum as being necessary to f a d itate the addition of terbium
and obtain an amorphous composition. NEOCO has ciled

7 1 0

p&)r art which suggests the

substitution of the light rare earth element neodymium or praseociymium for the heavy rareearth terbium of those publications and/or the IdirninaticIn tlr replilcemr lit of lanthanum which
is not required by any of the claims in issue of the ‘058 am1 ‘931 patents. To the contrary the
administrative law judge finds that the 1980 and 1981 Kmi abstracts and 1981 Koon article
taught away from using light rare earths, such as netidy anit m or gnraseodyniium by
emphasizing the advantages of the heavy rare carth terbium.
Regarding NEOCO’s position at the hearing

3s

to why xlk: ‘395 patent is invalid, each

of the Nesbitt ‘200 patent, Nesbitt ‘911 patent and Ostertag ‘889 patent was before the
Examiner in the prosecution of the ‘395 paten?. (FF 2h9,. 296, 12).
The Ostertag ‘889 patent relates to a magnet made of raoc#-eartl-and cobalt.
-16

(Bohlmann, Tr. at 1477, 1479). The Ostertag ‘889 patent iioes not coctain a specific
disclosure, or even a suggestion, that one shoutd use neody nium or pn seodymium with iron
to make a magnet. (Bohlmann, Tr. at 1481, 1487-88). When 9ic ExaIiriiner cited the Ostertag
‘889 patent during the prosecution of the application for thr ‘393 paten1 applicant amended his
~

claims so they were limited to iron as the transition nietal @tmstih!entof’the claimed magnetic
materials, and asserted that the claims as limited would riot be micipat:d or suggested by the
Ostertag ‘889 patent. (CX-22 at M 002896-97) (See also FF 3 t 1 to 317).
The Nesbitt ‘200 patent relates to a magnetic wniposition of (1) iron, cobalt, or a
mixture thereof, (2) copper, nickel, or alurninuni and (1)

rare carth. (CX-18 at M 001907,

col. 1, lines 50-62). Like the Ostertag ‘889 patent, it does not ccntain

d

suggestion to use

neodymium or praseodymium. (Bohlmann, Tr. at 14561. Alsc each ot the claims of the
Nesbitt ‘200 patent call for the inclusion of copper (or nicla;:l or taluminum) in the claimed
composition, an element which is not present hi the clahns of the ‘395 natent. (CX-18 at M
001910, col. 7, line 30 - col. 8, line 36). Moreover the sp:cificerion ~t the Nesbitt ‘200
patent appears to teach away from the ‘395 patent in that th: former indicates that copper (or
nickel or aluminum) is needed to create a highly coeicive magnetic matcrial:
The non-magnetic component B [copptx-, alunim 1111, or ruckel] is
responsible for minimizing or eliminating dd naisi’lwallmotion so
that increasing amounts result in increasing coerc ik ity. The
dramatic improvements in coerc !viry thus olxaint d contrr flutes
one of the unobvious features of the inventicrri.
(CX-18 at M 001907, col. 2, lines 14-18) (See also €1: 295 to :;O5).
The Nesbitt ‘911 patent deals with a method for rncreasip the coercivity of thin layers
of rapidly quenched material. (Bohlmann, Tr. at 1461). It does. -lot indicate the coercivity of

compositions made according to the invented method. (Boftlmami, Tr. at 1465-66). (See also

FF 288 to 294).
With respect to the Shirk article, Bohlrrann acbow3edgcd that i t has nothing to do with
neodymium or praseodymium or even rare-earth and iron aimpazinds. r Bohlmann, Tr. at
1475). Indeed, Shirk only teaches a process far rapid qienching

EO get

uniform particle size.

Id. Bohlmann testified that the Shirk reference only has relrvance if the claims at issue claim a
process.

Id.

Insofar as the claims at issue are directcd I O eompoxitions. and not processes, the

administrative law judge finds that Shirk is irrelevant to a q validity dewmination that is to be
made with respect to the claims. (See also FF 306-3Q7).
The Drozzina article appears to describt: somc 91:rt rdf corn bination of neodymium and
iron that exhibited strong magnetic properties, although with a coercivity of 4300 Oersteds,
lower than the minimum coercivity set forth in the asserted claim; of the ‘395 patent. (RXN30; FF 318). While a 1959 Bozorth reference summarixes the 0 -ozzina article,31it states that
the composition and one of the magnetic properties of the mates-k1 in the Drozzina article are
uncertain because of inconsistencies in said artde. (FF 32 1).
With respect to the Koon ‘770 patent, NEOCO has citedi no prior art that would suggest
raising the upper limit of 2 percent light rare e s t h elemnt recited in thc ‘770 patent, nor to
counteract the specific recitation in the ‘770 patent that the naigz&fkeJ lanthanides include
praseodymium and neodymium which would teach awa?’ fmm usmg thi)se light rare earth

The Bozorth reference (RXN-7) inauurately statas that The coercive force observed by
the authors of the Drozzina article was 4600 Oersteds insear of ?hi: actuid 4300 Oersteds.
(RXN-30).
31

elements.
NEOCO argued that certain claims of the -058 paterd arc "obvicas under 35 U.S.C. Q
103 in view of the '395 patent" (NPost at 47). The availawe p ~ i c rart is defmd by the
pertinent subsections of 35 U.S.C. Q 102. See C)tidzwi Products, Inc. y. Just Toys. Inc., 122
F.3d 1396, 1402, 1403-04, 43 U.S.P.Q.2d 1641, 1644-46 A'Fed. Cir. 1977) (Oddzon). The
'395 patent did not issue until January 29, 1985 (FF 19) ow:r two years after Croat filed his
application for the '058 patent. In addition, Croat is tlle s d e nmed inTrentor on each of the
'395 and '058 patents, which means that the '335 p a m t was notzknowr or used "by others,"
or granted on an application "by another, prior to his invention i t f ' the '058 patent. 35
I'

U.S.C. Q 102(a, e). Hence, the administrative law judge finds chat the '395 patent cannot be
considered prior art under the pertinent subsections of 35 U.S.C. ij 102.

35 U.S.C.

9

102(a, b, e); Oddzon, 122 F.3d at 1402, 43 U.S.P.Q.W at 1644 (notinq that subsection 102(e)
is directed to applications filed by another). Moreovcr NElICO has no pointed to a specific
teaching or suggestion in the '395 patent and what said teaming cr SUFI cstion is to be
combined with. Obviousness cannot be established by piclung ;mi choosing among the prior
art, and combining the teachings of the prior art ti, produce the d limed invention, without
showing the existence of some teaching or suggesilion in the prior art supporting the
combination. Fromson v. Anitec Printing Platipskc. J!32 F.3J 1437. 1447, 45 U.S.P.Q.2d
1269, 1276 (Fed. Cir. 1998).

B.

SSMC Patents
NEOCO argued that the SSMC '368, '723 and '651 patenis are invalid in view of the

sintering techniques of Yahagi patent application No. 56 17281 Bled Feb. 15, 1980, laid open
L 9

as No. 56-116844 (RXN-67) on Sept. 22, 1981 and pubiiisbed as Yo. 61-23848 (RXN-68)
which issued on June 7, 1986. It is also argued that bhev are b a e d on obvious sintering
techniques, citing A Chronicle of the D e v e l ~ ~ I g - n . f Q o.iBasgS
n
Kares Earth High
Performance Magnets" (1991). (NPost at 69-70)
Each of complainants and the staff argued that NEQCO &is not cstablished by clear and
convincing evidence that the asserted claims of SSMC pTitetitsare invalid.

1. '368 Patent
The '368 patent issued on Dec. 20, 1988 and is f)ast*don Ser. bo. 516,841 filed July
25, 1983. (FF 66). The '368 patent recites several r)riorigi apnlicatims, the earliest of which
is Japanese 57-145072 (8/21/85)(FF 67).
Claims 2-6, 8-10, 15-19, 21, 23, 24, 23-31, 15, 37 and 38 in issue are directed to
sintered anisotropic permanent magnets having certain magnets pi-opertics and containing (1) at
least 62 atomic percent iron with cobalt substituted for a p x t i m of the iron in an amount
greater than zero and not exceeding 25 percent of thr mag@et, 2 B 12 tci 20 atomic percent
element consisting of Nd, Pr, La, Ce, Tb, Dy Ho, Er, Eu, Sni, Gd, Fin, Tm, Yb, Lu and Y

(R element) wherein at least 50% of the element R consist$ of iieodyni?umand/or
praseodymium and (3) 5-18 atomic percent bo;-onwith the Aabncd maznet having a higher
Curie temperature than a corresponding ferronlapnetic Fe-fl-R bsed compound containing no
cobalt. In addition certain of the claims conta ns, or may L ontairi, one additional M element
selected from certain metals with specified percentages wb:rein rhe

SUI^

of M is no more than

the maximum value of any one of certain specified values rind This bala ace being at least 62
percent iron. (FF 77 to 98).
53

The '368 patent makes reference to certain prior art in the following (FF 70):
If it could be possible to use, as thc main component for the rare
earth elements light rare earth elements that occur dbundantly in
ores without employing much crlbalt, the ran: ea-% magnets
could be used abundantly and with less xpertse in a widor range.
In an effort made to obtain such permarent @lagnetmaterials, RFe, base compounds, wherein R is at least ore of rare earth
metals, have been investigated. A. E. C1a-k has discovered that
sputtered amorphous TbFe, has ;in energy pmdur
at 4.2" K., and shows a coercivc force 'H+=3.4 kOe and ;I
maximum energy product (BH)niax =7 MGQe at rtlom
temperature upon heat-treatment at 300"-.500"C Reportedly,
similar investigations on SmFe, indicated that 9.
reached at 77" K. However, these makrials. are
sputtering in the form of thin films that canmt be rbenerally used
as magnets, e.g., speakers or motors. It has furtkr been
reported that melt-quenched ribbons of PI Fe bast
coercive force Hc of as high as 2!. 8 kOe.
In addition, Koon et a1 discovered that,-with melr $iue$~ixJ
amorphous ribbons of (Fe0,8J30,1t~,
,ao
osb of 9 kOe was
@r:$ld;h tjowe-vel;
reached upon annealing at 627"
/BH)max is then low due to the unsatis€actot"r lq,p g p r e n e s s of
magnetization curves (N.C. Koon et al, &gj.Pq~._Lgtt 39 (lo),
1981, pp. 840-842).

cz

I

Moreover, L. Kabacoff et a1 reprxted that among nielt-quenched
ribbons of (Feo,8Bo~2)1-~rx
(x=-0-0.03atomic ratio]. certain ones
of the Fe-Pr binary system show €IC on the kilo oa sted order at
room temperature.
These melt-quenched ribbons or sputtered thin films are not any
practical permanent magnets (bodies) thd can be uxed as such. It
would be practically impossible 10 obtain pra:ticnl rJermanent
magnets from these ribbons or thin film:;. [Eanphms added].
In the prosecution of the '368 patent, while the application r)n which the '368 patent is based
was filed on July 25, 1983 (FF 66), the claims which lerk to the claims in issue were not
included in the application until November 1, 1984. (E'
1E1, 192). Anplicants, with respect

to the patentability of said claims over prior art cited bmythe Examiner. successfully argued that
the presence of increasing amounts of cobalt causes t
k Curie temperature of the resulting
magnet to increase which meant that the m a p t can hi: usex1 in hiqher temperature
environments; that it would not be obvious to one of oreinary sKiil in die art to use
neodymium and/or praseodymium in an amoulit olf at least 50% of the lotal amount of rare
earth percent as required by the claims; and that the novcltj. is in the stated percentages of
iron. (FF 196 to 199). Thereafter following the filhg of Pr:rminrd disclaimers which
disclaimed the portion of the term of any patent subsccp:nt to Jldv 22, 2003, the Examiner
allowed the claimed subject matter. (FF 202).
The prosecution of the ‘368 patent shows ihat tlic asserted claims in issue were allowed
on the ground that increasing amounts of cobah iir tht”clairr ed cmnpositions causes the Curie
temperature of the resulting magnet to increase and that critical to the chimed subject matter is
the use of certain amounts of the light rare earths neodymium and/or praseodymium and
certain percentages of iron.

(See FF 190 to 20 2).

2. ‘723 Patent
The ‘723 patent issued on Sept. 13, 1988 and i:; bastd on Ser. ho. 13,165 filed Feb.
10, 1987 which application was a continuation ~f abandoned Ser-. No. 510,234 filed July 1,
1983. (FF 99). Claims 2-9, 13-20, 24-27, 31. 33 and 34 i n isruc are similar to the claims in
issue of the ‘368 patent. However while the asserted magnet c l d m of the ‘368 patent must
contain at least 62 atomic percent iron and cobalt is mihstitdred

f o r -

a poi tion of the iron in a

certain amount with the claimed magnet having a parpicular Curie: ternprature, the claims in
issue of the ’723 patent are directed to sintered anisotropic pemiaiient magnets containing: (1)
f.2

12 to 20 atomic percent rare-earth elements. and wherein at least 50 atcmic percent of rareearth elements consists of neodymium and/or praseodymiuni; (2) at lemt 56 atomic percent
iron (not at least 62 atomic percent iron as in the -368 pder t); amll (3) 4 to 24 atomic percent
boron (with no recitation of cobalt or particular Curit: ternprartnrc: as in the ‘368 patent) (FF
107 to 128; CX-462, Q&A 64). The specification of the “723 @.tentdiscloses that the
invention of the ‘723 patent relates to novel magnetic materials axkd pemanent magnets based
on rare earth elements and iron without recourse to cobalt which I S relxively rare and
expensive. (FF 101 to 105).
In the prosecution of the ‘723 patent while tht ^723 3atent is bawd on an application
filed July 1, 1983, the claims in issue were bawd on claims intrrnluced into the application on
October 25, 1984. (FF 205). Applicants, with mpect to prior a:t cited by the Examiner,
argued that to achieve the noted advantageous results in ncwrdan e with various aspects of the
invention, it is important that certain compositimd arid rnicrostnctural requirements be met.

(FF 206, 208, 211). Referring to the Koon ‘77‘0 patent at uas aqued (P‘F206):
Koon U.S. 4,402,770, relates to hard m a p a i c a k y comprising
defined amounts of iron, boron, larithatiurn aid a hmthanide.
The non-preferred lanthanides are cerium. praseoZf:~miuni,
neodymium, europium, gadolinima, ytterbium and lutetium. The
most preferred lanthanides are terbium, dyprosiL,a , holi ilium
and erbium. The alloys are prepared by heatng rhr:
corresponding amorphous alloy i o a teinperat~re about 850 to
1200°K in an inert atmosphere until a polycrystalline multi-phase
alloy with an average grain size iiiot exceedin!: 400 angstroms is
formed.
lit

As has previously been pointed cut and a shwld bz appirrent to
those of ordinary skill in the art, permirnont magnets prepared by
rapid quenching of molten material into amorphous or finely
crystalline material are
suitable for tiit prepamions ot

materials or magnets which havr mlisotxcmic magnc:tic pnperties.
It is therefore no wonder that Krmn at colum 1 2. fines 3-4
specifically states:
"And another objcct is to prepare lisr rt~o2Ir
permanent magnets havir g moclerateky high
magnetization" ...
Due to the significant difference.; b e t w ~ ~ S s & neggw h ich
display isotropic magnetic propertics a@
tail
anisotropic in nature, applicants re2-i=
distinction should be sufficient fix-witl@r;iw#ngf;gon as a basis
for rei ection.
The differences between the isot rctpic yennanent magnetl- of
Koon and the permanent magnets of the presmt irncentiori are
underscored by the recitation in many o f the :lainn:+ that the
material or magnet is sintered. If sintcrins ui.ere applied to the
alloy of Koon, the essential preniise of thc microstiuctum: of the
rapidly quenched alloys would bz destrny:d E incr s interirig would
generally result in a much coarscr crystnl grain s m (counted as a
normal crystalline alloy). The sane hold!, tnie for all tht rapidly
quenched alloys.
Notwithstanding the previous points regarding &@Q, there are
many additional distinctions possessed by the presently claimed
invention over the cited referenc:. In pxticalar, an)claiixi of
record encompasses a composition whcrei n bnthapum is
employed as the & rare earth element. Inslead the claims
either require that 50% of the toial ambnmt d*rare zarth clement
be the sum of neodymium and praseodymium whari certain rare
earth elements including lanthanlirn are pi ese nt o I- t equirt. such
amount of neodymium and praseodymzum in genaal. This
requirement is in part due to the discovery th+itthe use ot
lanthanum alone in the composit 1011provittles diffioi ilty in yielding
a substantially tetragonal crystal structure anc doc$ not result in
the advantages magnetic properties

... Koon discloses that lanthanum may be used aiixrie and ....
the patent explicitly describes tht: rare urrh elemcnts
praseodymium and neodymium ES being pm+pretared...
To further understand the content of €&J, n:fertmx .mav be

made to articles 16 and 17 (authored by Koori eL& of the
concurrently filed Information Disclosure Stdtemcht. Article 17
[the Koon 1981 article relied on by N E W 0 1 discloses ai page
841, left column, line 10 et seq. that 1k-B aid Is-Tb
intermetallic compounds occur with a grain stze less than 1
micron due to crystallization, Le., annealing. Thus, unlike the
present invention, no Fe-B-R ternary intermetallic compcunds
occur in Koon. Article 16, on page 2334, fig. 3 shows the
magnetic ordering temperatures Wk), i.e ., Curic iemperxtures
of their amorphous alloys. These valuc:; are much lower than
those of the FeBR alloys of the presem invention. The above
differences exhibit the occurrence of difkrerlt cry$!a1 phwes
between the disclosed rapidly quenched ribbcn alloys and the FeB-R alloys of the present inventim. [Emphases akedl.
Thereafter following the filing of a terminal dixlaimcr which dist,:laimeci the terminal part of
any patent granted beyond July 22, 2003, the Eixaminer allcwecl tile claims in issue. (FF 214,
215). As the prosecution of the '723 patent establishi.::; allowance of the claimed subject matter
in issue was dependent on meeting certain compositionai and mwostructural requirements.
(&

FF 203 to 215).

3. '651 Patent
The '651 patent issued on July 8, 1997 on applicaticn Ser No. 285.183 filed June 7,
1995. (FF 129). Ser No. 485,183 inter alia is a division of the mplicarion which resulted in
the '368 patent and a continuation-in-part of th? application w h d i resuii-ed in the '723 patent.
(FF 130). Thus the language of the specificatim of rhe '65 1 p a n t is substantially the same as

that of the specification of the '368 patent but nut thc .;pccit'ication of the '723 patent. (FF
130, 132). The asserted independent claim 1 and demndent claims 2-3, 5, 15, 18, 19, 21 and
22 of the '651 patent in issue are generally dirccted to a certain "~rystailinecompound" having
a stable tetragonal crystal structure with lattice constants of a, abt u t 8.15. angstroms and c,

about 12 angstroms and containing iron and/or cobalt ,and boron, certain rare-earth elements
and certain additional elements. (FF 139 to 147; CX-442, Q&X 57). There is no requirement
in the independent claim in issue that praseody nium or neadymiLrm be rresent in the claimed
compound. The specification of the '651 paten- recites that the imgnetL materials and
permanent magnets according to the invention ~f the 651 aated are ez,sentially formed of
alloy comprising "novel" intermetallic compounds and are wysralline. (FF 135, 136).
Following rejections under 35 U.S.C. 3 112, t'ie clajnis in issuc'were allowed. (FF 220).
Allowance of the claimed subject matter in issue of h e 651 patmt was predicated on
the fact that the claimed crystalline R(Fe, Co)IIXAM cotmpounii had a tetragonal crystal
structure having certain lattice constants. (FF 2 18).
4. NEOCO's Arguments
The Yahagi application, which is Japanzsc patent application No. 56-1 16844 and is
relied upon by NEOCO, was before the Examiner during prosewtion crf the '368 and '721
patents. (FF 323, 326).32 The Yahagi application is directed on15 to a method for preparing a
magnet that is composed of a rare-earth elemen1 and one or rnore other erements. (FF 327).
Bohlmann admitted that the Yahagi application docs not teach sintering (R'F 328) and thus the
method disclosed in the Yahagi application would not include a siniering orocess. In addition, the
Yahagi application is not directed to any particular composition, tic r doe:&it expressly mention
neodymium or praseodymium or any compositicm that combines I hi )se eirrnents with iron and
boron. (FF 327, 329, 330, 331, 340, 346). Instead, the YaBagi application generally states that

The administrative law judge finds thv Yahaqi references (RXN-67 and RXN-68)
identical in all relevant respects.
32

the rare-earth element can be one of any of the 15 or so known rare -earth elements. (FF 329).
Moreover, each of the only two examples disclosed in the Yahad a~plica~ion
use the rare-earth
element samarium, rather than neodymium or prwodymi im. (FI; i36). rhere is no teaching that
neodymium and/or praseodymium could be used to repIace stmarim to produce compounds
having the compositions and/or magnetic properties set forth in tfie claim<;in issue of the ‘723,
‘368 patents. (FF 337). Thus, the administrative law judge finds that the Yahagi application does

not describe or suggest the use of neodymium amkor praseosiymhLi,much less the particular
concentrations and/or magnetic properties of su.;.h elements tequired by the claims in issue of the
‘723 and ‘368 patents.

Similarly, the Yahagi application states that a rare .eath magnet c mtains at least one of
the seven known transition metals with no direc5on or intlication a!)to using any specific
transition metal such as iron and/or cobalt as required by The claim in issJe of the ‘723, ‘368 and
‘651 patents. (FF 331). Moreover, as Bohlmarm adritted, the cniiy example in the Yahagi

application that includes iron uses an amount of iron (20 weight percent, which corresponds to 24
atomic percent), which is well below the minimum concentration o f 56 atomic percent or 62
atomic percent required, respectively, by the claims in i:me of the 723 atid ‘368 patents. (FF
338, 340). Thus, the Yahagi application does not desaihe or suggest using iron, as opposed to

any other transition metal, nor does it suggest the parhFar 1;oncentrations of iron required by the
claims in issue of the ‘723 and ‘368 patents. (FF 339, 340).
Likewise, the Yahagi application states --hatone or more a$non-metallic elements, drawn
from a list of at least eight such elements, includiny boron, may be added to the composition in
order to sufficiently promote the conversion of the matertal to the tmorphous state. (FF 333). As

Bohlmann admitted, the Yahagi application does not rcauzre #heL sv of a m non-metallic element,
much less does it require the presence of boron. (FF 340) Thus, tlie adnainistrative law judge
finds that Yahagi application does not describe cr suggest the coqositions set forth in the claims
in issue of the ‘723, ‘368, and ‘651 patents, all of which rcqare tlit presence of boron as well as
other elements. In addition the Yahagi applicatiim does nJt describe or suggest that cobalt could
be substituted for iron in an amount greater than 0 and Lip to 15 atomic percent of the magnet, nor
does it teach that a magnet containing cobalt has a higher Cuie tcglperature than a corresponding
Fe-B-R based compound that does not contain cobalt, as eqriirer; t y the claims in issue of the
‘368 patent. (FF 342).
In addition the claims in issue of the ‘651 patent rtrquiire thai the cumpounds have a stable
tetragonal crystal structure, with lattice constants a, and c,) of abcui 8.8 and 12 angstroms,
respectively. (FF 139 to 147). Bohlmann admitted that tlie )’aha@ application does not describe
or suggest the formation of any particular crystalline phasc, aiucb kss a crystalline phase having a
stable tetragonal crystal structure and the claimed lattice comtants. (Tr. at 1688).
Referring to NEOCO’s argument that the claims in ssuv of the ’723, ‘368 and ‘651
patents are based on obvious sintering techniques, Sam claims do not claim as novel the
sintering process per se. Rather the claims in ussue of tlie ‘723 and ‘368 patents claim sintered
anisotropic permanent magnets of particular neodymluxri and/or F raseoliymium-iron-boron
compositions, which have a number of additional chtmical. phys ical and magnetic properties
while the asserted claims of the ‘651 patent claim a crystalline compound having a stable
tetragonal crystalline structure and with specified latt ice caistaib and containing certain rareearth elements, iron and/or cobalt and boron a:; well as ieriain mditional elements as
%

specified.33 The administrative law judge can tind nc? widence in the wcord that the particular
compositions claimed in the asserted claims of the ‘721, ‘ 3 1 8and ‘651 patents were known in
the art and that it would have been obvious to sinter their prticuiar g-mpositions in such a
way as to yield compositions having the specific, mauTwtic and diemiciiI properties set forth in
said claims. Moreover the administrative law ydge finds Bie

xd lacking of any evidence

in the prior art to suggest that a person of ordirlary skill. in The art would have found it obvious
to combine either the Yahagi application or sintering tK hnfque5”with other art to produce the
compositions claimed in the SSMC patents.
C.

Secondary Considerations
Secondary considerations, or “objective indic nticm of nmobviousness, such as long
”

felt need, commercial success, failure of otliec;, copying, and LI. :xpecied results should be
considered in a 35 U.S.C.

0 103 determinatior.

Gabgiq, 793 W S. at 17, Bausch & Lomb,

Inc. v. Barnes-Hind/Hvdrocure, Inc., 796 F.’>,tl443,446 (Fed. Cir. 1086), cert. denied 484
U.S. 823 (1987). For objective evidence to b ;is:coiderl ssbstant ial weight, its proponents
must establish a nexus between the evidence arid the merits of tk claimed invention.
Stratoflex. Inc. v. Aerouuip Cop., 713 F.2d 1530, 1539,5118 I1T.S.P 0. 871, 879 (Fed. Cir.
1983) (Stratoflex).
Complainants argued that secondary co lnsiderntbns derncmstrate the nonobviousness of
the asserted claims of the patents in issue. (CPostR

65-66, Tr at 2261-2262).

NEOCO argued that complainants’ reliance 011comnercbrl sucx css as an “objective

33

sintered.

The asserted claims of the ‘651 paten? do not rcqure thaE the claimed compound be

indicia” of nonobviousness is misplaced because eompla inants €w/e actieved their commercial
success through their methods of unfair competition. (NPdstR & 8).
The staff did not address secondary cor sideratioiis.
The administrative law judge finds that there is evidence (If conidainants’ commercial
success with respect to the sale of products that ernbtrdy thc claims in Lwe. Thus, with
respect to the Magnequench patents, Magnequcnch’s world widc sales c 1‘ its Nd-Fe-B products
totaled approximately{

}in 1998. (F;F 352,

Initial Determination On Domestic Industry, (!day

&+g Ordei- No. 39, Unreviewed

3, 19991). With respect to the SSMC

patents, a number of firms are licensed to make Nd-1%-13 clmpo: itions by SSMC. (FF 353).
One of SSMC’s licensees,{
} Thus, both Mag;mm.puench and SSMC have been
commercially successful with respect to the products that a n b o a the iiiventions of the patents
at issue, and the evidence shows that such sua ess is a reslclt o f the merits of the invention.
In other words, there exists a nexus between the sales arid the rxrits

of;^ the

invention as

required by S t r a t ~ f l e x . ~ ~
Regarding both the Magnequench and SSMC patenis, the admbiistrative law judge
finds that there is evidence in the record that demonstrates chat there was in the magnet
industry a long felt need to find a commercially viable suktitura €or thc Sm-Co magnets which
were the predecessors to Nd-Fe-B magnets. (IF 348). The adrninistrihve law judge also

While NEOCO argued that complainnnts cannot mly on commercial success as a factor
in the secondary considerations analysis because said z3uccesswa:: c,btained through unfair
competition, as the administrative law judge found inti.? tne iecot d does not support a finding of
unfair competition.
34

finds that there is evidence in the record that shows tha Nd-Fe-$ magncts met th industries
long felt need although the evidence does not appear to relate mezifically to the compositions
of the claims in issue. Thus, there is unrefuted tt:stiXiiaiy cf complainants' Wheeler that NdFe-B magnets offer many advantages over their predccewxs, me Sm-C'a (Samarium-Cobalt)
magnets. Said advantages include that Nd-Fe-B magnets crtn

eve e riergy products higher

than Sm-Co magnets, and that Nd-Fe-B magnets are coinpclsed materials that are generally
cheaper than samarium and cobalt. (FF 349-3Wo',. There is also evideirce in the record that
said Nd-Fe-B magnets have surpassed Sm-Co ina!gnets 2s the industry standard. (FF 351).

D.

Conclusion
Regarding the burden of proof concemng any invalidity aefenscs, under 35 U.S.C. 6

282, a patent is presumptively valid and the burdcn, under a "cirnr and convincing evidence"
standard of proving invalidity, rests on the accused infringer. Inaovative Scube Concepts Inc.
v. Feder Industries Inc., 26 F.3d 1112 (Fed. Cir 19941.
Commission precedent, consistent with tlx stmdard set tn the Federal Circuit for
invalidity challenges in a patent infringement action, is rhai a validity challenge is subject to
the clear and convincing standard. Certain Condensqs, Parts IT_h;re~fAnd Products
Containing Same, Including Air Conditioner~~~~Autcsrn~-riles.
xinv. N o . 337-TA-334,
Commission Opinion at 9 (1993), aff'd in Dart, rcv'd

pst-t SJ&

nom -Modine

Manufacturing Co. v. United States InternaitiQiwj B a & Cgr_nmtg,sion,"'5 F.3d 1545 (Fed. Cir.
1996); Certain Curable Flouroelastomer Co-mjosit&nsJln_d _Prf;"qirso_rs
T'eKggf,

Inv. No. 337-

TA-364, Initial determination at 53 (1994).’5
Based on the foregoing the administrati+/le law judge finris that N EOCO has not shown
by clear and convincing evidence that the asseited claims c i t h e * 395, ’(68,‘931, ‘368, ‘721
and ‘651 patent are not valid under 35 U.S.C. 6 102 or 6 103.
V.

Validity (Inventorship - ‘395 Patent)
NEOCO argued that melt spinning is a nicans 01 cantrolbng t h e cooling rate of the

molten alloy to obtain favorable crystal cornpcsntton (NPoSt at h);
that the ‘395 patent
specification doesn’t describe any rapid quenching ps-occss othvr than ri:lelt spinning (NPost at
43); that John Keem was the first one to suggtst usinj: melt spmiing co solidify rapidly the
materials (NPost at 28); that Keem, alone, conceived arid built the

spinner used by the

GM laboratory (NPost at 28, 44); that Keem conceivcd of melt !-pinningRe-Fe (rare-earth
iron) (NPost at 44); and that because the only disclosd way to rviake the Nd-Fe-B magnet was
by melt spinning Re-Fe, then Keem with Croat is a joint kiventcr with respect to the ‘395
patent. (NPost at 43).36
Both complainants and the staff argued that Croat is tlx :.ole inventor of the ‘395 patent

35 NEOCO argued that the burden of proving the pt tents it issue invalid in this
investigation should be the lesser standard of preponileran : of :hi: evidence instead of the clear
and convincing standard which is normally applied in patent litigation. (NPost at 32-35). In
support, NEOCO cited Bruning v. Hirose, 48 IJ S.P.Q.Zd 1934 (Ted. Cir. 1998) for the
proposition that the preponderance of evidencr: standard ap J1ie.E ti) valic rty challenges made
during interference proceedings before the U.S.Patent and I‘radmark Ofice (PTO). This
proceeding however is not an interference proceeding bcfore thc.1’TO. Rather it is a statutory
patent based investigation under section 337 ofthe Tariif Act of 1930, u s amended.

36 While NEOCO asserts that all of thc: Magneqaienzh pat :nts a1 e invalid for improper
inventorship, NEOCO only addressed its arguments to the ‘39s patent.
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(CPost at 81, SPost at 66); that Keem's involvement was lijnite o the suggestion of using
melt spinning; that melt spinning was already h nown in [he art h 0: Post i t t 82, SPost at 66); and
that a simple suggestion that Croat use a technique t h a ~was alre aiiy we]1 known in the art is
not sufficient to require naming Keem as a joint inveruor. rCPw at 82. SPost at 66).
Title 35 requires that an applicant for a patent tiisclose the!names of all inventors. 35

U.S.C. $9 11. 115-16. It is well established that "[pj;itc:nt issuance creates a presumption that
the named inventors are the true and only invenrors. &tthicson,-ig;,v,

i, i..S. Surgical Co., 135

F.3d 1456, 1460 (Fed. Cir. 1998) (Ethicon) (citing Hem v. Admnced C'ardiovascular
Systems. Inc., 106 F.3d 976, 980 (Fed. Cir. 1997) (Hgs)) TIJx is a strong presumption to
overcome on the basis of nonjoinder: "the burden of sEmwi3ig nik joinder or nonjoinder is a
heavy one that must be proved by clear and convincing evicienctz.' Hegs, 106 F.3d at 980;
Fina Oil & Chemical Co v. Ewen, 123 F.3d 1466, 1466, (Fed. C'ir. 1997) m a ) .
Furthermore, an alleged inventor must provide ccmokg&g evdence if any asserted
contribution to the conception of the invention. I y b , at 1474.
A "[c]onception is the 'formation in the mind of the invenror, at a definite permanent
idea of the complete and operative invention, as it is hereaf-er t 4 !)e applied in practice. '

I'

Hybritech. Inc. v. Monoclonal Antibodies, Inc., 802 F.2d 136'7, 1376 (Fed. Cir. 1986).
Conception is complete when one of ordinary ski11 could reilucr. the inwention to practice,
without extensive research or experimentation. S e x i l j ~ BJal@:p,
.
21 F.3d 41 1 (Fed. Cir.
1994). Moreover, "[clonception is the touchstmc: of intremorshirr. and each inventor must
I'

generally contribute to the conception of the inveiltion EtJkon,

135 F .3d a 1460 (citing

Burroughs Wellcome Co. v. Barr Lab., Inc., 40 F.3d 1223 1227 28 (Fcd. Cir. 1994)).
031

However simply providing well known principles or ercplaiung the stat: of the art without ever
having a firm and definite idea of the claimed combiriation 1s a H.hole does not qualify one as
a joint inventor. Ethicon, 135 F.3d at 1460.
Croat was employed by General Motor:; Corporation (OM) in 1'972. Jan Herbst joined
GM in 1977 and has been continuously emplojed by GhI ance 1'177. Keem also joined GM
in 1977, but left GM in 1980. (FF 354-355; FXN-101 Q&A 4). Betucen 1977-1978 all
three, as part of a team, were asked by GM to find alternaf ves tr samarium-cobalt (Sm-Co)
magnets. (FF 356).
Croat was named as the sole inventor on the Magnaquencri patelits. The administrative
law judge finds that at the time Croat was perflmning his ervperiraients, It was thought that the
best way to produce high-coercivity magnets was to cool them #IS quickly as possible. (FF
367). At some point, however, Croat decided to slow down thc b-ate at which the alloy was
cooled (the "cooling rate" or "quench rate") (€F 367) By slowing the quench rate, Croat
found to his surprise that the alloys had much higher cocrcivitirs
367). His optimization of the cooling rate lead to

t

h

(

b

- as high as 8 kOe.

(FF

high coemvity ncodymiurn-iron and

praseodymium-iron magnets that are claimed i,i the asserted claims of the '395 patent. (FF
367). Indeed, the '395 specification distinguishes Croar's high otxrcivity magnets from "any
like composition previously formed by melt spinning

. I" (FF 368). Because Keem left the

project in its initial phases in the fall of 1979, Keem WilS not invoivcd in Croat's experiments with
neodymium-iron and praseodymium-iron alloys, induding Chat'"; ciiscovxy of the advantages
attained by slowing the quench rate. (FF 364, 369). In f x t , for wveral months after Keem's
departure, the melt spinner was not used until Croat began to use it in his research on meltTj.1

spinning neodymium-iron and praseodymium-iron alloy>.. (FF 3E 5, 363).
The administrative law judge finds that R eem was reqionsibie for rhe suggestion that melt
spinning be used. (FF 357). However, the administrative: lam judg. also Tinds that melt spinning
was, at the time of Keem’s suggestion, well known in ihe art,and Ohat melt spinners were
standard equipment in laboratories that performed rapid sc did .ficatkin experimentation and
represented a well known technique to make amxphoiis alloys. (FIT 357. 358).
The administrative law judge hrther finds that, \vMe Keen built the melt spinner (FF
359), the melt spinner was not substantially different or more advmced from any other melt
spinner known at the time. (FF 360, 361). Thus, Keem’s suj;gesriicbn to ctsea melt spinner, and
his construction of said melt spinner was not “cc nception’~of pan r f the ‘ operative invention” as
required by Ethicon.
The administrative law judge finds that after Kt:eK built the melt spinner, both Croat and
Keem tested it by making some iron-boron and indium sainphs, nme of which contained any
rare-earth elements. (FF 362).37 The administrative law judge also finds $hat Keem left the

37

The transcript of the cross examination of Herbst reads ill part:
Q. But it [the melt-spinner] was also used by Dr. K:em bcFore he left the project,
is that right?

A. A bit. Very little. He melt spun some neo&~gipmanc: iron-boron, as I believe,
and then left for the knock-sensor project.

(Herbst, Tr. at 201 1) (Emphasis added). Herbst, howsver, in his direct testimony stated “I recall
that Dr. Keem then tested the melt spinner by sclidimnp, molten ircn-boron and indium samples.”
(Herbst, CX-462, Q. 23) (Emphasis added). Herbst flirther testifid in ihis direct testimony that “I
do not believe that Dr. Keem made any neodymrum-iron md prasasdymiiim-iron samples.”
(Herbst, CX-462, Q. 23). In view of Herbst’s direct testimony that Keent worked with indium,
and in light of Herbst’s hrther testimony that Kcem did not work with neodymium or
praseodymium, the administrative law judge fincis, as the b;omplaimnts armed (Tr. at 2224), that

project shortly after testing the melt spinner in the fall (jib1979 because he had lost interest in the
project and was assigned to work on a different mcbjec$. (FF 363’s. Keem testified that prior to
leaving the project he was responsible for introducing to the g,rou? ihe idea of using a light rare
earth iron instead of cobalt. (Keem Tr. at 1622) That testimony is uncorroborated. See Fina,
supra. Moreover at the hearing complainants’ counsel referr =dto deposition testimony of Keem
where Keem stated that “the thought of using a light raroearl h and iron as opposed to cobalt
were OUT- - were my- -or our idea.” (Keem Tr. ;it 1622-2 3)O;mpbsis added). Even assuming,
armendo, that Keem did suggest melt-spinning light rare-ear! hs, t hv administrative law judge can
find no evidence in the record to show that Keen ever suggestedmelt-spinning neodymium or
praseodymium, which is the crux of the asserted claims of the ‘395 patent
Based on the foregoing, the administrative law judge jinds, t iat h X O C 0 has not sustained
its burden in establishing that the ‘395 patent or any other Mi gneq ench natent in issue is not
valid due to improper inventorship.
VI.

Infringement
After the administrative law judge has construed the clajm lanB ,ige in issue, he must

determine whether any accused magnets falls within *he scope r 4 the ascerted claims. H.H.
Robertson, Co. v. United Steel Deck. Inc., 82fl F.2d 384, 389.

U.S.P.Q.2d 1926 (Fed. Cir.

1987); Sofamor Danek Group. Inc. v. De l?uy &40&cliAI=.-, 74 F.3d a1 1216, 1218, 37
U.S.P.Q.2d 1529 (Fed. Cir. 1996). To find hfringrnicnt, an :tcr:used magnet must meet each
claim limitation, either literally or under the doctrine of equivasents. Charles Greiner & Co.

the conflict with Herbst’s cross-examination testimony is rhe result of a transcription error at
201 1, line 14 in stating “neodymium” and not “indium.”

v. Mari-Med Mgf.. Inc. 962 F.2d 1031, 1034, (Fed. (3.
1992). Complainants have the
burden of proving, by a preponderance of the evidenc_c,tha; the claims in issue are infringed
by the accused products. See e.g. Conroy v. @.eeboTcJar=,&iQqzl,U@

, 14 F.3d 1570, 1573

(Fed. Cir. 1994); Braun Inc. v. Dynamics CowD,,975 F.2d 815 (Fed. ( 3 . 1992); 4 Chisum,
Patents,
A.

6 18.06[1] (1995).

Tests Performed On The Magnets Of Respondents, F o m m Respondents And Third
Parties With Respect To The Magnet Pitents
Complainants obtained samples of rare-zarth Nd. Fe-B ntaiznets from former

respondents AUG, CYNNY , H.T.I.E., Houghes, and rcspnndents A.K .E. , Multi-Trend,
Harvard, High End, and NEOCO. (FF 241) .3’‘ Complainants’ Panchaiiathan and Guruswamy
either performed or had others perform under lheir directia 1 or supervision chemical
composition tests, magnetic properties tests, X ray diffractim tests, and scanning electron
microscopy (SEM) tests on respondents’ and former respondenrs~magnets to determine
whether they satisfied all the elements of the a:serted claims of the magnet patents. (FF 246263) .39
In addition, complainants also obtained headphones mase by third-party AIWA and a

38 Although Respondents Xin Huan and Jirrg hila did lot cu3mit sample magnets in
discovery, they are related to other former respc-ndentr;. {
I

d

39 The chemical composition and magnetic properties tests were specifically performed by
Magnequench at the request of complainants’ Pimchar~athan.(FF 2 47). The X-ray diffraction
and SEM tests were performed by, or under the direct supen ision of, complainants’ Guruswamy.
(FF 258,262). Hereinafter, each of the chemicel composition, mapnetic properties, X-ray
diffraction and SEM tests will be referred to as complainants tess
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microphone made by third-party GEC.40 The rnagne7s wen r e m ved fi om those products and
chemical analysis and magnetic property tests were pesfixmed (m them ;it Magnequench. (FF
244).
Respondent NEOCO sent samples of ik own ataqx:s (irlcluding Sample B Magnets) to
a laboratory in Ames, Iowa for testing. (FF 2155). The h i e s 1
sboratrrry did tests to
determine certain characteristics of NEOCO’s Salnplc B rmgneics such as their chemical
composition and magnetic properties.
The results of complainants’ tests are st:t forth in (PI? 264:. Thti result of the Ames
laboratory tests are set forth in RXN-72 and RYN-66. ’45th respect to complainants’ chemical
composition tests, NEOCO argued that said tests were perf‘tirmcd by Magnequench and as such
the results may be influenced by existing bias rNPos~dt 104); t h t Magnequench did not verify
its test results through a backup chemical testing laboratory (NPast at 3 04); that Magnequench
used up to six people to conduct the tests and this may haw: introduced inconsistency and error
into the results (NPost at 104-105); that the te5t results were laa corrected for “drift” (NPost

‘O While complainants offered evidence of the existerce o f infringing magnets in GEC and
AIWA imported products, the administrative law judgc can F nd no evidence in the record
concerning the corporate entities identified by crmplainargts E; s “GI. C” and “AIWA.” However,
on September 2, 1999 the administrative law judge visited thc “GEC Hor::.e Page” at
huu://WtVW.GEC,com/index.htm,which represented that ‘G3X’’ is the General Electric Company,
Brukton Street, London, U.K.
p.1.c. headquartered in London, at the following address: 01%:
W l X 8AQ. Also, on September 2, 1999, the administratwe aw u l g e visited the “AIWA
Company Background” page at httu://uww. aiEa_,_com/co_mdjac
m. which represented that
“AIWA” is AIWA America, Inc. headquartered in New J m r y
e following address: 800
Corporate Drive, Mahwah, NJ 07430. Based on the fore:
administrative law judge takes
official notice of the above information concernrng thi:-d 1

at 105); and that as a result said tests are inaccurate and imprecw. (NPost at 104-105).41
While NEOCO has challenged complainants’ chemir:al composition tests, during the
hearing the parties stipulated that:
the magnets tested were tested accordirifio a:ie@f+;g@ho&
acceptable for expert analvsis, though the precise incans of testing
may be challenged, based on expcrt testirnony
(Tr. at 84) (Emphasis added). Thus, NEOCO agreed, during the hearing, that complainants’ tests
were conducted according to methods acceptable for expat malysiis Moreover, NEOCO has not
offered any expert testimony or other evidence to show that E& bias has influenced the tests
performed by complainants at Magnequench, or that fai’iui-eto cowuct a backup tests renders the
chemical composition results unreliable. In addition, NEOCC) has ctffered no expert testimony or
pointed to any evidence that shows that the use 3f six ~12-mor? peqle to conduct the tests could
introduce an inconsistency, or that correcting re:;ults for “drift”is inipropcr and renders
complainants’ results inaccurate. Based on the foregoiag th: administrative law judge rejects
NEOCO’s argument that complainants’ chemical compositim tests are inaccurate

NEOCO, referring to a comparison of the A r m s results @XN 7’2and RXN 66) and
complainants’ chemical composition results for the NECICC) sa3111de (FF’ 264) which shows:

Nd
Fe
B
CO

Ames
14.7+/-.0.3
62+/-5
0.94+/.11
0.005+/-.002

M i a iequen:h
16.55159
66.7650
1.1270
0.0910

41 Aside from NEOCO’s arguments concerning c implainants’ chemical composition tests,
NEOCO did not challenge any of the other tests conducted by complainants, for example the
magnetic property tests, the x-ray diffraction tests or the icamiw tkiectrciii microscopy tests.

Sm
Ni
P
La
A1
0

0.1528+/-.002
0.49+/-0.01
0.0431+/ND42
ND
ND

0.CJOOO
O.C,

O.Ii
0.0880
0.4360
0.;I466

argued that the results of tests performed by Atnes laboratory ori a similar magnet tested by
complainants differ “significantly” from the results obtainal by die complainants. (RROCFF229). Specifically, NEOCO argued that the differences irr tb: wP.6 results reflected above are
“major differences” and that, as a result of those differences, :omplainant

i’

tests are unreliable.

(Tr. at 2278 and RROCFF 229, NPost at 105-106). BECK33 also uguec that complainants’
chemical composition tests are inaccurate because the results for several i i f the elements are
0.000. (For example, there are 3 results of 0.003 for the cleinent Sin). (RROCFT-243, Tr. at

2293-2294, see also FF 264).
Gallup, in his witness statement, testified that Larry bines ofthe Ames Laboratory, in a
telephone conversation, told Gallup that he (Jones) “found it very tard to imagine that their
(complainants’) testing was so precise that they could carry i OUI 4 decimal places and also
provide no margin of error.” (RXN-96, Q&A 30). Ho,wc.:va-,LWd-72 iiicludes a letter from
Larry Jones, of the Ames laboratory, to Gallup which ;Iddressest k differences that occurred
between the two chemical composition tests. Jones e>.plamsthe Jfj‘ferences between
complainants’ tests and the Ames tests and states [dlaffei ewes CIC st likely arise due to
‘I

differences in the analysis standards/calibrations and difYer ewes it1 I he samples analyzed.” Jones
then concludes “[tlhe result of the comparison ky Jlr. McCd um revealec that essentially the test

42

ND refers to “not detected.”
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results support each other.” (RXN-72). Thus, despite Gallup’s testimony, the administrative law
judge finds that the evidence indicates that Jones concluded that c oinplairmts’ tests were
supported by the Ames laboratory tests.
In addition, Gallup testified that the differences be!ween complainants’ tests and the
Ames’ tests were “unusual” and “questionable.” (W96, Q&A 34). Gallup, however, was not
qualified as an expert in chemical composition o - testing, nor did 2# submit any expert report on
the subject of chemical composition testing by complainants Find .kmes. Thus, while the test
results do differ, NEOCO has provided no expel t testi nony to shmv that such differences are
evidence that complainants’ tests are unreliable. Moreover, while riany o f the elements tested for
by complainants do achieve a result of 0.000. NIOCO entered into a stiaulation concerning the
method of testing done by both complainants and NEOCO. Eased on the I‘oregoing, and in view
of the stipulation entered into by the parties, the adhistrati1 e lag judge rejects NEOCO’s
argument that, based on the differences between complainants’ clwnical Gomposition tests and the
Ames laboratory’s tests, complainants’ chemical c,ompori?iontests Are unreliable.
The administrative law judge fixther rejects NIiOr :O’s argument that because the results
of the chemical composition test on NEOCO’s sample magntt re:;urted in the most “out of limit
flags,” NEOCO’s sample magnet is the most dissimilai c>f all the Inzignets tested, and therefore
NEOCO’s magnets are somehow non-infringing. (Tr. at 2287, hFr7-266‘,Stephen Barr, who

directly supervised the chemical composition tests on mrtain of resoondents’ magnets (FF 247),
testified concerning the meaning and significancc of thc tern; “flrigs” and “out of limits” reported
for certain elements in the results of the chemicPl compositiari analisis dcme by complainants.
Specifically, Barr testified that:
71

The computer sofiware used at hlagnequencb to cmntalyze the ICP
test data includes a feature that compares the Nei
each element being tested with a standard range ol’halues tor that
element set for a particular Magpequencfi lsorfunesaal product. If
the weight percent of the elemem tested falls uutsidt: this hi andard
range of values for the Magnequcnch commercial product. the test
result will indicate “Out of Limit:;” in the “Flag” cobimn. ];‘his
feature was created. and is used I~~M~igqga&
fi>&tgrd
aualitv control purposes;.it& not releyant for anv tests getformed
on non-Magnequench products. 1t-i.AJistqd in the test results of t_he
respondents’ macyets simplv bgauscthe-saalg coquutq softwaEe
was used.
(CX-73, Q.19) (Emphasis added). Furthennorr:, (hnimamy testrried that any “[[fjlags”or “out
of limits” reported on the chemical analysis test!*have nothia,,: to d{iwith the analysis of whether
magnets of respondents infringe the asserted claims of the plitent.; i:i issutz (Tr. at 272). Also,
NlEOCO has pointed to no testimony, expert or othenvw, in the wcord That shows that the “out
oflimits” results in the “flag” column in the chemical campaition lest raiders NEOCO’s magnet
non-infringing.
The administrative law judge in addition rejects N EQCO’s argument that because the
chemical composition tests do not “indicate if the chemic-ll n:sults were c xpressed in wt%,
normalized% or atomic%,” any conclusions drawn by (I;Lirud wanly are questionable. (RROCFF233, Tr. at 2290). To the contrary, the test remlxs for the ckemi;a! comiiosition tests in CX-49
are expressed in each of wt%, normalized% anc at omit% and Gin iswanif s testimony concerning
those results clearly refers to CX-49. (Tr. at 613-646).
Based on the foregoing, the administrative law jvdgv finds that all of complainants’ tests
performed on the magnets of respondents, former respondents and third rrarties are accurate and
reliable.

B.

Magnequench Patents

1. Rapid Solidification Or Melt Spinning

NEOCO argued that it does not infringe each of the asseneti claims of the Magnequench
patent:, teach melt spinning to
patents.43 It is argued that the specifications of the My;neq~~ench
create a magnetically hard alloy; that there is no mention of sinterrn ;in the asserted claims of the
Magnequench patents; that patentee Croat confi -med that the "only" process for making magnets
described in the Magnequench patent specifications is melt spinninip. and that while the asserted
claims, as properly interpreted, only cover rapidly quenchcd alloys ("Post at 55-62), NEOCO's
magnets are sintered and not rapidly quenched. (NPost a1 69 1045)
Contrary to NEOCO's arguments, the as scrted claim:; of the Maynequench patents
contain no process limitations, and are specifically drawn tu parti;ular ~:ompositions.~~
A
"true" product claim is one in which the produ;t is defined in tmns of structural characteristics

only.

Chisum On Patents 58.05. It is well established than an invcntor may claim a new

43 NEOCO was the only respondent that filed a PI ehearing ;taterraent, participated in the
hearing, filed posthearing submissions and Participated in cloking agumer its. Respondents
A.R.E., Jing Ma, Xin Huan and Multi-Trend have been found in default, imd thus have waived
their right to appear, be served with documents ;md contest die dkqations at issue in this
investigation. See Procedural History supra. While respmdknts E g h End and Harvard
responded to the complaint and notice of investigation with denials of the allegations in issue,
neither High End nor Harvard filed any prehearilig submissiai, including chibits, participated in
the hearing nor filed any post hearing submissions nor participated in closing argument.
Therefore High End and Harvard have presented no e\ idence to sunport I heir denials or refute the
evidentiary record at the hearing.

44 The specification of the '395 patent does state f hat the kt:y to practicing the invention is
to quench particularly a rare earth-iron alloy at B specific rate (Ft;24). However the
specification of the '058 patent discloses that while melt spirriling is a prefi:rred method of making
the subject boron enhanced RE-TM magnet matxials, other r:omparable methods may be
employed. (FF 37).

and useful compound without limiting the claim to the niietbod foi making or using that

c
I §5.04(6). See also SRI Int'l v Matsushita Electric Gorp_,, 775 F.2d 1107,
compound. J
1112 (Fed. Cir. 1985). A product claim is infringed hy aqr product that contains every claim
limitation recited therein, regardless of how that product is mada. @wn Chemical Patents.
Inc. v. Lubrizol Corn., 64 F.3d 1553, 1557 n.4 (Fed. Cir. 19953. cert. denied, 518 U.S. 1020
(1996), on later ameal. vacating. and remanding~!~iail_cIf
aiotiog for_ncw_trial.137 F.3d 1475
(Fed. Cir. 1998) (Exxon).
NEOCO argued that the claims, as projlerly interpreted, only cover rapidly quenched
alloys. Process limitations are found in produc t-by-process claims not rn issue of the
Magnequench patents.45 However none of the assaccl claims riacites any limitations regarding
the manner in which the claimed compositions arc: made Thus, :ince the asserted claims of
the Magnequench patents are specifically draw,i to psrtimler cempositions, they should not be
read as product by process claims. See Exxon 64 F 3d at 155''.
NEOCO relies on Gentry Gallery. Inc. v. Berkhe Coqx+.134 F.3d 1473, 45
U.S.P.Q.2d 1498 (Fed. Cir. 1998) (Gentrv Gallery) to wpi,ort its argument that rapid
quenching should be read into the asserted claims. The Faleral f lircuit however, in Johnson
Worldwide Associates, Inc. v. Zebco Corno_ratip_l!, 175 F.3d 985 (Fed.Cir. 1999) (Johnson),
held that a court must presume that the plain language o f a Aairn's language is what applies,
and that there must be a compelling reason for a I:OUET to give the language of the claim
something other than its ordinary and accustomed mcanmg. I_ri ct 989 In Johnson the

See,e.g.,claims 11, 13, 17 of the '9: 1 patcnt 03:-2) and clams 2, 3, 6, 10 of the
'058 patenr(CX-1).
45

Federal Circuit stated that there is a "heavy prt:sumpsion" ill fawr of the ordinary meaning of
the claim, and a patent's written description and proseartiai history cannot be used to narrow
claims "unless the language of the claims inv&cs.r&erepceJ &I those soiirces. u.at 989-90
'I

(Emphasis added). The administrative law judge finds that the asserted claims of the
Magnequench patents have not invited reference to the specificnf ons.
Based on the foregoing, the administrative law judge find! that [lie asserted claims of
the Magnequench patents should not be limited to coiripi)sitions v*hich:ire prepared by a rapid
quenching process.
2. The '058 Patent

Complainants argued that they have shown that rcspndents, ViZ. NEOCO, AUG,
CYNNY, H.T.I.E., Houghes, Multi-Trend, Hamard, Iiigh Bid arid A.R E. have infringed each of
independent claims 1, 4,5, 8, 9 and 1 1 of the '0 58 patcnt (['Post at 20-25). The staff argued
that all of the respondents, &. Houghes, IMI, Multi-Trend, AUG, Harvard, High End, H.T.I.E.,
CYNNY, A.R.E., NEOCO, Jing Ma and Xin Huan, have tnfi-inged 2ach ckfindependent claims 1,

4,5, 8, 9 and 11 of the '058 patent. (SPost 11- 1 5).46

46 Both the complainants and the staff have repeatedly inch ded the former respondents,
H.T.I.E., Houghes, A.U.G., CYNNY and I.M.1 in their i&igement analysis ofthe six patents in
issue. However, those former respondents have been ternlimited fi jrn the investigation.
Moreover, SSMC's counsel acknowledged that the former respoildents are out of the
investigation and that they are not part of, and should he oxduded jiom, any general exclusion
order that may issue. (Tr. at 2 100). In view of tk fac,t that r:ach OF said former respondents has
been terminated from the investigation, the adrmnistral ive law judgc will not address said former
respondents in his infringement analysis of the six yatems in issue alowever, as noted supra,
{

Independent claims 1, 4, 5, 8, 9 and 11 of the '0.58patent * e in issue in this investigation.
(FF 42). The plain language of claim 1 describes a magneticallv hard alloy comprised of (1)

neodymium, praseodymium or a mixture thereof, (2) Iron, and (?) boron, each in a certain
atomic percentage that can vary. (FF 41).
Claim 4 claims an alloy composition comprisr:d of one or more of any of the rare-earth
elements, including the "neodymium, praseodq mmm or mkcturcs them f'
limitation set forth
in claim 1, "at least" about 0.5 atomic percent boron. arid iron wrthin the same range of
atomic percentages set forth in claim 1. (FF 42). Claim 4 also calls for the composition to
have a coercivity of 5000 Oersteds at room teniperatrrre

41.

Claim 5 is similar to claim 4 in that it claims an allty compositmn with atomic
percentages of the rare-earth elements and boron of claim 4 falling within the same range of
values as in claim 4. (FF 43). The presence c 4 the hron3nusi increabe the composition's
Curie temperature with respect to a "like alloy ' contaimng-submntiall:, no

(FF 43).

Claim 5 also calls for the composition to include up TO about 90 ztomic percent of one or more
of iron, nickel, and cobalt, with iron comprising at leas1 about XI percmt of the composition.
In addition, the composition claimed in claim 5 must have ;i cocr5vity of at least about 1000
Oersteds at room temperature.

Id.

Claim 8 of the '058 patent discloses a f onnuluifor a hard nagm i alloy. Specifically, it

47 Figures 1, 2 and 4 of the '058 patent illustrate 110% the p esence of boron increases the
coercivity of a neodymiudpraseodymium - iron cctmpund.

claims a composition "consisting essentially" of the fomiulb: RE,,,,(Fe, yB,),"8 where RE is one
or more rare-earth elements consisting of praseodymium, ruodyniium.

mixtures thereof,

"Fe" is iron, and B is boron. (FF 44). The v i h e of' '1 #:anvaw rJetwwn about 0.01 and 0.10.
Thus, the amount of boron present in the clain'ed composition rnrrst be between 1 and 10
atomic percent based on the amount of iron and boron presrnt in ~e composition. The value
of x can vary between about 0.5 to about 0.9. id. Hence, the mount of the rare earth
constituent of the claimed composition is betwcen 10 rind 3)atomic percent of the total
composition, and the amount of the iron-boron constttllcnt IS between 5 0 and 90 atomic
percent of the total composition. The value of x timm (1-y) m w be greater than or equal to

0.5.

Id.
Claim 9 covers a magnetically hard allciy compo4tir)n uit:i a coercivity of at least about

1000 Oersteds and comprising (1) from about (0 to about 40 atmnic percent of one or more
rare earths from a recited list wherein the neodymium a:idhr pra;eodymium comprise at least
10 atomic percent of the total composition; (2) one or more tramation metals including at least
about 50 to 90 atomic percent iron; and (3) at least about 0 5 amnic percent boron. (FF 45).
Finally, claim 11 covers a magnetically hard composition comprised of (1) one or more
rare-earth elements including at least about 10 to about 40 titornk percent neodymium and/or
praseodymium; (2) one or more transition metals including at least abod 50 to 90 atomic
percent iron; and (3) more than about 0.5 atomic per

it bxon,. In addition, the composition

48 The formula recited in claim 8 uses art "IT" ratkr than ab "Fe" 10 represent iron. The
evidence adduced at trial demonstrates that a person of ordin<arysk 11 in tf re art would understand
this to be a typographical error. (Guruswamy, l'r. at 360).
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covered by claim 11 has a coercivity of at leas ahoul WOO Oerstcds and a remanence of at
least about 4000 Gauss at room temperature. rFI; 46)
Referring to the tests conducted on NEOC'O'!; ,samplemarlnet bv complainants and the
tests conducted on NEOCO's sample B magnei by thr: P*meslahoratory . with respect to claim

1 of the '058 patent and the NEOCO magnet tcstcd by complaimnts, the administrative law
judge finds that said magnet has the following characterastics which are within the literal
language of claim 1: (i) its intrinsic coercivity (13,200 Oa-ste&l exceeds 1,000 Oersteds, and
thus it is a magnetically hard alloy composition as defmcd jn the specification of the '058
patent; (ii) it contains a total amount of neodymium niid pmseod3 miuin of about 14 atomic
percent, which exceeds the claim requirement If at least about 1Ca atomic percent; (iii) it
contains about 74.46 atomic percent of iron, which lies within

:claimed range from at least

about 50 to about 90 atomic percent iron; and (iv) it coritai'is 6 43 atomic percent boron,
which lies within the range from about 0.5 to 10 atomic percent boron set forth in the claim.
(Guruswamy, Tr. at 322-24; CX-49, Tabl7; C'X 51, CX-71, Tab1 at 3 ) .
Also, with respect to the NEOCO sample B magnet. tested by limes laboratory,
NEOCO's expert Bohlmann testified that said magnet sLitisl'ies d3 the elements of claim 1 of
the '058 patent. (Bohlmann, Tr. at 1708, 1710-11, 1712, 1713; CX-1. col. 4, lines 13-15).
Based on the foregoing the administrative law judga fin& that complainants have met
their burden in establishing that NEOCO infringes claim 1 of rhc '058 patent.
With respect to claim 1 of the '058 p a t m and the sunpie magncts of the other
respondents,

a.Multi-Trend, Harvard (samples A, I$, ami C). Iligh End (samples D, E, F,

G, H, and I), A.R.E., Xin Huan, and Jing Ma
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the adiniristrative law judge finds that each

of the magnets has: (i) a coercivity value in excess of 1,000 Oer ;teds, and thus is a
"magnetically hard alloy composition," as defineti in thr '058 parent; (11.) a total amount of
neodymium and praseodymium, which lies wiihin thc ciahied r-arige from at least about 10 to
about 40 atomic percent; (iii) an iron content, which lie.; withir; tlie clamed range from at least
about 50 to about 90 atomic percent; and (iv) it boron cl;)nttnttfmt lies within the claimed
range from about 0.5 to 10 atomic percent. (C;uruswamy, I'r. i t 327, 329-30; CX-49, Tabs 116; CX-51; CX-71, Tab 1).
Based on the foregoing the administrative law judge finds that complainants have
sustained their burden in establishing that Mulri-Trend, Havard, High End, A.R.E., Jing MA
and Xin Huan infringe claim 1 of the '058 pater t.
Regarding each of independent claims 4,5 , 8, 9 arid 1 1 ofthe '0513patent, the
administrative law judge finds that the NEOCO sunplc mgoet, tsiszed by the cornplainants, has
the following characteristics: (i) it is a "magnctically hard allov :omposition" or "hard
magnet," as defined in the '058 patent and recited in thc cLiimh. becawie its intrinsic coercivity
(13,200 Oersteds) exceeds 1,000 Oersteds; (ii) itr; intrinsic coercivity also exceeds the
minimum level of 5,000 Oersteds set forth in claims 4 and 11; (iii) its remanence value of
11,800 Gauss exceeds the minimum of 4,000 ( 3 i ~ U s Swt forth in claim t 1; (iv) it contains a
total of about 14 atomic percent of neodymium and yraseorlymsujn,which is within the range

49 Henceforth, the magnets of the "other respclndents " rtfc rs to the magnets of MultiTrend, Harvard (samples A, B, and C), High End (samplesD, E, F G, 13. and I), A.R.E., Jing
Ma, and Xin Huan.
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from at least about 10 to about 40 atomic perccnt, as ser fwth in &e c1;tims; (v) it contains
about 74.46 atomic percent of iron, which is within rhe cla met! iange From at least about 50 to
about 90 percent; and (vi) it contains about 6.49 dtoiiiic percen: c f boron, which lies within the
claimed range from about 0.5 to 10 atomic percent. (Gumjwaln%r,Tr. at 343-45, 350-52; CX49, Tabl7; CX-51; CX-52; CX-71, Tabs 2-6)
In addition, with respect to claim 5 of tht: 'OS8 patent, rbi: administrative law judge
finds that NEOCO's magnet, tested by complainants, contains bcron, which serves to
"increas[e] its Curie temperature with respect i o like alloy c:ont,dning substantially no boron,

I'

as required by the claim. (CX-1, col. 12, liner 28-30; Guruswmiy. TI at 349-50; CX-49,
Tabs 17; CX-71, Tab 3). Also, with respect to claim 8, ths administrative law judge finds that
the content of NEOCO's magnet satisfies the chemical formula RE, ,(F ,-yB,),set forth in that
claim. In particular, NEOCO's magnet contains iron. borc n arid neodymium and/or
praseodymium in amounts that fall within the ranges stated for "x and "y" in claim 8.
I'

(Guruswamy, Tr. at 345; CX-49, Tab 17; CX 71, Tab 4).
Based on the foregoing, the administrativt: law Plidgs find.; that cornplainants have
sustained their burden in establishing that NECK0 infringes chinis 4, 5 , 8, 9 and 11 of the
'058 patent.

With respect to the magnets of the other respondent;, tha admirtistrative law judge finds
that each of said magnets has: (i) an intrinsic m:rciwty in exccss of 1 .OW Oersteds, and thus
is a "magnetically hard alloy composition" or 'hard magnai:," as defineti in the '058 patent; (ii)
an intrinsic coercivity in excess of the minimuin level of 5,000 Oersted:; set forth in claims 4
and 11; (iii) a remanence value in excess of 4.000 Gauss, as sec forth in claim 11; (iv) a total
8 13

content of neodymium and praseodymium that falls within the c laimed range from at least
about 10 to about 40 atomic percent; (v) an iron contenf thn t fa!$ within the claimed range
from at least about 50 to about 90 percent; and (vi) a boron content that falls within the
claimed range from about 0.5 to 10 atomic percent. (Gam.vwaJn~~,
Tr. at 344-45, 350-52; CX49, Tabs 1-16; CX-51; CX-52; CX-71, Tabs 2-61.
In addition, with respect to claim 5 of the '058 patebit.
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of said magnets also contain

boron which serves to "increas[e] its Curie temperature with respect to iike alloy containing
substantially no boron." (CX-1, col. 12, lines 28-30; Gumswamy, Tr. at 349-50; CX-49, tabs
1-17). Also, with respect to claim 8 of the '0% pate nt, each of :,aid magnets contains amounts
of neodymium and/or praseodymium, iron, and horon silcb that shus satisfy the chemical
formula RE,-,(F,,By), set forth in that claim. ECJtiruswarny, Tr at 345, CX-49, tabs 1-16;
CX-7 1 , Tab 4).
Based on the foregoing, the administrative law judg: finds that ;omplainants have met
their burden in establishing that each of Multi-Trend, Hawwd, I€igh End, A.R.E., Xin Huan
and Jing Ma infringe claims 4, 5, 8, 9 and 11 3f the 'rJC8 Fater-t.
3. The '93 1 Patent

Complainants argued that they have shown thal the rtspo 71: ents, vig. NEOCO, AUG,
CYNNY, H.T.I.E.,Houghes, Multi-Trend, Harmd, High Eid arid A.R.E.,have infringed each of
independent claims 1, 2, 3, 10, 14, 16, 18, 19 and 20 and dependcnr claims 4, 5 , 6, and 15 ofthe
'93 1 patent. (CPost at 25-30).

The staff argued that all of the respondents, N q 1 Eoughe:,, LMI,Edulti-Trend, AUG,
Harvard, High End, H.T.I.E., CYNNY, A.R.E.,NEOCO Jirig Ma and Xin Huan, have infringed

each of claims of the '93 1 patent. (SPost at 15-3J)i.
Independent claims 1, 2, 3, 10, 14, 16, 18, 19 and 20 and dcpendmt claims 4,5, 6, and 15
of the '931 patent are in issue. (FF 53). Claim I requires a petxianent magnet in which the
predominant phase is (RE,-,RE'~,(Fe,_,TM,),,E:, whereh i thz amount of neodymium and
praseodymium should be at least six percent of the tcdd magnet. (FF 53). Other rare earth
elements may be present, but only up to an amount equal tcl 40 atomic: nercent of the total of
all rare earths in the composition.

a. Claim

also rcqrhlircs tha iron comprise at least about

40 atomic percent of the claimed composition, and that the tota' I f iron and other transition
metals comprise at least 90 atomic percent of tie claimed aompmition. Id. Finally, the claim
requires boron in an amount ranging between about 0.5 to tibout 10 atomic percent of the
composition and that the magnet has intrinsic magnetic d:oexivity of at least 1,000 Oersteds.
Id.

The remaining asserted claims of the '93 1 paient claim ;ttc direrred to magnets or
magnetic compositions similar to what is described in claim 1 but with additional limitations.
Claim 2 claims a permanent magnet with an erter9y p r d u a at xn;~gneticsaturation (also known
as the "maximum energy product") of at least about 5 wegrilGaLrs~~Oersteds,
comprising at least
10 to about 40 atomic percent of one or more rare eanh elemerits (with at least about 6 percent

of the magnet consisting of neodymium and/or prasexiymium) a t leas about 0.5 to 10 atomic

percent boron; and at least about 50 to 90 atomic percent iron mVor iron-cobalt mixtures,
with the cobalt in the mixture being less than about 40 percent af the irm. The predominant
phase of the magnet claimed in claim 2 is WrM,,B,. {FF 54:. Claim 3 covers a
magnetically hard alloy composition comprising at least about 10 to about 40 atomic percent
42

neodymium and/or praseodymium; boron in the samc pcrcrntage range as in claim 2; up to 90
total atomic percent of one or more transition metal elarients with iron being at least 40 atomic
percent of the alloy; and with the same predominant phase *is ir laim 2. (FF 55). Claims 4
through 6 are dependent upon claim 3, each adding a dii'ferent ;imitation to the composition
claimed in claim 3. (FF 56-58).
Claim 10 covers a permanent magnet u ttb a coercivity r?f at least about 1,000 Oersteds
with the same limitations regarding the rare-earth and borari cor~titueiiit!;as set forth in claim
2. (FF 59). The claimed magnet also has from zero to lee; than about 20 total atomic percent

(based on iron in the alloy) of one or more of titanium, niael, cluomium, zirconium, and
manganese. It also has the same limitation regarding rrmsition metals {including a minimum
amount of iron) set forth in claim 3, and the predommant nlagnatically hard constituent is the
tetragonal crystal phase RE2TMl,B,.

Id.

Claim 14 covers a XE,TM14B, type" p8xrnane7qtmagnetic alloy with a coercivity of at
least about 5,000 Oersteds, and comprising at {eastabout LO to about 4U atomic percent
neodymium and/or praseodymium, at least about 50 h c ~a b i t 9Watomrc percent iron, at least
about 0.5 to about 10 atomic percent boron, and up to about 20 atomic Dercent (based on the
neodymium and praseodymium) of one or mor2 heaky ram-earrh elements. (FF 60). Claim
15 depends on claim 14 and states that the heally rare-earth eleiixnt is ierbium and/or
dysprosium. (FF 61).
Claim 16 covers a permanent magnet cornposition with .i coercivity of at least about

1,000 Oersteds and comprised predominantly of the tetragdnal crrstal phase WTM,,B, with
the atomic percent values of the rare earth elenleiits IRbE), transition metal elements (TM) and

boron falling within prescribed ranges. (FF 62). Claim 18 COPBIS a permanent magnet
composition with a coercivity of at least about 1,000 Oersteds in which the predominant phase
is WE2(Fel~,Cox),,B, with the rare earth elenierits. ircn, cobalt and boron falling within
prescribed ranges. (FF 63).
Claim 19 covers a permanent magnet alloy in whicb the predominant phase is RE2(Fe,,TMx),,B, and also has a tetragonal crystal structure. 'rlre e-axis of the crystal is the preferred
axis of magnetization, and the lengths of the c-axis a d a-axis are aboua 12.2 angstroms and
8.78 angstroms respectively. (FF 64). The atomic percent vahies of the rare-earth elements,
transition elements, iron and boron fall within prcscriheri ranges,

a.

Claim 20 covers a permanent magnet akloy in whicb the predominant phase is
RE2Fel,-,TMxB1which has a tetragonal crystal structure with the c-axis being the preferred axis
of magnetization. (FF 65). The atomic percent values of the rars-earth elements, transition
elements, iron and boron fall within prescribed rangcs.

a.

Regarding claim 1 of the '931 patent, the adnrimtmtive law judge finds that the
NEOCO sample magnet, tested by complainanis, contains i totail of about 14 atomic percent of
neodymium and praseodymium, which exceed:; die minimum lt*va:lof 6 atomic percent for
neodymium and/or praseodymium stated in claim 1. (Eumswarnv, Tr, at 378-79; CX-49,
Tabl7; CX-71, Tab 7). NEOCO's magnet alsa contam; a total r f about 0.65 atomic percent

of other rare-earth elements, y&. , gadolinium, dysprosium lanthmuni cerium, and
samarium, which are among the elements listed for RE' in Aaim 1. (Criruswamy, Tr. at 37880; CX-49, Tab 17). That amount, plus the allout 14 afonjic percent neodymium and
praseodymium, means that the total amount of rare-earth dements in the NEOCO magnet is
+I

about 14.7 atomic percent, which is less than the maximum value of 40 atomic percent of rareearth elements stated in claim 1 of the '931 patmi. (Guuuswarny, Tr. ar 380-81, 385; CX-49,
Tab 17; CX-71, Tab 7). Dividing the amount of RE' (Q.65atomic percent) by the amount of
total rare-earths (14.7 atomic percent) yields a vahe of iibait 0 04,which is within the range

of 0 to about 0.4 given for 'la'' (from 0 to about 8.4)stated in cia m 1 cia' the '931 patent.
(Guruswamy, Tr. at 380-81, 385).
The administrative law judge also finds that the N E W 0 sdrnple magnet tested by
complainants contains 74.46 atomic percent iron tFe1. xhich is greater than the minimum level
of about 40 atomic percent Fe stated in the claim and thw satisties that claim element.

(Guruswamy, Tr. at 392-93; CX-49, Tab 17; CX-713 L b 7 ) . The NECK0 magnet also
contains cobalt and manganese, which are amoiig the transi?ion metals (TM) set forth in claim

1 of the '931 patent. (Guruswamy, Tr. at 780-81; CX-49, Tab

17;

CX 71, Tab 7). The total

concentration of iron and other transition metals in the PIECCOmagnet is 74.74 atomic
percent, which is less than the maximum amount of about 90 atmiic percent for "Fe and TM"
set forth in the claim. (Guruswamy, Tr. at 393; (3X 49. Tab

l'l;

CX-71, Tab 7). Moreover,

dividing the amount of "TM" elements (0.26 atomic pt:r;enJ bq the tot31 amount of transition
metals (74.74 atomic percent) yields a value of about 0.003, which is within the range of 0.00.4 given for "b" (from about 0 to about 0.4) stated in claim 1. iGuruswamy, Tr. at 382; CX49, Tab 17; CX-71, Tab 7).
The administrative law judge further finds that thc h EOCt 1 magnet tested by
complainants contains 6.494 atomic percent bot-on, which if within the Iange of about 0.5 to
10.0 atomic percent required by claim 1 of the '931 patent. (Gurtlswarny, Tr. at 393; CX-49,
I3

Tab 17; CX-71, Tab 7). NEOCO's magnet al:,o has an intirinsic coercivity of about 13,200
Oersteds and thus is a "permanent magnet," which is undebitood an the art to mean a magnet
that has an intrinsic coercivity in excess of l,O(X) Oersteds, (Gwuswamy, Tr. at 368-69, 377;
CX-49, Tab 17; CX-51). Also the X-ray diffriction t a t s show that the predominant phase of
NEOCO's sample magnet tested by complainants is tho "2-14-1 jhase,"' &,2 atoms of rareearth elements (&

neodymium and/or praseodymium; fix every 14 atoms of iron and 1

atom of boron, as required by claim 1 of the '?31 patent. 3Guru:wamj , Tr. at 364, 377-78;
CX-49, Tab 17; CX-71, Tab 7).
Moreover, NEOCO's expert Bohlmann testified tha the NEOU) Sample B magnet,
which NEOCO sent to Ames Laboratory for testing, satisfks all The elements of claim 1 of the
'931 patent. (Bohlmann, Tr. at 1713-14; RXN-72). Bohltianri testified that the NEOCO
Sample B magnet has: (i) about 14 atomic percent rare-earth eieinents (REand RE' together),
which is comprised predominantly of neodymi ~ r nand prast~odymium,which satisfies the claim
requirement that RE is at least about 6 atomic gercernt aeid RE mil RE' together comprise up to
about 40 atomic percent of the magnet; (ii) about 6.2 atomic p m ent boron, which is within
the claimed range from about 0.5 to 10 atomic percent; (iii, absiut 80 atomic percent iron,
which satisfies the requirement that iron is at lcast about 4C atornrc percent, and that transition
metals as a whole comprise up to about 90 atomic: percent r)f tha magnet; (iv) an intrinsic
coercivity in excess of 13,000 Oersteds and thus is a "pcmanent magnet," a term that is
understood in the art as a magnet having a mir imum cor:rcivity of 1,000 Oersteds; and (v) the
predominant phase is the 2-14-1 phase (or (RE,-,
RE"), (Ffl-bTM)14B1
phase in the claim).
(Bohlmann, Tr. at 1708, 1710-14).
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Based on the foregoing, the administrative law judgz find.; that :omplainants have
sustained their burden in establishing that NECK33 infiingcs claim 1 ot the '931 patent.
With respect to claim 1 of the '931 patcnt and the magnats of the other respondents, the
administrative law judge finds that each of said magnets ha; this (RE,aKE',3,(Fel,TM,)l,Bl
predominant phase recited in claim 1 of the '931 patt:iit

((hnmvamy Tr. at 395; CX-49,

Tabs 1-16). The administrative law judge alsc f h d s that ewh of respondents' and former
respondents' magnets has: (i) a total amount clf neocjymiuri andor praseodymium (RE) of
about 12-14 atomic percent, which exceeds the claim miniriurn c.f about 6 atomic percent; (ii)
a total rare-earth concentration (RE and RE' tclgether-) of about 11-15 atomic percent, which is
less than the claim maximum of about 40 atomic perccnt; (ii) it boron B) concentration of
about 5.7-7.4 atomic percent, which lies withi i the range cf abaut 0.S to 10.0 atomic percent
in the claim; (iv) an iron concentration of aboid 71-77 atorhic pei-cent, which is more than the
claim minimum of about 40 atomic percent; arid (v) a totaI concentration of iron and other
transition metals (TM) of about 73-78 atomic percent, whir h is less than the claim maximum
of about 90 atomic percent. (Guruswamy, Tr. at 395; CX-49, Tdibs1-16; CX-71, Tab 7).
The administrative law judge further finds thtt the X-rad diffrat tion tests show that the
predominant phase in each of said magnets is the "2-11- 1" Dhase (Gumwamy, Tr. at 396;
CX-49, Tabs 1-16; CX-71, Tab 7). Also, each of said

has an intrinsic coercivity in

excess of 1,000 Oersteds, as required by claim 1 . (Guriisuamy, Tr. at 395; CX-51; CX-71,
Tab 7).
Based on the foregoing, the administrative law jiildgr: fir& that complainants have met
their burden in establishing that each of Multi-Trend, Riimitrd- High End, A.R.E., Jing Ma
i;r

and Xin Huan infringes claim 1 of the '931 patent.
With respect to claims 2-6, 10, 14-16, and 18-X)of the "531 parent, the administrative
law judge finds that each of respondents' magnets, includia,; ~ ~ J O C O ' Icontains
...
neodymium,
praseodymium, iron, boron, and other transiticn met& in Emmints that fall within the various
ranges set forth in each of claims 2-6, 10, 14-16, and 18-2€1
of the '931 patent. (Guruswamy,
Tr. at 409; CX-49, tabs 1-17; CX-71, Tabs 8-20). Also, atch ai respondents' magnets,
including NEOCO's , contains a heavy rare-earth element, rtameh dysprosium, as required by
claims 4, 14, and 15 of the '931 patent. (Guruswamv, 'kr. at 41Ct; CX-49, Tabs 1-17). The
inclusion of that heavy rare-earth element increases the zntr nsic coercn nty of the magnets, as
required by claim 4. (Guruswamy, Tr. at 410;.
The administrative law judge further finds that each of t'm respondents' magnets,
including NEOCO's, has an intrinsic coercivity in e x c m m' 5,UOO Oer:+teds,as required by
claims 5 and 14. (CX-51; CX-71, Tabs 10. 12). Therefow: each of respondents' magnets,
including NEOCO's, has an intrinsic coercivity in excess m* 1,1101) Oecdeds, as required by
claims 10, 16, and 18. Furthermore, each of responJrxts' magncts, including NEOCO's, is a
"magnetically hard alloy composition, "permment magnet, "mrmantat magnet
'I

composition" or "permanent magnet alloy," as recited iili each ckf claim 2-6, 10, 14-16, and
18-20, because those terms are defined or undtrsrood in thc. art aa requ ring a minimum
coercivity of 1,000 Oersteds. (Guruswamy, T:. #it41 1-12; (2x49, Tahs 1-17; CX-71, Tabs
8-17).
The administrative law judge, in addition, finds ilhd all {if respondents' magnets,
including NEOCO's, have maximum energy pl-oducn irr excess of 10 niegaGaussOersteds and
CS

thus satisfy the energy product requirements recited 11s ciairns 2 and 5 crf the ‘931 patent.
(Guruswamy, Tr. at 412-13; CX-49, Tabs 1-17; CX-53). 41~0,all of respondents’ magnets,
including NEOCO’s, have remanence values in excess of 7 mililicm GairssOersted &, 7
megaGaussOersteds), and thus satisfy the remznence requirement of c1:tim 6 of the ’931
patent. (Guruswamy, Tr. at 413-14; CX-52).
The administrative law judge also finds that the X - a y difi’racticn tests show that the
predominant phase in each of respondents’ rnaqncts, including Y’50CO*s,is the wTM,,B,
phase, as required by claims 2-6, 10, 14-16, slid 18-20 of ihe ‘W1 patcnt. (Guruswamy, Tr.
at 414; CX-49, Tabs 1-17; CX-71, Tabs 8-17). A h . the X-ray diffraction tests further show
that the predominant wTM,,B, phase in each of resporidents’ aiid fonner respondents’
magnets, including NEOCO’s, has a tetragonal shapc, ss rtquiratd by claims 10, 16, 19, and
20. (Guruswamy, Tr. at 414-15; CX-71, Tab:; 11, 14, 16, 17).
In addition the administrative law judgc: finds that the pm: erred axis of magnetization in
each of respondents’ magnets, including NEOrlO’s, is the crysral lographic c-axis, as required
by claims 19 and 20 of the ‘931 patent. (Gumswamy. ‘Tr. at 41?-16; (1X-71, Tabs 16, 17).
Also, in each of respondents’ magnets, the length of d x crrstallographic c-axis is about 12.2
angstroms, and the length of the a-axis is about 8.78 angstroms. i s required by claim 19 of the
‘931 patent. (Guruswamy, Tr. at 416-18; CX-49, Tabs 1-..7;t3(-71. Tab 16).
Based on the foregoing, the administrative law judgz find,; that complainants have met
their burden in establishing that each of NEOCO, Whlii-Trend, Karvard, High End, A.R.E.,
Jing Ma and Xin Huan infringe claims 2-6, 10, 14-16, i m d 18-2C of th: ‘931 patent.

4. The '395 Patent

Complainants have argued that they have shclwa t h t respondents NEOCO, AUG,
CYNNY, H.T.I.E., Houghes, Multi-Trend, Harvard, HigE End md A R.E. have infringed
each of independent claims 13-18 of the '395 patcnt. (('Post at 31-33)

The staff argued that

all of the respondents, @., Houghes, IMI, Multj-Trend, AUG. IIarvanl, High End,
H.T.I.E., CYNNY, A.R.E., NEOCO, Jing Ma and Xin HJan infringe claims 13-18 of the
'395 patent. (SPost at 7-10).
Independent claims 13, 14, 15, 16, 17 ;inti 18 of the '395 patent are in issue. (FF 26).
The plain language of claim 13 describes a permanent magnet alloy made of iron and
neodymium and/or praseodymium with a coercivity of at least SO00 Oersteds at room
temperature. (FF 26). Each of the other assei ted inckpendent el.iims o f the '395 claim
magnets or magnetic alloys with an inherent intrinsic m;agm:tic xlercivity of at least 5000
Oersteds at room temperature. (FF 27-31). Claim 14 essd itiallf clain :; the same compound
as claim 13 but with the added limitation that the cornixmd be ar least SO atomic percent iron.
(FF 27). Claim 15 claims the same compound as clabn 14 with rhe additional limitation that
the magnet have a "magnetic ordering temperature" of 295" K. IFF 28). Claim 16 covers a
compound with the same coercivity, magnetic xtiering leaperat re, anti atomic percent iron
properties as claim 15, but allows the rare-earth to bc m e c c mare of neodymium,
praseodymium, "or mischmetals thereof.

I'

(FF 2'9). Claim 16 d i O allows the transition metal

to be either iron or iron mixed with "a small amount ' of cobalt Id. Claim 17 claims a
permanent magnet containing a "magnetic phax" bataed

011one

o - mort. rare earth elements

and iron, which phase has the same coercivity and mappeti: orrit ring twnperature
10

characteristics as claims 15 and 16, with the rare earrh elentents ialthwgh the rare-earth
constituent consists "predominantly" of neodymium and/or pram bdymitrm) . (FF 30). Finally,
claim 18 covers a permanent magnet "based orill neodvmiun and iron with a phase which has
the same coercivity and magnetic ordering temperature chai-acttbristicsit:; claims 15, 16, and
17. (FF 31).
With respect to independent claim 13 of the '395 patent the adniinistrative law judge
finds that the NEOCO sample magnet, tested t y complainasits, has an intrinsic coercivity of
13.2 kilooersteds (h,
13,200 Oersteds) at r o m temperatire,

H hich

is greater than the

minimum level of 5,000 Oersteds at room temmraturr: reci;:ed in claini 13 of the '395 patent.
(Guruswamy, Tr. at 436; CX-49, Tab 17; CX 51; CX-72, Qs. 30, 31). Also, since the
coercivity of NEOCO's magnet exceeds 1,000 Clcrstcds, NEOW's maqnet is a "permanent
magnet" as it is understood in the art. (Gurumvamy, Tr at 433). The administrative law
I

judge also finds that NEOCO's magnet contair s iron, mod Jmiimi, and praseodymium, as
required by claim 13 of the '395 patent. (Guniswamy, Tr. at 434; CX 49, Tab 17; CX-71,
Tab 18).
Moreover, NEOCO's expert Bohlmann testified tha N

CO's Sample B magnet,

which NEOCO sent to Ames Laboratory for testing, satisfir:s dl I he el€inents of claim 13 of
the '395 patent. (Bohlmann, Tr. at 1714-15). Specifically NEXCO's expert Bohlmann
testified that NEOCO's Sample B magnets: (i: have an inbinsic coercizlity in excess of 13,000
Oersteds, which exceeds the minimum level of 5.OoCI Ocrsteds stated mi the claim; and (ii)
contain iron, neodymium, and praseodymium. (Bohlmm~Tr at 1708, 1710-11, 1712).
Based on the foregoing, the administrative lav judge find!?coniplainants have met their
)I

burden in establishing that NEOCO infringes claim 13 of the ‘29.5 pateIit.

NEOCO argued that it does not infringe each of chinis 12. 14, 15. 16, 17 and 18. It is
argued that the ‘395 patent is a binary patent; that claim 1 3 teachlss a binary composition of one
or more rare earths and iron; that each of claim:; 14, 15. :6 and 17 teackes a binary composition
of one or more rare earths and iron; that those “ dloys”

a1 prepxed bv melt-quenching; that

none of the “patent specifications” describe the vroces’s tc. mike :ktered clowder, and that
NEiOCO’s magnets contain boron and are sinterzd (NPost at 1OP108)

NEOCO relies on the testimony of Bohlmann to S U F ~ O Ei.s argument that the claims of
the ‘395 patent are limited to a “binary compwirion b)i one or mbre rare earths and iron” and
that because NEOCO’s magnets contain boron NEOCO docs m)t infringe the ‘395 patent.
However, when “comprising” is used as a transitional tt*min a: patent ; l a b , the scope of the
claim does not exclude additional, unrecited elments. Senentegi, Inc LChiron Corn., 112
F.3d 495, 501, 42 U.S.P.Q.2d 1608, 1613 (1097) and ,%ifunn! t . Renghaw PLC, 945 F.2d
1173, 1178, 20 U.S.P.Q.2d 1094 (Fed. Cir. 1991). firthcm~tl:,
the Federal Circuit, in
A.B. Dick Co. v. Burroughs Corn., 713 F.2d 700, 218 U.’s.P.Q. 965. cert. denied, 464 U.S.
1042 (1984), stated:
It is fundamental that one cannot avoid infrhgenient merely by
adding elements if each element recited in the c1;rbns is found in
the accused device. For example, a pcnc11sirucaur-ally infringing
a patent claim would not becoms; non-hfrinp ing when
incorporated into a complex machine that limits controls what
the pencil can write. Neither wcmld infringement be nepted
simply because the patentee faild to conternDlatc3 iilse of ihe
pencil in that environment.

a. at 703, 967-968 (citation omitted).

Based on the foregring. tile administrative law judge

rejects NEOCO's argument that it does not infi-inge the claims

the '395 patent because its

magnets have boron added to them.

As for the magnets of the other responcents, rhe adrniniibative iaw judge finds that
each of said magnets has the following charact:risticc;: <i).Et has an intrinsic coercivity in
excess of 5,000 Oersteds, as required by claim 13 and thus it is a "permanent magnet alloy, "
which is understood in the art as requiring a ccjercivity in eccess of 1 , W O Oersteds; (ii) it
im. ciiuruswamy, Tr. at

contains iron; and (iii) it contains neodymium -tnd/or prmmdy
438; CX-49, Tabs 1-17; CX-51; CX-71, Tab .8).

Based on the forgoing the administrative law judge 5nds that complainants have met
their burden in establishing that each of Multi-Trend, Haward, Idgh E d , A.R.E.,Jing Ma and
Xin Huan have infringed claim 13 of the '395 patent.
Regarding claims 14-18 of the '395 patent, the adsninstrati1.e law iudge finds that all of
respondents' magnets, including NEOCO's, satisfy the chanicd :omposition requirements set
forth in claims 14-16, in that they all contain: li'r more than 50 atomic percent iron; and (ii)
neodymium and/or praseodymium. (Guruswamy, T1-. at 4-4-45, 447, CX-49, Tabs 1-17; CX71, Tabs 19-23).
The administrative law judge also finds that all of respondents' magnets, including
NEOCO's, satisfy the magnetic properties elements of claims 14 18, in that they all: (i) have
intrinsic coercivity values in excess of 5,000 Clersteds at ro3m temperamre, as required by
claims 14-18; (ii) are "permanent magnets, '' which is utidev stood in the art as requiring a
minimum coercivity of 1,000 Oersteds; (iii) have a magnetc 01 dcring f Curie) temperature
above about 295" K (required by claims 15-18); and (h)hive
1'5

,L

magnetic phase (required by

claim 17). (Guruswamy, Tr. at 445-48; CX-49, Tabs 1-17: CX-51; CX-71, tabs 19-23).
Based on the foregoing, the administrat ve law judgt: f i n k that the complainants have
sustained their burden in establishing that each of NEOC‘O, Multi -Trend,Harvard, High End,
A.R.E., Jing Ma and Xin Huan have infringed clitinis 14-18a’the ‘.;95patent.
C.

SSMC’s Patents

1 . The ‘723 Patent

Complainants have used the term “Group 1 Respondants” tc refer to the magnets of
former respondents AUG, CYNNY, H.T.I.E., arid Hoiigbes (samdc A), aid also to refer to the
magnets of respondents Multi-Trend, High Encl (samples EiG arid I), A.R.E.and NEOCO with
respect to alleged infringement of the ‘723 patert (CYOSTat 36). Complainants argued that each
of Group I respondents’ magnets infringes claim 2 of the ‘72b patarit (CPlxt at 34-36); that each
of the Group I respondents’ magnets infringe claims 3- 7, 9, I. 3-1P,. 20, 24 -26 and 3 1 of the ‘723
patent (CPost at 36-38); that each of the magnels frov C’fNNY, MI.T.1.E and Houghes (sample
A) infringes each of claims 8 and 19 of the ‘723 patent (CPost at 3%-39),that the Multi-Trend and
H.T.I.E. magnets infringe claim 34 of the ‘723 patent; that th2 CIOLLP
I respondents’ magnets
infringe each of claims 27 and 33 of the ‘723 pal ent. (CPost
The staff argued that sample magnets from NEiO<:O, AUG CYKTIJY, H.T.I.E., Houghes,
Multi-Trend, High-End and A.R.E. fall within the literirl limit’; of d i m 2 I SPost at 24-27); that
sample magnets from NEOCO, AUG, CYNNY, M T.1 E., Hrlughas, Multi-Trend, High End and
A.R.E. fall within the elements of claim 3 (SPost ai 27); that cornphinants have failed to meet
their burden that any of respondents’ magnets infringe each df claims 13. 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19,
20,25 and 26 of the ‘723 patent (SPost at 27-3:), that thc samp

nagnea 3 from NEOCO, AUG,

CYNNY, H.T.I.E. Houghes, Multi-Trend, High End and A R E . fall within the limits of claim 4 of
the '723 patent (SPost at 3 1-32); that the sampl: magnets of NE(X:O. AUG, CYNNY, H.T.I.E.,
Houghes, Multi-Trend, High End and A.R.E.fa 1 within the Imit:; r.f each of claims 5 and 6
(SPost at 32); that the sample magnets from each ofNE.OCO1, AI

CYVNY, H.T.I.E.,

Houghes, Multi-Trend, High End and A.R.E.fall within tile scope rn?claiaii 7 (SPost at 33); that
the sample magnets of CYNNY, H.T.I.E. and Houghes fir11 vithivi the limits of claim 8 (Spost at
33-34); that magnets from CYNNY, H.T.I.E., Houghcs, t3igLiEnd and A R.E. infringe claim 3 1
of the '723 patent (SPost at 34-35); that sample rnagn,l:ls of 1I.T.U3. magnets infringe claim 34 of
the '723 patent (SPost at 35); and that the sample mapets a-"EZOCO, AUG, CYNNY, H.T.I.E.,
Houghes, Multi-Trend, High End and A.R.E. fall withiri the limits ilf claim 24. (SPost at 36).50
In issue are independent claims 2, 3, 13 iind 14 and dcpendmt claims 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 15,
16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 24, 25, 26, 27, 31, 33 and 34 ofthtn 723 uatent 0;F 106). The language of
claim 2 is directed to a sintered anisotropic permanent rmgnr t havi:ig an energy product in excess
of 10 MGOe and containing: (i) between 12 to 20 atomic per cent c f one ar more of the rare earth
elements (R) listed in the claim, of which at least SO atomic percent must be neodymium and/or
praseodymium; (ii) between 4 and 24 atomic percent boron ( 3); and (iii) the balance being at least
56 atomic percent iron (Fe). (FF 107).
Claim 3 requires a sintered anisotropic permanent mayet hAving 3 mean crystal grain size
of at least about 1 micron and having the same muimiim energy WQductof claim 2 and consisting
50 The staff hrther argued that NEOCO's expcrt Bdllmam testified that each of the
asserted Sumitomo claims should be read to incliude the srep of sintering 111Argon. (SPost at 50).
However, the staff did not cite to any transcript pages whera Botxlmann gave such testimony.
Moreover, NEOCO did not, in any of its posthearing submisions, aise the argument that the
asserted claims of the Sumitomo patents should be read tr include tintering in Argon.
~

)

of the same elements as required in claim 2, in which at !east 50 v d % of the entire magnet is
occupied by a ferromagnetic compound having a Ff:-B.-K t y p ~tetragonal crystal structure. (FF
108).
Claim 4 requires the permanent magnet cIfclaini 3. wkich ccntains no less than 1 vol. % of
nonmagnetic phases. (FF 109). Claim 5 requires a pexnianent magnet as Gefined in claim 2 or 3
in which Sm is no more than 2 atomic percent in the e~trrc:magnet. (FF 1 i 0). Claim 6 describes
a permanent magnet as defined in claim 5, in whch the mean crystal grain size is the range of from
2 to 40 microns. (FF 1 1 1).

Claim 7 describes a permanent magnet atqc1r:fincd in daim 2 or 3 in which Sm is no more
than 2 atomic percent in the entire magnet. (FF 1 12). Ckiim 8 recpires a permanent magnet as
defined in claim 2 or 3, in which R is about 15 aloniic percea, and 1) is about 8 atomic percent.
(FF 113). Claim 9 requires a permanent magnet as defined in claim 2 or 2 . in which the maximum

energy product is no less than 20 MGOe. (FF 1 P4j.
Claim 13 requires a sintered anisotropic tnagnez with 1he sane maximum energy product
as that of claim 2 and consisting of the same elernents as required it. claim 2, with at least one
additional element M select from the group listed in thu claim in t i e amounts of no more than the
atomic percentages specified in the claim, wherein rhe sum of M is no more than the maximum
value of any one of the values specified in the claim for M actualhi iidded. (FF 115). Claim 14
describes a sintered anisotropic magnet having the same gx-aitl siz

nd mpximum energy product

as required by claim 3. (FF 116). Claim 14 also consi:;ts of bie sinre elenents as claim 13
(including the M elements), and in which there i 2 the FG-B-R tetragmal ciystal structure as
described by claim 3.

Id.

Claim 15 requires a permanent magnet a:; dcfin XI ~nclaim 1.1, which contains no less than
1 vol. % of nonmagnetic phases. (FF 117). Clalm 16 describes a p’xmanentmagnet as defined in

claim 13 or 14, in which the mean crystal grain size is in the rmgcu €-om I

10 90 microns.

(FF

118). Claim 17 requires a permanent magnet as defined iii cktim 6 in which the mean crystal
grain size is in the range from 2 to 40 microns. I F F 1 19).
Claim 18 describes a permanent magnet ;ISdefi iied in :lain1 ! 3 or i 4, in which Sm is no
more than 2 atomic percent in the entire magnet (FF I2C). Claim L9 requires a permanent
magnet as defined in claim 13 or 14, in which R is about 15 aromx Dercerrt, B is about 8 atomic
percent. (FF 121). Claim 20 requires a permanent magntt a defrm1:d in claim 13 or 14, in which
the maximum energy product is no less than 20 MGOe (FF 122’1
Claim 24 describes a sintered anisotropic pcrmment magnet as defined in claims 3 or 14
wherein said Fe-B-R type tetragonal crystal struzture has the lattilx constants a,of about 8.8
angstroms and c, of about 12 angstroms. (FF 123) Claim 23 requires a permanent magnet as

yi is tit east m e selected from the
defined in claims 13 or 14 wherein said additionid elements ku
group consisting of V, Nb, Mo, W and Al. (FF 124). Claim 26 daiscribes a magnet as defined in
claim 25, wherein said additional elements M is contained no mora :han the amount by atomic
percent as specified in the claim, and where the :;urn of M is rIo mare than the maximum value of
anyone of the values specified in the claim for M actually <idded. (€ F 125 1.
Claim 27 requires a magnetic article in the forni of powder t:ompac:t of sintered mass of
the magnetic material as defined in any of claims I and 12

51

(FF 1 28). c’laim 3 1 describes a

sintered anisotropic permanent magnet as defined in cl iim 2, 3, 1 J or 14, wherein R is Nd. (FF

51

As stated in the Procedural History, Section I, swxi,ctaim 12 has been withdrawn.
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128). Claim 33 describes a magnetic article in tl-e fornr of' powder compact or sintered mass of
the magnetic material as defined in claim 32.52[Claim 32 requires a magnetic material as defined
in claim 1, 12, 24 or 30 wherein said Fe-B-R type tetragonal q s a l structure has the lattice
constants %of about 8.8 angstroms and c,of about 12 angstroms t FF la%)].
Claim 34 requires a magnet or material as defined In claim t 2. 3. 12, 14, 29 or 30 which
is substantially Co-free. (FF 127).

a. claim 2
With respect to claim 2 of the '723 patert, the .ttlnxini;tratw: law iadge finds that the SEM
test of NEOCO's sample magnet, tested by comdainamts' Gurusivamy, s h w s that NEOCO's
magnet is a sintered magnet and that the x-ray diffraction test, c:o:iducttd by Guruswamy,
'723 parent. 'Guruswamy, Tr. at
shows that it is anisotropic, as required by claim 2 01" h-:
475-76; CX-49, Tab 17; CX-71, Tab 24). Furthermore, NEOCO's exrert, Mr. Bohlmann,
confirmed that NEOCO's magnets are producej by a sinter.ng pr )cess. (Bohlmann, Tr. at
1748-49). The administrative law judge also f:n& that .eJE;3CO'x magnet is a "permanent
magnet," as required by claim 2 of the '723 patent, bemust its coercivity value of 13.2
kilooersteds (or 13,000 Oersteds) exceeds the minimum level of 1,000 Oersteds, which is the
definition for a permanent magnet in the art. (Guruswamy. Tr.

et

476: CX-49, Tab 17, CX-

51).
The administrative law judge further finds that the energy product of NEOCO's
magnet, tested by complainants, is 31.2 megaC;aussOen+teds("MGOe"' which exceeds the

52

As stated supra, complainants have withdraw $;lain 32.
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minimum level of 10 MGOe set forth in claim 2 of the ‘725 pasart. (Guruswamy, Tr. at 47677; CX-49, Tab 17; CX-53; CX-71, Tab 24). NEOCO‘s magriel also iatisfies the chemical
composition requirements of claim 2 of the ‘723 ijatent, in shat it contains: (i) a total of 14.60
atomic percent of the rare-earths neodymium, praseoj:yrniuan, gatfoliniwn, dysprosium,
lanthanum, and cerium, which falls within the range from 12-21) ,itomit percent recited for

“R” in the claim; (ii) 13.95 atomic percent of iiecrdymiuin and pmeodg mium, which is more
than 50 atomic percent of the total amount of ”R”, as a-equbed by the ciaim; (iii) 6.49 atomic
percent boron (”B”),which is within the claimcd range from 4-24 atomic percent; and (iv)
74.47 atomic percent iron (“Fe”),which is greater than h a minimum amount of 56 atomic
percent stated in the claim. (Guruswamy, Tr. at 478-79; CX-49, Tab 17; CX-71, Tab 24).
Moreover, NEOCO’s expert, Bohlmam. testifiecl that NEOCO’s Sample B magnets,
tested by the Ames Laboratory, are within the icope Q € ,it kast c3 iim 2 of the ‘723 patent.
(Bohlmann, Tr. at 1716). In particular, Bohlmann testiB ied that the Anies Laboratory tests
showed that NEOCO’s Sample B magnets: (i) are siiifeied anisaropic permanent magnets; (ii)
have a maximum energy product of 25 MGOe. which excmds tht- claim minimum of 10
MGOe; and (iii) possess the requisite chemical compmiiion of nmdymttim and/or
praseodymium, iron, and boron. (Bohlmann, ’k.at 1715-1 6).
Based on the foregoing, the administrative law judgr: finds that ilie complainants have
met their burden in establishing that NEOCO infi-ingcs claim 2 dl the ‘723 patent.

NEOCO argued that it does not infringe eat;h of claims 2, 3. 4, 5, f~,,7, 8, 9, 13, 14, 15,
16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 24, 25, 26 and 31; that coball is requircd Ey the 723 Fatent; that cobalt is an
expensive element which NEOCO does not inch de in its magnets, and that any such element
I()

found in NEOCO’s magnets would be a trace, oi-“tramp itnpirity

(NPost at 112). However,

1,

none of the asserted claims of the ‘723 SSMC pattent requureE;the pi esence of cobalt in the magnet
composition. (& ‘723 patent claims supra). Thus, the preswmce or absence of cobalt in
NEOCO’s magnets is irrelevant to the question of infringe melnt o;i-tsieasserted claims of the ‘723

patent.
Based on the foregoing, the administratilre law iudge Tejects NEOCO’s argument that it
does not infringe any claim of the ‘723 patent because it does not add cobalt.
Regarding the magnets of the other “Grcup I” responients identified by complainants,

e.

Multi-Trend, High End (samples E-G and I), and A.R El., inrludinp Jing Ma and Xin Huan, the
administrative law judge finds that each of said magnets hjis the

owing characteristics: (i) it

is a sintered anisotropic permanent magnet; (ii:) it has ir enxgj producr in excess of 10
MGOe; (iii) it contains 12 to 20 atomic percent rare-cxah elemzr ts YR”), of which over 50
atomic percent is neodymium and/or praseodymium:

(ik)

it contarns boron within the range of

4 to 24 atomic percent; and (v) it contains more than S6 atc mic percent iron; and (vi) it has an
intrinsic coercivity in excess of 1,000 Oersteds. (Gumwany. T at 483; CX-49, Tabs 1-4,
*.

6 , 11-13, 15-17 (Group I Tabs); CX-51; CX-71, Tal) 24).
Based on the foregoing, the administratiw law jirdge”‘5ndsIt hat complainants have
sustained there burden in establishing that each of Multi-1rend, Eni&,hEnd, A.R.E.,Jing Ma and
Xin Huan infringe claim 2 of the ‘723 patent.
b. claims 3-7, 9, 24 and 31

Regarding claims 3-7, 9, 24 and 3 1 of th: ‘723 palent, the administrative law judge finds
that each of the “Group I” respondents’ magnets, including NEOCO’s, .ling Ma’s and Xin
IO0

Huan's, satisfies the following compositional liimitationc : {i) its I are-earth (R) content falls
within the range from 12 to 20 atomic percent: (ii) ar least.50 atomic pcrcent of R consists of
neodymium and/or praseodymium; (iii) it cont iins 4 to 24 ;iton& perccnt boron; and (iv) its
iron content exceeds 56 atomic percent. (Guniswamy, fr. at 4K -94; (:'X-49,
Tabs 1-4, 6, 1113, 15-17; CX-71, Tabs 25-30).
The administrative law judge further finds that exch of tk "Grcup I" respondents'
magnets, including NEOCO's, Jing Ma's and K i n Hiuan's, also s itisfies the following claimed
structural characteristics: (i) it is a sintered anisotropic perinanart magnet, as required by all
the asserted magnet Claims of the '723 patent; Cil) itt mean cry3t;il grain size is about 4
microns, which is within the ranges stated in claims 5 atid 15, a r i l exceeds the minimum size of

1 micron set forth in claim 3; (iii) it contains at least one wlunit percent nonmagnetic phase,
as required by claim 4; (iv) at least 50 volume perceair of the entire magnet is a ferromagnetic
compound having an Fe-B-R type tetragonal crystal structure, ius required by claim 3; and (v)
its lattice constants a, and c, are about 8.8 ang;tri)m,s and 1 2 angs-troms. respectively, as
required by claim 24. (Guruswamy, Tr. at 493-96; CX-49, Tabr 1-4. 0, 11-13, 15-17; CX71, Tabs 25-30).
Moreover, the administrative law judge finds tktt t€ e " I k m p I' respondents' magnets,
including NEOCO's, Jing Ma's and Xin Huan's, exhibit the magnetic moperties set forth in
claims 3-7, 9, 24 and 31 of the '723 patent. Specific d l j , aich of said magnets has: (i) an
intrinsic coercivity in excess of 1,000 Oerstedr , and tliuis is a "~>emanerit
magnet;" and (ii) an
energy product in excess of 20 megaGaussOer.;teds, which satisfies the limitations set forth in
claim 9. (Guruswamy, Tr. at 495; CX-51; CX-53; CX.71, T a h 25-30).
01

Based on the foregoing, the administratih e law judge iinds that thc complainants have met
their burden in establishing that each of NEOCO, h~uIti-Tx-enI,HfgitEnd, A.R.E.,Jing Ma and
Xin Huan infringe claims 3-7, 9, 24 and 3 1 of the: '723 patent
c. claims 13-20,25 and 26
With respect to claims 13-20, 25 and 26 of the '72,3 patent, the staff argued that said
claims are not infringed because the total M element are not Lnown (SPcrst at 29). The
administrative law judge finds, as both the complainan1s and staff &:ree WPostR at 24, SPostR at
7-9, under the proper claim construction of saie>claims. the total mlue ot"'M" is the maximum
value for any of the individual M elements present in the magnet. 7 hus, io order to determine if a
magnet falls within said claims, one must know how many of the specified M elements are in the
magnet, the total value of

M elements in the magne*.,arid then o m m u s compare said total

value to the maximum value for any of the M elcments added.
The administrative law judge finds that t r e tests cond~ctedoy complainants on all of the
of
l the M eleniems speciiied in said claims. (CX-49).
respondents' magnets did not test for &
Moreover, complainants admit that their tests dit not test for & c d ,.heM elements specified in
said claims. (CPostR at 27). Complainants rely on thcir expert Gumswarny's testimony to
establish infringement of claims 13-20, 25 and 26 of the ' 723 patcn:. (CI'ostR at 28). In that
testimony, Guruswamy testified that the respondents' rmaynw-ssazi:.@ the requirements of claims
13-20,25 and 26 of the '723 patent because.
[tlhey contain M elements withir the specified rarP$c:s, for individual
elements and as a group; there is a minimum - - ami at leas percent
of R consists of either neodymiu n or pra6i:odymittnr or a
combination of the two.

(Guruswamy, Tr. at 494). However, the admini:;trativclaw judge finds that said testimony in no
way indicates that respondents’ magnets could

contain a8y of the othcr M elements for which

complainants did not test. Without knowing wh2t other h4 dementi mav he in a magnet he finds
that it is impossible to determine the total value .~d’
M elemenfs, and to determine if the total value
of M elements exceeds the maximum value spec fied in 1hc cl iims irz issue for any M added.
While complainants argued that “[ilt is unnccessmy tcg tes- f x every element, therefore, if
the test results confirm that the total of the ‘M’ demerits wotJd fidl within the ‘maximum’ limit of
one of the elements present in the magnet” (CPclstK at 271, a test that docs not test for

M

elements cannot by definition confirm that the total of M elebientr would tal1 within the maximum
limit of one of the M elements present. The administrative law judge also rejects complainants’
argument that “it was enough for complainants to show by expen tcstimcmy that the ‘Myelements
would not have exceeded the claim limit” (CPostR at 29) be’:ause :omplainants never showed, by
any testimony that the M elements of respondents’ magnets would not have exceeded the claim
limit for the total of all of the M elements specified in the claims in s u e . Guruswamy’s
testimony, set forth ~ut>ra,does not demonstratr. that respondent magnets do

have ;my of the

other M elements specified by claims 13-20, 25 and 26 uf”thr ‘723 Datent
Based on the foregoing, the administratiqe law judge finds that the complainants have not
met their burden in establishing that any of the respondents has irdhnged daims 13-20, 25 and 26
of the ‘723 patent.53
53 Like the claim interpretation issue ink olving the cElimed term “-crystalline
R(Fe,CO)BXAM compound,” the staff appears net to have raised :he “My’element issue until it
filed its initial posthearing submission on July 13, 199‘1 The admhistrative law judge, however,
does not treat the “M” element issue in the samc way as t he”‘crystal1ineR(Fe,CO)BXAM
compound” issue, because the “M” element ~ S S Le doe!; :not a m c m any disputed claim

d. claim 8
With respect to claims 8 and 19 of the ‘723 patent thi: ad mnistrative law judge finds that
each of the magnets from Jing Ma and Xin Hum satisfies all the dements of claims 2 and 3
(see supra), from which claim 8 depends. (CX-4, ccil 25, lines 42-44; CX-71, Tabs 24, 25,
27, 28). In addition, each of the Jing Ma and Xin Huan mignr ts satisfies the following
elements, recited in claim 8: (i) a boron concentration of abow 8.0atoinic percent; and (ii) a
total rare-earth (“R”)concentration of about 15 atomic: perient. Guruswamy, Tr. at 499-501;
1

CX-49, Tabs 2-4; CX-71, Tabs 26, 29).
Based on the foregoing, the administrative law jiidge find‘; cornIdainants have met their
burden in establishing that each of Jing Ma and Xin fJiuan fnfriripe claim 8 of the ‘723 patent.
e. claim 34
With respect to claim 34 of the ‘723 patcnt ( F I T 130), the administrative law judge finds
that, as discussed with respect to claims 2 and 3 3 ~ 2 the
, Muld-Trend and Jing Ma magnets
satisfy all the elements of claims 2 and 3 from which cliiin 34 may depend. (CX-4, col. 28,
lines 47-48; CX-71, Tabs 24, 25, 27, 28). In additkin, each Q ^ ihe Multi-Trend and Jing Ma
magnets has a cobalt content of zero atomic pcrcent, which satisfies thc: requirement of claim
34 that the magnet be substantially free of cobdt (Gtlrusv~am~~,
Tr. at 502; CX-49, Tabs 3-6;
CX-7 1, Tab 30).
Based on the foregoing, the administrative law judge finds that cach of Multi-Trend and
Jing Ma infringe claim 34 of the ‘723 patent.

construction. Moreover, it is a fact that complainants admitted that they did not test for any of
the “M’ elements.

f. claims 27 and 33
Complainants argued that the test results perfornxd on acased magnets and the
testimony of Bohlmann show that claims 27 and 33 an itifiinged. (KC:Post at 39-42).
The staff argued that complainants have .;horn that dlaims 27 and 33 have been infringed
by some of the sample magnets. (SPostR at 17) Speciliicallj, the staff arc,2led that those claims
do not claim “magnetic materials” per se, but instead claim d a g n d c articies in the form of
sintered mass of such magnetic material; and that “since the accuuxl magnets fall within the other
limitations of these claims,” they infringe claims 27 antl Tf of the “723patent.
The Federal Circuit in Wahpeton Canvas(zommn;r. bic. -1.s:i:sajer. Inc., 870 F.2d 1546,
1552 n. 9, 10 U.S.P.Q.2d 1201, 1207 n. 9 (Fed. Clir. 1989) his hdd that irlfringement of a claim
cannot be found absent a finding of infringement upon which the Aeim depends, stating:
One may infringe an independent claim antl nc t infringe B claim
dependent on that claim. The reverse is not ttue. Qng who”doB
not infringe an independent claim cannot iiifrinne;tj him deLendgnt
on (and thus containing; all the linnita&ons-omhat d i m .

Id, (Emphasis added). See also 3 Chisum, Pataits., $8 06:51 [19?’?1. Thus complainants must
show infringement of not only claims 27 and 33 but infrin:;enient oj’the claims upon which claims
27 and 33 depend.
Claim 27 is dependent on claim 1 or claim 12 (FF 12E) and therefore incorporates those
claims by reference. Also claim 3 is dependent upon claim 32 am11 Iherefiv-e incorporates claim
32. Claim 32 in turn is dependent on claims I , ji 2, 24 or .iO Bnd ththrefore incorporates those
claims.
Complainants, in connection with meetirlg Its butden

3 f es&iblishirig infringement of the

prior claims of the ‘723 patent, relied on the ana ysis o f Immplainair s’ tests of the accused
magnets by complainants’ expert. See supra. However. witb resw;t to claims 27 and 33 and
claims 1, 12, 20 and 3254of the 723 patent, coxriplainants did not rite to ;in analysis by
complainants’ expert of the results of the tests conducted bj complainants on the accused
magnets. Complainants simply relied directly on the raw kst d a h without their expert
applying said data to claims 27 and 33. (CPost at 39-42). The a Iministrative law judge has
examined the raw test data, and finds absent expert testirnajry at least said data is ambiguous.
Merely to illustrate, there is included in the da a (CX-411, ?‘ab 1 7 I an energy product graph.
The administrative law judge is unable to deteimrne tiom Uie graph what NEOCO’s magnets’
energy product is. Also there is a graph termed ”Theta ScPlerrwhich rdevance cannot be
determined.
Complainants rely on the testimony of VEOCO’.; expert Bohlmmn to support their
assertion of infringement of claims 27 and 33 of the ‘723 patent, (CPc st at 40, citing
Bohlmann Tr. at 1746). However, the testimcny of Bolhaann u ion which complainants rely
is directed towards the conventional process for making sintered Vd-FrB magnets. (Bohlmann
Tr. at 1748-1749). Thus, Bolhmann stated:

Q . The process you just discussed with Mr, Parker, is it your
understanding that that’s the process used to creak NE860’s
magnets?
A. Yes. I do not know firsthand their ~ T O C C S S ,but I believe that
it would be a sintering process, a con.mr.iona1 smierinp mocess.
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Claims 1, 12, 30 and 32 have beeh withdrawn from the iwestigation. See Order No.

(Bohlmann Tr. at 1748-1749). Bolhmann merc:ly described the crmvenrional sintering process.
He did not apply the results of complainants’ tvst to claim 27 and 33 nor any of the claims
upon which those claims depend. Thus, Bohlmmi did not testily whatsoever concerning
infringement of claims 27 and 33 of the ‘723 patent. The admini;trative law judge cannot find
any expert testimony, from complainants’ expert or NHOCO’s mnert, 1-egardingthe
infringement of claims 27 and 33 of the ‘723 patent.
Based on the foregoing, the administrattve law judgr: find? that complainants have not
met their burden in establishing infringement by any respordems of claims 27 and 33 of the
‘723 patent.

2. The ‘368 Patent
Complainants have used the term

”

‘Griup 11’ Rzspvndt s” to refer to the magnets of

former respondents AUG, CYNNY, Houghes (samples A and 133 and ”orefer to respondents
Harvard (samples A. B. C), High End (samples I), E, I., Cry H a id I), A.R.E. and NEOCO
with respect to alleged infringement of the ‘36.3patent (CPlxt at 15). Complainants argued that
each of the Group I1 respondents’ magnets inhinges cl;hn; 2 an113 of the ‘368 patent (CPost
at 45-46); that each of the Group I1 respondenis’ magncts infringes cLatms 4-6, 8, 10 and 37
of the ‘368 patent (CPost at 46-47); that each of the Group I1 sponcknts’ magnets infringes
claims claims 15 and 16 of the ‘368 patent (CI’ost at 47 -48);
that each irf the Group I1
respondents’ magnets satisfy all the elements of clahi:; 17- 19. 21, 24 aird 29-31 of the ‘368
patent (CPost at 48); that the CYNNY and Houghes (samp es A , i d 131 magnets infringe
claims 9 and 23 of the ‘368 patent (CPost at 4”); that &at s:ach of the rnagnets of the Houghes
(sample B), Harvard (samples A, B and C) anti High Eitd (sample D) satisfies all of the
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elements of claim 38 of the ‘368 patent (CPost at 49-50); that each of the Group I1
respondents’ magnets has the features specified in claun.; 2f; ami 35 of nhe ‘368 patent. (CPost
at 50-52).
The staff argued that the magnets of each of the Group I1 respondents infringe claims
2, 3 and 10 of the ‘368 patent (SPost at 36-44); that r.onipkltinantx have failed to meed their
burden that any of the respondents’ magnets infringe math 3f cia,ms IS 16, 17,18, 19, 21,
23, 24, 30 and 31 of the ‘368 patent (SPost at 38-41, 41-43, 443, thar the magnets of the
Group I1 respondents infringe claims 5, 6 and 8 of the 368 pawit (SPcrst at 41, 42); that the
magnets of CYNNY and Houghes fall within ?he limits of claim 9 (SP~rstat 42-43); that the
magnets of CYNNY, Houghes, Harvard, High End, and A R.1 infrinee claim 37 (SPost at
e

43); that the Houghes B sample, the Harvard A,B and C stmpie3 and the High End D sample
fall within the limits of claim 38 (SPost at 44); that the sample magnets of the Group I1
Respondents all fall with claim 10 and 29. (SPost at 44, 45)
In issue are independent claims 2, 3, 15 iipld 1 6 and degcndent c llaims 4, 5, 6, 8, 9, 10,
17, 18, 19, 21, 23, 24, 28, 29, 30, 31, 35, 37 and 38. (FI; 761. Claiin 2 is directed to a
sintered anisotropic permanent magnet that: (i) has a maxbnuna energy product greater than 10
megaGaussOersteds (MGOe); (ii) contains 12-20 ato!nic percent 1 if the element R, where R is
drawn from the group of rare-earths listed in die claim; (iiii requires that at least 50 atomic
percent of the element R be comprised neodymiiirn andl or prascc;odymiun; (iv) contains 5-18
atomic percent boron (B); (v) the balance of the magnet being at least ti2 atomic percent iron
(Fe); (vi) a portion of the iron is substituted by cobah (Cdi by ail amount greater than 0 and
not exceeding 25 atomic percent of magnet; and cvii) thc magmt has a higher Curie
I os

temperature than a similar magnet containing no cobalt. (F'F 7 7)
Claim 3, while directed to a sintered arlisotropic pemaneait magnet similar to that
described in claim 2, adds that: (i) the magner's mem cmtal gmin sjzc is at least one micron;
(ii) the magnet contains at least 50 volume percent o f a fenomapetic lie-B-R type compound;
and (iii) the (Fe, Co)-B-R type compound has a tetragonal crysLa: structure. (FF 78). Claim 4
describes a permanent magnet as defined in ckhn 3, which contams RO less than 1 vol. % of
nonmagnetic phases. (FF 79). Claim 5 requires a pemnzammt magnet as defined in claim 2 or
3 in which the mean crystal grain size is 1 to 100 microns. (FJ; SO).
Claim 6 requires a permanent magnet as defined in chim

i,cn wluch the

mean crystal grain

size is in the range from 1.5 to 50 microns. (FF 81). Claim E; dem ibes a Dermanent magnet as
defined in claim 2 or 3, in which Sm does not exceed 3 atxnic percent in the entire magnet. (FF
82). Claim 9 describes a permanent magnet as defined in claim 2 0;.3, in which R is about 15
atomic percent, and B is about 8 percent. (FF 83). Claim 10 deswbes a niermanent magnet as
defined in claim 2 or 3, in which the maximum energy prc dur t is %tleast 20 M a e . (FF 84).
Claim 15 has the same maximum energy Curie reanprratune and chemical composition,
including Fe balance and Co substitution requiremcnts as claim 2 but which adds, with respect to
the chemical composition, at least one additional eiiemerit M t;elec&d from the group specified in
the claim in the amounts no more than specified in the clarm, wherkin the sum of M is no more
than the maximum value of any one of the values specified in the d dm for M actually added. (FF
85).
Claim 1 6 has the same requirements as claim 3. and adds. nith reniect to chemical
composition, the same M element requirements as claim 15. (FF 80). Cldim 17 requires a

permanent magnet as defined in claim 16,which contains 110 less Ihan 1 vcd. % of nonmagnetic
phases, (FF 87). Claim 18 describes a permanenit magnet as defuied in claim 15 Or 16,in which
the mean crystal grain size is in the range from 1 to 100 microns. (FF 88) Claim 19 requires a
permanent magnet as defined in claim 18,in whi;h the nlem r;rystal grain size is in the range from

1.5 to 50 microns. (FF 89).
Claim 21 requires a permanent magnet a:; dcfincd

G

aim 1 1 or 14, in which Sm is no

more than 3 atomic percent in the entire magnet (IFF 'AI) Claim 2 3 requires a permanent magnet
as defined in claim 15 or 16,in which R is about 15 atcrrnic pcrcent. and

€6

is about 8 atomic

percent. (FF 91). Claim 24 describes a permancnt mar;Cret as defimd in claim 15 or 16,in which
the maximum energy product is at least 20 M a l e . (FF 9 ?).
Claim 28 describes a magnetic article in 1he form of ptlwder compact or sintered mass of
the magnetic material as defined in any of claims 1 and i 3 (1:F 99) C1ai:n 29 describes a
sintered anisotropic permanent magnet as defined in cl d i m 3 cir I f) wherein said (Fe, Co)-B-R type
tetragonal crystal structure has the lattice constants a, of aboit 8 8 angstroms and c, of about 12
angstroms. (FF 93). Claim 30 requires a permanenit magnet as dcfrned in claim 15 or 16 wherein
said additional element(s) M is at least one selected from the group consi:,ting of V, Nb, Mo, W
and AI. (FF94).
Claim 3 1 describes a magnet as defined in claim 3 i [s c], wherein said additional
element(s) M is contained no more than the amcunt by at4m-i; percent as specified in the claim,
and wherein the sum of M does not exceed the inaximrirn value o?my one of the values specified
in the claim for M actually added. (FF 95). Cla m 35 requires a mhgnetLc article in the form of
"powder compat [sic]" or sintered mass of the magnetic riatcrial a defincd in claim 34. (FF 98).

Claim 37 requires a sintered anisotropic permanen? mignet as defined in claim 2, 3, 15 or
16 in which R is Nd. (FF 98). Claim 38 describx- a sintered anisotropic permanent magnet as
defined in claim 2, 3, 15 or 16, in which Co is present in a1 lerrtst 1 atomic percent. (FF 98).
a. claims 2 and 3
With respect to claims 2 and 3 of the ‘368 patent, the administrative law judge finds that
the NEOCO sample magnet tested by complainants is ;a sintered anisotrovic permanent magnet,
as required by both claims 2 and 3 of the ‘368 patent (Guusuarny, T r . at 527-28, 266-67;
CX-49, Tab 17; CX-48, Tab 74; CX-51, CX-71. Tabs 31, 32; Bohlmann, Tr. at 1748-49).
Said magnet has a maximum energy product of 3 1.2 M(;Ot,, wnich e x eeds the minimum
value of 10 MGOe recited in claims 2 and 3 of the ‘.3riS patent ICX-53; CX-49, Tab 17;
CX-71, Tabs 31, 32). NEOCO’s magnet also has the cizenricaj composition required by both
claims 2 and 3 of the ‘368 patent: (i) it contains the raie-earth aemenas (R) neodymium,
praseodymium, gadolinium, dysprosium, lanthanrim. and oxiuwn. as sex forth in the claims;
(ii) it has a total rare-earth content of about 14 6 atomic pacenr, which falls with the claimed
range from 12-20 atomic percent; (iii) over 50 atomi,: p:ra:nt c 4 the rate-earth content is
neodymium and/or praseodymium; (iv) it contains atrcw 6.49 atomic pcrcent boron, which is
within the claimed range from 5-18 atomic percent; (v) it mtaihs about 74.47 atomic percent
iron, which is greater than the minimum value of 62 atnmik p a

nt irm recited in the claim;

and (vi) it contains about 0.10 atomic percent cobalt. wliich is wirhin the claimed range from
greater than 0 and not exceeding 25 atomic peiceat. (Guruswanv, Tr. at 529-31; CX-49, Tab
17; CX-71, Tabs 3 1, 32).
The administrative law judge further fhds thkitthe presence of cobalt in NEOCO’s
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magnet increases its Curie temperature compared to ;I sirnil ir Et+B-R magnet compound
containing no cobalt, as required by claims 2 and 3 of the ‘368 patent (Guruswamy, Tr. at
531-32, 780-81; CX-49, Tab 17; CX-71, Tabs 5 I , 32), E30C’C’smagnet also has a mean
crystal grain size between 4-40microns, whicfi is mcrre ha1 thr: minimum value of 1 micron
required by claim 3 of the ‘368 patent. ( G ~ ~ s w i i m !’ E~l ., $it206, CX-18, Tab 74; CX-71,
Tab 32). At least 50 volume percent of NEOCO’s magnet is axupied by a ferromagnetic
compound having an (Fe, Co)-B-R type tetragonal crystal latrucitwre, as required by claim 3 of
the ‘368 patent. (CX-71, Tab 32).
Moreover, NEOCO’s expert, Bohlmami, testified tkat the NEOCO Sample B magnet,
tested by Ames laboratory, possessed the fol1oNing elemen s setctorth in claim 2 of the ‘368
patent: (i) they are sintered anisotropic perma lent magnet&;(iibrhey h n e a maximum energy
product in excess of 10 MGOe; (iii) they have the requisite amounts of neodymium and/or
praseodymium, iron, and boron; and (iv) they include nion: then 0 and not exceeding 25
atomic percent of cobalt. (Bohlmann, Tr. at 1 7 16-24).
Based on the foregoing, the administrative law jiidg: finds that complainants have met
their burden in establishing that NEOCO infringes claims 1 and f of the ‘368 patent.

NEOCO argued that it does not infringe claims 2 , 3 , 4 , 5 , 6 8, 9, 1.0, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19,
21, 23, 24,30, 3 1 and 37 as the asserted claims require cobdt; thzut cobalt is an expensive element
which NEOCO does not include in its magnets; and thm any suck elemem as cobalt found in

NEOCO’s magnets would be a trace, or “tramp impurity.” (FSPoht ,it 1111. However, despite

NEOCO’s argument that its magnets don’t inclLde colxdt. thi: fa

s that tests done on its

magnets show that NEOCO’s magnets do, indecd, includc cc balt ir the suecified amounts as

required in the asserted claims of the ‘368 patent Moreover, NEa;)CO cannot avoid infringement
because it does not “intentionally” add cobalt, ar,d that the cobalt present 1s a “tramp impurity.”
NEOCO has not cited any expert testimony to show t h x beaiuse oobalt occurs as a “tramp
impurity” it is not infringing, even though the an,ount of”cobalt is within the claimed amounts.
Also, it is well established that infringement doer: not r e r p e ;woof If the intent of the accused
infringer to infringe. Warner-Jenkinson Co., h c ~y &lito_lr Davis

iemAC:oA, 117 S.Ct 1040,

1052,41 U.S.P.Q.2d 1865, 1873 (1997). Once the claim is consrned, ths only remaining inquiry
is whether the accused magnet contains every linzitationi rt:citt:d in that claim. General Mills. Inc.
v. Hunt-Wesson. Inc., 103 F.3d 978, 981, 41 U.S P.Q 2d 1440, 14112 (Fed. Cir. 1997). Thus,
NEOCO’s argument that it did not intentionally add cobalt to its miignets 1s to no avail.
Based on the foregoing, the administratiire law iudqe ?ejects NEOCO’s arguments that it
does not infringe the ‘368 patent because NEOC 0 does not i icluk cobalt in its magnets and that
any such element as cobalt found in NEOCO’s magnets uould be a trace. or “tramp impurity.”
With respect to the magnets of the othe - “Grciup II” respondents - &. ,Harvard
(samples A. B. C), High End (samples D, E, F, G, H and I), i1.R.E and Xin Hum, the
administrative law judge finds that each of said magnets: (i) has ar intrinsic coercivity value in
excess of 1,000 Oersteds, and thus is a “permanent magnet

‘I

which is iinderstood in the art as

a magnet having a minimum coercivity of 1,060 Oersteds; i‘ii) IS :in anisotropic and sintered
magnet; (iii) has a maximum energy product in eYcess of It1 MG+>e;( i d ) contains rare-earth
elements (R) in an amount between 12-20 atomic percent, uf whi3h more than 50 percent
consists of neodymium and/or praseodymium; (v I contaans between 5. ]I 8 atomic percent
boron; (vi) contains in excess of 62 atomic percent iron, (v6) ccwtains $:obalt in an amount
113

greater than 0 and not exceeding 25 atomic peri:ent of the rrlagnet (viio has a higher Curie
temperature than a comparable Fe-B-R magnet containing m cobalt; (ix) has a mean crystal
grain size in excess of 1 micron; and (x) is composed of at least SO volrme percent of a
ferromagnetic compound having an (Fe, Co)-B -atype tctra:oIbiil crystal structure.
(Guruswamy, Tr. at 539-40, 550 -51; CX-49, Tabs 1 , 2, 4, 5, ‘7-17; CX-51, CX-53; CX-71,
Tabs 3 1, 32).
Based on the foregoing, the administrative law judgra finds that complainants have met
their burden in establishing that each of Harvard, High End, A.R .E ., and Xin Hum infringe
claims 2 and 3 of the ‘368 patent.
b. claims 4-6, 8, 10 and 37
Regarding claims 4-6, 8, 10 and 37 of thc ‘368 patent the a Iministrative law judge finds
that each of the “Group 11” respondents’ magnets, nnchitling NEOCO’s, satisfies all the elements

of claims 2 and 3 of the ‘368 patent, discussed 3113, upon which claims 14-6, 8, 10 and 37
depend. (CX-5, col. 25, lines 1-6, 9-11, 15-17, col. 28. lines ’SO 31; CX-71, Tabs 31, 32,
33).
In addition, the administrative law judg: finds &at each 01 the “Group 11”respondents’
magnets, including NEOCO’s, satisfies the additional Aaim elem :nts recited in claims 4-6, 8,
10, and 37 of the ‘368 patent, namely, it has: (i) at least 1 volume percent of a non-magnetic
phase; (ii) a mean crystal grain size between 1-5 and 50 microns: (iii) no more than 3 atomic
percent samarium; (iv) an energy product of at le*ist7 0 MGOe: axid (v) between 12-20 atomic
rare-earth elements, including neodymium and,’orprasmdynium (@imswamy, Tr. at 55053; CX-49, Tabs 1, 2, 4, 5, 7-17; CX-53; CX 71, Tab 33, 36)
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Based on the foregoing, the administrath e law iudqe finds that complainants have met
their burden in establishing that each of Harvard, High End, J1.R.E ,NEOCO and Xin Huan
infringe claims 4-6, 8, 10 and 37 of the ‘368 patcnt
c. claims 15, 16, 17-19, 21, 23, 24, 30 and 31
Regarding claims 15, 16, 17-19, 21, 23,34, 30 anti 33 ofxht: ‘368 patent, each of said
claims involves the addition of an M element, as was similarly reqlared in certain of the ‘723
patent claims. See supra. As stated above in corinection with the ‘723pavent, supra, the
complainants did not test any of respondents’ magnets fix all of the M elements specified in the
claims in issue. Absent any evidence in the record that thc resporndcnts’ magnets could not
contain any M elements that were not tested for by the comflainaxrts, the ddministrative law judge
finds that it is impossible to determine the total value of IVl ek:metit:8in mv given magnet, and thus
to determine if the total value of M elements exceeds the maximum value specified in the claims in
issue for any M element added.
Based on the foregoing, the administratilfe law judge -inds that tht. complainants have not
met their burden in establishing that any of the respondent s irfi-inl:e claim.; 15, 16, 17-19, 2 1, 23,
24, 30 and 3 1 of the ‘368 patent.55
d. claim29

With respect to claim 29 which is dependent, either &recttyor indirectly, upon claims 3 or
16, the administrative law judge finds that the magnets of the “Graup 11” respondents, including
55 Like the claim interpretation issue inv Aving the cllimerl term “crystalline R(Fe,Co)
BXAM compound’,, the staff appears not to have raised the “M? dement issue involving the ‘368
patent until the filing of its initial posthearing su1,missiori on July i 3, 1999 The administrative
law judge does not treat the “M” element issue iis he does th: clam inteniretation issue.
fn.
53 supra.

E 15.

NEOCO, satisfies the limitations recited in claim 29 of the '368 patent, namely: the lattice

constants "a,," and ''bo" for its tetragonal (Fe, Clo)-B-W type crystslline Gtructure are about 8.8
angstroms and 12 angstroms, respectively. (Chrusw;ixny, I'r. a~3~50-55;
CX-49, Tabs 1 , 2, 4,
5, 7-17; CX-71, Tab 36).
Based on the foregoing, the administrative law jirdgc find: that complainants have met
their burden in establishing that each of Harvard, High End , A I.E., NEOCO and Xin Huan
infringes claim 29 of the '368 patent.
e. claim 9
Regarding claim 9 of the '368 patent, the adniimstmtive IihW jucge iinds that the
magnet of Xin Huan satisfies all the elements cif claims 2 s i d 3 81;discussed supra, upon which
claim 9 depends. (CX-71, Tabs 31, 32, 34, 35, 36).

Iir

actditicm. said magnet has a boron

content of about 8 atomic percent and a rare-earth content rbf ahoiit 15 atomic percent, as
required by claim 9 of the '368 patent. (Guruswamy, TB'r. <it556-57, 501-62; CX-49, Tabs 2,

4, 5; CX-71, Tabs 33, 36).
Based on the foregoing, the administrative law jindga: find:- that l:omplainants have
established their burden in establishing that Xin EIuaii irifringes c aim 9 of the '368 patent.

f claim 38
With respect to claim 38 of the '368 patcnt, thc admilistr& ve law judge finds that the Xin
Huan, Harvard (samples A, B, and C), and High End (:,ample D magnets are among the
"Group 11" respondents' magnets that satisfy all the elements of c laims 2 and 3 as discussed
supra, upon which claim 38 depends. (Guruswamy, Tr. at 266. 227-32. 539-40, 554-55; CX49, Tabs 1, 2, 4, 5, 7-17; CX-51, CX-53; CX-72, Tabs 31, 32, 34, 35, 37). In addition,
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each of the Xin Huan, Harvard (samples A, B, aid C’), and High End {sample D) magnets has
a cobalt content in excess of one atomic percent, as required by ciaim 38 of the ‘368 patent.
(Guruswamy, Tr. at 563; CX- 49, Tabs 5 , 7-10)Based on the foregoing, the administratilie law judge rind

iat coiiiplainants have met

their burden in establishing that each of Xin Huan. Harvard aid Nigh End infringe claim 38 of the
‘368 patent.

g. claims 28 and 35

Both claims 28 and 35 of the ‘368 paten1 ale in it similar situation as claims 27 and 33 of
the ‘723 patent. Claim 28 depends upon claims 1 or 13. and therche incorporates said claims by
reference. Claim 35 depends upon claim 34, which deiiends tipor claims I , 13, 32 or 33.
Therefore claim 35 incorporates claims 34, 1, 17, 32 aid 33 by refkrence
While each of complainants and the staff argued that clairns 28 and 35 are infringed, the
complainants proffered no testimony from its expert ccmcming iaifr-ingement of claims 28 and 35
of the ‘368 patent or any of the claims upon which said dairns demnd,” hut merely relied on the
raw test data and testimony ofNEOCO’s expert I3ohlIzia.m. (CPcst at XI-52).

As discussed supra, said test data is ambgwous absen+expert testimony and Bohlmann’s
testimony is not relevant.
Based on the foregoing, the administrati-le law judge Ends that cornplainants have not met
their burden in establishing that any respondents infringe rlaims 28 and 35 of the ‘368 patent.
3. The ‘651 Patent

Complainants have argued that NEOCO’s Smiylc €3 mapwt and all the magnets

56

Claims 1, 13, 32, 33 and 34 have been withdrawn. &el Order No. 59.

‘ 1:’

submitted by respondents AUG, CYNNY, H.T.1.E , Hougha; (samles A and B). Multi-Trend,
Harvard (samples A, Byand C), High End (samples D. EJ, F, X?, H arld I) and A.R.E. satisfl all the
claim elements of claim 1 of the ‘651 patent (CPost at 54- 553; that each crf‘theGroup I1
Respondents’ magnets infringes claims 2 and 3 of the ‘65: pbtent ((:Post at 55) that the H.T.I.E.
and Multi-Trend magnets infringe claim 5 of the ‘65 1 gatcnt 1‘CPos at 55 -56); and that “all” of
respondents’ magnets including NEOCO’s , infr nee clams 15, 18, 19, 21 and 22 of the ‘651
patent. (CPost at 56-57).
The staff argued that the ‘651 patent claims a particular pliase conraining certain elements;
that the accused magnets all contain at least two phase:; and therefcre complainants have the
burden of showing that a single phase wihtin the accuscd mag:nets sontam the claimed elements;
that complainants merely showed that the entire magnct cbmtainerithe claimed elements and it is
not known if any phase within the accused magrlets contain ail of tbe claimed elements; and that
therefore infringement is not shown. (SPost at 45-50)
NEOCO argued that it does not infringe claims :, 2,
‘651 patent requires a ternary alloy with cobalt, that cobalt

,a:

5, I j, 18, 19, 21 and 22;57that the

an expensive element which

NEOCO does not include in its magnets; and that any wch deme& as cohalt found in NEOCO’s
magnets would be a trace, or tramp impurity. @Post 31 1 11, 112). NECPCO also joined in the
staffs argument that the accused magnets all contain at least two pilases md that complainants
merely showed that the entire magnet contained the claimsd r:lemea,ts and it is not known if any
phase within the accused magnets contain all of the claimd e1emt:n:s. (Ti.. at 2127).

’’

NEOCO in its argument (NPost at 111) errcmel)uJy ref’ers to claims “2, 3, 4, 9, 13, 14,
15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 24, 26 and 31.”
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In issue are independent claim 1 and depmdent claims 2. 3,

j,

15, 18, 19, 21 and 22 of the

'651 patent. (FF 138). The '651 patent claims a "crystalli8e co~pounct''containing rare

earths, boron, iron and/or cobalt, plus other elcments. Claim 1 of the '651 patent is the only
independent claim, and reads as follows:
"A crystalline R(Fe,Co)BXAM c:ornpountl hevirq_ra stable
tetragonal crystal structure having jlatticc r;on;tanIs Df a, about 8.8
angstroms and c, about 12 angstroms, in which R is at least one
element selected from the group consisting a$ Nd- Pr, La, Ce,
Tb, Dy, Ho, Er, Eu, Sm, Gd, Pm,Tni. Yb, Lu and Y, X is at
least one element selection from tlii: group cclnsistiiig of $, C, P,
and Cu, A is at least one element selectcd fmm tlx group
consisting of H, Li, NayK, Be, Sr, Ba, A g , Zn, N, F, St:, Te
and Pb, and M is at least one ekment wltrcted from the group
consisting of Ti, Ni, Bi, V, Nb, Ta, Cr, MQ W, ?An, AI, Sb,
Ge, Sn, Zr, Hf and Si.
FF 139.
In the "Claim Interpretation" (Section IT1 G sup~i),rhe ud ninistrative law judge has
found that one of ordinary skill in the art would not lirnit tbe claimed teim "Re(Fe,Co)BXAM
compound'l and the recited "R(Fe,Co)BXAM" elcments of indepimdent claim 1 to a single
phase.
Each of the other asserted dependent C l i h s 2, 3. 5, 15, 15, 19, 21, and 22 claim the
crystalline compound of claim 1, with the following adcliitidnal tihtaitations: Co present up to 50
atomic percent of the sum of Fe and Co (claim 21, (FI; I40); Cu present up to 100 atomic
percent of the sum of Fe and Co (claim 3), (FF 141), Cs:,eit pment (claim 5 ) , (FF 142); M
selected from the group consisting of V, Si ancl A1 (claim 15), aFF 143); having a crystal size
of at least 1 pm (claim 18), (FF 144); where a; feast 50 atomic pcrcent of R is at least one
element selected from the group consisting of Nd and PF.(o'iaim 39), (FP 145); where R is at
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least one element selected from the group consisting oi Nd, Pr, Tb, Dy and Ho (claim 21),

(FF 146); and where the compound has magnetic ani:;otropI' (claiiin 22) (FF 147).
With respect to claim 1 of the '651 patent, tht itkniriistrat've lav~judge f i d s that the

NEOCO sample magnet, tested by complainants. contains a crystaliine Rt Fe,Co)BXAM
compound having a stable tetragonal crystal stricture with M i c e zonsmiits of "ao"and "bo"of
about 8.8 angstroms and 12.2 angstroms, respectively, as rcquireti by ciaim 1 of the '651
patent. (Guruswamy, Tr. at 577-78; CX-49. T;ib 17; CX-7.. , Tdh 38). [n addition, the
crystalline compound in the NEOCO magnet contains: L i) iieodpniurn l:Nd), praseodymium
(Pr), and other rare-earth elements that satisfy the claim element R; (iif iron (Fe), cobalt (Co),
and boron (B), as set forth in the claim; (iii) sulfur ( S ) and :arbail (C), which satisfy the
element X; (iv) sodium (Na) and nitrogen (N), which iadsfq at: demerit A; and (v)
manganese (Mn), aluminum (Al), and zirconium (Zri, which satisfy the element M of claim 1

of the '651 patent. (Guruswamy, Tr. at 577-80, 780 81; CX-49, Tab 17; CX-71, Tab 38).
Moreover, NEOCO's expert, Bohlmam, festifietf that KEOCO'b Sample B magnets,
tested by the Ames laboratory, satisfy all the elements of cliim t of the '651 patent, with the
possible exception of the presence of the A element, which was m t tested by the Ames
Laboratory. (Bohlmann, Tr. at 1724-26). The slaff does not diwute that the testimony and
test results show that the required elements of the assertcd c lain1 exist in the accused magnets.
Based on the foregoing, the administrative law judgr: fiidb that complainants have met
their burden in establishing that NEOCO infringes clahrj 1 4)f the '651 patent.
With respect to the magnets of the othe - rc:spondcnb,

,

Multi-Trend, Harvard

(samples A, B, and C), High End (samples D, E:. F, G,H, and XI, A.R.E., Jing Ma and Xin

x 20

Huan, the administrative law judge finds that e x h of said magnct:; contains a compound
having a stable tetragonal crystal structure with lattice pararieters of a, Jf about 8.8 and c, of
about 12 angstroms. The compound contains ( I) neotiymiura, praseodymium, and other
"R"e1ements; (ii) iron or iron mixed with cobalt; (iii) boron; and (iv) efements belonging to
the groups "X","A",and "M" set forth in claim 1 of tht: 'e51 Ilatent. i[Guruswamy, Tr. at
581-83; CX-49, Tabs 1-16; CX-71, Tab 38).
Based on the foregoing, the administrati\ e law iudge finds that each of*Multi-Trend,
Harvard, High End, Jing Ma, Xin Huan and A.R.E. irlfr-inge clair1 1 of the '651 patent.
Regarding claims 2 and 3 of the '65 1 patcm, the administrative lan judge finds that the
magnets from the "Group 11" respondents,

a,,Haward (simp is:, A, B , and C), High End

(samples D, E, F, G, H, and I), A.R.E., Xin Hum and NEOCO. satisfy all the elements of
claim 1 of the '651 patent as discussed surra, upon which claim 2 and 3 depend.
(Guruswamy, Tr. at 577-83; CX-71, Tab 38). In addition, each 13f the "Group 11"
respondents' magnets contains cobalt in amounts greater tlwn 2x:w but less than 50 atomic
percent of the sum of iron and cobalt, or in amounts greata- than 0 but less than 100 atomic
percent of the sum of iron and cobalt, as set forth in eilaims 2 and 3 of the '651 patent
respectively. (Guruswamy, Tr. at 625, 632; CX 49, Tabs 1 , 2, 4, 5, 7-17; CX-71, Tab 39).

As stated supra, the administrative law jridge rejects TJEOGO's arppment that it does not
infringe the '65 1 patent because any cobalt found in it. msgnets i~;just a ' tramp impurity," and
that NEOCO does not intentionally add cobalt ti) its magnets N3 K O has pointed to no expert
testimony that shows that because cobalt exists :n its magxiet3; as 4 + tramF impurity" NEOCO does
not meet the claim language or otherwise does not infiiripe t l e '65. patetit. The evidence
I21

establishes that NEOCO’s magnet contains cobalt in the amount specified in claims 2 and 3 of the
‘651 patent, and the fact that such an amount is considered by NEllICO to be a “tramp impurity”
does not render the magnets non-infi-inging. Furthermore, as staleti suprat,whether or not
NEOCO intended to put cobalt in its magnets is irrelevant.
Based on the foregoing, the administrati /e law judge finds that complainants have met
their burden in establishing that each of Harvarcll, High End, A.K. E.. X B IHuan
~ and NEOCO
infringe claims 2 and 3 of the ‘651 patent.
With respect to claim 5 of the ‘651 patent, the adininkstratire law audge finds that the Jing
Ma and Multi-Trend magnets satisfy all the elrnicnts of claim 1 of the ”651patent as discussed
suura, upon which claim 5 depends. (Gurusw;uny, Tr. at 581-83; CX-49, Tabs 3, 6; CX-71,
Tabs 38, 39). In addition, the Jing Ma and Mdti-Trend magnets contan no cobalt, as
required by claim 5 of the ‘651 patent. (Guruswdmy, 1 r . nt 631 CX-49, Tabs 3, 6).
Based on the foregoing, the administrati-lelaw jwge finds that complainants have met
their burden in establishing that each of Jing Ma and Mult a-Trend kifrinpe claim 5 of the ‘65 1
patent.
Regarding claims 15, 18, 19, 21 and 22 ofthe ‘665 ! patent, ?he administrative law judge
finds that all of respondents’ magnets, including NH)CO’s satrsty all of the elements of claim
1 of the ‘651 patent as discussed suDra, from which each d‘claimis 15. 18, 19, 21, and 22

depends. (Guruswamy, Tr. at 577-83; CX-71. Tabs 38, 359. ]la addition, the crystalline
compound in each of respondents’ magnets, including hEOCO’s (i) contains aluminum, and
thus has at least one element from the M grour , as d d k e d in claim

1s. (ii) has a crystal size

in excess of one micron, as required in claim 18; (iii) aontains modym;um, and thus has at
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least one element selected from the group R defined in claim 25, ;(iv) contains neodymium and
praseodymium in such an amount that they exceed 50 atom c pcwent ot the total rare-earths
(R) in the magnet, as in claim 19; and (v) is magnetii:;illly anisotropic, as stated in claim 22.
(Guruswamy, Tr. at 624; CX-49, Tabs 1-17; CX-71. T,ib 219).
Based on the foregoing, the administrative law judgc find? that complainants have met
their burden in establishing that each of NEOCO. Multi-Trcnd, Ilarvard, High End, Jing Ma,
Xin Huan and A.R.E. infringe claims 15, 18, 19, 21 and Z! of the '65 1 patent.
VII.

Validity (Enablement-MagnequenchPatents)
NEOCO argued that the Magnequench 9atentr.;ale hivalid for "failing to describe

enable that which is claimed; the essential and critical element of controlled rapid quenching. "
(Emphasis added) (NPost at 52). Specifically NEOC'Ca a ued that thc specifications of the
Magnequench patents teach that controlled rapid queiiching is the criticd element for preparing
the claimed alloy; and that, therefore, the assei teti claims 0"'the Magnequench patents are
invalid for failing to recite the critical quenching. (NYost at 54,.
Complainants and the staff both argued that the Magnequench pitents are not invalid
for lack of enablement or lack of written description. (<:Post ai 12-14, SPost at 27-30).

35 U.S.C.

6 112 provides that the specification of a patm shall contain a written

description of the invention. It also provides that said orrittzn Bacription must be in
sufficiently clear terms as to enable any person skilled in thc an ti) which it pertains to make
and use the invention, and shall set forth the best mode vomempk ted by the inventor of
carrying out his invention. The Federal Circui 1 has held tlwt the witten description
requirement and the enablement requirement are distinct ret uirernents. Vas-Cath, Inc. v.
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Mahurkar, 935 F.2d 1555, 19 U.S.P.Q.2d 1111. 1115 (Fed. C'b. 1991).
In order to satisfy the written description requirement of .15 U.S.C. 8 112 the
specification must convey to a person of ordinpry skill in the art [hat the inventor was in
possession, at the time of filing the applicatior , (if the specific subject matter claimed.
Alton, 76 F.3d 1168, 1127, 37 U.S.P.Q.2d 1578, 1583 (Fed. C r. 19%). Moreover, "the
description must clearly allow persons of ordinarv skill in the as to recognize that [he or she]
invented what is claimed." In re Gostelli, 872 F 2d 1008, 1012. 10 U S.P.Q.2d 1614, 1618
(Fed. Cir. 1989) (Emphasis added).
As discussed in Section IV A and VI B section _sup_rg, the assertcd claims of the
Magnequench patents are directed to magnetic alloys and cornpa: itions with certain
components present in prescribed amounts and ccmntaning c erta in magnetic characteristics.
The asserted claims are not directed to a particular prc-oc:ss for mkinp the magnets and
magnetic alloys or compositions. Furthermort , the admini;trative law judge finds that the
specifications of the Magnequench patents clearly dewrbe the compos]tions and magnetic
characteristics of the claimed magnets. (CX-1, col. 2 lines 11-44; CX-2 , col. 2 line 10 to col.
3 line 55; CX-3, col. 5 , lines 11-16, 33-35).
The administrative law judge rejects NI 1OCO's argument [hat the written description
requirement requires that any limitation which is taught in the sptcification must be included in
the claims. (NPost at 53, citing In re Mavhew, 527 F.2d 1229, "233. 188 U.S.P.Q. 356, 358
(CCPA 1976). Mavhew is found inapposite because that m e im olved process claims, y&.,
the method for the production of a corrosion H sastan?. iron zinc lloy coating on a steel strip.

Id. at 365. As stated supra, the asserted claim:; of the Magiequerich parents are not process
I24

claims but product claims. It is well established that ah inventor may claim a new and useful
compound without limiting the claim to the method for making o using that compound.
*

Int'l v. Matsushita Electric Corn., 775 F.2d 1li 07, 11 12 (Fed. Cir. 1985), see also Chisum On
Patents, §5.04(6).
In order to satisfy the enablement requirement of 35 U.S.61. 8 1 12 a patent
specification must contain a written descriptioc of thc invection in suficiently clear terms as to
enable a person of ordinary skill in the art to make ailti use the Aiimed invention.
Wright, 999 F.2d 1557, 1561, 27 U.S.P.Q.2d 1510 (Fed. Cir. 1093). 'The purpose of the
enablement requirement is to ensure that the inventor pmvxies sul'ficient information about the
claimed invention so that a person of ordinary ;kill in the field of the invention can make and
use it without undue experimentation. Scrims Clinic St Re iearch Foundation v. Genentech,
927 F.2d 1565, 1571 (Fed. Cir. 1991). Significantlq, the 1;edeml Circuit has held that "[tlhe
enablement requirement is met if the description enables ana niodz of making and using the
claimed invention." Engel Indus. v. Lockforme.. Q , 946 F.2d 1528. 1533, 20 U.S.P.Q.2d
1300, 1304 (Fed. Cir. 1991) (Engel).
NEOCO has not pointed to any evidencc in the r x a - d to 5 how that the written
description of melt spinning in the specificatiorts of the Mal neqwnch patents are not
sufficiently clear as to enable a person with ordinary skill ic the art to make and use the
claimed invention. Moreover the administrative law judge find>;I hat thc specifications
describe the making of the claimed magnets by nic1t-r;phn.k g . € X- 1, 201. 4, line 18 to col.
8

5, line 32; CX-2, col. 7,line 13 to col. 8, line 48; CX-3,

ad. 3, line 26 to col. 4, line 45).

Based on the foregoing, the administrative law judge fmds that NEOCO has not met its
1 25

burden in establishing that the Magnequench patents are in*ialid Lrnder 35 U.S.C. 6 112 for
lack of failure to describe and enable that w h k h is clairnec .

VIII. Antitrust Violations and Patent Misuse
NEOCO has alleged that SSMC has violated the Sh:mm Antitrust Act and engaged in
patent misuse.
A. Section 1 of the Sherman Antitrust Act

{
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I
Complainants argued that NEOCO has not mct its birden of proof with respect to the
basic elements of a Section 1 Sherman Act violation: that hEO430 has riot established that
complainants engaged in concerted behavior in violation of the wtitrusr laws; that NEOCO has
not established that complainants conduct has had an adverse effe:t on competition; and that
NEOCO has not established that it has suffered an "antifrust injiaay. '' (CPost 94-98).
The staff argued that NEOCO has presented no clew ami convincing evidence that
SSMC has violated Section 1 or 2 of the Shemian Arrtttiust Act: .md thdt NEOCO has not
proffered any evidence that it has been injured by any of' th:alleged violations. (SPostR at
31).

It is a "general rule that the party raisin ;an affirmative 9fense has the burden of proof

on the issue." Brunswick Bank & Trust C o . - s 1Jnitcd Statas, 70'7 F.2d 1355, 1360 (Fed. Cir.
1 2'7

1983). Furthermore, the burden is on the resrondent to pF.3ve patent misuse and antitrust

Ther~of,USITC Inv. No.
affirmative defenses. Certain Mass Flow Dewes an(ll_(-’onipoye_ai~~
337-TA-91, 1981 WL 178504, Order No. 8 (Feb. 20. li9Sl). Flius, EEOCO bears the burden
of proving its affirmative defenses, including its defenses of parmt misuse and antitrust
violations.
The elements that must be established t l poke a virdation of Section 1 of the Sherman
Act are: (1) a contract, combination, or conspiracy immg twc r r morc separate entities, (2)
that unreasonably retrains trade, and (3) that h is an effect on interstate or foreign commerce,
American Ad Memt.. Inc. v. GTE Corn,, 92 F.3d 781. 788 (9th Cir. 1996). Moreover, a
private party seeking to establish an antitrust violation must also show Lifourth element, &,
that it has suffered an injury cognizable under the antitnist laws. E x t n a n KHak Co. v.
Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co., 114 F.3d 1547, 1557, 42 U S.P.O.2d 1737 (Fed. Cir. 1997)
(Eastman Kodak), abrogated on other grounds. C&c+r <‘or$. vt FA$-Ttfcbolarries Inc., 138
F.3d 1448, 46 U.S.P.Q.2d 1169 (Fed Cir. 19%). Thus, SSMCs conduct must satisfy four
elements before a violation of the Sherman An-itrust &c&can be found.
With respect to the first element, y&. concerted ac tioil, the,:$upremeCourt, in Monsanto

Co. v. Spray-Rite Service Corp., 465 U.S. 752 (1984). ha3 st ited tl~atto maintain an antitrust
claim, the claimant must produce evidence that:

...tends to exclude the possibility o f indcpendent action...‘Thatis,
there must be direct or circumstantial evidencr that 1 easonably
tends to prove that [the parties] had a pamciatis commitment to a
common scheme designed to achieve rn imla%fbl nbiective
Id. at 768 (Emphasis added). Thus, while NEO(:O relies Inn !Wv$C:’s licensing agreements to
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establish concerted behavior, as a general proposition a p;iter,tlicalse agrzement does not in
itself raise antitrust concerns. On the contrary, as thc Jiistice Cqpartmcnt and FTC have
stated:
Licensing, cross-licensing, or otherwhe tran sfen ing intellectual
property (hereinafter "licensing' ) can facilitztte iiitvgraticn of the
licensed property with complemenitary iktors of produciion.
This integration can lead to more efficicrmt explortation of the
intellectual property, benefitting c:( )nwxmc"rs1hra igh the reduction
of costs and the introduction of new products. Such
arrangements increase the value of intcllectml pi-onerty T O
consumers and to the developer:: o f thg. technology By
potentially increasing the expected returns f n m mellectual
property, licensing also can increase the incentive; for its creation
and thus promote greater investment in research
development.
& FEDERAL
TRADECOlvlM'N. ibITITRUS1 GUIDELINES
FOR THE
U.S. DEP'TOF JUSTICE

LICENSING
OF INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY § 2.3 (1995j (ANTITRZ~S'~
GUIDELINES)
, reprinted in
APPENDIX
E TO ABA ANTITRUST
SECTION, ANn?'RUsTLAW' DEVELOPMENTS(4th ed. 1997).
Moreover, the assertion that a patent license camaim certain restrictions on the sale or
use of the licensed product, even if true, likewise docs not in itself supnort a finding of an
antitrust violation. Thus, the Court in Mallinckodt. In(*.v. Mcdipart, linc., 976 F.2d 700,
703, 24 U.S.P.Q.2d 1173 (Fed. Cir. 1992) (MalPinckodt) statcd "with few exceptions . . .
any conditions which are not by their very nahtre illegal with rt:g,zrd to rhis kind of property,
imposed by the patentee and agreed to by the llcenset~for the right to manufacture or use or
sell the [patented] article, will be upheld by thc courts."

14. at 703, (quoting E. Bement &

Sons v. National Harrow Co., 186 U.S. 70, 9: (18921) Ir addition, patent holders act within
their rights when they impose filed of use restrictions on the use of rheir inventions. In General

Talking Pictures Corp. v. Western Electric C-og):. 305 1J.S. f 24 ( 1‘)38), it patent owner issued a
license to sell amplifiers for certain specified USES The 1icem:eetic lated he restriction by selling
F

to an unauthorized purchaser. The Supreme Ccurt uphdd tbe rest1iction and found the licensee
liable for infringement. JcJ. at 127. Furthermore, a patent owner anjoys t:ie right to decide

, F.2d at 93 1,
whether to license and on what terms it will lice ise. Cfenlsntrch-3._dj&il ~ C Q998
949, 27 U.S.P.Q.2d 1241 (Fed. Cir. 1993), cert denied, 5la U.S

140 (1994) (Genentech),

Continental Paper Baa Co. v. Eastern Daper BagC’G, 2 10 U-S.40.“, 429 (1908) (Continental).
The administrative law judge rejects NEOCO’s agument t i at Unyted States v. Univis
Lens Co., 316 U.S. 241, 249 (1942) (Univis) S U ~ J X X ~itsS argument that it is inappropriate for
SSMC{
;

( ’r. at 2174, m o s t at 85).

Univis stands for the proposition that the unconditional sale rlf a patented product will exhaust the
patent owner’s rights with respect to that patgg IJnivis newr aad -essed and specifically
reserved the question, whether the sale of one pioduct could exhaust a patent owner’s rights
seDarate invention.

Id.at 248.

SSMC holds sepmte patrmt claim for bcdh the alloy and the

finished magnets. Thus, the administrative law jL dge finds that Unit is does not stand for the
proposition that SSMC would not be able to exact a separate royalty payment for each separate
invention. Moreover, the law is clear that each separate patait claim “must be considered as
defining a separate invention.” Jones v. Hardy, ‘CY!F.2d 1524, 1528, 22C1 U.S.P.Q.1021 (Fed.
Cir. 1984) (Jones). Also, the Court in SpindelfaYxk Stg@,ebSchqrc-x”$gchubert& Salzer
Maschinenfabrik AG, 829 F.2d 1075, 4 U.S.P.Q 2d 1044 {Fed. Clr 19871 cert. denied, 484 U.S.
1063 (1988) (Spindelfabrik) stated:
1 30

[Platent license agreements can be written to a;onvm different
scopes of promises not to sue, e.g aDroixisenot _tosue under a
specified patent or, more broadly, a pronlise not tn sue under any
patent the licensor now has or may kavn in tht. htur 3.

Id. at 1081(Emphasis added). Accordingly, the decision to gimt a patent license limited to one
invention, and to reserve rights in another invenlioti, or kenre those righa s to another party, is
one of the privileges conferred on a patent owner
Based on the foregoing, the administratitie law judge rinds ttlat NltiOCO has not
established the first element of a Section 1 Sherrxm Antitrust violation, yi:. that SSMC has
engaged in a contract, combination, or conspirac y among two or mire entities designed to
achieve an unlawfd objective.
With respect to the second and third elements, VI^ unreasonable restraint of trade, that has
an effect on interstate or foreign commerce, the Supreme Cairt, in Jefferson Parrish HOSD.v.
Hyde, 466 U. S. 2 (1 984), held that “[wlithout a showing IIf actual adverst: effects on competition,
the respondent cannot make out a case under thc antitrust laws...” Ed. at 3 1. In meeting this
standard the claimant must show “that the challenged action has hat! an actual effect on
competition as a whole in the relevant markets; to prove it ha; been harmd as an individual
competitor will not suffice.” Capital Imaginv h s o c . v &fohtiwk+lJilley hled. Assoc., Inc., 996

F.2d 537, 543 (2d. Cir), cert. denied 510 U.S. 947 (1993) Moremer, cor.lclusoryassertions that
a party’s behavior had an adverse effect on competition m: insumdent to meet this element.
Levine v. Central Florida Med. AfEliates, Inc., 7’2 F.3d 15.18, 155 1 I 1l&Cir.), cert. denied, 519
U.S. 280 (1996).

NEOCO argued in its post hearing brief that there has been ,in anti-competitive effect on

the market due to SSMC’s licensing scheme. H’mever the anlmiristrative law judge can find no
evidence in the record that establishes that there has in fact bcen im anti-competitive effect on the
Nd-Fe-B market. Absent any indication in the rr:cord That thcre ha been an anti-competitive
effect on the Nd-Fe-B market the second and thrd eleinerits r)f ar: antitrust violation cannot be
satisfied.
Regarding the fourth element, &., that it private party seeking tcb establish an antitrust
violation must also show that it has suffered an injury cog z a h under the antitrust laws, the
“antitrust injury” must be a result of the alleged ”inti-cunipetitivec:onduct Thus, in Eastman
Kodak, the Federal Circuit rejected an antitrust h i m on the grouw that any injury the antitrust
claimant may have suffered was the result of the legitinluitc enforcarlent of‘patent rights, and not
the result of conduct that violated the antitrust k!ws. 14. 117 F.3d at 1557-1558. Accordingly,
NEOCO must establish that any injury it suffered was f he reslilt efc,omplainants’ anti-competitive
conduct and not the result of complainants’ legitimate :r&:)ra:ment of its natent rights.
{

}the administrative law judge can find nc, evidence in the 1et;ord that establishes that

NEOCO has suffered any injury as a result of coaplainants’ anti-c ofnpetitrveactions.
Eastman Kodak supra. Furthermore the administrative law judge pin find no case law to support
NEOCO’s argument (Tr. at 2183) that a showing of injury is mntwssarv when one asserts an
antitrust violation as an equitable affirmative defr:nse. MorecrJer. N EOCO’s counsel admitted
that NEOCO has not suffered any “antitrust injuiy.“ Thus, in closing argument, NEOCO’s
counsel stated:

With regard to injury, it’s the Complainants’ position and rhe
Staffs position that NEOCO must show injury here but this is not
a case on which NEOCO has affirmatively asLerted, either privately,
through an Attorney General or the Depmment of Justice that
thev have suffered an antitrust inurv such_thd thev would be
entitled to prevail under these antitrust 139s. [Enqhsis added]
Based on the foregoing, the administrative law iudge find?,the NE OCO has not met is
burden of proof in establishing its allegation, either prima fade or under the rule of reason that
SSMC has violated Section 1 of the Sherman Azititrus- At.$.
B.

Section 2 of the Sherman Antitrust Act
In asserting a violation of Section 2 of the Sheinian Antitrust Act against SSMC, NEOCO

relies on the same arguments as it relied in asserinq a %xtiott 1 violation (NPost at 80-103).

Both complainants and the staff argued thai NIX3 :O has m t established the basic
elements of a section 2 violation. (CPost at 99- IO3, SPclstR ?it3 I )
In order to prevail on a Section 2 of thr Shennait A:t claim, the claimant must
establish: (1) the possession of monopoly power in the relwant market. (2) the willful
acquisition or maintenance of that power as distingui.;hed fkom growth x-development as a
consequence of a superior product, business acumen, or historic accident; and (3) causal
antitrust injury. Eastman Kodak Co. v. Image Technicd Sr:rvicg;.Iaq.

~

504 U.S. 451, 481

(1992). To prevail on a Section 2 attempted monopdization cIahn, the claimant must
establish: (1) predatory or anti-competitive conduct; (2) a specific intent to monopolize; (3) a
dangerous probability of achieving monopoly rower; and (&) cauhal antitrust injury. Spectrum
Sports. Inc. v. McOuillan, 506 U.S. 447, 456 (1993).
Moreover, the Federal Circuit, like othcr courts, ha?;i m ~sed
r strict requirements with
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respect to claims under Section 2 of the Sherman Act. €'or ~xaryale.in American Hoist &
Derrick Co. v. Sowa & Sons, Inc., 725 F.2d 1350, 1366, '220 U.S.F.Q.763 (Fed. Cir.), cert.
denied, 469 U.S. 821 (1984) (American Hoisti, the (:ourt 6eld &,it "proof of a relevant market
is requisite to a holding that 15 U.S.C. 8 2 has been vidattd."

114.at 1366. The Court further

stated "[elf course, should [the party alleging it Section 2 violarirn]. . fail to offer proof of a
relevant market and a dangerous probability of success of iionrxp >lizatiLm,the claim should
again be dismissed. "

Id.at 1367.

With respect to elements one and two cf a Secticn 2 violation, viz, the possession of
monopoly power in the relevant market and thc willfd accpiisitm or maintenance of that
power as distinguished from growth or development as a cclnsequence o f a superior product,
business acumen, or historic accident, the antitrust clainiaa must demonstrate that a party has
improperly derived or maintained monopoly power in that marke., kl.the party's market
position is not the result of a superior product or other lcgitimare cause The Federal Circuit
has been strict on this issue also. In American Hoist, for amnd.!, a claimant asked the court
to hold that fraudulent procurement of a patent constrtrrted :I viola tion 01. Section 2 of the
Sherman Act. The court refused, noting that parents arc net "nimopolm" in the antitrust
sense of the word. Rather, the court held that, even where a p a n t has been procured by
inequitable conduct, a consideration of the specific element; of Scction 2 was required before
an antitrust violation could be found.

Id. 725 F.2d at 1367.

While NEOCO's Section 2 argument afro relic:; on SSMC's licensing practices (as
discussed supra), licensing and cross-licensing agreeiazc=rds&renot suspect under the antitrust
laws. As stated supra, the antitrust laws, like the paterit laws,
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considerable freedom to license their inventions. Th,it freerlom extendb to the question of
whether to license, with whom to license and, so long as the patent owner stays within the
patent grant, on what terms to license. Genentecll, 998 F.2d at 939. The "right to select
[patent] licensees" and the "pursuit of optimum royalty rncr)me are not themselves acts in
restraint of trade. I'

Id.;See also 1 ANTITRUST
LAWL)EVELOPM@.JTS

95-7 ("A patent owner has

the right to exploit his invention by requiring roydty paymnts and, in general, he may
charge as high a royalty as he can obtain. "). The Supreme Coum has long recognized a
patentee's freedom to choose its licensees: "As to the :;uggtstio,iihat ccmpetitors were
excluded from the use of the new patent, we answer rhar su:h elcklusioir may be said to have
been of the very essence of the right conferred by parem . . . without question of motive.
Continental, 210 U.S. at 429.

{

'I

I
NEOCO argued that SSMC has attempted to anoiiopoliu: ;.munsnecified market by

{

1 and n.lonopoPization of the market through
letters to numerous manufacturers and importers threamiq; act ion for infringement. (NPost

s
clear that action in defense
at 98-100, NPostR at 18). However, the Federal Chcuit h ~ mace
of one's patent rights does not constitute an antitrust vtolathn. See v _ l _ r d aPanel Cop. v.

MAC Panel Co., 133 F.3d 860, 873, 45 U.S.P.Q.2d 1225. (Fad Cir "'997),cert. denied,ll9

S.Ct. 52 (1998) ("The antitrust laws do not preclude patent:es ?ram putring suspected
infringers on notice of suspected infringement.

~

. [A] paknte:

&naylawfully police a market

that is effectively defined by its patent"). Thus, the bidminfstrafitelaw rudge finds that
complainants are within their rights when they have raised JSSUVS concerning possible
infringement of their patents, and when they hive addressed thrw: issue*;to parties who trade
in products apparently covered by their patents"
{

)NEOCO has pointed to no evidcnc.eir the tccord That complainants have
attained monopoly power in a relevant market, c r that s;lc,h power ..vas obtained illegally. Absent
any indication in the record that complainants have achiewd inonqrioly power, a Section 2
violation cannot be established.
Regarding the third element, &.antitrust injury. LS d!scuwd U r m , NEOCO's counsel
has admitted that it cannot show antitrust injury nor can the admilniidrative law judge find any
evidence in the record concerning antitrust injurr.
With respect to the definition of the relcvant market. NELCO has offered no evidence
by which to delineate the requisite relevant market for antitrust pirposes. Thus, even
assuming arguendo that SSMC has complete control over produoi ion and distribution of NdFe-B magnets, the administrative law judge, on the record-in a i s investigation, cannot make a
determination that SSMC has a monopoly in the relevant rnarktt because it is quite possible
that there are other rare earth magnets that compete wit11 N1-Fc43 magnets over which
complainants have no control. Therefore, undx &e principle rif American Hoist, which
requires the definition of the relevant market, IWOCO's chim u m o t stand.
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Based on the foregoing, the administrati-le law judge-finds that MiOCO has not met its
burden of proof in establishing that SSMC has violated Scctbin 2 ofthe Sherman Antitrust Act.
C.

Patent Misuse
NEOCO argued that SSMC relies on a “shrlm distmdion’ in its pntent claims; that the Nd-

Fe-B alloy and magnets covered by the SSMC catcnts art‘ not pamtablv distinct because there is
no use for the alloy other than to make the finished magnct; that, a: a result,(
}that this licensing “icherm” brotidens the scope of
SSMC’s patent grant; and that, therefore, SSM(: has engaged in patent misuse. (NPost at 86-92).
Complainants argued that NEOCO has riot established that there ,:ino use for the alloy
other than to make the finished magnet; that SSMC(
} that SSMC has not impermissibly broadened the scow of its patent rights; and that

there has been no anti-competitive effect on the market a:. a ~esuXtof SShdC’s behavior. (CPostR
at 69-71).
The staff argued that SSMC’s licensing .irrangancnts are n()t inconsistent with the scope

of it patent rights; that SSMC is free to(
}and that there has been no anti-compeTitite effect on the market as a result of
SSMC’s behavior. (SPostR at 69).
Patent misuse occurs when a patentee acts to extend the economic benefit of a patent
beyond the scope of the patent grant, with anti-competirivcr:effeat. C,K.. Bard. Inc. v. M3
Svstems. Inc., 157 F.3d 1340, 1372, 48 U.S.P.Q.2d 1329, (Fed. Cir. 1998), cert. denied,
1999 WL 184166 (May 24, 1999). Accordiqly , to assert sucw&ullq the patent misuse
defense “requires that the alleged infringer shcw thai [he pttenli et* has impermissibly broadened

the physical or temporal scope of the patent grant with anticomvetitive cffect. " Virginia Panel

Corp. v. MAC Panel Co., 45 U.S.P.Q.2d 1225 (Fed. Cir. 1997?, cert denied, 119 S.Ct. 52
(1998) (Virginia Panel).
Courts have identified certain conduct as being patent m i m e ~ r s for. example,
"tying" arrangements or requiring the licensee to pay roy ies itfrer the expiration of the patent
term.

See Virginia Panel at 1232. Also, Congress has esbblishd that certain specific

practices may not support a finding of patent miwse. i%t~s,3 5 L 6 C. 5 271 (d) reads in part:
No patent owner otherwise entitlzd to relief fclr in;tiPngemcnt or
contributory infringement of a patent sl-iall be denied relief or
deemed guilty of misuse or illegai extension d'patent right by
reason of his having done one or more c)i'the following...

(3) sought to enforce his patent rights against infi-ingemenl or
contributory infringement, (4)refused to license or use any rights to
the patent ...

Id. When a practice alleged to constitute patent niisusc is neither gcr se patent misuse, as
described in Virginia Panel, nor specifically exclridcd from misuse analysis by 0 271(d), supra, a
court must determine if that practice is reasonably within the patemt grant See Virginia Panel at
1232, see also Mallinckrodt 976 F.2d at 1179-1 180.
NEiOCO has not alleged any per se patent misuse praw:tices. Thus under the reasoning set
forth by the Federal Circuit in Virginia Panel, thr: admirrus$rative1;m.
judgc must determine
whether SSMC's actions are not specifically excluded fiorn the redm of patent misuse by 35
U.S.C. 3 271, and if not, the administrative law ,udge must detenniie whether or not the alleged
practice has the effect of extending the patentee s statutory rights and does so with an anticompetitive effect.
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With respect to NEOCO’s argument tha:: SSMC’s pntctice #iflicensing only certain
entities and not licensing other entities constitutes patent rnisaise, 3: U S.C. Ej 271(d) (3)-(4)
specifically excludes the refbsal “to license or use any *-iqhtsto the natent ’ as a basis for patent
misuse. Thus, the fact that SSMC licenses {

1 cannot form the
basis of a patent misuse defense. Moreover, under Joneg and &rvielfabrik_, as discussed supra,
said licensing practice is well within SSMC’s paTent rij&i.
With respect to other practices, NEOCC: iugued that SShK expands its patent rights
beyond the scope of its patent protection(
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Based on the foregoing the administrativl: law judge dnds that SSMC has not
impermissibly broadened the scope of its patents by prt:ve*itiaglieamsees{

1
NEOCO also argued that SSMC’s practice of licensing(

} (“Post at 91). However, as discussed

supra, with respect to antitrust violation, SSMC holds scparze cl I i m {
}and a patentee is free to license certain inventions to one party and other
inventions to another party, or not license them iit all. See Jones iuma, and Spindelfabrik supra.
Furthermore, the only evidence which NEOCO cites tcr supprrt the proposition is the written
testimony of Bohlmann. (Tr. at 2174). However, NEOCO did not cite to any specific testimony
of Bohlmann, and the administrative law judge cannot find, ir the testimoiiiy of Bohlmann, any
support for said proposition. Based on the foregoing, the administrative h w judge finds that
SSMC’s practice{

doesnot

impermissibly expand the scope of its patent rights.
In addition, NEOCO has not pointed to amy evdeace in tt e record that shows that
SSMC’s practices have resulted in an anti-comp&ive effcct, as iv required to establish a patent
misuse defense.

Virginia Panel, suDra. Not only has V33CCl failed to offer proof of anti-

competitive effect, but as stated supra, NEOCO has adnit ted thai

ii

cannot show any anti-

competitive effect.
The administrative law judge rejects NEOCO’s arpprtlent that the patent misuse analysis
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does not require an analysis of anti-competitive r:ffect, citing :he ctL trict court case Berlenbach v,
Anderson & Thompson Ski Co, 329 F.2d 782 ((:.A. Was11 1964) (Jlerlenbach). p o s t at 87).
The Federal Circuit in Virginia Panel, a case which wai; some years after derlenbach, specifically
addressed the issue and stated that if the alleged practicr: ‘ h a ’the e5ect of’extending the
patentee’s statutory rights and does so with an anti-comp;titve .q@r:c_tthat practice must be
analyzed under the rule of reason.”

Id.at 1232. (Emphasisaided)

Based on the foregoing, the administrative law judge find%tqat NEOCO has not met its
burden of proof in establishing that SSMC has engagetl in pztent m~suse.

IX.

Inequitable Conduct
NEOCO argued that the patents in issuc: are invalid due tr inequitable conduct by the

complainants before the U. S. Patent and Trade mark Of;.ice (Pl 0.1. (NPost at 73-78).
Complainants argued that they did not cnpagc. in inequitable coIiduct before the PTO.
(CPost at 89).
The staff argued that NEOCO has abandoned its intquitable conduct defense by failing
to address it in its posthearing brief and failing to prcwit any rsfcvant evidence at hearing.
(SPostR at 31).

A patent is held unenforceable based on inequitable con&ct whcn an applicant breaches
his duty of candor by (1) withholding from or misrepresenting miterhi information to the
patent examiner (2) with an intent to deceive er rnislcad, hjth of which must be proven by
clear and convincing evidence. Kingsdown MxlJcaJ

(l_cnx~ultan~sLtd. V. Hollister. Inc., 863

F.2d 867, 872, 9 U.S.P.Q.2d 1384, 1399 (Fed. Cir 198g, cert denid, 490 U.S. 1067
(1989) (Kingsdown).
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NEOCO, in its prehearing brief, had rased the i:;suc- of cviiether the patents at issue are
unenforceable due to inequitable conduct beforc the PTO by faiikrg to bring certain technical
articles to the attention of the examiner during the prose;ut;ion of the applications. (NEOCO
Prehearing Brief at 49). However, NEOCO pi esented EO evidem e a hearing that would
demonstrate how the technical references it relied upon

in

i s prdearing brief would have been

material to the prosecution of the applications. In fact NEBCB, in its posthearing
submissions, did not attempt to apply the standard set forth in Elfng_s&o>v_nto any technical
references. Moreover in Section IV, suma, the administrative i a v judge found that the

t NEOlCO has relied upon,
claimed subject matter in issue is not invalid based on the prior a
much of which was before PTO.
With respect to NEOCO’s inequitable conducr argunenls 2:oncea-ning patent misuse and
antitrust violations, each of those has been discussed,

a m .as separate invalidity defenses,

and are not elements of an inequitable conduct defeme. With raspect ti: NEOCO’s inequitable
conduct argument regarding inventorship, the ;tdrninistrative 1a.v judge has found that
inventorship is correct on the ‘395 patent. See Section V a ~ m Furthermore,
.
NEOCO’s
allegations concerning the misappropriation of Roon’s iavalntiori has been discussed, in Section

IV A, supra.
Based on the foregoing, the administrative law jiidg: find&,that NEOCO has not met its
burden in establishing that complainants engagzd in inequitible etmduc: before the PTO in the
prosecution of the applications for the patents En

X.

ISSUI:

Unfair Acts and Unlawful Methods of Competitirm
NEOCO argued that the complainants have engaged in imfair acts and unlawful
43

methods of competition. (NPost at 78-80). Specificdly , FEOCO argued that complainants
have permeated the marketplace with threateni ig corrcspoodencc to consumers, distributors
and manufacturers, misrepresenting the patent 4tuatioa; tlut su& lettei :; have had an anticompetitive effect on the market (NPost at 78); that c:on~pl~~inanliLCank
only named respondents
whom complainants knew would be unable to mount ii Trigcrouir iiefenso (NPost at 79); that
complainants failed to name Keem as an invenltor of [lie ‘395 p&nt (NPost at 80); that
complainants have allowed its licensees to mislead pi irchascrs of Eicenscd material about the
scope of the licenses; and that complainants’ licenses arc unfair md un1,awful. (NPost at 80).
Both complainants and the staff argued tli4itcomplainanrs have not engaged in any
unfair acts or unlawful methods of competition. (CPosr at 109. :;Post <it70).
The Federal Circuit, in Zenith Electropics Co-qoration y. Exec,Inc.,51 U.S.P.Q.2d
1337, stated:
The only basis for a federal unfiir competiti-m clam is Section
43(a) of the Lanham Act. 6 15 IJ.S.C. 1125(aMl’~(1994). That
provision prohibits false designations OF origin or false
misleading descriptions of goads or services wkids are hkely to
cause confusion.
cli:

Id. Thus, since NEOCO has not alleged false designations of or gin or false or misleading
descriptions of goods or services which are likely to cause ;onfir:;ion. KEOCO’s unfair
competition and unlawful acts defense must be analyzed under the common law of unfair
competition. The Third Restatement of Unfaii- Competitiai 8 I ;tates that, as a general
principal of unfair competition, one must causz harm to thc caininerciiiI relations of another.
With respect to NEOCO’s argument that complainants have permeated the market place
with threatening letters to consumers, distributors and rnanlufacturers. as discussed sums with

respect to antitrust violations, it is well established that goad faith warnings in defense of one’s
patents rights is within a patent owners rights. See hlalfinEkro& 976 f.;.2d700, 709-710, 24
U.S.P.Q.2d 1173 supra. see also Virginia Pancl, 133 F 3d 873,

Moreover, NEOCO

has not pointed to any evidence in the record to establish that sa$ correspondence was in fact
inaccurate or misleading. In addition, as stated with respect to mtitrusi violations Supra,
NEOCO has admitted that it can show no injury as a result of canplainants’ conduct.
Regarding NEOCO’s argument that cornplainmt ; b ve eaqaged tn unfair competition
and unlawful acts due to the fact that they namzd only r :sp)ndellrs thq knew would not be
able to mount a vigorous defense, NEOCO ha: pointal no 110 evidence in the record that shows
that complainants had sufficient evidence r e p ding infringement by an v entities not named in
the complaint. Also, NEOCO has not shown how such fasure tc name any other entities in
this investigation has harmed NEOCO.
NEOCO’s argument that complainants’ licenses are: unlaw ful anti unfair are similar to
its antitrust and patent misuse defense arguments {

} Furthermore, NEOCO has admitted th,it it canriot show any injury as a
result of complainants’ licensing practices.
With respect to NEOCO’s argument that eomplitinants l u ve allowed its licenses to
mislead others concerning the scope of the license, said argumtm is mcrely a conclusory
statement and NEOCO did not cite to any evidence rn the record to support this allegation.
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Absent any evidence whatsoever concerning d lepaticms that coirlsrlainaxits' licensees have
misled purchasers, the administrative law judg: cannot t"me thaa 5 uch e= .nduct amounts to
unfair competition.
NEOCO argued that complainants failed to namtb &:em

an inventor of the '395

patent. However the administrative law judgc; hns found Ciat irrmtorship of the '395 patent
is correct. See Section V supra. Moreover NEOCO Ius cited n r h case law to support its
proposition that a failure to name as an inventor rise:: to unfair wmDetition or is an unlawful
act.
Based on the foregoing, the administrative law jiidgz find; that NEOCO has not met its
burden in establishing that complainants have mgagcd in mfah rompe%ion or unlawful acts.

XI.

Constitutional Issues
NEOCO argued that a determination aeverse to flJB3CC) xould violate both the

substantive and procedural due process clauses of thcx U S . ConsZitutioIk because it has been
hauled into court to defend a "class" of infringers, even thrugl? the procedural safeguards of
FRCP 23, which governs class actions, have not been appI:ed in his irvestigation. (NPost at
116). NEOCO further argued that the remedy complainaas seck would constitute a regulatory
taking under the Fifth Amendment of the U.S. Constitutioti because th6: remedy would take
NEOCO's "property rights" under the U.S. Nmy patents withrmf due nrocess or just
compensation. (NPost at 116, 117).
Both complainants and the staff argued tli& ERCP 23 does not apply to Section 337
investigations and that a Section 337 investigation is n a a Fifth &nenc:ment taking. (CPostR
at 82, SPostR at 33).
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Congress, in enacting Section 337, has spccifically provid2d that the Commission may
issue a general exclusion order under certain circumstances 18 ? 1.S.C 5 1337(d)(2). There
is no provision in 0 1337(d)(2) for certification of a class prior to issuance of an exclusion
order. Moreover, the Commission rules, not tle rules cd Federal Civil Procedure, constitute
binding authority in Section 337 investigations and the tlorrunissi In rules provide for adequate
notice to named respondents. There is no reqwremeni in tl e Cmunissum rules, or in the
ground rules in force in this investigation, that the conylaitiants must seek certification of a
class of respondents, or notify any person that may full intc, such class. Furthermore, NEOCO
has cited no case law to support its proposition that a class inus !e certified pursuant to FRCP
23 in order to c a y out a Section 337 investigation.
Referring to NEOCO's "property righb " mdcr the ?Vavv licenses, said rights do not
extend to the infringement of other patents. Morcowr, the Nalry license only gives NEOCO
the right to exclude others from practicing the inventions d'the fi avy patents.

See

Spindelfabrik, 829 F.2d at 1081.
Based on the foregoing, the administrative law judgc find: that

Hi
determination adverse

to NEOCO does not implicate substantive and procecitml dJe ptxcess concerns of the U.S.
Constitution and that relief under section 337 oes not constitute 1 regulatory taking under the
Fifth Amendment of the U.S. Constitution.

XII.

Remedy
Complainants request the issuance of a general e~cliisionorder and the issuance of

cease and desist orders as to A.R.E., NEOCO Harvasd and Mdii-Trend. (CPost at 117-138).
It is argued that a general exclusion order is a necessary and pr+)Ferremedy in this
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investigation (CPost at 117); that the record in this irwextigation warrants a requirement that
importers of certain downstream, y&

speakers, headphone:; and motors, products certify that

their products do not contain infringing Nd-Fe B ma;gilets (CPost at 130); and that to ensure
complainants receive complete and adequate relief, imp ntws of motors generators, certain
electronic products and rare earth metals shoul1 be rcquirerl to certify t -(attheir import
st at 1.34).
shipments are not Nd-Fe-B magnets or magnetic matcri:ils. ((3%
NEOCO, in opposition to the complainants’ request for a general exclusion order,
argued that NEOCO’s magnets are distinguishable at IJiaitanl States Customs; that NEOCO’s
imports are labeled using a sequential, coded labeling systa n, that is st;-ictly monitored as
required by the United States Navy; that a gencral exchsia 1 or&r, whle curtailing rogue
importers, would reach to far by denying the 1J.S. market r)f pmiucts available under the
Navy’s U S . patents; and that such a limitatiorl prevents U.S. cw:tomeis from obtaining
competitive pricing that would result from noma1 ccmnyietilion. r NPos, at 112).
The staff argued that a general exclusion order is rquircd to provide an adequate
remedy (SPost at 76); that in light of the disrwtion of &a&: in Icpitimate goods, a downstream
certification procedure is not warranted (SPost at 79); and ihat the staff does not support cease
and desist orders against any of the respondents. (SPoss at 79)
A.

General Exclusion Order
With respect to the issuance of a general exclusion rrdes, in Qrtain Airless Paint SDrav

Pumps and Components Thereof, Inv. No. 337-’I’A-(lO,USITC Pub. 1199 at 17, 216
U.S.P.Q. 465, 472-73 (1981) (Spray Pumps) il geneml exclusim order was deemed
appropriate when there is proof of (1) a widespread pattern of unmthor zed use of the patented
,46

invention, and (2) certain business conditions from which one might rwsonably infer that
foreign manufacturers other than respondents tal the investigation may attempt to enter the
U.S. market.

Id.

In 1994, statutory standards on the issuance of genaal exclusion orders were adopted
in the amendments to Section 337, adding a new subxcrion to Se:tion 337(d) that states:
(2) The authority of the Commission to ordw an exclusbn from
entry of articles shall be limited to persons dctennined bv the
Commission to be violating this section udms the. Commission
determines that -(A) a general exclusion from entry ot amdes is necessary
to prevent circumvention of an exzlur ion order liniited to
products of named persoas: or
(B) there is a pattern of violation of @ i ssa tion and it is
difficult to identify the source of infringing products.
19 U.S.C. 5 1337(d)(2) (effective January 1, 1995); 8s.
&Q Clxnmissaon rule 210.50(c)
(incorporating the statutory standards into the Commission rules) Those standards "do not
differ significantly" from the Spray Pumm standards. Gerlain % o d p mm-Iron-Boron
Magnets, Inv. No. 337-TA-372, Commission Opinion on Remdv, the Public Interest and
Bonding at 5 USITC Pub. No. 2964(1996) (Ma_finets). & also Certain Agricultural Tractors,
Inv. No. 337-TA-380, 44 U.S.P.Q.2d 1385, 1397-1404 (1397) {General exclusion order
granted) (Tractors).
In Spray Pumps, the Commission pointcd out that acorndinant
should not be compelled to file a series G f separate cclmplaitrts against several
individual foreign manufacturers as it becomes aware of their products in the U.S.
market. Such a practice would not only waste the re&ourc;ti;of the complainant, it
would also burden the Commission with redundant idvestigLitions(Comm'n Op. at
30).

That consideration must be balanced against the potential ofa general exdusion order to disrupt
legitimate trade.

Id. With this balance in mind, the Carmission ccrnciuded that it would

“require that a complainant seeking a general exdision ordcr pro.ire both a
widespread pattern of unauthorized use of‘Its patentai invention and certain
business conditions from which one might reasanably infer that foreign
manufacturers other than the respondents to the irivestigaTirxi ma! attempt to enter
the U. S. market with infringing articles.” id.
The Commission in Suray Pumus then st:t out the foll~wirigfactors as relevant in
demonstrating whether there is a “widespread p&tern )”iunaithork ed USI:”:
(1) a Commission determination of umuthoriiaci importation
into the United States of infringing a.ticler; by numerous foreign
manufacturers;
(2) the pendancy of foreign infirmngcnient suits based w o n
foreign patents which correspnd to the domestx patent at
issue; and
(3) other evidence which denonstrate&a histoq of

unauthorized foreign use of the patmtcd iwentil In.

Id.

The Commission also identified the factors relevant to skowiw “certain business conditions”

as including:
(1) an established market for the patented prodilct in the U. S.
market and conditions of the world mrket;
(2) the availability of marketing and distribution netwwks in the
United States for potential foreign manufactureas;
(3) the cost to foreign entrepreneurs ofbr,ilding a facility

capable of producing the patcnted artic,le;

(4)the number of foreign manufacturers whose facilities could
be retooled to produce the p;ttenteck aliclr:; or
(5) the cost to foreign manufacturers of rt-tooling their facility
to produce the patented article.

Id. at 31-32.
Moreover, when determining the proper recommendation fbr a remedy, it is appropriate
for the administrative law judge to consider evidence regwding responderrrs who have been
terminated from the investigation on the basis of C:onsc:nt Orriers. “’hus. file Commission has
considered evidence of respondents who have been terminatad frtm the investigation on the basis
of Consent Orders. In Magnets the administratkie law judge considered evidence regarding

respondent Tridus, which had entered into a Coiisent Ordcr tarher in the proceeding. The
administrative law judge stated that the Consent Order made it clcltr that ( I did not “preclud[e]
hrther remedial action,” and concluded that it w odd be a9propriah: to “consider evidence
relating to Tridus samples as relevant to the remedy issue

”

EA&gl_em, Coim’n Op. at 21, fn. 18.

In Woodworking Machines, Inv. No. 337-TA-174. USITC Pub. 1979 at 19 (1987), the
Commission considered evidence regarding ternimted respandents that had entered into Consent
Orders in finding a pattern of widespread unautk,onzed i i s e cn’the climplainant’s patents and
trademarks. Also, in Certain ComPact Multi~ur~ose
I’aoh,Inv Wo. 337 TA-416, Unreviewed
Final Initial and Recommended Determinations at 24-30( 1999) (:Wc)ols),1 he administrative law
judge found a widespread pattern of unauthorized use based, inter alia, on evidence regarding
sales by a respondent which had entered into a (Ionsent Order in the. proceeding. Furthermore, in
addition to Commission precedent, 76 of the Consent Orders signeri by those terminated
respondents provides that:
[the respondent] understands anc acknowledges thai with T egard to
information it provided in the coiirse of discovery in the
Investigation, including but not limited to dochrnent 3, interrogatory
responses, transcripts of sworn depositjon tesJimom, and :;ample
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magnets, Complainants may seek to inti-oduce such information as
evidence in the Investigation afte [ihe I-espomientI Fkasbet:n
terminated as a respondent.
I_

See Notice Of A Commission Determination Not To Review An imtial Determination
Terminating One Respondent On The Basis Of Consent Order; Issuance (3f Consent Order
(February 1, 1999), and Notice Of A Commissicn Wetcrminw ion Slit To Review Two Initial
Determinations Terminating Four Respondents On Thr: Basis Of Cr msent Orders; Issuance Of
Consent Orders (February 9, 1999).
The administrative law judge finds that there is a wid€sprcbad pattcrn of unauthorized use
of the patented invention. Thus, each of former rer;;pondentsAUG. CYNNY, Houghes, IMI,and

H.T.I.E., have imported, sold for importation, or sold dter importation au;l;iclesthat infringe the
patents in issue. (FF 241, 264). Also, each of respondents ARE, fi EOCO, High End, Harvard,
Beijing Jing Ma, Xin Huan and Multi-Trend have imported, sold Tdv- importation, or sold afler
importation articles that infringe the patents in issuie Set: SUJ~S
Magnets and Magnetic Materials and Maqnetici€gtte&!S

see also (-ertain Rare Earth

a& -Articles Cont&in.jzSame, Inv. No.

337-TA-413, Notice of Commission Determination N(9t 1o kevim An Initial Determination
Granting Summary Determination On The Issue C)fImportation (May 25 1999). Also third
parties, &,GEC and AIWA have imported i d inying inagncts. @'F270-271).
Moreover, there is evidence that there are numerous loreiepi man1 Facturers. For example,
NEOCO has conceded that it imports Nd-Fe-B magnets and Imagm tic marerials from at least five
different companies in china. (FF 370). Also, F LJG acknowledged that it has imported magnets
from at least one company in China, and AUG's invoic,es show that it has imported Nd-Fe-B
magnets from three other Chinese companies. ( I T 371). In itddilicn, the evidence shows that

H.T.I.E. has imported from three Chinese sourcm. (FF 3'72).
Furthermore, information obtained through discovery by complainants and from public
sources identified by respondents uncovered nu rneroiiis non- resF orldent Zompanies that
manufacture, sell for importation, or sell after importation T O the United States Nd-Fe-B
magnets and magnetic materials. For example, a search on the Xnterner using the keyword
"neodymium" retrieved web-sites for numerou ; coqtames offerii g to !#ellNd-Fe-B magnets in
the United States. (FF 372). Similarly, the JJioInas Ite&er, z *radepublication commonly
used by those in the magnet industry, contains listings fj.om a substantid number of U.S.
companies dealing in Nd-Fe-B magnets and mignetic in itef ials !FF 3 74).
The testimony of fact witnesses also coilfirms that the subiect magnets themselves have
no identifying marks from which one can estat lish their source bv visu 11 inspection. (FF
381). Also, in the case of imports from China, the lack of identifying marks on the magnets
themselves can completely mask the identity of the manufat:tum since [he import shipment
usually is from a trading company and not the manufactural- itscb'. (FF 375-381). However,
the administrative law judge finds that with respect to the magnats imported and sold by
NEOCO, said magnets are specifically labeled NEOClCj can be easily dentified as the
manufacturer, and the destination of said magnets can bc easily tiacked. (FF 382).
With regard to the "certain business conditions" whch t oilstitut: the second prong of
the Smay Pumps test, the administrative law judge findr b i t at Ivast two of the factors or
"business conditions" are satisfied.
With respect to the first factor of "certain business I onditions, " VI., the existence of an
established market for the patented product in The U.S. dnaltketard conditions of the world
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market, the administrative law judge finds that there is testin ony that there is an established
demand for Nd-Fe-B magnets in the United States. (FF 383-3891. There is also evidence that
Nd-Fe-B magnets are key components in a nuaibcr of popuiar and/or wonomically important
products, such as computer hard drives, magnttic resc.mna: imagers, automobiles, a variety of
industrial motors and numerous consumer elecironic pmdw ts. (PF 385 -387).
Regarding the second factor, y&. the axrailability to foreign manufacturers of U.S.
marketing and distribution networks, the administrative Lau judg. finds that there is evidence
that the channels available for the importation irid dililribut,on of infringing Nd-Fe-B magnets
and magnetic materials are numerous and significant Tcstknony confirms that a number of
firms in the U.S., some large, some little mort: than wk p'oprmtorships, are engaged in the
importation and distribution of Nd-Fe-B magncts and magnetic Elateriais in the United States.
(FF 390-397). Some, such as NEOCO, H.T.1 .E. and h.U .G..
have imported Nd-Fe-B
magnets and/or magnetic materials from a number of CBiim:se soiirces. (FF 370, 371, 372).
Others, such as Harvard, have an established rdationship B7ith

ingie foreign source. (FF

393). Three of the respondents (CYNNY, A.1t.H. and 1.M .I.) kid enpged in distribution and
sale of magnets imported by others (including respondents 4 . G . G .,{

1 and Houghes).

(FF 394). CYNNY also has engaged in the distribution a n j sale of magnets imported by
another firm not named as a respondent. (FF 35%). Likeuise, CYNNY and A.R.E. have also
imported Nd-Fe-B magnets directly from Chinese msnu€aauren.s (FF 379, 395, 398).
In addition, the administrative law judge finds that the idamatilm needed for an NdFe-B magnet and magnetic materials importerldistributr ttr est& lish sources of supply and a
customer base is readily available. Respondents have testified in depobitions that they and
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other Nd-Fe-B magnet importers, distributors, and marketers make use of various resources to
market the Nd-Fe-B magnetic products. (FF 399-402’s.Fcr example, the Thomas Register is
a well-known medium for advertising Nd-Fe-E magnetic ptoduWt, and for identifying firms
that are likely to be purchasers of Nd-Fe-B magnets ilnd mgneri materials. (FF 374). Other
trade magazines also carry advertisements for Nd-Fe I3 mngnetc8rind mtgnetic materials. (FF
401). These publications serve as a source of infomatim for flx-eign manufacturers of Nd-FeB magnets, such as those in China, who seek to identify U.S. hmorters, distributors, and
marketers for their products. They also serve as a resmrrce for importers and distributors to
find customers. (FF 402). Magnet conferences, such as the China Magnet ‘98 Conference
(CX-413), also serve as a vehicle for new entrants into the business to identify potential U.S.
importers, marketers, and distributors. (FF 399, 403.
While the administrative law judge has found no e dence in tht, record specifically
regarding the third factor, v&., the cost to foreign entrepreneurs Df building a facility capable
of producing the patented article, the adminisbative law judge fkds that. there is evidence that
there already exists a large number of other foj-eign, particrilarlv Chinese, manufacturers of
Nd-Fe-B magnets with substantial production c apacity . Thus, teb+timonvfrom witnesses places
the number of Nd-Fe-B magnet factories in China at c)vcr 100. [FF 404). Moreover, a
consultant on the Chinese Nd-Fe-B magnet and niagnetic materials industry reported earlier
this year that over 100 factories in China mantlfacture thest. maceriais. md at least 15 of them
have substantial production capacity (over 150 tons per year). (E F 404.405). Respondent
IMI has confirmed that it receives facsimiles regularly front Chinese Nd-Fe-B magnet
manufacturers who want to sell their magnets :n ihe United Starel;. (FF 406).
~
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Furthermore, the administrative law jutge finds !hail the B:yridenc t: confkms that a
number of these foreign manufacturers have exported Nu€-Fe-Bmagnets and magnetic materials
to the United States. In fact, the testimony of a number of the rnaporter respondents is that, in
addition to the foreign manufacturers named as respendents in this inveytigation, they have
imported magnets from a number of other foreign so~1rc::s. (FF 1~98).
Concerning the fourth and fifth factors, yiz, the riurnbcr off ,reign manufacturers whose
facilities could be retooled to produce the patented article ml the cost to foreign manufacturers
of retooling their facility to produce the patented article, wh e the idministrative law judge can
find no evidence in the record with respect to the nuinbcr bf factrtries that can retool or the
cost of retooling, the administrative law judge finds that tht:re is cvidence that such retooling
can be easily done by factories that produce otliel types ofmagnets. Thus, in the October 12,
1998 deposition of Lin, a principal of Houghei,, Idin lesrified t
h%
Q . Let me ask you a question. Say a factory is making -what
was the name of the-

A. Alnico
Q. What if they wanted to switch over and makc ieodviinium-iron-boron?

A. They can do it.
Q. Is that easy?

A. Yes, because the same metallurgical m x e s s
Q. It's easy for a factory to swjtch to maytw: one type ot the
magnet or powder to another type of magnet, to make
neodymium-iron-boron magnets or powders:

A. Yes.

Q. It's not difficult?

A. No, because the process they havc th3:micuurn induciion
melting, then they crush the alloy into pcwdcr, ant1 then press it,
and then sinter it. So, yes.
(CX-159, pp. 157-158).
In addition, the administrative law judge rejects NEOCW .i argument that a general
exclusion order would "reach to far by denying the IJ S markct of profductsavailable under
the Navy's U.S. patents." (NPost at 112). S~ecificnlly,NEO(X) argucd that any remedy
should be tailored "to protect respondent NEOCO as an im3ortcr actinrt [as a licensee from the
Navy] under three valid United States patents. ' iNPost at L12':t. However, NEOCO's status
as a licensee has no bearing on its status as an inl"i-ingt:r of w.he pajents iri issue in this
investigation. NEOCO's license is nothing more than a pmmixe by tht Navy that it will not
sue NEOCO for infringement of the Koon patt:nts. 'The Federal Circuzt, in SDindelfabrik
Suessen-Schurr v. Schubert & Salzer Masch&(:_n_fakrik-A,.m4 U.S.P.Q.2d 1044 (1987), cert.
denied, 484 U.S. 1063 (1988), stated:
As a threshold matter, a patent license .agreement 11sin essence
nothing more than a promise by the li,:i:mor not tr sue tile
licensee.. .Even if couched in tetms 01 " [I 1ict:nse
right to make, use, or sell X,' the agrcmea carm)t convey that
absolute right because not even the patentee of X 1s given that
right. His right is merely one to exclude others ft.im making,
using or selling X, 35 U.S.C. Q 154. Iradmi thc )ratentee of X
and his licensee. when making;, w i x . .seJling $ , can be
subject to suit under other palm&.
'I

u~

u. at 1048 (Emphasis added).

Moreover Article VI of Licenst: T4o. NRL-LIC-98-12-049,

between NEOCO and the Navy, provides in pc:rtment part: "LICENSCBRmakes no
representation or warranty.. . that the exercise o f the IdCENSE will not result in the

infringement of other patents.

...Nothing contained in this EJCENSE shall be interpreted to

grant to LICENSEE any rights with respect to any inventions ochzr than the licensed
inventions. " (CX-233 at 600069). Thus, NEOCO's licenj.: frrml the Navy does not protect it
from suit and remedy, under the Magnequenck, and SSMC pateas.
Based on the foregoing, the administrative law judge -ecomrnendsa general exclusion
order as an appropriate remedy.
B.

Certification of Downstream Products
With respect to a certification requirement for amain downstream products, the

Commission has authority under section 337 tcl issue an exL lusimi order covering both the
primary product manufactured by the named respondent as weL r:s anv downstream products of
which it is a component part. Certain Erasabk:-ip~rgpn_mms
ble- @ad -Only Memories.
Components Thereof, Products Containing; &:h- miggries, and-Processes for Makinp Such
Memories, ITC Inv. No. 337-TA-276, USITC Pub. 21!16 Comth'n Op at 118-31 (May
1989),(EPROMs),

aff'd, Hyundai Electronics 1.b t ' j Trade CqnmLn. 14 U.S.P.Q.2d
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(Fed. Cir. 1990) (Hvundai) and Certain Elec@_c_aKqyectors;qd Pg)ducts Containing: Same,
ITC Inv. No. 337-TA-374, USITC Pub. 2981 C o m i ' n OF.OD Remed.iT at 7 n.8 (July 1996)
(Connectors). However, in determining the pioper scope cf exdusion orders with respect to
downstream products containing infringing prc ducts, t hc Cixnmi:,sion balances the
complainant's interest in obtaining cempktute protection
from all infringing imports by means of cxdusion of
downstream products against the inherent potential of . . .
a limited exclusion ordei when extenled to downstream
products, to disrupt legitimate rratle i n ptaducts which
were not themselves the subject of'a Gndifltr of violation
of section 337.

Connectors, supra, at 7 citing EPROMs, supra. at 125'. To thi

nd, the Commission may

consider such matters as the value of the infringing artides conipired tt, the value of the
downstream products in which they are incorporated. the itentity of thc manufacturer of the
downstream products (i.e., are the downstream pro&Jlct:- mmufx tured by the party found to
have committed the unfair act or by third parties), the incremer&i value to complainant of the
exclusion of downstream products, the incremtmtal detriment to i espondents of the burdens
imposed on third parties resulting from exclusion of dlawnstrean products, the availability of
alternative downstream products which do not contain tlie iilfririg tng anicles, the likelihood
that imported downstream products actually conrain f he infiingm: articles and are thereby
subject to exclusion, the opportunity for evasicln of an exchision order which does not include
downstream products, and the enforceability b J the I J S . Customs Sen ice of an order covering
downstream products. EPROMs at 125. Moreover, the Commision may identify and take
into account any other factors which it believe:; bear on the queqtion of whether to extend
remedial exclusion to downstream products and if so to whd specific product.

a.

In addition, exclusion of downstream product 'F of non-rtmondeait manufacturers has
been the basis of Presidential disapproval of an exclusion arder S_ee Ce-rtain Integrated Circuit
Telecommunications Chips and Products Contaiiix Sane, Inc tgding Dialing Amaratus, Inv.

No. 337-TA-337, USITC Pub. 2670 (Chips) C'ommisshn Opkiun On The Issues Under
Review And Remedy, The Public Interest, And Bonding at 32 'Aug. 1093). In Chips, on the
basis of the record in that investigation, the Ccmmissian dillbelitve that including certain
products manufactured by non-respondents containing infri iging tone a ialer chips
manufactured by "HMC"within the scope of ari exclirsicm order was nezessary to provide
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justified and effective relief. However, the Ccmnis 4oiz found &at the record established that
there were virtually no imports of tone dialer chips _outsideof downstream products into the
United States.

Id. at 30.

In Connectors the Commission determi lied thit1 ' [o]a the facts cf this investigation",
there was justification for exclusion of motherboards containing infringing electrical
connectors; that while the actual value of the electrica! corinectoi-r in relation to the value of
the motherboard appeared to be small, the conixxtorc were of sipnificant value to the
assembled product for reasons apart from their cost; fluit withoiit the presence of such
connectors, the motherboard was rendered useiess as it wak inc qxble clf receiving memory
cards; and that exclusion of motherboards was warranted tcl emwe that exclusion was effective

Id. at 11.59 The Commission however determined that it @auld be highly burdensome on

59

Connectors noted (Id at 13-14):

We note that the proposed exclu-jionorder wnuld not extend to all
downstream products that may contain idiiinging electrid sconne:tors (e.g.,
computers), but only to those which account for the hulk at-impoits of infringing
electrical connectors. In this respect, WE:beliex that the ixder would comport
with the concerns raised by USTR Kantor in reviewing the Gomission's remedial
orders in Certain Integrated Circuit Telel;oinmu.micati(,ns G hips and Products
Containing Same, Including Dialing Apparatus" Lnv. No. 33 7-TA-337, wherein he
indicated that:
orders affecting companies that import downstream products
containing infringing component!;, but are not mariul'actunng the
infringing product itself, must be crafted in th: narrowest manner
that can result in an effective order. Moreover, this issue m s t be
~ rthet
addressed in a factual manner wir h appropriate ~ ~ p pfar
conclusion that the order presents the narrowst etTcctive remedy.
Letter from Michael Kantor, U.S. Trade Represcstative, i o Don I!. Newquist,
Chairman, U.S.I.T.C. (September 8, 195;3)

importers and Customs to require that all impcrts of niotherboam eitfiiir be certified as
containing non-infringing electrical connectors or exdxied and therefore agreed with the staff
that it would be appropriate to limit the certification rcc:uin:ment by permitting Customs the
discretion to determine when to require such cpxtificntim. Id. d 15. In limiting the exclusion
order, the Commission recognized Customs cc-ncerns re garding ~i broarf bases exclusion order
in the following:
However, Customs indicated to the IA i b vil:w thid a certification
importers
l
of motberbrm-ds to certify
provision that required &
that their products do not contain infringing Hop EIaiEcxconn
connectors would be highly burdensome to the nlunerou;
importers of mother boards. Swh a broad oertifitation
requirement also would burden Custoins inasmuch as tht.
certification procedure would entail the processing of 1;11 qe
numbers of paper documents
Id. at 10, (Emphasis in original). Moreover, like QI$J;, the r e a r d in Connectors established

that there was evidence that the infringing connector.; were imported _ON& on motherboards and
not imported outside of said downstream prodwas. Pa. at k, 9.
With respect to both of complainants' pioposed c::rtillicatim procedures, v&, (1) a
requirement that importers of certain downstream products, namc:I! speakers, headphones and
motors, certifl that their products do not contah infi-ingirig Nd-Fe-B mapaets, and (2) a
requirement that importers of motors, generators, certain e1er:trork products and rare earth
metals certi& that their import shipments are not Nd-F'e-31 rn,ignrts or magnetic materials, the
administrative law judge finds that the danger of unduly dismpting iegitiniate trade through the
proposed certification procedure appears considerable Thus, whilv it apnears that at least some

magnets are imported under labels that do not make it clear that t h y are magnets (FF 407-413)60,
the proposed certification would effect third patties who ldonot mnufacwre the infringing goods.
Under the proposed certification procedure all riaiiufacturen of- lk r exarple, AC motor parts
would be required to certify that they do not us{: infringing magnet ;even if their products contain
no magnets at all, and that all manufacturers of qixrs, sprockets. m t o r housings, etc. would be
required to certi@that they do not use infringin:; magnett;, mtwithstanding the fact that gears,
sprockets, etc. are not magnets. The administrative law jL.dgn:find6 complainants’ proposed
certification procedures are similar to the broad based certifa:atim Procedure that Customs itself
was concerned about in Connectors. Thus, like the broad based certificarton request in
Connectors, the administrative law judge finds that the cclmplainm s’ procedures would be
“highly burdensome to the numerous importers’ and would be hi$dy burdensome to Customs in
that it would “entail the processing of large nunhers of paper da-umenrs.” See Connectors at
10. Therefore, in light of the potential disruption of trade in legitimate goods that are not

remotely connected with the patented magnets, and thc b.irdr:n on Custoiiis the administrative law
judge finds that such relief is not warranted.
Moreover, the enforceability of a downstream catific ation orocecime that would require
an importer to certify that its import shipment is not in fact magnet 4 is suspect. In view of the
evidence that some import shipments of magnet; are niidabded (PJ: 407-4131, it is likely that
those importers who mislabel their shipments wouild also be willing to make a false certification to
Customs, thus making the certification procedure uselcss In fact. t le Caxrlmission has held that
such a certification procedure would be ineffective in 1he Nck Fe-I3 magnci. market. In Magnets

6o

Such unidentifiable magnets would not include NEOCO’s mapnets as discussed supra.
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the Commission stated:
The willingness on the part of imtmtter!. ,io mE;deszr be or mislabel
goods to Customs suggests that they w.wJd bt: eqtxa”4ywiCing to
falsify a certification to Customs. Thus, a qedcral 6 clusion order
which allowed certification would be incffective at barring B he entry
of infringing Nd-Fe-B magnets, and thus. ineff ectilre at affiijrding
complainant complete relief
Magnets, at 11, Complainants argued that the dxision

in Mfignes4 concerning the

impropriety of

a certification procedure does not preclude a certification procedurt: in thi investigation because
the “...certificationissue in this case differs sign?icantlv from the certificx~ionissue addressed in
the earlier magnets case...” (Tr. at 2102-2103). The adminiitrative law jiidge agrees with
complainants that the certification procedure requested in Magnelj ‘differ&
from the procedures
requested in this investigation. In Magnets the certification procedure reauested involved the
importer certifying that its shipment contained nrm.infringmng magnets bawd on it’s own analysis,
as opposed to the certification requested in this investigation that merely requires the importer to
certifl that its shipment is not in fact magnets at all Howcverr, wnile ther: are differences in the
certification procedures requested in Magnets ar d in this investigation, such differences do not
bear on the Commission’s premise that the willirgness on the pard cf importers to misdescribe or
mislabel goods to Customs suggests that they would bc equally wining to falsify a certification to
Customs. Thus, the administrative law judge does not see haw said differ mce would alter an
importer’s willingness to falsify a certification.
Furthermore, the administrative law judge rejects co@plainants’argument that the
decision in Chips supports a downstream certification procedure. (CPost 13 1-133). While
complainants rely on their proposed findings of fact 807-1308 and 82 2-838 for evidence that 50%-
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60% of the Nd-Fe-B magnets manufactured in China gcr into. downstream products and that these

are products that are imported into the United States, the adtninisaative law judge finds that those
proposed findings of fact do not show whether or not those magrxer s go into the downstream
products before or after importation into the United States er diether those magnets (if imported
already inside a downstream product) represent virtual ly-ag c f th: j n m i i l g magnets that are
imported into the Unites States. The administrative law Judge fiiids that there is no evidence in
the record to show that virtually all of the infrinriing mapets that are imported into the United
States are imported as part of downstream prodwts, as vcas the case with tone dialers in Chips
and with electrical connectors in Connectors.6’
The administrative law judge also rejects complainants’ argument that the decision in
Hvundai supports a downstream certification praceduae iii th! s investigati m. Complainants
argued that the reasons for requiring a downstream cei tdkation procedure are more compelling in
this investigation than they were in Hyundai, and that it woulri be a i i o d o u s to not require
downstream certification. (CPost at 132-133). The ailmirlistratita law judge finds that the
reasons for requiring a downstream certification in this investigatjom are not as compelling as
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At the hearing complainants were askcd by i he addlinisttative law judge if there was
any evidence in the record that shows that a substantial pnrtirm af’iunported, allegedly infiinging
magnets are imported as parts inside of products such [is speaker a$ motors. While complainants
represented that “[wle have presented evidence that the magnets Jr: impclrted in downstream
products,” and that complainants do not know ‘*%hat
there ‘sevidem e regarding any particular
quantification because I’m not sure that that evidence would ,e pmsible to get” on the ground
that there is in issue a “diffuse”industry (Tr. at 2 1 I 1-2 1 E),the administrative law judge finds
from the record that the industry is not so difisr: that evidentrerelating to at least a general
quantification would be impossible. For examplc while ccimpiain s provided evidence that third
parties GEC and AIWA imported downstream producl s with idtiaging magnets, complainant
offered no evidence concerning the quantity of GEC’s and AJWA’s impox I S or how that quantity
relates to the number of infringing magnets as a whole.
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those in Hyundai. The Federal Circuit in Hyundai, in discussing t k factors considered in
determining the scope of an exclusion order with respcct 10 downstream uroducts as articulated in
Eproms at 125, stated:
The Commission's limited exclusion orricr requiririh Hyundai to
certi@, as a condition of entry, that certain of its davnstream
products do not contain idringin; BPROMs 6; a r:a;onablt:
accommodationof these factors. The C'ommi:;sioii dound I h
a
Hvundai had violated section 3x7;that qpecifk: EPROM chips
embodied the violation; that Hyuidai r e m i n d frea mder its
manufacturing agreement with G:neral Instmneni to use excess
infringing EPROMs for its own r:quirements; and that Hyundai
could easily assemble the infinghg EPRQMs into and import them
as part of other Hyundai product ''cont:iiners" thar r1:quire
EPROMs to fbnction, including wafers, ciicuil,bout Is, computer
peripherals, telecommunications quipnnent,
electronic equipment. It concluded that thc ct:rtifiation urovision
"is a reasonable means of ensuring the effectivene2)d3f the remedy
to which Intel has proven itself entitled "[citation onittedl We
agree.
Hvundai at 1401, (Emphasis added). Significantly, the Feileril Chxit noted that the Commission
found that the party subject to the downstream c.ertificationit self

lizj

d been found in violation of

section 337. As stated sums, one of the factors listed in &PBQMS1.0be considered in
determining the scope of an exclusion order with respcct to downstream riroducts is the identity
of the manufacturer of the downstream products (ig,
are tho down stream products manufactured
by the party found to have committed the unfair act). Howe'ler, 1in:ike the situation in Hvundai,
the certification procedure proposed in this investigation world a:% ct third parties, k,
parties
that have not been found in violation of section .137
Based on the foregoing the administrative law judge does nclt recommend a downstream
certification procedure.
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C.

Cease and Desist Orders
Complainants argued that because NEOCO ha%hitd at least 100,000 magnets in inventory,

a cease and desist order should issue against it. (CPost at 137-138. citing its proposed finding
841). Complainants also argued that, because A. R.E.and Multi- rrend have either failed to

respond to the complaint (or amended complaint), 01 have failed to prcvide adequate responses
to complainants' discovery requests, adverse inferences. conceli ni ng then inventory of
infringing magnets, should be drawn against A .R.E. a d Multi 1rend, pursuant to
Commission rule 210.16; that because Harvartl did not Danicipatj: at the hearing, adverse
inferences concerning its inventory of infringing rnagners diouid be drawn against Harvard
pursuant to Commission rule 210.17; and that in view cf spid ab-erse inferences, cease and
desist orders should be issued against Harvard. A.R.E. and Multi-Trend. (CPost at 137, 138).
The staff argued that it is unaware of evidencc indicating hat respondents have
commercially significant inventory of accused magnets and theidore is unable to support a
cease and desist order against any of the respordents (TPcst a. :9).
NEOCO argued that it does not maintain any imentxy d prdnct within the United
States (NpostR at 22); and that the evidence ciled by cosnpiainarlts contains no representations
regarding NEOCO's inventory, but rather is a deposition d ' a rcpreseluative of H.T.I.E. not
NEOCO. (ROCFF 841).

As to any cease and desist orders, 19 U.S C. Q 133:'(f) permits the Commission to
issue, in lieu of or in addition to an exclusion order, a was: and tiesist order directing persons
found to have violated Section 1337 "to cease ; i d desist frcgm enlraging in the unfair methods
or acts involved ...." The Commission has ruled that "Jn g:neral, cease and desist orders are
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warranted with respect to domestic respondent:; that inainta !n conunercrally significant U.S.
inventories of the infringing product, " and domestic respondents who hive been defaulted
under Commission rule 210.6 are presumed to m,aintarn signifit ant invcntories of infringing
products in the United States and are likewise :;ubjecj co cewe and deskit orders. Certain
Agricultural Tractors, Inv. No. 337-TA-380, 44 U.S.P.Q.2d 1335, 1404, n. 124 (Fed. Cir.
1997) (Tractors).
With respect to NEOCO, proposed findi ig 84 I relied on by complainants cites the
deposition testimony of Tao (CX-148) and his tc:strmo::iy concerns .I.R.E invoices. While

NEOCO sells its magnets to A.R.E. (FF 395), the administralive Iinv judge finds that testimony
concerning A.R.E.'sinvoices is insufficient to establish that 'EIEOCO has 1 substantial inventory

of infringing magnets. Thus, the testimony reflects that A R.3;. h;l_dinvenwry of infringing
magnets. Hence, said testimony is insufficient tcl establish thE t NIXKO it self currentlv has a
substantial inventory of infringing magnets. Moreover Y'Z8rzO Iiw actn ely participated in the
hearing and has not been found in default. Also. WEOCQ stfcnucwly opposed a cease and desist
order in its posthearing submissions. The adminrstr-ativelaw judge can find no evidence in the
record to support a finding that NEOCO maintains a significant L.5. inveiltory of infringing
magnets.

A.R.E. has been found in default pursumi to C'ommissicm Rulc 210.16. While Chiang
of Multi-Trend in a declaration (See Order No. 60) declarer1 that rhe amount of product in
question involving Multi-Trend is approximately $900 00, Pvlulrit I'rend has been held in
default pursuant to Commission rule 210.16. In contrast ta NEOCO, Multi-Trend did not
participate in the hearing and the administrative law -iudp,e can find no evidence corroborating
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Chiang's declaration that it only dealt with $900.00 wvrsh rif accused magnets. While Harvard
has not been held in default pursuant to Commission mlr: 2 10.16. Haw-trd did not participate
at the hearing nor did it file any posthearing subniissiom denying the existence of inventory.

See Procedural History suura. Thus, the admiilistrative law judgc is dnwing adverse
inferences against Harvard pursuant to Commi:;sir>nrule 21 1.17.
Based on the foregoing and in view of the Corrlmisslonopinion sn Tractors supra, the
administrative law judge recommends cease and desist oadm agarnst each of Harvard, A.R.E.
and Multi-Trend.

XIII. Bonding
Complainants have requested a bond of 100% during the presidential review period. In
support of a bond of 100% complainants argued that because m a t magnets are "made to
order" it is difficult to establish a set price differential b:tween miported magnets and magnets
manufactured in the United States; that when tlie CornanissEm dws not have adequate evidence

on which to establish a bond rate the bond rate is often set at 100*%,
citing Certain
Neodymium-Iron-Boron Magnets. Magnet &lJcys&~r

s&

C'ontainine The Same, Inv.

No. 337-TA-372, Comm'n Op. at 15 (Magnets): and that in view of the uncertainty
surrounding the precise price differential between imponed and domestic magnets, a bond of
100% is appropriate. (CPost at 138-139).
The staff argued that a bond of 100%was set in ihlwnets in order to protect the
complainant from any injury during the presidential revicw period ; that rhe circumstances that
led to the imposition of a 100% bond in the earlier investigztion "still exist;" and that,
therefore, a bond of 100% should be imposed in this investigation. (SPost at 80).
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NEOCO did not address the issue of bond in its noFheaabig submissions.
Section 1337(j) provides for the entry of infririgixlg xticles upoir the payment of a bond
during the sixty (60)-day Presidential review pzriod. The hond i: to be set to a level sufficient
to "protect complainant from any injury'' durkg the Presickntinl review period. 19 U.S.C.

0

1337Q). In Certain Compact Multipurpose T ~ o lInv.
~ , Na 337- I'A-416, Unreviewed Final
Initial and Recommended Determinations at 24 iMaq 27, N99) Irools'i, the Commission held
that a bond of 100% is appropriate where a cakulation of die levd of bond cannot be made
based on price differential because of the abserice of evidence pertaining to the sales prices of
the accused products. See also Magnets at 15.
The administrative law judge finds the widence in the reixrd inadequate to establish a
bond rate. Thus, the administrative law judge rer:ommcn& a baid of 100%. See Tools and
Magnets

ADDITIONAL FINDINGS
I.

Parties Including Former Respondenls
1.

Complainant Magnequench is a m-poi-alhn incoq )rated under the laws of

Delaware. It has a principal place of business of 6435 Scatterfsdd Road. Anderson, Indiana
46013. Since 1995 it has manufactured, and continue:; to nianulkcture rare-earth magnets and
magnetic materials at its facilities in Anderson, 1 ndiana. These aragnetq and magnetic
materials include Magnequench's products "M+?P, "MQ1, "MQ2, " and "MQ3" which all
I'

'I

contain neodymium, iron and boron. (Cox, CY-1'15 at 1, 2: CX-46; Order No. 390; CX-15,
par. 11).

2.

Complainant SSMC is a corporation found aqd emsting under the laws of Japan.

Its principal place of business at 4-7-19 Kitashma, Clwa-Ijlu, Osdka S41, Japan. SSMC has
engaged in licensing activities of rare earth magnets .and mignetic material covered by the
SSMC patents in issue. For example it has licmsed in the Unhat State s Hitachi Magnetics
Corporation to produce rare earth magnets. (CX-12-14 CY-15 par. 14; Order No. 39).
3.

Respondent NEOCO is a business entity in I'ennsy hama having a business

address at 777 Linden Street, Sharon, Pennsyl miia 16146, andkir 3123 Walton Blvd. , Suite
197, Rochester Hills, Michigan, 48309. (Ordcr No. 21 at 1).
4.

Respondent High End is a Taiwancse ampany hairinga msiness address at No.

14 Industrial 4" Road, Hsinchu Industrial Park , JIsirichu Hsein. Taiwan, Republic of China.
(CX-15 at 9, par. 22).
5.

Respondent Harvard is a Califoi-nia carp brat ion, hLivinga business address at

470 Nibus Street, Brea, California 92621. (CX- 15 at 9, pr r. 2 11, Hruvard was one of the
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original respondents named in the complaint (&I.
)
6.

Respondent Multi-Trend is a Ca iforni.i ctqxnratirur, hav,:ng a business address

at 43288 Christy Street, Fremont, California 94538. (CX-9 5 ai E , par. 19).
7.

Respondent A.R.E. is a bushes5 entity in

Perms! h ania having a business

address at 777 Linden Street and/or 782 Pearl Street. Sharon, Prslnsylvdnia 16146. (Order
No. 21, at 1).
8.

Respondent Jing Ma, which maj also 7,)cknown as Beijinr; Jing Ma Technology

Co., Beijing Jinci Magnetism Technology Co., Bcijiiig Magnet 'I*:chno!ogy Co., or Jing Ma

RE Material Factory, is a Chinese company having a buslIlr:ss address iil: West Building No. 8

(P.O. Box 718), Chaoyang (or Zhaoyang) District, Beijing 100016, China. (Order No. 21 at
2; Order No. 38 at 11 n. 29).

9.

Respondent Xin Huan is a Chim se coinpimy hav,nq a bu5iness address at No. 8

South 3rdStreet, Zhong Guan Cun Road, Beijirig, China. r<OrcmNo. 2 1 at 2).
10.

Former respondent Houghes is a New k'ork i:orpmation. having a business

address at 40 Hicks Lane, Great Neck, New Y Irk. 11023. 4 CX-15 at 7 . par. 17). Houghes
imported rare-earth Nd-Fe-B magnets and magnef ic matcrirls irrtxi the ITnited States from
respondent Xin Huan and sells these magnets and magnetic matmals to customers in the
United States, including former respondent IML (Order No. 38 at 5-6: CX-15 at 7, par. 17).
11.

Former respondent IMI is an Indiana corpoation. having a principal address at

3103 Cascade Drive, Valparaiso, Indiana 46383. (CX-15 at 7. piir. 18). IMI purchased
rare-earth Nd-Fe-B magnets from former respcndent fkughes, w nich €?ougheshad imported
from respondent Xin Huan in China. IMI subsequently SOHsuch magr;i:ts to various entities
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within the United States. (Order No. 38 at 6-‘7; CX 35 at 7, par 18).
12.

Former respondent AUG has a business address at 20807 Tall Forest Drive,

Germantown, Maryland 20876. (CX-15 at 8, par. 20).

13.

Former respondent CYNNY is a New Jersey corpuration having a business

address at 5 Highview Court, Montville, New Jersey 07045. (C‘X-15 ‘it 10, par. 24).
14.

Former respondent H.T.I.E. is it company hivinrr ibusiness address at 782

Pearl Street, Sharon, Pennsylvania 16146. (CX-15 at 9, par.

). €I T.I.E. has imported

rare-earth Nd-Fe-B magnets or magnetic materials into the Unitarl States and sold such
magnets or magnetic materials in the United States after innortatlion. (Order No. 38 at 7). In
particular, H.T.I.E. has purchased and imported into thc United States rare-earth Nd-Fe-B
magnets from respondent Jing Ma through foreign trading companies. (Order No. 38 at 11).
11.

Experts
15.

Complainants’ witness Sivaramari Gumswnm3 was<i cceptcd as an expert in the

field of material science, metallurgy and metallurgical engmeering (CX-76, Qs. 1-33; CX-57;
Guruswamy, Tr. at 246,250).
16.

NEOCO’s witness Melvin A. Bt9hlrnaim was qualfrled as an expert in the area

of magnets and the science underlying magnets and magnetc rndxials. (Tr. at 1292, 1293).

17.

Complainants’ witness Portus M. Wheeler was qualified as an expert in the

permanent magnet industry. (Tr. at 922 to 924).
18.

Complainants’ witness William J. Jam::; was accepted as an expert in the area

of chemistry, metallurgy, metallurgical compodons indud ing magnetics and magnetic
compositions and particularly neodymium-iron boron ty-ne of r n q netic L ompositions, and the
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various properties of such compositions and tht-.vxious processzs that are used to prepare such
compositions. (Tr. at 1857).
111.

Magnequench '395 Patent
19.

The '395 patent titled "High Cot:rcivit-v Rare Eartb-Iron ldagnets" and which

issued on Jan. 29. 1985 is based on Ser. No. 2 74,070 filed Juw 3 6, 198'1 and has the named
inventor John J. Croat. The '395 patent on its face is assigned -0 Gencal Motors Corp. (CX3). The '395 patent was subsequently assigned to Magncquench, (CX- 10).
20.

The '395 patent relates to substarit.ially morphous rare earth-iran (Re-Fe) alloys

with high room temperature magnetic coercivitces anti to a reliadc method of forming such
magnetic alloys from molten precursors. (CX-3, col 1 lints 5-9.
21.

The '395 patent, under the subheading 13ACKGROUND. discloses that

intermetallic compounds of certain rare earth aiid transition metd3 (RETM) can be made into
magnetically aligned permanent magnets with c oercivi&:s of several thc usand Oersteds; that
the compounds are ground into sub-crystal sized particles crnnrriei isuratc: with single magnetic
domain size, and are then aligned in a magnetic field and that thc particle alignment and
consequently the magnetic alignment is fixed into intrxmeta Jic compounds by sintering or by
dispersing the particles in a resinous binder or ow mciting metal such a!; lead (often referred
to as the powder metallurgy process of making rare earth-tr msir ion metal magnets) which
intermetallic compounds develop high intrinsic magnixticcwrcivit ies at room temperature.
(CX-3 , lines 11-24).
22.

The '395 patent, under the subheading IIACKGROUND. also discloses that the

most common intermetallic compounds processable into magnet ~y the powder metallurgy
173

method contain substantial amounts of the elements smarirJmend cobalt, e.g., SmCo,,
Sm,Co,, which metals are relatively expensive due to

~ S C U C I ~in
Y 1 he

world market and

therefore are undesirable components for mass produceu magnets that while lower atomic
weight rare earth elements such as cerium, pra xodytnium m d neodymium are more abundant
and less expensive than samarium and similarly. .Iron Is preferred over cobalt, it is well known
that the light rare earth elements and iron do not form inter netall LCphases when
homogeneously melted together and allowed tc cryst;allixe as the! cool: and that attempts to
magnetically harden such rare earth-iron alloys by powder rnet(a13.irgypocessing have not been
successful. (CX-3, lines 25-40).
23.

Objects of the invention of the ‘ 3 % patent iacluciie providing magnetically hard

“RE-TM” (rare earth and transition metals) alloys pas-ticuli-vly I& -Fe a1loys and providing hard
magnetic alloys with room temperature coercivities of ai least several thousand Oersteds
directly from molten earth elements such as CE, Pr, Nd and the abundant transition metal Fe
by a specially adapted quenching process. ICE:-3, ccd. 1 liies 47 -64).
24.

The ‘395 patent, with respect to the kcp to p-acoaing the invention of the ‘395

patent, discloses, (CX-3, col. 5, lines 27 to 53 1:
The key to practicing my invenhoii is to qwnch ii molten
rare earth-transition metal alloy, particularly rare earth-imn
alloy, at a rate slower than the cooling I-ale needed to fcnin
amorphous, glass-like solids with soft magnetic prcyertit :; but
fast enough to avoid the formation of ii CI ystilline. soft magnetic
microstructure. High magnetic coercivity (generJ sy greater than
1,000 Oe) characterizes quenched IRE-TM cemptrsitions formed
in accordance with my method. These hard-magn tic properties
distinguish my alloys from any like composifion peviou:;ly
formed by melt-spinning, simply alloying , a”high rate sputtering
followed by low temperature anriealinjl. X-ny diffraction
173

patterns of some of the Nd-Fe arid Pr € e albys TQ contain weak
Bragg reflections corresponding to crystalline rare : a d s (Nd, Pr)
and the €U&Fe,, intermetallic pbises. Owing to thr low magnetic
ordering temperatures of these phxes (less than 300" K. I,
however, it is highly unlikely th-it they a u l d be :hi: maerxetically
hard component in these melt spun allvys. The cwrcive force is
believed due to an underlying amorphrus or very hnely
crystalline alloy. The preferred Snb,,Fe,,, afid Tn' , lFe, dloys
also contain weak Bragg reflections whioh ceuld kit. indexed to
the REFe, intermetallic phases. These phasas do have relatively
high magnetic ordering temperatures (appror imawi y 700 K.)
and could account for the coercivity in fhcse allovis.
It also discloses (CX-3, col. 2, lines 51-61):
Critical to the invention is controlling the quench rate of the
molten RE-Fe alloys. Enough atomic orderbig s k u l d txcur
upon solidification to achieve hi;;h mafinetic :oer~vity.
However, a magnetically soft cr ystallii it: microstructure mould be
avoided. While spin melting is .i suitable mtthod. of quenching
molten RE-TM to achieve hard magnetic maerials. any (other
equivalent quenching means such as, e.g. ., spraying the molten
metal onto a cooled substrate would fall within the scope of my
invention.
25.

The '395 patent contains five exmplei; each of which relate to neodymium or

praseodymium. Example I references FIGS. 1 and 2. With rebpcct to those figures, the '395
patent discloses (CX-3, col. 3, lines 6-11):
FIG. 1 is aschematic view of a spin melting apparams suitable for
use in the practice of the inventim and
FIG. 2 is a plot of substrate surface velocity v e r m intrinsic
coercivity for N4., Fee., at 295" K. The par=ntbe&calnumbers
adjacent the data points are measured ribbon thicknesses
Example I1 references FIG. 3 which is a plot of substrate surfaie velocuy versus intrinsic
coercivity for three different spun melt neodymium-iron alloys. I CX-3. col. 3, lines 12-15,
col. 6, lines 22-40). Example I11 references FIG 4 which
I75

IS a

plot of chill substrate surface

velocity versus intrinsic magnetic coercivity for spun mclt W&,

Ii

E

at ejection orifice

diameters of 1200, 500 and 250 microns. (CX-3. col. 3, lines 12-18, ("01. 6, lines 40-62).
Example IV references FIG. 5 which is a hystersns CUI'V~:fcr Nib +Fee 6 taken at 295" C for
four different chill substrate speeds. (CX-3, Cd. 3, lines 19-29, zol. 6. lines 65-68, col. 7,
lines 1-10). Example V references FIG. 6 which is n plot r)f sub:&tratc:
iurface velocity versus
intrinsic coercivity for 5 different alloys of spun inell pr ase~dyimum-ironalloys. (CX-3, col.
3, lines 21-24, col. 7, lines 11-22).
26.

In issue are independent claims 13, 14, 15, I 6, 1 7 and 18. Claim 13 of the

'395 patent reads:

A permanent magnet alloy having an inherent ina ri nsic niagnetic
coercivity of at least 5000 Oersteds at room--zemperature
comprising iron and one or more rare earth clernatts taken from
the group consisting of neodymium and praseodymium
(CX-3, '395 patent, col. 10, lines 1-5).
27.

Claim 14 of the '395 patent reads:

A permanent magnet having an inherent intrinsic niagnetic
coercivity of at least 5000 Oersteds at room tem1,erature which
comprises one or more light rare earth o1li:nx:nts t&ken from the
group consisting of neodymium and prascodymiiim and at least
50 atomic percent iron.
(CX-3, '395 patent, col. 10, lines 6-11).
28.

Claim 15 of the '395 patent reads:

A permanent magnet having an inherent intrinsic riiagneric
coercivity of at least 5000 Oersteds at room temrxrature and a
magnetic ordering temperature above about 295' IL. whit h
comprises one or more rare earth elenients tiilken from the group
consisting of neodymium and praseodrmim , and at leaxt about
50 atomic percent iron.

(CX-3, '395 patent, col. 10, lines 12-1X).
29.

Claim 16 of the '395 patent rears:
A permanent magnet alloy havirag an inherent inlrinsic magnetic
coercivity of at least 5000 Oerstds at room lempwature and a
magnetic ordering temperature above about 295" K , cornmising
one or more rare earth element mistituents take11 from the group
consisting of neodymium, praserxlymir irn or miscbiinetals thereof
and iron or iron mixed with a sriiall amount of cobalt whcre the
iron comprises at least 50 atomic percciit of rhe all >y

(CX-3, Col. 10, lines 19-27).
30.

Claim 17 of the '395 patent reads:

A permanent magnet containing a magnetic phase nased on one
or more rare earth elements and iron, which phase has an
intrinsic magnetic coercivity of *itleast 5000 Oei sttds at room
temperature and a magnetic ordcring tempemturc i.;bove about
ng ipredorninanriy of
295" K, the rare earth constituent (:on$#isti
neodymium and/or praseodymium
(CX-3, col. 10, lines 28-34).
31.

Claim 18 of the '395 patent reads:

A permanent magnet based on neodymium and iron, which phase
has an intrinsic magnetic coercivity of at least 5.ORlO Oeisteds at
room temperature and a magnetic ordering tempwiture above
about 295" K
(CX-3, col. 10, lines 35-38).

IV.

Magnequench '058 Patent
32.

The '058 patent titled "High Enxgy Rare Esirth-Ir m Magnet Alloys" and which

issued on July 25, 1989 is based on Ser. No. 414,936 filed Sept. 3 1982 and has the named
inventor John J. Croat. The '058 patent on its face is assigned tr General Motions Corp. (CX-

1). The ‘058 patent was subsequently assigned to M;ij:neq@encjii. (CX, LO).

33.

The ‘058 patent specifically relates to the addition of smAl amounts of boron to

melted and rapidly quenched rare-earth-iron m.igiiet ;illoys 50 in&ease their room temperature
hard magnetic properties, including coercivity, remanent nl agrwtization. and energy product.
(CX-1, col. 1, lines 9-12).
34.

The ‘058 patent, under the subhmting B,ICKGR@UND.makes reference to

Ser. No. 274,070, on which the ‘395 patent is based (CX,3). Thus thc BACKGROUND
states in part. (CX-1, col. 1, lines 15-55, 65-68, col. 2 lina 1 1 1):

U.S. Ser. No. 274,070, entitled high Coercivity Ware Earth-Iron
Magnets and assigned to the assignee ht:rcof* disci8Ises ntwel hard
magnet compositions and the mctfiod ofmalting them. More
specifically, it relates to alloying niixtiires of o w or morc
transition metals and one or mare rare earth elearmts. The alloys
are thereafter quenched from a molten state at a rare such that
they solidify with substantially amorphous exmmely fine
grained crystalline microstructures (as ckterEiine3 by ordinary Xray diffraction techniques) and have room tainperamre intrinsic
magnetic coercivities after magrietmzation of:at l e a t about 1.000
Oersteds. The preferred transition meml for the magnet alloys is
iron, and the preferred rare earth elements me praseodymium and
neodymium. These constituents are prefcrrcd beaituse OK their
relative abundance in nature, low cost, as wA1 a; inherently
higher magnetic moments.
Because the usefulness of a harc’ magnet I S a d k c r funciion of its
strength, I have looked for a means of inxentsing the intrinsic
coercivity and energy product of these md sther Substantially
amorphous rare earth-transition mctal (W-TM) k r d magnet
compositions. I have also looked for ;I way to initsease rhe
relative iron content of amorphcius rare-e;irtt.l-iron(RE-I e)
magnet alloys without sacrificing intrinsic crlerciuity. Higher
iron concentration is desirable becausc of reduced alloy cost and
improved magnetic energy product. I have zilso srtught A way of
increasing the temperature at wluch such magnet compositions
retain their hard magnet properties.

Accordingly, it is an object of the inventionxo provide
substantially amorphous or extremely fine gr aineii rare earthtransition metal hard magnet c o ~ q m iion's
t with improved
intrinsic magnetic coercivities and energy pmducts even at
elevated temperatures. A more particular object is to adtl a small
amount of the element boron to known, substantMlly am~vphous,
magnetically hard rare earth-trax sition metaf: corrrpf)sitiom to
improve their intrinsic coercivities, encigy produet s and increase
their Curie temperatures.

* * -c
Yet another object of the invention is TO pro-ride a means of
increasing the relative iron contmt of ran: earth-iron allcv
compositions without untoward loss of xntriasic c:@:rcivirv. More
particularly, it is an object to add an amount of tw-on to a
magnetically hard, amorphous alloy of low atomic weight rare
earth elements and iron sufficient to hipxove ancf stabilize its
inherent intrinsic magnetic coercivity and energy p roducr .
Another particular object is to increase the msiduab maginetism of
such high coercivity alloys by increasing th

35.

The '058 patent, under the subhaading BRIEF SlilMMM!Y, discloses that in

accordance with a preferred practice of the invention, an alloy mth hard magnetic properties is
formed having the basic formula RE

(TM

By)x; that m tbis formula, RE represents one

or more rare earth elements taken from the grcPupof elernaits iiuiudinp. scandium and yttrium
in group IIIA of the periodic table and the elements from if'omc numbcr 57 (lanthanum)
through 71 (lutetium); that the preferred rare earth element 3 arc the lower atomic weight
members of the lanthanide series, particularly neodymium and praseod-vmium; that TM is used
to symbolize a transition metal taken from the group consisting af iron, nickel and cobalt, iron
being preferred for its relatively high magnetic rema rmce and isw COST; that B represents the
element boron; that X is the combined atomic fraction of transitim metal and boron present in
a said composition and generally 0.5s x ~ 0 . 9that
; Y is the atomic frattion of boron present in

the composition based on the amount of boron and transition XIlc:t;ll prescnt, that the preferred
range for y is 0.01s y 50.20; that the incorporation nt' onl) a small amount of boron in the
compositions was found to substantially increa:;e the

1

:

rcivity oi RE-Ee alloys at temperatures
~

up to 200" C. or greater, particularly those alloys having high inm conl.entrations; that in fact,
the alloy Nd o,(Fe

0,95B0.05)0.8

exhibited an intrinsic magnetic rami temperature coercivity

exceeding about 20 kilooersteds, substantially compitrable -LOthe hard magnetic characteristics
of much more expensive SmCo, magnets; and That thc boran addition ai50 substantially
improved the energy product of the alloy and increased Its Curie temperature. (CX-1, lines
11-41).
36.

The '058 patent, under the subheading BRIEF SUMMARY makes another

reference to Ser. No. 274,070, on which the '39s is based. T h u it stales (CX-1, col. 2, lines
42-62):
The subject permanent magnet alloys were made by mixing
suitable weight portions of elemental forms of the rare earths,
transition metals and boron together. Thcse mixtures were arc
melted to form alloy ingots. The alloy was n turn remelted in a
quartz crucible and extruded through ii smaB noiez:e onto a
rotating chill surface. This produced thin ribborxs of alloy. The
process is generally referred to in [he art as 'meiit spinning" and
is fully described in U.S. Ser. PJo. 274,070 [the '595 patent].
The rotational velocity of the qiiench whcel was adjusted so that
the alloy cooled at a rate at which an alloy with a {ubstantially
amorphous to an extremely fine graincd miC rostmcture formed.
The alloys claimed herein all exhibited high intrimic magnetic
coercivities. Moreover, the addit ion of borm in suitable amounts
was found to increase the intrinsic cwrciviQ , mLignetic
remanence and energy product of all melt-spun magnetically hard
RE-iron alloys examined. Mortmer. the Curie temperature was
substantially elevated.
37.

The '058 patent, under the subbleading DET4ILEI) DI3SCRIPTION and the

further sub-heading "Melt Spinning," discloses (CXI col. 5, lines 17-31):
While melt spinning is a preferred methoci d'maldslg the subject
boron enhanced RE-TM magnet materials, ailher GI jmpar.ible
methods may be employed. The critical element o f the 1 iielt
spinning process is the controlled quenching of tlrc molten alloy
to produce a substantially amorphous to extn:mely finely
crystalline microstructure. The terms mbstintkilP1i~ amsiphous"
and "finely crystalline" herein rt:fec to solids having x-rav
diffraction patterns which do noT indicale the presence ot fully
crystalline phases. X-ray patterns of the sulqect RE-TM-B alloys
have ranged from substantially flat to those exhibiting definite
peaks of low intensity which would not be indicative of the
presence of a uniform, totally crysralline ;illoy. .biy other
process accomplishing a like coritrolled cooling of the alloys from
their melts could be used.
I'

38.

The '058 patent contains twenty m e (21) empitas., and rwenty-one (21)

Figures, each of which relates to neodymium or prasecmymium, iron boron containing alloys
(CX-1). Example 19 and Figure 19 shows typical denlagnetizal-L-ncurves for various
permanent magnet materials with values for their maximum eneqy products. While SmCo,
showed better room temperature magnetic properries than the ":;d'Jject I ieodymium-iron-boron
composition", bonded SmCo, powder magnets were substantially weaker. (CX-1, col. 10).
39.

In issue are independent claim 1, 4 , 5 , 8 , 9 alnd : 1. Each of claims 1, 4 and 8

require the presence of neodymium, praseodymium or mixtures thereof. iron and boron. (CX1, col. 11, 12, 13).

40.

Each of claims 5, 9 and 11 require the prcsence of neodymium or

praseodymium, iron and boron. (CX-1, col. 11., 12, 13 I .
41.

Claim 1 of the '058 patent reads as follovzs:

A magnetically hard alloy composition comprised c)f at least
about 10 to about 40 atomic percent ncodymum, praseodymium
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or mixtures thereof; at least aboIt 50 to about 90 atomic percent
iron and from about 0.5 to 10 afoniic xrcen. boron.
(CX-1, col. 11, lines 49-53).
42.

Claim 4 of the ‘058 patent reads as foilows:

A magnetically hard alloy compositiora camprising one QT more
rare earth elements including at least about 10 to mout 40 atomic
percent of one or more rare earth elemems taken fj-om the group
consisting of neodymium, praseodymium or mixwres k r e o f ; at
least about 50 to about 90 atomic percent iron, a m at least about
0.5 atomic percent boron, said ntomic percent beimg bascd on the
total alloy composition and said alloy having an irj’rinsic
magnetic coercivity of at least ahmt 5,000 Olerstecs at room
temperature.
(CX-1, col. 12, lines 8-17).
43.

Claim 5 of the ‘058 patent reads as follows:

A magnetically hard alloy cornpasition having a ccbercivity of at
least about 1,000 Oersteds at room temperature and consisting
essentially of one or more earth (sic] elemems induding at least
about 10 to about 40 atomic percent nc:odyrncum and/or
praseodymium based on the total compositia~i;a%lcast about 0.5
atomic percent boron; up to aboat 90 atomic percent of one or
more transition metal elements taken from tbe grmp consisting of
iron, nickel, and cobalt where said iron cornirises at least about
50 atomic percent of the total alloy composition: the presence of
the boron in the alloy increasing its Curie tetnperaiure with
respect to a like alloy containing substaritralIy no boron.
(CX-1, col. 12, lines 18-30).
44. Claim 8 of the ‘058 patent reads at f‘dlo’kw

A hard magnet consisting essentially of an alloy having the
constituent formula

where RE is one or more rare em11 elernmts takca from &e
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group consisting of praseodymiimi, neodymium mixtures
thereof; Fe is iron; and B is the element honm; wherein said
formula x is the combined atomic fraction of said iron and boron
present in said alloy where x is about 5 to about 0.9 arid x
times (1-y) is greater than or equal to 0.5; arld y & the atomic
fraction boron based on the amount of iron and boron prcsent in
said alloy where y is about 0.01 to about 0.1 .
IX

(CX-1, col. 12, line 60 - col. 13, line :,),

45.

Claim 9 of the '058 patent rea& as fohws:
A magnetically hard alloy composition having a coercivity of at
least about 1,000 Oersteds at room terriperatmire mil comprising
from about 10 to about 40 atomic percent of one or more rare
earth elements taken from the group consisti ig of nrasecaiymium,
neodymium, samarium, terbium, dyspvsium, hob nium, erbium,
thulium, ytterbium, and misch merals thereal wherein the
neodymium and/or praseodymium cornpi ise at lead about 10
atomic percent of the total composition, one or nmre transition
metal elements including at least about 90 to 90 &+)micpercent
iron based on the total composition; ami nt kast about 0 5 atomic
percent boron based on the total composiiior .

(CX-1, col. 13, lines 6-18).

46.

Claim 11 of the '058 patent reads as fdluws:

A magnetically hard alloy composition comprised of one or more
rare earth elements including at least about I O to about 40 atomic
percent based on the alloy composition of neodymum and/or
praseodymium; one or more traui tion metal elerniints including
at least about 50 to about 90 atomic pcrctmt iron based clii the
alloy composition, and greater than atlour 0.5 atotnic percent of
the alloy composition boron, sald alloy having a magnetic
coercivity of at least about 5,000 Oersteds and a rtbmanance of at
least about 4,000Gauss at room temp?raure.
(CX-1, col. 14, lines 11-21).

V.

Magnequench '931 Patent

47.

The '931 patent titled "High Encrgy Yrociud Rare Earth-Iron Magnet Alloys"

and which issued on Feb. 7, 1989 is based on Ser. No. 544,728 filed Oct. 26, 1983 and has
the named inventor John J. Croat. The ‘931 piltent on its fiice 1s issigncd to General Motors
C o p (CX-2). The ‘931 patent was subsequently assigned to Mapnequcnch. ICX-10).
48.

A basis of the ‘931 patent is the ‘058 patent. Thm the ‘031 patent discloses that

Ser. No. 544, 728, in which the ‘931 patent is based. is a contimation-in-part of U.S. Ser.

No. 508,266 filed on June 24, 1983, which Sep. No. 508,266 is ;z continuation-in-part of U.S.
Ser. No. 414,936 filed on Sept. 3, 1982 and which Ser. Ncl. 414 936 is the basis of the ‘058
patent. (CX-2, col. 1, lines 5-8; CX-1).
49.

A comparison of the ‘931 patent and the 053 pate it shows that, while the ‘058

patent contains 21 examples and 21 figures, tht: ‘931 py,ent cor& ins 33 examples and 52
figures and also that the first 21 examples of each paken1 an: not identical. (CX-1, CX-2).
Each of the examples of the ‘931 patent relate to neodyrniu n 01- praseodymium, iron and
boron compositions. (CX-2).

50.

The invention of the ‘931 patent relates to pt rmancant magnet alloys of rare earth

elements, transition metal elements and boron. (CX 2 , sol 1. Iiues 9- 10).
51.

Under the subheading BACKGF.C)UND, the ‘93 b natent makes reference to the

col. 1, lines .4-31).
‘395 patent. Thus the ‘931 patent discloses (CX-2,
U.S. Pat. No. 4,496,395 [in iswe], entitled ’High Coercivity
Rare Earth-Iron Magnets”, assigned to the ih‘sigxier: hereof,
discloses novel magnetically hard congositiclns m l the method of
making them. More specifically, st reliitcs tr) allq ing mixtures
of one or more transition metals and one or morc lare-earth
elements. The alloys are quenched from a ntolten state at a
carefully controlled rate such thd they :jdidi€y wkb extremely
fine grained crystalline microstructures as determinable by X-ray
diffraction of powdered samples. The ;il?oy~
have room
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temperature intrinsic magnetic coercivities after I.;aturatiwi
magnetization of at least about 3,000Oerstais. rlie preterred
transition metal for the magnet alloys is iron, and he prsferred
rare earth elements are praseodj mium and m:odyxriium Among
the reasons why these constitueiits are preferred a:their relative
abundance in nature, low cost a d inhu-eritlj high r mapietic
moments.
52.

The '931 patent discloses the followine: obja:ts of the invention disclosed in said

patent (CX-2, col. 1, lines 32-68, col. 2, lines 1-7):
I have now discovered a new fajnily of magnets that have
markedly improved properties compared with mv earlier
discovery. It is an object of the subject invention o provide
novel magnetically hard compositions based on rare earth
elements and iron with extremeJy fine grtaintd cry:dal structures
having very high magnetic remnence and energy moducts and
Curie temperatures well above room temneniture. Another object
is to create a stable, finely crystalline, maglll:ticaU y hard, rare
earth element and iron containirg phase in rslelted and rapidly
quenched alloys so that strong permanent m gners can be reliably
and economically produced.
A more specific object is to make magriclicatly hard alloivs by
melting and rapidly quenching raixturcs csf one or more rare earth
elements, one or more transition metal elemnts and the element
boron. Such alloys exhibit higher intrinsic coerch ities and
energy products than boron-free alloy:;. 2 more snecific object is
to make such high strength magnet alloys frclm iron, boron and
lower atomic weight rare earth t:lemerrts, p a ticu la *ly nejadymium
and praseodymium. Another ohject is to make tllcse maqnetically
hard alloys by melt spinning or a comp,mbk: rapki solidification
process.
Yet another object of the invention is to protide a novel. stable,
rare earth-iron-boron, intermetallic, very finzly crwalline,
magnetic phase. A more particular object is to control the
formation of such phase so that the crystalline size appears to be
commensurate with optimum single magnetic domiin sizc either
by a direct quench or overquench and subseriuent heat treatment.
Another particular object is to either directly or indirectly create
such optimum domain size cryslallites in a melt spin or otherwise
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rapidly quenched RE-Fe-B alloy, particular13 a neodymium or
praseodymium-iron boron alloy.
It is a further object to provide a mitalrle arnlmnt cf boron in a
mixture of low atomic weight rare eanb elenients End iron to
promote the formation of a stable. very finely cmgtalline,
intermetallic phase having high magnetic reaianenc e and energy
comtituent
product. Another particular objcct is TO protide
metallic elements in suitable proportions LO F~rmtfcese ntw
intermetallic phases and then process the allcys to Jptimzze the
resultant hard magnetic propertics.
53.

In issue are independent claims I , 2, 3, 10, 14, 16, 18, 19 and 20 and

dependent claims 4, 5, 6 and 15. Claim 1 of the ‘931 patent r e m as fdlows:
A permanent magnet in which the pretlorsiinmt Fhxe is
(RE,_,RE’~,(Fe,,TM,),,B, where RE is ncodymiuirri and)or
praseodymium and comprises at least ahcut f i atos ic percent of
the magnet; RE’ is one or more rare-eartn elzments taken from
the group consisting of yttrium, lanthiinurn, cerium, samarium,
europium, gadolinium, terbium, dysprosium, hoimium, erbium,
thulium, ytterbium and lutetium and where 8 is f ~ 0mto about
0.4 and RE and RE’ together comprisc up to abom 40 atomic
percent of the magnet; TM is one or more transitkin metal
elements taken from the group consisting of cobalt, nickel,
manganese, chromium and copFer whcre b i; frcm 0 to ibout 0.4
and Fe comprises at least about 40 atmiin; ptrcent, and lie and
TM, together comprise up to about 90 atcmk percent oi the
magnet; and B comprises at lea: t from about 0.5 to abotd. 10
atomic percent of the magnet, the magne- having iiitrinsic
magnetic coercivity of at least 1.OOO Ocr ded s.
(CX-2, col. 25, lines 51-68).
54.

Claim 2 of the ‘931 patent read?;as folllaws:
A permanent magnet having an energy procbict at Inagnetic
saturation of at least about 5 megaGaussC)ex%tedsromprrsing at
least about 10 to about 40 atomic perceni of one ON-mow rare
earth elements at least about 6 percent of the mawet consisting of
neodymium and/or praseodymiwn; at lea5t aboui (1.5 to about 10

atomic percent boron; and at least about 50 to 90 atomic percent
total transition metal elements kken from th:group contisting of
iron and mixtures of iron and cobalt where bie ar&)unt cf said
cobalt in said mixture is less than about 40 percent of thr: iron
and wherein the predominant phlasc: is lW2TM14E1.
(CX-2, col. 26, lines 1-12).
55.

Claim 3 of the ‘931 patent readr, ;is follows:

A magnetically hard alloy composition comprising at least about
10 to about 40 atomic percent of one or niore ram earth elements
and wherein at least about 60 atomic perceni of thv total said rare
earth elements is taken from the group wnsi;ting of
praseodymium and neodymium; at least abcnit 0.9to about 10
atomic percent boron; and up to aboul !IO tdal atomic pcrcent of
one or more transition metal elements including iron in a n
amount of at least about 40 atomic percent o€ the alloy arid
wherein the predominant phase is wTM14B1.
(CX-2, col. 26, lines 13-23).
56.

Claim 4 of the ‘931 patent read:; as follaws:
The composition of claim 3 cha+:acterizedby the irrclusita of a
heavy rare earth element to incrzase magnetic coacivity

(CX-2, col. 26, lines 24-26).
57.

Claim 5 of the ‘931 patent reads as foilows:
The composition of claim 3 characterized by an intrinsic
magnetic coercivity of at least about 5 kiloQerstcd; and in energy
product at magnetic saturation ef at least abcat 10
megaGaussOersteds.

(CX-2, col. 26, lines 27-30).
58.

Claim 6 of the ‘931 patent read:; as follows:
The composition of claim 3 characterized by a ma.:netie
remanance at saturation of at least about 7 kTloGabss.

(CX-2, col. 26, lines 31-33).
59.

Claim 10 of the ‘931 patent reads as follows

A permanent magnet having a ctxt-civity of id leaw about 1,000
Oersteds at room temperature and which coniprkw+about 1040
atomic percent of one or more rare earth elanentd including at
least about 6 atomic percent neodymium andlor pr.iseOdF’mium,
at least about 0.5 to about 10 atomic percent borlx-1. from zero to
less than about 20 total atomic percent limed on tzon in rtie alloy
of one or more additive metals taken from tbe groaip consisting of
titanium, nickel, chromium, zin:oniuni arid manganese. md up to
about 90 atomic percent total of one or more transition metals
including at least about 40 atomic percent irrm ad in which
magnet the predominant magnetically hard donst ilkrent is the
tetragonal crystal phase W T M 4B,.
(CX-2, col. 26, lines 51-64).
60.

Claim 14 of the ‘931 patent reads as follows:

A RE,TM,,B, type permanent magnet allay cornmising at least
about 10 to about 40 atomic percent ncodyrnium and/or
praseodymium, at least about 50 to about 90 atotnvc percent iron,
at least about 0.5 to about 10 atomic percent borm, and up to
about 20 atomic percent of one more heavy raa earth elements
based on the neodymium and praseodymlrurn, the raagneric
coercivity of said alloy being at least ahont ,Z ,(KX)’ Oersteds at
room temperature.
(CX-2, col. 27, lines 30-38).
61.

Claim 15 of the ‘931 patent reads as foI1ows:
The magnet alloy of claim 14 where the neary rarc earth element
is terbium and/or dysprosium.

(CX-2, col. 27, lines 39-40).
62.

Claim 16 of the ‘931 patent rearis as f d k J W S :

A permanent magnet composition coniprased pre& tminantly of
the tetragonal crystal phase RE,TMI4R, where R B is one or more

rare earth elements and TM is one or more transition metal
elements and where said compo:;ition rroniprises at least ,ibout 6
atomic percent Nd and/or Pr anti up to aboul 40 atomic Dercent
rare earths, at least about 0.5 to about 10 atcmic percent boron
and at least about 50 atomic percent Fe arid tip to :about 90 atomic
percent total transition metals including €;e, said CH)mposition
having an intrinsic magnetic cwravift‘ ot a t least about i ,000
Oersteds.
(CX-2, col. 27, line 41 - col. 28, line 23.
63.

Claim 18 of the ‘931 patent reads #is follows

A permanent magnet compositirtn m which the predomixiant
R E is one or more rare c.:trth
phase is ~ F e , ~ , C o , , , Bwhere
,
elements and x is from about zero to 0.4, aad where said
composition comprises at least about 6 atomic pewent Ncl and/or
Pr and from about 10-40 percent total rare airths,at least about
0.5 to about 10 atomic percent baron nrrd at leas! about 50 atomic
percent Fe and from about 50 t c c 0 percent total tt ansitim metals
including iron said composition having an intrimir magnetic
coercivity of at least about 1,0013 Oersteds.
(CX-2, col. 28, lines 15-25).
64. Claim 19 of the ‘931 patent reads

IS

fo1hw.c:

A permanent magnet alloy in which the predominant phase is
~(Fe,~,TM,),,B,where x < C.4 and wliich ph&: has J
tetragonal crystal structure where REi is one or more rare earth
elements, TM is one or more transition metti1 elements and
wherein the crystallographic c-axis is the prC:ferrd axis .-If
magnetization and has a length of abom 12.2,angsnroms and the
a-axis has a length of about 8.73 angstroms, and said alloy
comprises at least about 6 atomic percenf Nd andX4)r Pr and up to
about 40 atomic percent rare ea,l-th elements, at l a s t about 40
atomic percent Fe, and up to about 90 atomic pment total
transition metals including Fe amid at least akout Q.5to about 10
atomic percent boron.
(CX-2, col. 28, lines 26-38).
65.

Claim 20 of the ‘931 patent reads as follc IWI:

A permanent magnet alloy in which the predominant phase is
Re,Fe,,,TM,B, which has a tetr qpnal crystall strucfure where RE
is one or more rare earth elemelits, TM is one ox more transition
metal elements and wherein the crystallogratihic c- axis is the
preferred axis of magnetization, and which alloy eomprii;es at
up to about 40 atomic
least about 6 atomic percent Nd and/or PI.
percent rare earth elements, at l m t about 40 atomic periient Fe
and up to about 90 atomic percent total tramition metal dements
including Fe, and at least about 0.5 to about 10 ;ifomicpercent
boron.
(CX-2, col. 28, lines 39-49).

VI.

SSMC '368 Patent
66.

The '368 patent titled "Magnetic Materids &id Farmanent Magnets" and which

issued on Dec. 20, 1988 is based on Ser. No. 516,843, filed Jul) 25, 1983 and has the named
inventors Masato Sagawa, Satsu Fugjmura and Yutakii Malsuura The '368 patent is assigned
to Sumitomo Special Metals, Co., Ltd. (CX-5, CX- 13).
67.

The '368 patent recites several priority appilicatroils the earliest of which is

Japanese 57-145072 (8/21/82). (CX-5).

68.

The '368 patent relates to imprcdvements in the temperature dependency of the

magnetic properties of magnetic materials and permanent tiagnet s based on Fe-B-R systems
wherein R denotes rare earth elements inclusive of yttrium. (CX -5. c d . 1. lines 6-10)
69.

The '368 patent, under the subbeading BACKGUCIUNI? OF THE INVENTION

states in part (CX-5, col. lines 30-43):
Advance in electronics has caused high hteg ration and
miniaturization of electric components. However. the magnetic
circuits incorporated therein with alniro or bard ferrite increase
inevitably in weight and volume, compared with clther
components. On the contrary, the SmCb base magnets meet a
demand for miniaturization and high tbfficiehcy of electric circuits

due to their high Br and Hc. However, samxiurn is rare natural
resource, while cobalt should bt included 50-60 w: % tbcrein,
and is also distributed at limited areas so rha: its w+pply;:7
unstable.
Thus, it is desired to develop ncvel permanent magnet niaterials
free from these drawbacks.
70.

The '368 patent, under the subbeding 8.4CXGRCWND OF THE

INVENTION, makes reference to specific pricir art. 'rhus it stdtcs (CX-5, col. 1, lines 42-67,
col. 2, lines 1-12):
If it could be possible to use, as the main calnpomnt for the rare
earth elements light rare earth e lenients that occur abundantly in
ores without employing much cobalt, the rare earth magnets
could be used abundantly and with less expense in a wider range.
In an effort made to obtain such ~nmm
nt magnet materials, RFe, base compounds, wherein R is at least m e of rare earth
metals, have been investigated. A. E. Clark has discovered that
sputtered amorphous TbFe, has an enc:rgy pr odua of 29.5 MGOe
at 4.2" K., and shows a coercive rorcc EIc4.4 kKle and a
maximum energy product (BH)inax =7 MGOe at room
temperature upon heat-treatment at 300". 5W" C . Reportedly,
similar investigations on SmFe, indicated that 9.2 MGOe was
reached at 77" K. However, these materiab are ail obtamned by
sputtering in the form of thin films thsit canrot be generally used
as magnets, e.g., speakers or motors. It haf furthcr been
reported that melt-quenched rib m 1 s of PrFe base alloys show a
coercive force Hc of as high as 2.8 kOe.
In addition, Koon et a1 discovered that, with melt-quenched
amorphous ribbons of (Fe,,,,B,,
Tbo,c~,La,,o~,
Hc of 9 kOe was
reached upon annealing at 627" C . (Bw5 YG). However,
(BH)max is then low due to the unsatjsfactary lclorni squareness of
magnetization curves (N.C. Koon et al, Appl. Ph! s. Leu 39 (lo),
1981, pp. 840-842).
Moreover, L. Kabacoff et a1 reported that anong melt-auenched
ribbons of (Feo~8Bo,,)l-~rx
(x-=O-003 atomic ratio certain ones
of the Fe-Pr binary system show IIc on the Itilo ousted order at
room temperature.
+,

These melt-quenched ribbons or sputter4 thin films are not any
practical permanent magnets (bcdics) that can be wed as such. It
would be practically impossible to obtin prxtic;iI pemtnent
magnets from these ribbons or tfiinfilms.
71.

The '368 patent, under the subhlyading B,KKGROUNI) OF THE INVENTION

comments on the deficiency of the prior art as follows (CX-5, L O . 2, lines 12-26):
That is to say, no bulk permaneat magr?levbodies of any desired
shape and size are obtainable from the conventional Fe-13-R base
melt-quenched ribbons or R-Fe base sputtered thin films Due to
the unsatisfactory loop squareness (or rectqylarit y) of :he
demagnetization curves, the Fe-B-K base rib3om heretot ore
reported are not taken as the practical per maiient magnet
materials comparable with the c' mventional, ordinary miignets.
i
l
m and the melt-quenched ribbons
Since both the sputtered thin f
are magnetically isotropic by nature, it is indeed almost
impossible to obtain therefrom magnerically anistropic
(hereinbelow referred to "anisotropic"1 permanent magnets for
the practical purpose comparabk: to thh: c )nventiocal hard ferrite
or SmCo magnets.
72. The '368 patent, under the subheading SUMMARY OF TIIE DISCLOSURE, sets
forth the following specific objects of the inveiltion of the '368 ptent (CX-5, col. 2, lines 2954):

As essential object of the present invedim i; to orovide novel
magnetic materials and permanent magnets based (In the
fundamental composition of Fe-B-R having t n improved
temperature dependency of tha 1sic] magnetic properties
Another object of the present inventions is tt provide novel
practical permanent magnets ami magnetic matermis whi;h do not
share any disadvantages of the prior art nsagnetic r,iaterials
hereinabove mentioned.
A further object of the present hivention xs tr) provide novel
magnetic materials and permanent magnets having good
temperature dependency and magnetic prc )pe t'ies 81room or
elevated temperatures.
I
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A still further object of the presrmt invention is to xovide novel
magnetic materials and permanem mapieis which can be formed
into any desired shape and practical s i x .
A still further object of the presmt invention is to nrovidc novel
permanent magnets having magnets anisotropy a i d excel ling in
both magnetic properties and rnt.chanical stn ngtlti.
A still further object of the presmt invention is to nrovidc novel
magnetic materials and permanent magnets in whk h as k use can
effectively be made of rare earth eilemmt occurnnrt abundantly in
nature.
73.

The magnetic materials and pernianent rn;egnr:ts, dct:ordni; to the invention of

the '368 patent, are essentially formed of alloys commking n o \ r intermetallic compounds,
and are crystalline, said intermetallic compounds beiirg cha -ack-rizedai least by new Curie
points. (CX-5, col. 2, lines 576-61).
74.

According to the first aspect of ihe invention of tht. '368 patent (CX-5, col. 2,

lines 66-68, col. 3, lines 1-2):

... there is provided a magnetic material corfipriaibg Fe, B, R (at
least one of the rare earth elements inc Inlciling Y> arid Co and
having its major phase formed of €e-Co-B-B (or @;e,Co)-B-R)
type compound that is of the sutist.iinti;dly tetragcail systcm
crystal structure.
Therein the '368 patent describes the 2"dand l@'aspxt:~of the irvention as follows (col. 3
lines 3 to 49):
According to the second aspect of the present inwition, there is
provided a sintered magnetic material havin$ its major phase
formed of a compound consisting especiaily IDf, in atomic ratio, 8
to 30% of R (wherein R represents at Least w e of!rare earth
element including Y), 2 to 28% of B, no more d1a:i 50% of Co
(except that the amount of Co is not zero'! and the "alanc t: being
Fe and impurities.
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According to the third aspect of thc prweat i m e n ~ ~ m
there
, is
provided a sintered magnetic material having a composition
similar to that of the aforesaid sintered m ~ g ~ ~materia%,
tic
wherein the major phase is formed of ai Fe.a2o-€tR type
compound that is of the substantially tetragad sptem.
According to the fourth aspect of the present invention; there is
provided a sintered permanent magnet (an Fc-Co-D-r basc
permanent magnet) consisting ezsentially of, in atomic ratio, 8 to
30% of R (at least one of rare earth e1t:inc:nt including Y,,2 to
28% of B, no more than 50% of Co (txcept that the amount of
Co is not zero) and the balance k i n g Fe and impurities. This
magnet is anisotropic.
According to the fifth aspect of tht:prcseiit bivention, t h r e is
provided a sintered anisotropic permaiieni magnet Iiaving a
composition similar to that of the fourth pennanwi. magnet,
wherein the major phase is formed by an Fe Co- 8-R typc:
compound that is of the substan~iallyterragcilal syrtem crystal
structure.
Fe-Co-B-B base magnetic materials according to the 6thto the SLh
aspects of the present invention are obtained by aading tzi the
first-third magnetic materials thc €allowing addit tonal elements
M, provided, however, that the additiumd elemems M shall
individually be added in amounfs less that thz values as specified
addcd, the
below, and that, when two or more elemimtF M
total amount thereof shall be less that the upper h i t of the
element that is the largest, amorig the elerndits aotually *idded
(For instance, Ti, V and Nb are added, the &urnat these must be
no more that 12.5% in all): 4.5% Ti, 8.0% Ni, 5.0%BI, 9.5%
V, 12.5% Nb, 10.5% Ta, 8.5% Cr,9.5% &lo,9.5% u',8.0%
Mn, 9.5% Al, 2.5% Sb, 7.0% Ge, 3.5% S t , 5.5% Zr, and
5.5% Hf.
Fe-B-R-Co base permanent magnets accordbig to the 9th to and
10* aspects of the present invention are obtained by adding
respectively to the 4* and 5" permanem magnets tile atoresaid
additional elements M on the same conditior .
75.

The '368 patent contains Figures 1 thru 14, 15A, 15613 and 16. Each of

Figures 1 thru 14 and 16 relate to cobalt containing rnaterktls. FIG. 15 is a flow chart of the

experimental procedures of powder X-ray anallisis and ciernagwtjLation curve measurements.
(CX-5, CX-5, col. 4, lines 55-57).
76.

Each of independent claims 2, 3 15 and 3 6, and dt.penrlc*ntclaims 4, 5 , 6, 8, 9,

10, 17, 18, 19, 21, 23, 24, 29, 30, 31, 37 and 38 in issue requirts the presence of cobalt.
(CX-5, cols. 25-28).
77.

Claim 2 of the '368 patent reads as follows:

A sintered anisotropic permanent rnagnct having a maximum
energy product of at least 10 MUOe ami colssistirw essemially of,
by atomic percent, 12-20 percerit K wllieslSnR is at least one
Ce,
element selected from the group eonsi*;tirsgof Nrl, Pr, LA,
Tb, Dy, Ho, Er, Eu, Sm, Gd, I'm, Tin, Yb, Lu aid Y and
wherein at least 50% of R consists of Nd a d o r Pr.,5-18 percent
B and the balance being at least 62 percent Ee, in -which Co is
substituted for Fe in an amount grcater than zero and not
exceeding 25 percent of the magnet arid said pe
has a higher Curie temperature ihan a corresponding
ferromagnetic Fe-B-R base compound r:on~ninE1 1 0 C o
(CX-5, col. 24, lines 40-53).
78.

Claim 3 of the '368 patent read:; as follows:

A sintered anisotropic permanent magnet [si:] having a mean
crystal grain size of at least about 1 micron and xnsisting
essentially of, by atomic percent 12-20 p:rcn:nt R .wherein R is at
least one element selected from the: group cbnsisthg of Nd, Pr,
La, Ce, Tb, Dy, Ho, Er, Eu, S a , Gd, Pm, Tm, "by Lu and Y
and wherein at least 50% of R consists of Ni an&or Pr, 5-18
percent B and the balance being at leasf percent Fe, in which Co
is substituted for Fe in an amounr greatei t b m zc;r 1 and riot
exceeding 25 percent of the magnet and at kast 5 0 vol. 4% of the
entire magnet is occupied by a lerromagnetic: com3ound of an
(Fe,Co)-B-R type tetragonal crystal stn~turf:which has a higher
Curie temperature than a corresponding ferriimagnetic E e-B-R
base compound containing no Co, the m;aga:t hvlng a maximum
energy product of at least 10 MGOe.

(CX-5, col. 24, lines 53-68).
79.

Claim 4 of the ‘368 patent reads as follows:

A permanent magnet as defined in claim 3, whic’i containns no
less than 1 vol. % of nonmagnetic phascs
(CX-5, col. 25, lines 1-2).
80.

Claim 5 of the ‘368 patent reads as follixvs:

A permanent magnet as defined in claim 2 or 3 in which the
mean crystal grain size is 1 to 100 microns.
(CX-5, col. 25, lines 3-4).
81.

Claim 6 of the ‘368 patent reads as fol b>w:

A permanent magnet as defined in claim 5, in which the mean
crystal grain size is in the range of form i.5 to XI microns.
(CX-5, col. 25, lines 5-6).
82.

Claim 8 of the ‘368 patent reads as follows:

A permanent magnet as defined in claani 2 a-3, in which Sm
does not exceed 3 atomic percent in the entire mdpnet.
(CX-5, col. 25, lines 9-11).
83.

Claim 9 of the ‘368 patent reads as foilows:

A permanent magnet as defined in claim 2 0:-3, in which R is
about 15 atomic percent, and B is abou* 8 percent.
(CX-5, col. 25, lines 12-14).
84.

Claim 10 of the ‘368 patent reads as fclllcrws

A permanent magnet as defined in claim 2, Q Z -3, in which the
maximum energy product is at least 20 MGOe.
(CX-5, col. 25, lines 15-17).

85.

Claim 15 of the ‘368 patent reads as follcuws:

A sintered anisotropic permanent magnet hat ing a maximum
energy product of at least 10 MGOe and eon;istirip essentially of,
by atomic percent, 12-20 percent R wherein R is IF least m e
element selected from the group consisting of Nd,Pr, L.a, Ce,
Tb, Dy, Ho, Er, Eu, Sm, Gd, F’ni, Trn, Yb, Lu md wlxrein at
least 50% of R consists of Nd and/or Pr, 5-18 pr:d;ient B, at least
one additional element M select& froin the group qiven below in
the amounts of no more than tht. atomic percentages specified
below, wherein the sum of M is no more than the aaxinium
value of any one of the values specified below for M actually
added and the balance being at least 62 percent be wherctn Co is
substituted for Fe in an amount greater than zero and up IO 25
percent of the magnet: 3.3%TI, 4.5% Ni, S.O%, Bi, d.bi%V,
10.0%Nb, 8.4%Ta, 5.6%Cr, 6.2%Mo, 5.9%W, 3.?%
Mn,6.4%Al, 1.4%Sb, 4.5%Cie, 1.8% Sa 3.7% Zr, and 3.7%
Hf; said permanent magnet having a higher Curie temperature
than a corresponding ferromagnetic Fe-B
b a e composition
containing no Co, and having a nlaxirniilnn energy Droduct of at
least 10 MGOe.
~

(CX-45, col. 25 line 54 - col. 26, line 7).
86.

Claim 16 of the ‘368 patent reads, as follc tws:
A sintered anisotropic permaneiIt magnet hwring it mean crystal
grain size of at least about 1 mb:rcm and coosisting essentially of,
by atomic percent, 12-20 percent l i wherein R is a t least one
element selected from the group consisting raf Kd, Pr, La, Ce,
Tb, Dy, Ho, Er, Eu, Sm, Gd, I’m, Tm, Yb, Lu and wbcre in at
least 50% of R consists of Nd and/or Pr, 5-18 perzent B, at least
one additional element M selected from the roup given below in
the amounts no more than the atomic perceQtagesrjpecified
below, wherein the sum of M is no m o b~m the maxunum
value of any one of the values specificd below fix M aciually
added and the balance being at ileast 56 perclent bk : 3 . 3 % Ti,
4.5%Ni, 5.0%Bi, 6.6%V, 10.0%Nh, 8.4%I’a 5.6%- Cr,
6.2%Mo, 5.9%W, 3.5%Mn,6.4% Al, 1.4% Sk,4.5%Ge,
1.8%Sn, 3.7%Zr, and 3.7%Hf. in which a cryatal phase of a
ferromagnetic compound having a (Fc*,Co)43-Rtp pe tetragonal
crystal structure occupies at 1ea;t 50 VOI. % of the entire magnet
and which has a maximum enei gy prcduct Q f at kast 10 MGOe

and a higher Curie temperature fhan a corresponding
ferromagnetic Fe-B-R-M base composition dmta [ling nc Co.
(CX-5, col. 26, lines 8-33).
87.

Claim 17 of the '368 patent reacls its follnws

A permanent magnet as defined in claim 16, whi
less than 1 vol. % of nonmagneIic: phases.
(CX-5, col. 26, lines 34-36).
88.

Claim 18 of the '368 patent reads as follows
A permanent magnet as defined in claim 15 or 16: in whrch the
mean crystal grain size is in the range of €ran 1 tb 100 microns.

(CX-5, col. 26, lines 37-38).
89.

Claim 19 of the '368 patent reads as follows:

A permanent magnet as defined in claim 18, in 'tvhich the mean
crystal grain size is in the range of' frcm 1.f to 50 microns.
(CX-5, col. 26, lines 39-40).
90.

Claim 21 of the '368 patent reads as fo1lr)ws:

A permanent magnet as defined in claim 13 or 14, in which Sm
is no more than 3 atomic percent in the entire mapnet.
(CX-5, col. 26, lines 43-45).
91.

Claim 23 of the '368 patent reajs as follow8:

A permanent magnet as defined in claim 15 or 16. in which R is
about 15 atomic percent, and B is abcut 8 a!omic percent.
(CX-5, col. 26, lines 49-51).
92.

Claim 24 of the '368 patent reads as QUOW WE :

A permanent magnet as define n claim 15 c.r 16- in whch the
1'93

maximum energy product is at lcast 20 MGCie.
(CX-5, col. 26, lines 52-54).
93.

Claim 29 of the '368 patent ream

its

folhws.

A sintered anisotropic permanent magnct as defined in cliaim 3 or
16 wherein said (Fe,Co)-B-R type tetragcmal crystal structure has
the lattice constants a, of about 8.8 an!;stroms and eo of about 12
angstroms.
(CX-5, col. 26, line 67, col. 27, line 2j!.
94.

Claim 30 of the '368 patent reads as folknws

A permanent magnet as defined in claim 15 or 16 "herern said
additional element(@M is at least one se1ecb:d 6.0 n the tgroup
consisting of V, Nb, Mo, W ami Al.
(CX-5, col. 27, lines 3-5).
95.

Claim 31 of the '368 patent reads as follows.

A magnet as defined in claim 33 [sic]. whemin said additional
element[s] M is contained no more than the ;momat by atomic
percent as specified below: 3.5% V, 6.4%Xb. 4 1 % hilo, 3.9%
W, and 3.8%Al; wherein the swn of M dots not cxceed the
maximum value of any one of the values specified above for M
actually added.
(CX-5, col. 27, lines 6-11).
96.

Claim 37 of the '368 patent rearis as foillows:

A sintered anisotropic permanent magnet as defiimd in claim 2,
3, 15 or 16, wherein R is Nd.
(CX-5, col. 28, lines 30-31).
97.

Claim 38 of the '368 patent reads as follows:

A sintered anisotropic permanent magnet as defi1r.d in claim 2,
3, 15 or 16, in which Co is present in at leM 1 at imic vercent. .

(CX-5,col. 28, lines 32-34).
98.

The investigation also includes claims 28 ant 35 Claim 28 is dependent on

claims 1 or 13 and claim 35 is dependent on chini 34 which is hpenderit on claims 1, 13, 32
or 33. Claims 1, 13, 28, 32, 33, 34 and 35 re.d
1.

An anisotropic magnetic material having ;imean ai ystal wain size
of at least about 1 micron and an intrinsic coerciwby of ar least 1
kOe, and having a maximum energy product of itt least 110 MGOe
upon sintering, said material consijtinc e:.:seritially of, bjs atomic
percent, 12-20 percent R wherein K is at lead one element
selected from the group consistiiig essaitsally of, Ir y atomic
percent, 12-20 percent R wherein R is at least one element
selected from the group consisting of Yd., PI, La, Ze, Tb,Dy,
Ho, Er, Eu, Sm, Gd, Pm, Tm, Yb, Lu and Y arid whercin at
least 50% of R consists of Nd and/or Pr, 5-18 percent B. and the
balance being at least 62 perceni Fe, in which Co is substituted
for Fe in an amount greater than zero and not exweding 25
percent of the material, at least SO vol % of the entire material is
occupied by a ferromagnetic coinpound having (Fe, (:o)-B-R
type tetragonal crystal structure and a higher CuJ.btemperature
than a corresponding ferro-magnet ic Fe-13-R base 4 :ompound
containing no Co.

13.

An anisotropic magnetic material having a mean crystal grain size
of at least about 1 micron and aa intrinsic.: ccserciviry of at least 1
kOe, and having a maximum energy produa of It least 10 MGOe
upon sintering, said material consisting eweutially of, by atomic
percent, 12-20 percent R wherem R is at least one elemcnt
selected from the group consisting of Nd. Pi, La, Ce, Tb, Dy,
Ho, Er, Eu, Sm, Gd, Pm, Tm, Yb, La and Y and wherllin at
least 50% of R consists of Nd and/or Pr, 5-: 8 per:ent B. at least
one additional element M selectzd from the qroup given below in
the amounts of no more than thr: atomic nercentaps specified
below wherein when more than one element comprises hi, the
sum of M is no more than the nuximum value of my one of the
values specified below for M actually added and the bahnce
being at least 6 2 percent Fe, in which (30 is substtimted for Fe in
an amount greater than zero and up to 25 percent kif the material
and a crystal phrase of a ferromagnetic wrnpound having an (Fe,

Co)-B-R type tetragonal crystal stnicture wo7dpie5 it leasr 50
vol% of the entire material: 3.4'70 Ti, 6.5% Xi, 5 0 % Bi, 6.8%
V, 9.6%Nb, 8.3% Ta, 5.4%Cr, 6.1%
6.0%W, 6 0%
Mn, 6.3%A l , 1.3% Sb, 4.2%Ge, 2.0% S ~ L4.2'6
,
Zr, and
4.2% Hf; and which has a higher Curie 'J'erdperature than a
corresponding ferromagnetic Fe El- R-M base coniy:osition
containing no Co and having said crysaal itnrcture.

28.

A magnetic article in the form of powder canpact or sintered
mass of the magnetic material a:, defined in m y cif claims 1 and
13.

32.

A powdery magnetic material cspable of uniaxial E ligment upon
orientation in a magnetic field to provide magnetic anisorropy,
and having a maximum energy product of at least IO MGOe and
an intrinsic coercivity of at least J kOe upon sintaing, said
material having a mean crystal grain size of least about 1
micron, and consisting essentially of, by atanic ptarcent, 12-20
percent R wherein R is at least one element idelectedfrom the
group consisting of Nd, PryLa, Ce, Tb, Dy. HQ, Er, Eu, Sm,
Gd, Pm, Tm, Yb, Lu and Y ant1 wherein at least 50% of R
consists of Nd and/or Pry 5-18 percent €3 a@dthe balanc c being
at least 62 percent Fey in which C o is substiluted for Fe in an
amount greater than zero and not exceeding 25 pacent c.P the
material and at least 50 vol. % of the entire ,ma
by a ferromagnetic compound having an (Fd, Co).B-R type
tetragonal crystal structure, and which has
temperature than a correspondirg f e r r m
compound containing no Co.

33.

A powdery magnetic material capable of uniaxial ;iligmicnt upon
orientation in a magnetic field to provide mbgnerk anisotropy,
and having a maximum energy ,nroduct at least 10 MGOe and an
intrinsic coercivity of at least 1 k0e ulpan skteriry:, said material
having a mean crystal grain s k of at least tbout 1 micron, and
consisting essentially of, by atomic percent, 12-30 percent R
wherein R is at least one element selected fmm tha: group
consisting of Nd, Pr, La, Ce, Tb, Dy, Ho, E,EL, Sm, Gd, Pm,
Tm, Yb, Lu and Y and whereir, ai least 50% of R consists of Nd
and/or Pr, 5-18 percent B, at least onc additional dement M
selected from the group given below in the tilmmints of no more
than the atomic percentages for any one of the eknents specified
below wherein the sum of M does no1 exceed the maximum value

of any one of the values specified below t'or M
I actually added,
and the balance being at least 62 pcrcent Fe, in which C:o is
substituted for Fe in an amount grater than !cera and nul
exceeding 25 percent of the material and a ctystalivhase i)f a
ferromagnetic compound having an (Fe, Co)-B-R I ype teiragonal
crystal structure occupies at least 50 vel. '46 of the entire
material: 3.4%T, 6.5%Ni, 5.0% Bi, 4.8% V, 9.5% Nb, 8.3%
Ta, 5.4%Cr, 6.1%Mo, 6.0%W, 6.0% Mi, 6.3'6 Al, 1.3%
Sb, 4.2%Ge, 2.0%Sn, 4.2 % Zr, and 4.2%Hf'; khe magnetic
material having a higher Curie-temperature than a ;orresponding
ferromagnetic Fe-B-R-M base composit ion @ontitin ing nn Co.

VII.

34.

A magnetic material as defined In claisri 1 , 13, 32 33. wherein
said (FeyCo)-B-R type tetragonal crystal structure has the lattice
constants Ao of about 8.8 angst#-omsand Co of alb )ut 12
angstroms.

35

A magnetic article in the form of powder c a n p a 3 of sintered
mass of the magnetic material a; defmed in daim 34.

I

SSMC '723 Patent
99.

The '723 patent titled "Magnetic Materials find Ptmnanent Magnets" and which

issued on Sept. 13, 1988 is based on Ser. No. 13,165 filed Feb, 10, 1987 which application is
a continuation of abandoned Ser. No. 510,234 filed Julu 1 1983 The named inventors of the
I

'723 patent are identical to the named inventors on the 368 pate it. The '723 patent is
assigned to Sumitomo Special Metals Co., Lti". Thi

;K rtirsn

of the tern of the '723 patent

subsequent to July 22,2003 has been disclaimed. (CX-4, CX-i 2,.
100.

The '723 patent recites several foreign priority ciocumenis, the earliest of which

is Japanese 57-145072 (8/21/82) (CX-4). (CX-4, ctrl. lines 8- t4).
101.

The '723 patent, under the subheadine FIELD O F THE INVENTION, discloses

that the invention of the '723 patent relates to novel nlagmtic materials and permanent magnets
prepared based on rare earth elements and iron with4 )ut recourhs to cobalt which is relatively
202

rare and expensive.
102.

The '723 patent, under the subhcatling l3ACKGR.OUND OF THE

INVENTION, states in part (CX-4, col. 1, lines 2.5 to 3!9:

..., referring to the permanent magnets, typical pemanent
magnet materials currently in isme are ahico, hcan! ferrite and
rare earth-cobalt magnets. Witb a reccnt umtable suppi! of
cobalt, there has been a decreasing demand for alhico magnets
containing 20-30 wt % of cobalc. Instead, inexpemsive hard
ferrite containing iron oxides as the main canpomnt has showed
up as major magnet materials. Rare earth-ctlbalt niagnels are
very expensive, since they contain 50-63 wt % af cobalt and
make use of Sm that is not much found in rare ear h oreii.
However, such magnets have often been usewi primarily tor
miniaturized magnetic circuits of high added value, because they
are by much superior to other n-agnets In magnetk properties.
103.

The '723 patent, under the SU1\I[MARY OF THE DISCLOSURE, states that

objects of the invention are, inter alia, to prov de permmetit mqnets (L) capable of achieving
such high magnetic properties that could not bl: achieved Err R-GI, permanent magnets, and (2)
having magnetic anisotropy, good magnets propertiel; and c xceknt mechanical strength. (CX4, col. 2, lines 33 to 44).
104.

The '723 patent, under the subheading SlJMMARY OF 'THE DISCLOSURE,

stated that objects of the invention are, inter alizi. to privatE magnetic materials and permanent
magnets (1) showing good magnetic propertieb ai room tentperydhire, (2) which can be formed
into any desired shape and size, and (3) obtained by nlakins efi'acctiveme of light rare earth
elements occurring abundantly in nature. (CX-4. coi. 2, lines K:-48).
105.

According to the first embodimm of tlle inventmi of tht: '723 patent, there is

provided a magnetic material with comprises as indi..;peals$ile cwnponcnts Fe, B and R (at

least one of rare earth elements inclusive of Y)? and in which a major phase is formed of an
intermetallic compound(s) of the Fe-B-R type having a crystal strmure of the substantially
tetragonal system.
106.

In issue are claims 2-9, 13-20, 24-27, 31 33 and 34. b c h of independent
I

claims 2, 3, 13 and 14 require the presence of neodymium 3r praseodymium, boron and iron.
(CX-4, C O ~ .24 to 28).
107.

Claim 2 of the '723 patent reads as follows:

A sintered anisotropic permanent magnet having maximun
energy product of at least 10 MGOe and coasistinp essentially of,
by atomic percent, 12-20 percent R w1it:r::in R is IE least one
element selected from the group consisting of Nd, Pr, 121, Ce,
Tb, Dy, Ho, Er, Eu, Sm, Gd, h i , Trii, Yb, Lu atid Y and
wherein at least 50% of R consists of Wd and/or Pa.. 4-24 percent
B and the balance being at least 56 percent Fe.
(CX-4, col. 25, lines 11-18).
108.

Claim 3 of the '723 patent read:! a:; follows:

A sintered anisotropic permanent magnet hatring a mean crystal
grain size of at least about 1 micron and conlsisting essentially of,
by atomic percent 12-20 percenl K whetztn R is ap least &me
element selected from the group consiFting of Nd, Pr, h,Ce,
Tb, Dy, Ho, Er, Eu, Srn, Gd, h i , TIn, f b 9 Lu aid Y and
wherein at least 50% of R consists of Nd ami/or Pr, 4-24 percent
B and the balance being at least 56 perrent Isle, Ui which at least
50 vol % of the entire magnet it, occupied b) a fmomagnetic
compound having a Fe-B-R type tetragonal crystal structure, said
magnet having a maximum energy product of at least 10 MGOe.
(CX-4, col. 25, lines 19-30).
109.

Claim 4 of the '723 patent readt as foIlows:

A permanent magnet as defined in claim 3, which :ontuns no
less than 1 vol. % of nonmagne-ic phases.

(CX-4, col. 25, lines 31-32).
110.

Claim 5 of the ‘723 patent reads as follows:

A permanent magnet as defined in claim 2 os 3 in which Sm is no
more than 2 atomic percent in the entire magnet.
(CX-4, col. 25, lines 33-35).
111.

Claim 6 of the ‘723 patent reads as follows:

A permanent magnet as defined in claim 5 , h wfik h the mean
crystal grain size is in the range of form 2 to 40 microns
(CX-4, col. 25, lines 36-28).
112.

Claim 7 of the ‘723 patent reads as follows:

A permanent magnet as defined in claiiii 2 a 3 HI which Sm is no
more than 2 atomic percent in the entire magnet.
(CX-4, col. 25, lines 39-41).
113.

Claim 8 of the ‘723 patent reads as follows:

A permanent magnet as defined in claim 2 or 3, un which R is
about 15 atomic percent, and b is about 8 atomic percent
(CX-4, col. 25, lines 42-44).
114.

Claim 9 of the ‘723 patent reads as follows:

A permanent magnet as defined in claim 2 or 3, an which the
maximum energy product is no less th;m 30 MGOe.
(CX-4, col. 25, lines 45-47).
115.

Claim 13 of the ‘723 patent reads as follows:

A sintered anisotropic permanent magnet having 2 Pnaxinium
energy product of at least 10 MGOe and comisting essentially of,
by atomic percent, 12-20 percent R w1rerein:R is at leat [sic] one
element selected from the group consisting ai Nd, Pr, La, Ce,

Tb, Dy, Ho, Er, Eu, Sm, Gd, Fni, Trri, u'b, Lu arid wherein at
least 50% of R consists of Nd and/or Pr, 4-24 pencent B. at least
one additional element M select from rhe grcup @en below in
the amounts of no more than the atomic percentays specified
below, wherein the sum of M is no more than t
value of any one of the values specified bcloN for M actually
added and the balance being at least 50 pcrce nt I- e 3.3
4.5%Ni, 5.0%Bi, 6.6%V, 10.0%Nb, 8.4% TIi55.6% Cr,
6.2%Mo, 5.9%W, 3.5%Mn,0.4% Al, 1.4% Sb 4.5%Ge,
1.8%Sn, 3.7%Zr, and 3.7% )if.

(CX-4, col. 26, lines 13-32).
116.

Claim 14 of the '723 patent reac's as follows

A sintered anisotropic permanent magnet ha1 ing a mean crystal
grain size of at least about 1 micron arid con;isthig essenrially of,
by atomic percent, 12-20 percent K wht:rr:in R is a! least one
element selected from the group consisting of NS, Pry La,Ce,
Tb, Dy, Ho, Er, Eu, Sm, Gd, Fni, Tm, Yb, Lu aid wherein at
least 50 % of R consists of Nd aidlor Pry 4-24 perx ent B, at least
one additional element M selectcd €row die gr
the amounts no more than the atxnic percentages Epecified
below, wherein the sum of M is no more than the maximum
value of any one of the values specified below for M actually
added and the balance being at l m t 50 pcrcent €a. 3.3%Ti,
4.5%Ni, 5.0%Bi, 6.6%V, 10.9% Nb.. 8.4% T#t,5.6%Cr,
6.2%Mo, 5.9%W, 3.5%Mn,6.4% Al, 1.4%Sbr 4.5%Ge,
1.8%Sn, 3.7% Zr, and 3.7%Wf, in whichit crqstal phase of a
ferromagnetic compound having a Fe-I3-R type ti% agonal crystal
structure occupies at least 50 vol. % of the sitire magnet. said
permanent magnet having a maximum energ' product of at least
10 MGOe.
(CX-4, col. 26, lines 34-59).
117.

Claim 15 of the '723 patent reads as follows:

A permanent magnet as defined in claim 14, whitk contains no
less than 1 vol. % of nonmagneric phases
(CX-4, col. 26, lines 60-62).
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118.

Claim 16 of the ‘723 patent reads as follows:

A permanent magnet as defined in claim ‘s 3 or 14, in which the
mean crystal grain size is in the range of rrotn 1 t~ 90 microns.
(CX-4, col. 26, lines 63-66).
119.

Claim 17 of the ‘723 patent reads as follows:

A permanent magnet as defined in claim B 6, in whrch tlw mean
crystal grain size is in the range of from 2 to 40 rn crons.
(CX-4, col. 26, lines 66-68).
120.

Claim 18 of the ‘723 patent reads as follows:

A permanent magnet as defined in claim S 3 f)r 14, in which Sm
is no more than 2 atomic percenii in the elitin: msgnet.
(CX-4, col. 27, lines 1-3).
121.

Claim 19 of the ‘723 patent reads its follows:

A permanent magnet as defined in claim I 3 or 14, in which R is
about 15 atomic percent, and B about 8 atomic Ferceni
(CX-4, col. 27, lines 4-6).
122.

Claim 20 of the ‘723 patent reads as follaws:

A permanent magnet as define in claini 11’1 od 14. i i which the
maximum energy product is no less than 20 MGfk .
(CX-4, col. 27, lines 7-9).
123.

Claim 24 of the ‘723 patent reads as follows:

A sintered anisotropic permanent niagnet as rlefincri in claim 3 or
14 wherein said Fe-B-R type tetragonal crystal structure has the
lattice constants a, of about 8.8 angstrnrnt. and c, of a b w 12 Ao.

(CX-4,col. 27, lines 18-21).
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124.

Claim 25 of the '723 patent reads as follows:

A permanent magnet as defined in(claims 13 or 14 whercm said
additional elements M is at least one selected from the g~oup
consisting of V, Nb, Mo, W and Al.
(CX-4, col. 27, lines 22-25).
125.

Claim 26 of the '723 patent reads as follows:

A magnet as defined in claim 25, wherein satd aclattionai
elements M is contained no morc than the amount oy atomic
percent as specified below: 3.7% V, 6.2%Nb. 4.0% Mo, 3.7%
W, and 3.4%A1 wherein the sum of M is nc mom than lhe
maximum value of any one of the values spei:ifkd above for M
actually added.
(CX-4, col. 27, lines 26-27).
126.

Claim 31 of the '723 patent reach as follows

A sintered anisotropic permanent magnet as tlefirid in claim 2,
3, 13 or 14, wherein R is Nd.
(CX-4, col. 28, lines 38-39).
127.

Claim 34 of the '723 patent reads ;IS follows

A magnet or material as defined in claim 1, 2, 3 , 2, 13, 14, 29
or 30 which is substantially Co-free.

(CX-4,
col. 28, lines 47-28).
128.

The investigation also includes claims 27 am1 33 Claim 27 is dependent on

claims 1 or 12 and claim 33 is dependent on claim 32 whim is ckpendcnt on claims 1, 12, 24
or 30. Claims 1, 12, 27, 30 and 33 read:

1.

An anisotropic magnetic material havinq +amean (EJ ystal grain size
of at least about 1 micron, an intrinsic coerclivity r f at least 1 kOe
and having a maximum energy product of at least 10 MGOe upon
~
sintering, said material consisting essentially of. b . atomic

percent, 12-20 percent R wherein IC is at lea$ one element
selected from the group consistibig of Nd, Pr, La, Ce, "7, Dy,
Ho, Er, Eu, Sm, Gd, Pm, Tm, Yb, Lu axid "fand wherein at
least 50% of R consists of Nd and/or PI-,4-24 pectent B and the
balance being at least 56 percenf Fe, in whicn at least 50 vol %
of the entire material is occupied by a ferrontagraetic compound
having a Fe - B-R type tetragoral cry~talstructure.
12.

An anistropic magnetic material having a mean cqstal %rainsize
of at least about 1 micron and an intrinsic coerciviiy of at least 1
kOe and having a maximum energy product l->f
upon sintering, said material corrsisting esseDtialf r of, by atomic
percent, 12-20 percent R wherein IC is at leaatone element
selected from the group consisting of Nd. Pr, La, Ce, TI],Dy,
Ho, Er, Eu, Sm, Gd, Pm, Tm, Yb, Lu and 'u' and wherein at
t at least
least 50% of R consists of Nd and/or PI-, 4-24 p e ~ e n B,
one additional element M selectcd froin the €roup qiven below in
the amounts of no more than the maximum value any one of
the values specified below for Nl actually added ;md the halance
being at least 56 percent.
clf

27.

A magnetic article in the form of powtlcr compact of sinrered
mass of the magnetic material a( defined m sny of claims 1 and
12.

30.

A powdery magnetic material capable of unbixia9 alignment upon
orientation in a magnetic field to provide ma;net ic anisotropy,
and having a maximum energy product 01' at least 10 MGOe and
an intrinsic coercivity of at least 1 kOe upon sintcrrng, said
material having a mean crystal gram size of ;it leasr about 1
micron, and consisting essentially nf, by atomic percent. 12-20
percent R wherein R is at least cne eleriieiit se1ecte.j from the
group consisting of Nd, Pr, La, Ce, Th, Dy, Ho, 1 3 , Eu. Sm,
Gd, Pm, Tm, Yb, Lu and Y ant1 wherein at east 50% of R
consists of Nd and/or Pr, 4-24 percent B, at least m e additional
element M selected from the grcup given below m the amounts of
no more than the atomic percentages spxified belcw wherein the
sum of M is no more than the maximum value of any one of the
values specified below for M aciually added and the balance
being at lest 56 percent Fe, in which crystalmhase J f a
ferromagnetic compound having a Fe-B-R type tch agonal crystal
structure occupies at lest 50 vol ?& of the ent re material:
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3.3% Ti,
6.6% V,
5.6% Cr,
3.5% Mn,
4.5% Ge,
and 3.7% Hf.
33.

4.5 % Ni,
10.0% Nb,
6.2% Mo;
6.4% AI,
1.8%Sn,

5.0% Bi,

8.4% Ta,
5.9% w,
1.4% Sb,
3.7% zr,

A magnetic article in the form of‘ powder compact Jr sinered
mass of the magnetic material as dcfincd rn claim 52.

VIII. SSMC ‘651 Patent
129.

The ‘651 patent titled “Magnetic Materials And Permanent Magnets” and which

issued on July 8, 1997 is based on Ser. No. 485.183 filed &.me7. 1995 The named inventors

of the ‘651 patent are identical to the named inventors on ehch trf the ‘368 and ‘723 patents.
The ‘651 patent is assigned to Sumitomo Specid Metals C o , Ltd IC%--6,CX-14).
130.

The ‘651 patent is related to eac!i of the ‘368 and ‘723 patents in that Ser. No.

485,183, on which the ‘651 patent is based, is I division of Ser. No. l!M,647, Feb. 10, 1994,
Pat. No. 5,466,308, which is a continuation of Ser. No. 794,673 Nov 18, 1991, abandoned,
which is a continuation of Ser. No. 286,637, Clec. 19, 1982, abandoned, which is a division

of Ser. No. 516,841, Jul. 25, 1983, Pat. No. 4,792,368 (in issueit, and a continuation-in-part
of Ser. No. 224,411, Jul. 26, 1988, Pat. No. 5,006,512. dkich 1:. a dis ision of Ser. No. 13,

165, Feb. 10, 1987, Pat. No. 4,770,723 (in issue), which 6., a cantinuarion of Ser. No.
510,234, July 1, 1984, abandoned. (CX-6).
131.

The ‘651 patent recites several foreign priority ckxuments, the earliest of which

is Japanese 57-145072 (8/12/82). (CX-6).
132.

A comparison of the ‘723 and ‘651 patent:; sfmows
mat FiJures 14, 15 and 16 of
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the '651 patent are not found in the '723 patent arid the 1abl:s am not coextensive in the two
patents. (CX-4, CX-6).
133.

The '651 under the subheading HACKGROUND (IF THE INVENTION

discloses in part (CX-6, col. 1, lines 36-54):
The permanent magnet materials,dcvelopcd )et indude ainico,
hard ferrite and samarium-cobalt iSmC'o) ba&emati :rials which
are well-known and used in the art Anioing these, alnicci has a
high residual magnetic flux density (hcreinafier refxred -a Br)
but a low coercive force (hereinafter rcfer-red to 1% 1, whereas
hard ferrite has high Hc but low Rr.
Advance in electronics has caused high integ-ation and
miniaturization of electric componcnts I Iowever, the magnetic
circuits incorporated therein with alnico cr bird t'ei rite increase
inevitably in weight and volume. comparcd with 01 her
components. On the contrary. the SmCo b a e mqnets meet a
demand for miniaturization and high effkieflcy of;4 x t r i c circuits
due to their high Br and Hc. However, samsiriurn is rare natural
resource, while cobalt should be included 50-60 w % therein,
and is also distributed at limited areas 50 chal its st.pply i 5
unstable.
I

Thus, it is desired to develop novel pennanejit rnal:net materials
free from these drawbacks.
134.

The '651 patent, under the subhcatling SI JMMAR'J OF THE DISCLOSURE,

discloses that an asserted object of the invention of the '651 patwt is to provide "novel"
magnetic materials and permanent magnets based on die furldame ntal composition of Fe-B-R
having an improved temperature dependency of the nlagnefc pmiertie:$ (CX-6, col. 2, lines
39-43).
135.

The '651 patent under the subheading "Siimrnaq < If The Disclosure" discloses

that the magnetic materials and permanent mapets accordbig to li he intention of the '651

patent are essentially formed of alloys comprisfnp "noveI" interwtallic compounds, and are
crystalline, said intermetallic compounds being characrer-ized at least tq new Curie points Tc.
(CX-6, col. 2, lines 66-67). It further discloses Icol. 3, liabx7 $18 col. 4, line 7):
According to the first aspect of the presmt itlven~km,there is
provided a magnetic material comprising Fe, B, R (at least one of
rare earth element including Y) ;urd Co, and havintr its major
phase formed of Fe - Co - B-R type csmpdind that is ot the
substantially tetragonal system crystal $1 nictrsre.
According to the second aspect of this preserst invention, there is
provided a sintered magnetic material hating its major phase
formed of a compound consistins esseiitizlly of, ims atome ratio,
8 to 30% of R (wherein R represents at lcast one of rare earth
element including Y), 2 to 28%of B, no mare &ail 50% of Co
(except that the amount of Co is zero) and the balance being Fe
and impurities.
According to the third aspect of the prcsent iiveiitjm. there is
provided a sintered magnetic material ha\ in6 a conipositm
similar to that of the aforesaid sintered mmgnetic materia;
wherein the major phase is fonnnd of dmI;e+Co-B-R type
compound that is of the substantially tetragonal sMtem.
According to the fourth aspect of the prasenf invcnrion, there is
provided a sintered permanent magnet (an Fe -Ccf- 1-3-R base
permanent magnet) consisting essentially i)f, in aroanic ratio, 8 to
30%of R (at least one of rare earth element including Y i, 2 to
28% of B, no more than 50% of Co (except the amount If Co is
zero) and the balance being Fe and impimtie:;. This magnet is
anis0tropic.
According to the fifth aspect of rhe present hventiam, thcre is
provided a sintered anisotropic permanen8 mlgnet having a
composition similar to that of thc fourth perhianem maprret,
wherein the major phase is formd by an iFe4Co- B-R type
compound that is of the substantially tetragonal smtem crystal
structure.
Fe-Co-B-R base magnetic materials accordgig tu lihe 6Ihi i d 8"
aspects of the present invention itre obtained-by adding to the first

-third magnetic materials the following axidifional;c-lementsM,
provided, however, that the additional ekmants M shall
individually be added in amount:; less than the valtles as specified
below, and that, when two or more elements M art added, the
total amount thereof shall be less than the upper hxit of the
element that is the largest, among the c l a n e m achxally added
(For instance, Ti, V and Nb are added, the sum of these must be
no more than 12.5% in all):
---

4.5% Ti,
9.5% v,
8.5% Cry
8.0% Mn,
7.0% Ge,
and 5.5% Hf.

-

I
I__

8.0%Ni,
12.5% Nb.
9.2% Mo,
g.:i%~ Ai,
3.5% Sn,

5.0% Bi,
11.5% Ta,

---_--__ -

3.5%

*w,

2.5% Sb,
5.5% Zr,
---

Fe-B-R-Co base permanent magnets accnrcEing ta the 9'' to and
10* aspects of the present invention arc obtained b radding
respectively to the 4* and 5" permanent naagnets the aforesaid
additional elements M on the sane condition
Due to the inclusion of Co. the invented magnetic material and
permanent magnets have a Curie point highew than that of the
Fe-B-R type system or the Fe-El-K-Ivl type systm.
With the permanent magnets of ihe present invention, pr;tctically
useful magnetic properties are o1)tained if the mem crystill gain
size of the intermetallic compowid is in a r a q e ef dbout I to 100
urn for both the Fe-Co-B-R and Fe-Co-B-R-M f vstems.

136. Under the subheading "CRYSTAL STRUCTURE, ' the '651 patent disclosed
(col. 22,lines 22-55):
CRYSTAL STRUCTURE
It is believed that the magnetic materials and perrmnent magnets
based on the Fe-Co-B-R base ailoys acwrdbng to the pwsent
invention can satisfactory exhibit their own niagnestx prouerties
due to the fact that the major phase is formed by the substantially
tetragonal crystals of the Fe-B-K type A s already discussed, the
Fe-Co-B-R type alloy is a novel alloy in view of'iis Curie point.
As will be discussed hereinafter, it has further beer
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experimentally ascertained that the presence of thc wbsta ntially
tetragonal crystals of the Fe-Co- €3-R type contributes to the
exhibition of magnetic properties. 'The Pc-Co-B -It type
tetragonal system alloy is unknown in rhe art. and servcs i o
provide a vital guiding principle for the prochicticn of magnetic
materials and permanent magnets having higf magnetic properties
as aimed at in the present invention.
According to the present invention, the desired matmetic
properties can be obtained, if the Fe-Cs-l.3-F: cndtals arc of the
substantially tetragonal system. [n most of tbe Fc-Co-B-R base
compounds, the angles between the axes a, b. and c are 9
1
'
within the limits of measurement error, arid a. = h , e . . 7 nus,
these compounds can be referred to as the tet#-agomlsystcm
crystals. The term "substantially tetragma 1" t:ncommasses ones
that have a slightly deflected angle between, ~ tb, and c axes,
e.g., within about 1 , or ones thzt havc a slijhtlv rfiffermt from
bo,e.g., within about 1%.
O

To obtain the useful magnetic prqxxties in the praent invention,
the magnetic materials and permmcnt rnagnas of the present
invention are required to contain as the major phme an
intermetallic compound of the substantially tetragmal system
crystal structure. By the term "major phase" it is intended to
indicate a phase amounting to 50 vol % or mire of the ervstal
structure, among phases constituting the c y d a l stnlcture
137.

Thereafter under the subheading ?EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES the '651
I'

patent disclosed (col. 23, line 2-col. 24, line 67):
(2) The experimental procedures are shown hi FIr3. 15.
The experimental results obtained are illustraed as beloN :
(1) FIG. 14 illustrates a typical X-ray diffraaion pattern : I f the
Fe-Co-B-Nd(Fe-lOCo-8B-15Nd in at %) sintered body
showing high properties as measired with a powder X-rav
diffractometer. This pattern is w r y complicated, and can not be
explained by any R-Fe, Fe-B or R -B ~ y p ecc,mpc)undsdeveloped
yet in the art.
(2) XMA measurement of the sirtered Imily af (1I herein.Libove
under test has indicated that it comprises,tinat: or b u r phases.
The major phase simultaneously ::oxitaim; Pe, Co. Et and 12, the
2 4

second phase is a R-concentrated phase kving a R content of 70
weight % or higher, and the third phase is an Fe-amcentrated
phase having an Fe content of 80 weight % or higher. The
fourth phase is a phase of oxides.
(3) As a result of analysis of the pattern given in FIG. 14, the
sharp peaks included in this patttm may all Be explained as the
tetragonal crystals of a.=8.80 A and c == 12.12’3A),
In FIG. 14,indices are given at h e reqectiv: X-my peaks. The
major phase simultaneously containing Pe, Co, B and R, as
confirmed in the XMA measurement, has turned otit to exhibit
such a structure. This structure is characterixed hy its extremely
large lattice constants. No tetragonal sy stem conipmnds having
such large lattice constants are found in any one of the binary
system compounds such as R-Fe , 1:e-B and 33-R

(4)Fe-Co-B-R base permanent magncts having mrious
compositions and prepared by the aforaaid manrim as wcll as
other various manners were exariiiiied with a.1 X. ray
diffractometer, XMA and optical microscopy. As a result, the
following matters have turned out:
(i) Where a tetragonal system compound slaving
macro unit cells occurs, which contails as the
essential components, R, Fe, Co and B aid has
lattice constants a. of about 9 A and c, of &out 12
A, good properties suitable for permanent magnets
are obtained. Table 6 shows the lattk:e amstants
of tetragonal system compounds which constitute
the major phase of typical Fe-Co--B-’R t y p
magnets, Le., occupy 50 vol % or more of the
crystal structure.
In the compounds based on the conventional bimnn system
compounds such a R-Fe, Fe-B ;ind B--R, it is tlmqht that no
tetragonal system compounds having such mtcro unit cells as
mentioned above occur. It is thus prexunie&that no gomi
permanent magnet properties art. achieved bj thus known
compounds.
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stnicture
of rnalor ph rse

No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

9
10

alloy compositions
Fe-15Pr-8B
Fe-15Nd-8B
Fe-15Nd-8B-lNb
Fe-15ND-SB-lTi
Fe-lOCo-lSNd-8B
Fe-20Co-15Nd-SB
Fe-ZOCo-15Nd-SB-lV
Fe-20Co-15Nd-SB-lSi
Fe-6Nd-6B
Fe-15Nd-2B

-~--( SJ stem)
- i *

it1

- -__.-

~
_
I

tetragona I
I

I
I

I
I
I

r,

body-centered cubic
rhog bo hedrjil-

tice constants

14maior Dhase

:b (A, ______
8.84
X.8C
8.82
8.80
8.7'2
8.Z
8.82
8.81

co (A)
12.30
12.23
12.25
12.24
12.21
12.20
12.24
12.19

2.87
8.6(1*
~-

N.B. : (*) indicated as hexagonal
(ii) Where said tetragonal systm ,:onipoulatl has
suitable crystal grain size and, besides,
nonmagnetic phases occtir whirh comain much R .
good magnetic propertie:; suitable for perrnmenx
magnets are obtained,
With the permanent magnet materials, thc f h e particles having a
high anisotropy content are ideally septated indiv xduallv from
one another by nonmagnetic pluses, since a higb JIc is then
obtained. To this end, the presence of 1 vol % or higher of
nonmagnetic phases contributes to the liijrh XIc. bi order that Hc
is no less than 1 kOe, the nonmagnetk prias:s slio ild be present
in a volume ratio between 1 and 4 5 vol 75, pre
and 10 vol % . The presence of 45 % or higher crf the
nonmagnetic phases is unprefemble. The ninmagnetic phases are
mainly comprised of intermetaliic: compount I phm :s containing
much of R, which oxide phases serve partly effectively.
(iii) The aforesaid Fe-CD--B-R type 'detragcmal
system compounds occur in a wide cq1mpo:itional
range.
Alloys containing, in addition to the f;e-Co.-B-IP 3ase
components, one or more addit;onal eleniems M and/or

12.50*

impurities entrained in the process of prdudion can also exhibit
good permanent magnet properties. as lorzg as thr major cbhases
are comprised of tetragonal systt m corqm.mds.

As apparent from Table 6 the compouiitis adiled x%h M based on
the Fe-B-R system exhibit the tctragolrial system a: well as the
Fe-Co-B-R-M system compounds also does the s m e . d letailed
disclosure regarding other additional elements M a disclosed in
the U.S. patent application Ser. No. 510.334 filed on Jut 1, 1983
is herewith referred to and herein incorporated.
The aforesaid fundamental tetragonal system con qmunds are
stable nd [sic] provide good permanent magaets, wen wnen they
contain up to 1% of H, Li, Na, K, Be. Sf-,@a,Ag Zn, V, F,
Se, Te, Pb, or the like.

As mentioned above, the Fe-<Io-B-R type ktragonal syrrem
compounds are new ones which have been entirely unknrwn in
the art. It is thus new fact that high p r o p c r h atitable for
permanent magnets are obtained by forinvng the major palases
with these new compounds.
138.

In issue are independent claim 1 and dependknt clieims 2 3, 5, 15, 18, 19, 21,

and 22 (CX-6, col. 25, 26). Those claims read:
139.

Claim 1 of the '651 patent reads a?;follows:

A crystalline R(Fe,Co)BXAM compoiind having a stable
tetragonal crystal structure having lattice cohstarats of a,, ,\bout 8.8
angstroms and c, about 12 angstroms, in whch R at lcast one
element selected from the group consisting ef Nd. Pr, la,Ce,
Tb, Dy, Ho, Er, Eu, Sm, Gd, Pm,Tin, 'Yb, Lu mid Y, X is at
least one element selected from the g r t q consisting of S, C, P,
Cu,A is at least one element seiected from the grclup consisting
of H, Li, Na, K, Be, Sr, Ba, A;;, Zn, N, F, Se, Te, anti Pb, and
M is at least one element selected from the &oup consisting of
Ti, Ni, Bi, V, Nb, Ta, Cr, Mo. W, M J ~AI
, Sb (;e, Sn. Zr, Hf
and Si.

(CX-6, col. 25, line 52 - col. 26, lint: ti).
140.

Claim 2 of the '651 patent read:; a:; follows:.

The crystalline compound of claim 1, wherein (Ee.Co) comprises
Fe and Coyprovided that Co is presenr m an amruilt up w 50
atomic % of the sum of Fe and Oh.
(CX-6, col. 26, lines 7-9).
141.

Claim 3 of the ‘651 patent reads as follows:
The crystalline compound of claim 1, whcrein (Fe Co) comprises
Fe and Coyprovided that Co is present in an amount up t o 50
atomic % of the sum of Fe and Cs.

(CX-6, col. 26, lines 10-12).
142.

Claim 5 of the ‘651 patent reads as follotgvs:
The Crystalline compound of claim 1, wheran in tile group
(Fe,Co) Co is not present.

(CX-6, col. 26, lines 15-16).
143.

Claim 15 of the ‘651 patent reads ;is follows
The crystalline compound of claim 1, wherein M is selected from
the group consisting of V, Si, aJid Al.

(CX-6, col. 26, lines 33-34).
144.

Claim 18 of the ‘651 patent reads as follows:
The crystalline compound of claim 1, wherein .saki compound has
a crystal size of at least 1 pm.

CX-6, col. 26, lines 39-40.
145.

Claim 19 of the ‘651 patent reads as follows:
The crystalline compound of cknini 1, wherein at izast 51) atomic
% of R is at least one element selected from the gl-oup consisting
of Nd and Pr.

(CX-6, col. 26, lines 41-43).
?1 x

146.

Claim 21 of the '651 patent reads as follows:
The crystalline compound of clam 1, wherein R is at least one
element selected from the group clonsirting d'Nd, Pr, 11.1,Dy
and Ho.

(CX-6, col. 26, lines 45-47).
147.

Claim 22 of the '651 patent reads as follows:
The crystalline compound of claim 1 which has nwgnetic
anisotropy.

(CX-6, col. 26, lines 48-49).

IX.

Prosecution Of The Claims In Issue Of Tht .395 Patcai
148.

While the '395 patent is based on Ser. No. 274.070 filed June 16, 1981,

claims 13, 14, 15, 16 , 17 and 18 which are in issue were riot inti-oduccdinto Ser. No.
274,070 until the "Supplemental Amendment Paper No. 12" wds filed %?n
September 26, 1983
and the "Supplemental Amendment And Staterlent Of Relevant F'rior Art Paper No. 13" was
filed on March 5, 1984. In Paper No. 12, filed September 26, 1 J83 applicant added claim 46
which ultimately became claim 13 in issue (CX-22, M 0023~01).In Paeer No. 13, filed March

5, 1984 applicant added claims 47, 48, 49, SO and 5 I whkh ultiknately became, after some
minor amendments, claims 14, 15, 16, 17 arid 18 in issue [CX-22, M 002902-2903). In an
Office Action dated October 16, 1982, the E>x;tnirnenrejectzd all original claims 1 to 15.
Certain of said claims were rejected on prior art whi;Ji included f)stert,ig U.S. Pat. No.
3,421,889. Nesbitt et a1 Patent Nos. 3,615,911 and 3,560 200, inter $I& were cited but not
used in any rejection. (CX-23, Tab 8).
149.

In the prosecution of Ser. No. 2.74,070Paper No. 11, titled "Amendment And

Request For One Month Extension Of Time" filed Septemba 12+1983 (CX-23, Tab l l ) ,
added method claims 31 to 44 and composition of'matter c l i 33.
~ ~Claim
~ 45, became claim
12 of the '395 patent. (CX-22, M 002888). Cla~m12 whkh LI not in issue recites as the rare
earth elements neodymium, samarium and praseodyniiwn. (CX.:;).In the "Remarks" of
Paper No. 11, it was argued:
This invention relates to a new family of rapidly quenched rare
earth-iron alloys for permanent magnets whkh alk ys hdve high
intrinsic magnetic coercivities a1 room and devatwi tempmatures
(up to about 300°C). Before this invention it WIIF widely
believed that the light rare earth elcments, pirticd irly the light
rare earth elements neodymium and praseodymiuE could not be
alloyed with the transition metal element irqi to make ust:ful
permanent magnets. (See, e.g. , the enclosed article "M*rgnetic
Properties of Rare-Earth-Iron Intermeiallic Clompounds", K.
Strnat et al, IEEE Transactions IUMagnrtiq, Vd Mag-2, No.
3, September 1966, page 492. c o h m 2 , fieit fir11 paragraph).
Either magnetic intermetallic phascs of light rare earth elements
and iron would not form or the plidses that %roulaltbrm had
unacceptably low Curie temperahires.
While others have made magnetically coercive aiklys from
compositions containing heavy rare ea ah elements and iron,
before this invention, no one had made pcmanen4iy magnetizable
alloys from the light rare earth n:lemerits md iron. Furthermore,
no one had ever made any rare earth-iron alloy that could be used
directly as quenched (Le. without anncalnng a n d w grinding and
magnetic prealigment) to make peimanerrt magnet} ...

***
Claims 32 to 45 in this application arc draw1 to mpidly solidified
neodymium, praseodymium, samarium-iron basa:d alloys which
exhibit surprisingly high intrinsrc anaP.netic t.oerci1-itieswhen they
are quenched from the melt by :icontrolled so1icWicatio.n process
such as melt-spinning. The allciys are cbaracterrzkd by ihe
formation of a permanently magnetic phrise which is stable at
room and elevated temperatures and has a substmially
amorphous to very finely crystalline niicr.ostructme as

determinable by X-ray powder diffraction techniqws.

Claims 32 to 45 are limited to m:odymium, praseodymium and
samarium as the principal rare earth corsstiWnt and iron as the
principal transition metal constituent of the sibject penrument
magnet alloys. Savage et a1 [TJ.P. Pat,. No. 41,308,474(IC1002
787)] relates only to magnetically soft nlloyr of imm and
terbium, dysprosium, holmiuni or blends of ihew heavy rare
earth elements with samarium. Therefore, there 16 no olwlap in
the constituent formulas of Savaze et a1 arid fhe claims n ) w in the
case.

Further, claim 45, [which became clajni I12 r)f the '395 patent] is
not obvious in view of Ostertag et a1 [ U.S. Pat. :%I. 3, 421,8891
because cobalt and iron are normnalogims alby coiistituents in the
fabrication of permanent rare earth-imn magnets As ncted in
the Strnat et a1 article, cited above, iron compoun~;~
corresponding to known interrne tailic cobalt compounds either do
not exist or they have such low Curie tenapaatureh that ?hey are
impractical. (See also, the comgilations )f fare :arth-tnrnsition
metal intermetallic compounds in "FERRQ-MA(;PIETIC'
MATERIALS, A handbook on ,he propertier; of magnebcally
ordered substances, by E.P. Wohlfarth. '401 1, wge 388 (1980),
"Intermetallic Rare-earth Compounds", by K.N.R Taylclr,
Advanced Phvsics, Vol. 20, page 616 (1971), arid "Ram Earth
Permanent Magnets", by E.A. Nesbitt 6% al, Acadt:mic
page 67 (1973). Applicant doe$,not b e h e that the N&.lTe23
phase actually exists since repeated attempts to duplicate the
compounds were unsuccessful .) The cnclosed atti ;le frcm
Russian Metallurgy, No. 3, page SO (1%5),rnchi&s a Nd-Fe
phase diagram that shows that tile only idemifiecl intemetallic
compound of iron and neodyrniiirn is Nd,Fer,, which has an
unacceptably low Curie temperritwe. Pr;tser)dynlSI~mwould be
expected to have a similar phasc: diagram.
1

Thus, Ostertag et a1 neither anticipates nor suggesrs Clam 45
because the magnetic phase of applicant's rOpidl y quenched alloys
simply would not form if the cc.Imbined rare ean h eleme rits and
iron were processed by Ostemg's slow soliSlific,;iton mrthod.

The inventor, Dr. John Croat, was intitecl tQ give' a paper at the
IEEE Magnetics meeting in Novenibei 1982. A aipy of his
paper entitled "Permanent Magnet Propertiek of kipidly
Quenched Rare Earth-Iron Allo)+s"which was prmssnted at the
meeting is enclosed because it may clarify some thz Examiner's
questions about this application. 1'1contams tnfomiation about
the claimed products that would be readily *;certainable by one
skilled in the art if he were given samples of the p:rmant;nt
magnetic alloys to characterize.
Figure 3 of the paper compares the intrinsic coercivities of meltspun and sputtered samples of praseodyrniufii iron alloy after
anneal. Sputtered praseodymium iron could not annealed to a
coercivity greater than 1,000 Cksteds. The reawn for this is in
all likelihood because applicant's metastable intermetallic
compounds of light rare earth elements axd iron do not limn
when the constituent elements are Fpurtercd ratha than rapidly
quenched. Sputtering is a process by which atom are randomly
deposited on a substrate one by Q Q ~to yield a completely
amorphous solid. It is applicann's belief thar contkolled rapid
solidification, which produces, at least shnrt ranp atomic
ordering of the constitutes, is mcessaty to fcvrm metastable Nd,
Pr and Sm-Fe magnetic phases with high intrinsre coercivity.
b r a

Figure 1 of Croat's paper lists rare earth elements with their
orbital quantum number, valences and ionic radii, The 'headings
RFe relate to intermetallic coIripoundz:. blank box meilns that
no such compound forms, hashitd box incam; th8t.m intcrmetallic
compound forms with a Curie: temperature greater than 450" K
forms. Generally, materials wikh Curie ten-berattwes less than
450" K are not considered good cmdidates for parmanent
magnets because they are to easily deinagneffizedi n ordiiiary use.
The table shows that neodymium and praseodymium iron
intermetallic compounds do not form accept in tk ratio 2:17 and
here, the Curie temperature (abrxit 330" K) is so Iiow that the
W F e , , compounds are not practical for maynerq. Appricant has
obviously created alloys with high Curie temperatures and
coercivities over a broad rare e;zrth-irrm coniposiEiona1 range.
The fact that stable magnetic pbascs do not form when ~aich
compositions are cooled slowly eniphasbes The great significance
rapid solidification has on the protiucls claimed krein.

(CX-22, M 002890-2899)

150.

In the REMARKS section of Paper No i 3, filed March 5 , 1984 which added

claims 47, 48, 49, 50 and 51, which became claims 14, 15, 16, 17 and 18 in issue, it was
stated:
A copy of the recent article "Powerful Mew Magw t Material
Found" which appears in the March 2, e984 issue of Scicnce
magazine is enclosed for the Emminer'!; information. While GM
[General Motors] to which the '395 patent w I S or-iginally
assigned] takes issue with some of the "facts" as they are set out
I0 ' s atcention
in the Science Article, it is being brought to she P
because it is indicative of the ea:itement that has been generated
by Dr. Croat's discovery of light rare carth-iron prmantlnt
magnets. Because of the obvious significance of this patent
application to GM, Claims 47-5 I are being added at this lime to
further clarify and distinctly claim the invention.
The Science article makes note of the work of several others in
the fields of rare earth element magnets and metali~~rgyIt makes
particular reference to a 1979 Russian puhlic,lition:of neodymiumiron-boron phase diagrams (Science, p. 921, col. 3, para" 2). A
copy of the Russian text and an English tranalatioo are also
enclosed for the Examiner's infc rmaticrn.
While the author of the Science article secms to put great stock in
this Russian article, it is not relevant to any rejection of claims in
this case because it fails to teach or suggest that rai e eartl-t-iron
alloys are or could be permanenrly magnetic. It is not possible to
determine or predict the magnetic characteristics af metai alloys
by looking at their phase diagr-arnsf Thus a resem her looking
for a new magnetic alloy would not have an) greater incentive to
look at Nd-Fe phase diagrams than at any of thoitsmds o f other
iron alloy diagrams - - except to explain results t h t had already
been achieved. Before the invention claimed hereh, those skilled
in the magnetic art did not consider light ran: earth-iron illloys to
be viable candidates for making permanent niagnds. As a further
point of information on the Russian anide, GM'sl;.r*esearch
indicates that the R3Fe16B1phase reported by the Rmians does
not exist and that it is a stable R,Fc,,B phdse (shrwn in the figure
on page 921 of the Science artide) that is the primiry source of
22.3

hard magnetism in suitably proczssed. boron -containing. rare
earth-iron alloys.
The Science article also mentions the work df Arthur Clark at p.
921, col. 1, par. 2. This work 1s covcreci in the Clark article
"High Field Magnetization and Coerci vi& d'Amorphou~iRE-Fe
Alloys", Applied Physics Letter;, Vol. 23, No. 11. Dee 1973
which is already of reference an this case
Work of Norman Koon and Badri Das is alw menrioned at p. 921
col. col. 2 of the Science article. This work is the subject matter
of recently issued U.S. Patent hos. 4,409,0@3;4$02,77'0;
4,375,372 and 4,374,665. These patents art not effecthe
references to this application because they w r e filed later
(October 23, 1981). They are also limited 8 ) campositionally
different alloys which must conlam substantial am bunts of boron,
lanthanum, heavy rare earth elements and irtm but no more than
2% total of the light rare earth elements oerkJm. ncodyn ium and
praseodymium.
(CX-23, Tab 15) There were no remarks by thc app€icmt when he filed on September 26,
1983 Paper No. 12 which added claim 46 that ultimatt:lq bt:canie claim 13. (CX-22, M
002901).
151.

In an Office Action dated May

18,

1984 (CX-22. M 002926-2937) certain

claims, including claims 48-51, were rejected iinder 3 5 U.E.C. (i 112. first paragraph as
directed to new matter. Also claims 46 to 51, inter alia. ghich because the claims in issue
were rejected as based on insufficient disclosue. Certain clainis inclwing claims 50 and 51
were rejected under 35 U.S.C.

9 112 , second paragraph, tis being indcfinite for failing to

particularly point out and distinctly claiming ttle subject metter which the applicant regards as
his invention. Claims 46, 50 and 51, inter alia, werc hrthcr rejected under 35 U.S.C.

8 112,

first paragraph, "as the disclosure is enabling <inly for claims limited in accordance with the
disclosure at page 9, lines 10 to 13 of the spec Lficatic'u. ' C'lainu 46-51, inter alia, were also

rejected over Savage et a1 U.S. Patent No. 4,308,474, the Exanliner stating that the reference
teaches "iron-rare earth alloys in proportions overlappink: applicant's.

Claims 46 to 5 1,

alia, and which became the claims in issue wen: further rejected Lnder .55 U.S.C. 8 102(a) as
anticipated by or, in the alternative, under 35 1J.S.C. 4 103 as obvious over Wallace at al.
U.S. Patent No. 3,102,002. The Examiner stated that the Wallace et ai patent teaches "a rare-

earth transition metal permanent magnetic alloq " m d tlx t applic ant's chimed composition does
not distinguish over Wallace et al's alloy and that in view of th~.
cwerlap in proportions and the
lack of any evidence to the contrary, their alloy of Wallace et a: would be expected to have the
same properties, Le. , coercive force, as applicmt's alloy. Claim:. 37 and 45 were also
rejected under 35 U.S.C. 8 102(a) as anticipatcd by or, in the alternatne, under 35 U.S.C. 0
103 as obvious over Clark.
152.

In an amendment dated September 18. 984 (M 003065-3079), applicant relied

on an affidavit of Alden E. Ray under Rule 112 (M 002938-30b41in arguing the rejections set
forth in the Office Action dated May 18, 1984

153.

The Examiner in an Office Action dated (Ictriber 11, 1984 stated inter alia that

the Alden E. Ray affidavit was insufficient to overcome the reject ion OB claims 46 to 5 1 based
upon Savage et a1 and Wallace et a1 "because the: affidarit i; a staiemenr of Mr. Alden E.
Ray's opinions with no data or evidence to substantiate his opinions." iCX-22, M 003082003083).
154.

Applicant, in a supplemental amendment dakd Nwembr~r5, 1984, argued (CX-

22, M 003087-3090):
Claims 31 to 39 and 41 to 51 have becn reja:ted a: obvious over
225

USPN 4,308,474 to Savage et al. Thc only remaining issue of
patentability of the subject claims over Savage et si. is whether or
not easy domain wall movement (see Savage et al. at GOI . 1 , line
58; Col. 2, line 63; Col. 3, line 23, e.g.) is rhe :,ame as soft
magnetism.
A copy of a booklet put out by Hitachi Magnetics Corporation
accompanies this paper. At pag: 5 , Col. 1, near the bottom of
the first full paragraph it is noted ''Thc (domain) boundaries of
soft magnetic materials must be made easy $) mow in response to
low fields, whereas the boundaries of p m a i e n t magnet? must be
made difficult to move so they will resist dernapecizing fields. "
The magnetostricters disclosed hy Savage an: par~cu1arl.v
characterized by their easy domain boundary mowmem 3 t very
low fields of only a few Oersteds. The domiin wills of
Applicant's claimed magnets do not move at fielde less than
1,000 Oersteds. Therefore, ai1 Eavagr; et al. 's cryqtallint alloys
are soft magnets which do not obviate Applkant's high coercivity
hard magnets.
Claims 37 to 40 and 45 to 51 have bean rejacted a; obvious over
USPN 3,102,202 to Wallace et 11. The c9nly reaiaining issue of
patentability of the subject claims over Walhice et al. is whether
Applicant's rapid solidification method prodices a differtmt
product than Wallace et al.'s quznch method.
Wallace et a1 describes his alloy solidificatiaa step at coi 4, line
32. "The molten samples were ...dropped into a large copper
mold. The copper mold. The copper mold rapidid dissipated the
heat and solidification took place kery rapidly. "
All Applicant's melt spun samples were quenched against a
rotating copper wheel plated with s:hrcmiurn Rt:fi:rring 50
Figures 2-5 of the subject application. it is &adB$ apparent that
intrinsic coercivity (i.e., the mesaire &Ifpemianenr magnetism)
quickly approaches zero as the quench whed is xlcwed down. At
zero wheel speed, none of the a loys would be p:manently
magnetic.
Operating Applicant's quench wheel at aero wheel speed is
equivalent to Wallace et al.'s mcthod ~rfquaichiiq in a copper
mold. Referring to Applicant's figureq2 -5 it is dpparenr that

both the processes yield magnetically soft pmductg
Accordingly, Applicant's claims to hard magnets EL -e undwious
over Wallace et al.
Claims 37 and 45 have been rejcctcd as obvk)us mer Cliuk's
article "High-field magnetization and coercivity of amorphous
rare-earth-Fe, alloys". The on14 remaining issue o f patmtability
of the subject claims over Clark is whether Applicant's ripid
solidification method produces a differen1 pmdut t han Clark's
method.
The inventor here, Dr. John Croat, reports data to this point in
his article Permanent Magnet Kropertics ofsi!ill\ _IQuteiicM
Rare Earth-Iron Alloys, IEEE Transactions c'n Magnetic:;, Vol.
MAG-18, No. 6, Nov. 1982. Figure 3 ofthe Cmit pawr shows
that Pr-Fe alloy sputtered and annealed by Clark's methcd
develop substantially less than 1 ,WOcoerci ty . Ihe same alloy
processed by melt spinning develops mort: than 2 $~OOOersteds
coercivity. Thus, the strong permanent niagiets 0- Claim 37
and 45 are clearly unobvious ovA:rC l a k
Based on her interviews with the Examiner, .4pplic ant's attorney
believes that the paragraphs ab0 (e refute each rentining ground
for rejection of the claims under 3 S USC 1E;. 11 i s thert.€ore
respectfully requested that this amen&-sierrtbr: emered, dl claims
be allowed and the case be passed to issuc.
155.

The Examiner in an Office Action dattrd Detembei 11, 1984 allowed, inter alia,

claims 46-51 which claims became the claims in issuc. (CX-22, 'M 00?092-3093).

X.

Prosecution Of The Claims In Issue Of The -058 Patitknit
156. While the '058 patent is based on Ser. Na. 4f1,9?6 filed September 3, 1982 none

of the claims in issue were introduced into the application ontil the amendment dated
September 26, 1984 was filed. (CX-16, M 001730-E739;CX- L9, Tab 8). In that amendment
applicant added claims 15 thru 25. Thereafter followinp a€ amcrdmenl , claim 15 became
claim 1 in issue; following three amendments, claim 24 became claim 'Y.in issue; following

four amendments claims 26 became claim 5 ; folhwing iom ammdmenrs claim 30 became
claim 9; and following three amendments claini 32 became c1ai.n 11. 4 CX-16. M 0018451851). In an amendment dated October 19, 1984 apnlkant added claini 29, inter alia (CX-16,

M 001740-1746) which following three amendments became cLkn 8 issue. (CX-16, M
00 1834).
157.

Applicant in an "Updating Of Informaricm Disclosure Statement Under 37

C.F.R. 1.99" dated Nov. 7, 1985 (CX-17 Tab 16) cited Koon ct a1 "Magnetic Properties of
Amorphous and Crystallized (Feo~,,Bo~,,)o~,~o~,~L;b~o~,
&)lied Fhysics Letters, Vol. 39 No.
'I

10, pp. 840-842, November 15, 1981. The Examiner, m ran Office Action dated 2/20/85
(CX-17, Tab lo), rejected claims 26 and 30 inter alii1 under- 35 1.. S . C . 0 102(a) as anticipated
by or, in the alternative, under 35 U.S.C. Q 103 as obvjouE over Koon U.S. Patent No.
4,402,770 on the ground that Koon teaches a mgnelically hard alloy containing a rare earth
element selected from Ce, PryNd and mixture:; thereof, La, B md Fey Co and/or Ni. Claim
30, inter alia, was rejected under 35 U.S.C. Q 103 as being unpatentable over Japanese patent
documents 56-47538. Claims 15, 24, 26, 29, 30 and 32, Enter alia, were rejected under 35
U.S.C.

0 103 as being unpatentable over Japanese documents 57- 141901. Claims 15, 24, 26,

29, 30 and 32, inter alia were also rejected as claiming the same tnvennon as that of claims 1
to 6, 8 to 20, and 26 to 32 of applicant's coperlding ,q)plicotion Serial fdo. 544,728 on which
the '931 patent is based.
158.

The Examiner, in an "Examiner Interview Simniary Record" (CX-17, Tab 11)

dated 3/26/85 stated that a declaration swearinq that rtie original oath was signed on August
19, 1982 would be sufficient to overcome Japanese reference 5 7-14 1901 dated Sept. 2, 1982.
2 28
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In an amendment dated June 10, 11W in tlx Remurks
+

iri

the prosecution of the

‘058 patent it was stated. (CX-17, Tab 12).
The symbol s was used in the specificnrion at p a y 23, f i x
example, and is a well-known rathematical symw,l which means
less than or approximately equal to. If the Exmirer withes. he
may amend the claims by inserting the wrck;, “less than or
approximately equal to, ” each p !ace where the SJ &bo1 is now
used.
All claims are now limited to at least about 10 atcmic percent Nd
and/or Pr. This is supported at Example 5, page 16, and Figure
5 of the application, for exampk:, when: remanem: is plotted as
a function of quench rate for a 10% Nd ailo3. Otrer rarc earth
elements are also suitable in conjunctivri with Nd and/or Pr as set
forth in particular at page 11 p;iragral.rh 2, of the 5,pecifk:ation.
Similarly, all compositions require at least about 59 atomic
percent iron but other transiticm metal elements n ~ l ybe present as
set forth, for example, at page: 1 1 , paragrapt. 3, ;yf the
specification.
.)

Claims 21, 26, 30 and 31 have Ixxn rcjjected as anticipated under
35 U.S.C. 102(a) or obvious under 35 U.S.C. 103 in vicw of
U.S. patent 4,402,770 to Koon. These claidlis have beer1
amended to specifically require It least 10 abmic vercent of
neodymium and/or praseodymium. Koon specifmlly stsitesthat
the non-preferred lanthanides include m:udyiiium imd
praseodymium and that these rare earths rnwt not Re present in
concentrations more than 2 atomic p p q t (Koori ‘770, calm
2, lines 46-50). Therefore, claims 21, 26, 30 and 31 art: well
outside the compositional range!, o f Koon ‘7”O. Koon teaches
away from using more than 2 percent Nd milor Pr to make
permanent magnets.
Claims 30 and 31 have been rejccted under 35 U.5.C. 1Q3 as
being unpatentable over Japanese paterir doatmerit 47532;.
Claims 30 and 31 have been ammded to recite the requirement of
at least about 50 atomic percent iron based on thc rota1
composition. Therefore, Applicant’s compo sitiom fall cutside of
the range of compositions taught or suggested in the Japtnese
patent document. Moreover, th.: Japanese rt ferem ,e clea-ly
relates to magnets based on RE$o,, compobitions where RE is

predominantly a heavy rare earth and whcre. copper is included as
a sintering aid. This is a different family of compositions than
the rare earth-iron-boron compositions tar igh t and claimed by
Applicant in the subject application.
Claims 15, 21, 22, 24 and 26-.3:! are rejectet under 35 1r.S.C.
103 as unpatentable over Japanese document 57- 141901. In
accordance with 37 CFR 1.13 1 the grant of EL patent shall not be
barred by reference to a printed publication if Applicant shall
make oath as to facts showing ccmple.eicrn of the iirventicin in this
country before the date of the printed r)ublicrttiori. The
publication and effective date of Japanese '901 is &epteniber2,
1982. The attached affidavit of Dr. John Ct9at. Applicant,
swears to facts showing reducticln IO practice of dk: subject
invention in the United States bcfore August 19. 1'282, the date
on which the Declaration and B,wcyof &&sney f )r USSN
414,936 was signed. Accordingly. Japanese '90 1, publhhed only
one day before Applicant's filin-?;date skall not hr the rrant of
claim in this application.
160.

The Examiner, in an "Examiner Inteniew Summary Record" dated 8/13/85

(CX-17, Tab 14) stated that claims 15, 21, 22, 24 a d 26-32 as well as Koon U.S. Patent No.
4,402,770, and Japanese 56-4753 and 57-141 ?011 wcre di&:usseif and that it appears, based on
papers filed, that the rejections are overcome.
161.

The Examiner, in an "Examiner Interview Simniary Rec:ord" (CX-17, Tab 19)

dated 2/13/86 and 2/14/86 stated that the Examiner had explainad that q-laims 24, 26, 30 and
32 would be rejected over Kabacoff et al; that apglicniit's attormv proposed adding the
language "at room temperature" to the end of claims 24 aril 26 rpid inserting the phrase
"having an intrinsic coercivity of at least abaut I000 Oe rstkds at :-oom remgerature, after the
'I

word "composition" in line 2 of claims 26 arid 32; a i d that the Eliaminer indicated that such
would obviate the prospective rejection over Kabacoff.
162.

The Examiner in an Office Action (CX-1'7, Tab Mi) dai-ed 3/10/86 stated that

claims 15, 21, 22, 27 to 29 and 31 were al1owt:d whilt: (:laions 24 26, 33 and 32 were rejected
over Kabacoff et al.
163.

Applicant, in an amendment datcd 4/8/86 (CX-1-7,Tab 2 1) stated:
Claims 15, 21, 22, 27 to 29, and 31 have been aikwed. Claims
24, 26, 30 and 32 [became clainis 4, 5, 6 and 11 hi issuc] have
been rejected as obvious over thc article by Kabaoclff et al.
Kabacoff et a1 was published less than onc y:ar betore
Applicant's filing date. Howevw, even if it is cohiiidered, the
article relates only to magnetically soft lzcsmpositiorzs and does not
teach or suggest Applicant's magnetically hard conipositions with
high magnetic coercivities at room temperam re. Accordmgly,
rejected Claims 24, 26, 30 and 32 have bceo amended as
discussed in our telephone interview to specifically recite that
Applicant's invention relates to inatexiah with hit& magnetic
coercivities at room temperatures.
In that the Examiner has indicated that t h : ciainw rejected over
Kabacoff et a1 would be allowed if amended as ahwe, axid in that
all other claims have been allowed, it is respl:ctfiilly requested
that the application be passed to issue or othtrwist expedtted
towards that end as quickly as pwibli*.

164.

The Examiner, in an "Examiner Intemicw Sunmrry Record" (CX-17, Tab 22)

dated 5/22/86 stated that:
Attorney called regarding status of applicaticn. 7%1=Examiner
explained that the rejection based on Kabaccaff wmld be
maintained in that the Hc of lea than Stk wits for Ihe amorphous
alloy and that a crystalline pexmanmt maspet is ckharly t:riught by
reference. Applicant's attorney disagreed.
165.

';ab V )dated 7/25/86 stated:
The Examiner in an Office Action (CX-17,
Claims 15, 21, 22, 24 and 26 to 32 arc rvjected mder 3S U.S.C.
103 as being unpatentable over I<abact)ff et 81.
Kabacoff et al. teach an amorphous mapetk compositjon
consisting of, in atomic percent, 0 to 30% Pr, 50 to 80% Fe and
14 to 20% B. Kabacoff et al. also teaches tke U M of
~ this

composition as a precursor to a magnetically hard t.rystai line
magnet (page 2255 Introducticm, . Applicant's cfained magnetic
composition does not distinguish over the psmarie :it Fe-B-Pr
magnet suggested by Kabacoff et a!.
166.

Applicant in an amendment dated Oct* 9. 1!%6 itX-17. Tab 26) argued as

follow with respect to the rejection over Kabacoff et al .
All claims now in the case have been rejecter1 undkr 35 1I.S.C.
103 as obvious over Kabacoff et al. The re&ction cites Kabacoff
as teaching permanently magnet IC crystiilhine pra id: ,dymium-ironboron compositions.
The Examiner relies heavily on ihe introduction of the reference
where Kabacoff states the objective of the mignedcs community
to make permanent magnets b a s d on $herar: earth elements and
iron.
While most work on ferromagmtic metdillic glas::@:;has centered
on magnetically soft materials, there is also tin interest in the
development of glasses containing Fe ,uld rare eRmhs either
directly as permanent magnets or as pr-ecurscrs €or new
crystalline phases with hard magpetic pmoerties. 1 Emphasis
added).
The article then sets forth data cbtained hi crmedron w t h
Kabacoff's production of rapidly solidified, magneticall! soft,
amorphous, Pr-Fe-B alloys. He notes at page 2 3 5 , col 1 that:
The coercive force at rotmi temperatwe was too
small to be measured on the vilwat in$ saaif le
magnetometer ( < 5 Oe).
At the end of the discussion section he mtes
What was surprising about the result&was the
failure to detect a coercive force using this
instrument (the vibrating sample magnetometer).
This puts a very consc=rv,itiveuppcr Lmit Q 1 H, cit'
5 Oe.
The article concludes with the si atement:

The values of Hc in crysrallizetl samples of the
present alloys will be presented mbsCquend1y .
The Examiner states in the last paragraph on pagr: 3 of
25* Office Action.

&IS
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Kabacoff et al. disclosurr: is not limited t r ~
magnetically soft amorphous ccsmpoations,
Instead the Examiner contends that Kabac WT et ai
clearly suggest crystalline Fe-B-Pm permanre nt
magnet compositions (sen: Introduction).
The conclusion on the Examine1 's part that Kabamff teaches
sensc only
Applicant's permanent magnet compositions mak BIZ.
when read in light of Croat's disclosure ipi &e subject application.
A reading of the Kabacoff reference wirhout 20:X hindsight
would lead one skilled in the art to cowhide that IC abawff
desired, as had all workers in the art, to make pemnanendy
magnetic rare earth-iron based compositions. His d a n was to do
it by making amorphous precursors and anncalinq them.
In that vein, Kabacoff made amfxphous I%-€e-B a.Joys and
measured their magnetic propenies. He seemed tr expect
relatively high coercivity (Le., permanent rqagnetusm) in these
materials in view of work by Croat and Komi but was surprised
to find his samples had an upper coercivity bmit 04' 5 Qe - very
soft magnets. He crystallized numerow samples of var) ing
composition (i.e., heated them to T,) and de:ennked tha several
different crystal phases formed in them
There is no evidence in the papc'r that Kabaooff ;ismally made
any permanent magnets even though it is very app;irent that he
(and everyone else) hoped to do so. Therefme. m e sknlilcd in the
art considering the Kabacoff paper (without,ilre;d Y knowing
about the subject invention) would have had to cmclude that
Kabacoff did not and could not make penmient IRE-Fe magnets.
The reference would, therefore, have drawn one skilled in the art
away from pursuing the concept of making emanent rare earthiron magnets by crystallizing aniorphcw prcursm s.
A copy of an Affidavit of Lawnmce 1.ICabEicoff mdes 37
C.F.R. 1.132, originally submiited in related USSN 544.728, is

offered herewith in support of tl-je nondxiousnes cf the rejected
claims over the cited article.
The Examiner's rejection is based upoai a mcde crt capability of
operation attributed to Kabacoff s samdei; - i.e., fixit thcy were
permanently magnetic. The Affidavit clearlq retidl s the basis for
the Examiner's rejection. Dr. Kabacoff has very candidlv and
forthrightly sworn that all samples made in eomction with the
article which were measured for magnetic: coerci v i y were
magnetically soft. The Affidavit hirthes bhaNs t t Dr. Kabacoff
intended to pursue the creation of 13E-Fs-B permanent magnets
but had not done so as of April 4, 1983. 0 this date (which is
well after the September 3, 1982 filing dn if this application,
he discovered that George Hadjipanayis bad madie melt--spunand
heat-treated Pr-Fe-B containing alloys wbich we181 permanently
magnetic. Upon finding that someone else Bad alfl:ady
accomplished his goal, he did not pursue additiomf research
related to magnetically hardening KE-FeIB alloys, He also did
not follow-up on the suggestian in his citrd paper rhat values of
H, in crystallized Pr-Fe-B samples would be pub khed.
167.

The Examiner in an Office Action (CX-17, Tab E )dated 2/4/87 stated that

while the affidavit under 37 CFR 1.132 filed Octobei- 9.. 1986 c a s sufficient to overcome the
rejection of claims 15, 21, 22, 24 and 26 to '32 based iqion Kabacoff et al., those claims were
"provisionally" rejected under 35 U.S.C. 8 10 1 as clarrriinp the- s ime invention as that of
claims 40 to 50 and 72 in copending application Ser. Ncl. 544,2212. Thc '931 patent in issue is
based on Ser. No. 544,728. (CX-2).
168.

Applicant, in an amendment (CX-17, Tal, 20) dated April 6, 1987 in the

"Remarks" section argued:
Applicant and his attorneys gratcfirlly acknotvledqr: the tclephone
interview afforded by the Examiner 011 March 12, 1987. Several
of the claims have been amended as agreed ciuring the interview.
For the most part, these amendrilents involvt the addition of
compositional ranges for the rare earth e1em:nts arid the
transition metals.

***
It is recalled that Dr. Croat discwered that b-on-modymnlm and
iron-praseodymium based compositions cwki be nipidly
solidified to form products having permanen magnet prtrverties.
That discovery was disclosed and clairnied in his U S. Patent No.
4,496,395.The subject application describezi; and claims
improved compositions that incorporate boron. ' rtae addlidon of
boron to iron-neodymium alloys, for exampl:, pi-ovides a,
substantial increase in magnetic propeltie.; such ad coercijiity and
Curie temperature. In the experience n.eflectx:d iri rhe many
examples presented in the sub-ject appl icatioa , the prefencd
addition of boron to iron and neodymium or prawwdymium based
compositions in such that boron niakex q d about 0.5to 10 atomic
percent of the total composition Particularly desirable
permanent magnetic properties were observed in such maxtures
described in the working examples of this applicatron. However,
there is no suggestion in the application and inded no technical
basis for concluding from its teaching tllat Mgher boron ,jdditions
are unsuitable for achieving improvements irc ma petic properties
in iron-neodymium-praseodyniiitm ba:$ed cor;lpodions. To the
contrary, in the brief summary portion of the spt esficaticm at
pages 3 and 4,it is stated with reference ro tie basic forniula
RE,-,(TM,-,B y)x that the value of x is prefefitbly in the range of
about 0.5 to about 0.9 and y is preferably in the range of about
0.01 to about 0.20. Accordingly, in this discloslm of a preferred
practice of the invention, the boron content roulciihe at Icast
about 18 atomic percent of the cweralf hal;ic forniula. In general,
the specification points out benefits of c.oinI%ninghoron with iron
and neodymium and/or praseodymium. There is r o suggestion
that boron content in excess of amounn described d s preierred so
change the magnetic properties of' the ovcraIj cornpositions as to
be outside the scope of the invention.
Claim 24 [which became claim 4 in iswe1 (like tbims 2f1,30 arid
32) [which became claims 5, I2 and 11 in issxe] is oresented in
the application to recite the invention in a differem form than
other claims. Claim 24 requires that a magnetically hard alloy
composition be formed and that it contain a specifred range of
rare earth elements and iron and a minimum amount of boron.
However, the claim requires these coniyx!sitiord rxitations to
cooperate such that the resultant matei ial has an intrinsic
magnetic coercivity of at least 5,000 Oersteds at mom

temperature. Claims 26, 30 and 32 recite th:inwritions in like
terms. They provide compositicaal ranges fi)r two of the
necessary constituent element types, they provide a minimum
amount of the third necessary constituent, boron, and thev
require that the overall material coope~ateto provir ie certain
minimum permanent magnet prc.perties. Ilu law tioes not
require applicant's claims to provide a cleiaikd recipe of his
permanent magnets. The law requires ths: cftimg to distinctly
claim the invention. It is respectfully submitted tlht claims 24,
26, 30 an 32 accomplish this requirement ami satisfy 35 fJSC
112.
As regards the provisional doubiie patenting rejection, applicant
would like to establish the patentability of"thr: pending claims in
this application. Of course, the issue of doLible payentinp. can be
resolved by retaining the clairris in the apnlication ind deleting
them from Serial No. 544,728 or vice versa. In mew of the
prospect of an interference invoilving t h e daims, applicmt's
attorney prefers to continue the srosecution in this application
and will deal with the matter of prospective doubk patenting
later.
169.

The Examiner in an Advisory Action KX-17, Tiib 30) dated 4/15/87 stated that

claims 15, 21, 22, 24 and 26 to 32 were rejectcd "as set f a t h ill he double patenting
rejection" and the the rejection of claims 15, 2 1, 22, 24 ami 26 80 32 "on references is deemed
to be overcome by applicant's response. 'I
170.

The Examiner in an Examiner Interview ;Sununa:-y Record (CX-17, Tab 33)

dated 5/12/87 stated that he had advised that attorney that ill V ~ ofP claim 72 in 544,758 (on
which the '931 patent in issue is based), the dcuble patenting rrjection would be maintained
and that the attorney indicated he would cancel said claim 72.
171.

The Examiner in a 1987 Office Action [CX- 17, 'Tab 36) stated that while all

claims were allowable, due to a potential interierence, g z parte p-osecurion was suspended for
six months.

172.

The Examiner in a "Notice Of P.llowabiliky" dated (CX-17,
Tab 41) stated that

the allowed claims were claims 15, 21, 22, 24 and 20 tc~32, and the '058 patent issued on July
25, 1989. (CX-1).
173.

The Patent Office Board of Interfer-ences in p: NotitJe of lnterference dated

8/11/93 (CX-17, Tab 46) indicated that interference No 1413,133 was declared involving
Croat's claims 1 through 20 of U.S. Pat. No. 4.802,YSE and clakns 1 through 11 of U.S. Pat.
No. 4,851,058 with Croat as the junior party and Noranmw:. Kolm's ctaims 1 thru 31 and 34
of reissue 07/248,217 with Koon as the senior party. C:xmt 1 of the interference read:
COUNT 1

A permanent magnet alloy cornpsition CI nnprisiq:, in aromic percent, 6
to 40 percent of at least one rare earth metal, 0.75 to 28.75 percent boron, 50 to
90 percent of at least one transition metal selected &om the group consisting of
iron and cobalt, 0 to 4.75 percent of at least one element +;electedfrom the
group consisting of phosphorus, silicon, aluminum, arsenic germanium, indium,
antimony, bismuth, and tin and from 0 to less than 20 peacent based upon the
iron content in the alloy of at least one additive rnetil selected from the group
consisting of titanium, nickel, chromium, zirconium, and manganese where said
alloy contains the tetragonal phase RI~t'M,,fp, wherein RE reprcsents the rare
earth metals, TM represents the transition met&., and B represents boron.
XI.

Prosecution Of the Claims In Issue Of the '9931 Patent
174.

Ser No, 544,728, on which the '931 pdtcnt is b;uh:d an0 was fied on October

26, 1983, contained thirty two (32) original claims. (CX-19, M 002401-2463).
175.

In an amendment dated Sept. 9, 1985 ,tppl.ir:ant added claims 33-65. (CX-19,

M 002514-2522; CX-20, Tab 11).
176.

Twice amended claims 38, 51, 52 bexme indepwdent Aaims 1, 2 and 3 in

issue respectively. (CX-19, M 002608-2609). Twic : arnerlded c:aims hO, 64, 66, 68, 69 and
70 became independent claim 10, 14, 16, 18, 39 and 20 in

ISSW

respecavely. (CX-19, M

0026 10-2615).
177.

Applicant in the remarks section of the arnegdment dated Sept. 9, 1985 and in

which claims 33-65 were added (CX-20, Tab 11) argueti:
Claims 5 and 26-32 have been rejected uiide; - 35 I. SC 102 or 103
over Koon 4,402770. Koon is cited as teacting a permanent
magnet alloy which may contain Nd and Pr.
Koon relates to compositions which musf cmtain heavy rare earth
elements, lanthanum, at least one transitjsn metd boron and an
auxiliary glass former such as phosphorous, si1
arsenic, germanium, indium, antimony, tin, or Fri>.muth
Applicant's compositions do not require ilahaniwli or such glass
formers to obtain better magnetic. proycrtiej thaii any taught or
suggested by Koon. Moreover Koon prefe *stht3 heavy rare
earths and cannot tolerate more than 2 pcrcrnt necidymiiim andor
praseodmium in his compositions (Col. 2, Enes 3tr-50).
All claims now in the case except claims 73 and 74 LThc
Examiner in the Office action dated 5/15/81?(CX.20, Tab 12)
assumed applicant was referrin:4 to claims 62 and 631 require at
least about 6 atomic percent XI ;and/c)rPr. Claims 73 1621 and
[63] require more than 2 percent of the& elements. Accordingly,
all claims are outside the coniposztioxial ran :es )t Koon and are
not anticipated nor obviated by the referenee.
Claims 1-6, 8-20 and 26-32 arc rejected uader 33 USC 103 over
any one of Jap. Doc. Nos. 56-47538, 54-7b419 c!r 57-141901.
Claims 40-50 are believed to be in condition for dlowaiice over
the Japanese references based on their prosxutio p i in parent
application USSN 414,S36.
Jap. '538 (Hitachi) pertains to "intermetalBc compouncls
comprising rare earth metal elcmentrl aid flo. i i m i particularly
pertains to the improvement in Cu-added W,Co,, type pmnanent
magnet alloy" (page 2, par. 1 of traiaslatioti). Ihese magnets

have a hexagonal crystal structure. TAeir performmce is
improved by adding a small amount of copp:r to promote
precipitation hardening.
The subject invention relates to alloys where the pPedarninant
magnetically hard constituent is the RE,TMf,B, pbdse. This
phase has a tetragonal crystal sb-ucturc whidi can be readily
distinguished from the hexagomrl structure of rare earth-cobalt
based magnetic alloys. In ordei to obtain gc od magnetic
properties, the light rare earth elements Nd m d h r Pr must be
present as well as an amount of iron grcater than t:ie afllllwnt of
cobalt. Boron is required to form this stable phme. Am
appreciable amount of copper greatly reduces the ;tlloys'
magnetic properties.
The Hitachi reference not only relates to a c'iiffeseiiit fandy of
magnetic materials, but it can only be said t f ~suggest Applicant's
compositions by distortion of its overall teachings. The
maximum allowable amount of iron which may he present is
35.7 % based on the formula

where A is the maximum of 8.3 and x is the maximum 0.4. In
that situation the ratio of Co to Pe is about 1.5:1. Therr must be
substantially more Co than iron In such canposirion, me
amount of boron would be less than 0. I %. Furthrmorv. the
reference does not require nor even mention that fi d or Pr' must
be present. The examples are all based on Sm as the rare earth
element because Sm and Co fonn the 2-17 phase.
Applicant's compositions require: more iron ihan cobalt. They
are all based on Nd and/or Pr. rhey require more boron than
most of the alloys claimed by Hitachi would allow Moreover,
the reference teaches that adding: iron in an &mountof more than
about 10 percent of the cobalt rrduces the iarinsic m a p &
coercivity of sintered alloys (translation, page 2, par. 2, lines
14-17). Figure 11 of the subject application show?that
increasing the iron content up tc about 87 % tncrca ses coercivity.
Hitachi also teaches that adding boron redua:s the Curie
temperature (trans., page 3, par 3). Figurer 27 of our application
shows that adding boron increases Curia: temperatbre. 'The fact
that iron and boron cause differmt and documenred results in the

compositions claimed herein and those taught by Hitachi strongly
substantiates the material differences betweai the two dif€erent
families of magnetic materials.
Jap. ‘419, also to Hitachi, relates to ”hghly magnctostrictive
materials of the type used for ultrasonic asci-latora;" (trat slation,
page 2,lines 1-2). Magnetostricters must hatre verv low
coercivities so they can rapidly change polanty wiih little loss in
weak reversing field: that is, they are vary swift nlegnets with low
coercivities. This is discussed, for example,at page 5 , tlol. 1 of
a booklet put out by Hitachi Magnetic!;% hich was also cited by
70.
Applicant in the prosecution of USSN 27 $,(I
All claims herein are drawn to remanent mignets with very high
coercivities. Therefore, they arc not suggeded by the
magnetically soft alloys of the ‘41 9 referena:. Furthemore.
while the compositions suggested by the reference can be forced
to overlap Applicant’s claims. ’iap. ‘419 da:s nnt requirc: Nd
and/or Pr, at least about 40 atomic percent iron or greater than
0.5% B. None of the examples contains Nd or Pr nor suitable
proportions of iron and boron It would it,rlker more than routine
experimentation by one skilled i n the art io Arrive at Applicant’s
invention based on the teaching&of Jap. ‘419.
Similarly, Jap. ‘901 to Mitsubislii Seiko recites a troad range of
compositions which can be fora:d to overlap AppIrcant’s. But
again, there are thousands of other cornpcrsi$ons kcluded in the
‘901 teaching which do not overlap m r suggest Applicant’s. No
iron is required and Ti, V, Cr, Cu, Zr,Nb, 540, Elf,Ta and W
are taught to be equally suited. No bctrmais requhed ami Si, P
and C are taught to be equally wiited. Any rare earth is
acceptable: Nd and/or Pr are not rcquircxt.
Furthermore, the ‘901 reference is effective axit wferexlce only
one any before the filing of parent applicatiain W & N 414,936. It
was sworn behind as a reference in that applicatiar:. It does not
teach nor suggest claims 33-39 of this applimtion which recite the
RE;?TM,,B, phase and its crystal tetragun;al S(ructute and therefore
does not obviate these claims. Like the othrr Jawnese
references, it relates to the SniCla5to S q C q 7 family of magnetic
alloys with hexagonal crystal strlilciures. Jap. ‘Wt is not an
effective reference to claims 40-50 of the ‘936 application which
antedate it. It does not obviate the cornpositional claims 51 to 65
24 0

for the reasons set forth above.
The potential double patenting rzjection wil€be addressed by
Applicant at such time as notice of allownnot: of ddims in related
USSN 414,936 is received.
178.

The Examiner in an Office Action d a t 4 Ma./ 13, L986 1CX-20, Tab 21)

provisionally rejected claims 33 to 65 under 32, U.S.C.101 as claiminc the same invention as
that of claims 15, 21, 22, 24 and 26 to 32 of copcnding applicatitm Serial No. 414,936 on
which the ‘058 patent is based.
179.

The Examiner in the Office of Action dated Ma) 15, 1986 (CX-20, Tab 12)

made the following art rejections:
Claims 33 to 39, 51, 59 and 62 to 65 are rejr:cted iinder 35
U.S.C. 103 as being unpatentable over Koor! ‘7: 0
Koon teaches a permanent magnet alloy containiiqj Fe, h, La and
additional rare earths including Yd and Pr (eolu~mi2, lilies 47 to
50). As claimed applicant’s invention does not distinguish over
Koon’s alloy.
Applicant’s arguments filed Seprembei 9. 1985 ha (e been fully
considered but they are not deemed to be p a sua:ke.
Applicant argues that all claims in the case now rayire at least
about 6 atomic percent Nd and /or Pr except claims 73 to 74
which require more than 2 atomic percent Nh and/or Pr. The
Examiner does not agree. Claims 33 l o 39, 51 ami 59 describe
only the “predominant”phase or constilwnt. Thai efore the Nd
and/or Pr proportions of the total composition are not clcar and
do not clearly define over Koon
It is noted that there is no claim 73 or 74 The Examiner
assumes that applicant is referring to claims 62 to 03. These
claims read on an Nd and/or Pr content which clmely
approximate 2 atomic percent. e.g. 2.001 atr)mic percent and
therefore closely approximate Koon’s cmipositica Wht.n two
compositions closely approximae one anotlx r an actual overlap
24 1

is not necessary for 103. In re 13ct:ket 33 U.S.P 0. 33.
Claims 64 and 65 are silent witk respect to the Ed and/or Pr
content.
Koon has not been applied agairist claim 58 60 alid 61 subject
to applicant's interpretation that the claim laiguagc "10TO 40
atomic percent of one or more r u e earth elernenis inclucling at
least about 6 atomic percent neodymium and lor praiseOdynium"
(claim 58, lines 2 to 4) means that Nd and/ar. Pr must always be
present in the amount of at least 6 atomic pccent base on the
total composition.
Claims 51, 52, 54 to 59, 61, 64 and 65 are rejected under 35
U.S.C. 103 as being unpatentable over Japanese document No.
56-47538.
The reference teaches a permammt magnet ailoy mntaining, in
atomic percent, 0.85 to 35.7%Fe, 4.3 to 86.4%C'o, 0.85 to
13.4%B, 0.85 to 13.4 % Hf, 12 to 14.3%rare m-thmetals,
1.7 to 22.3%Cu and the balance (lo. llkne permabent magnet
composition taught by the reference overlaps apF licant's claimed
alloy and thereby establishes a prima facie cpse of obviousness.
The open claim language "coniprising" does not preclude the
presence of Hf and Cu taught b) the rcfereme. Xtr is noted that
claims such as claim 52 clearly c:ncompas:s Hf and Gu (claim 52,
lines 6 to 8).
Applicant's arguments filed September-9, 1935 h a w been fully
considered but they are not deenied to be persuar;ice.
All of the claims included in tlhi:; rejection are siimt with respect
to crystal structure and therefore includc ;he %Cas allo! s taught
by the reference. The Examine1 agrees with applk-ant that the
maximum amount of iron that can be present in Ifftachi':, alloy is
35.7 atomic percent. However, contrary to ptpplxmnt's
arguments such an alloy can contain, in atomic percent, ap to
13.4%B and as little as 4.5 percent CL) Each of which is well
within the proportions of applicant's claimed alloy Finally, in
view of the lack of any evidence to t h e cc1ntr:iry applicanr's
particular choice of Nd and/or Pr as the rare earth component is
considered a matter of choice. It is noted the t clahns 64 and 65
are silent with respect to Nd and/or- Pr.
2 12

***
Claims 34 to 39, 43, 44, 48, 50 to 56 and 59 to 65 are rejected
under 35 U.S.C. 103 as being unpateiitable over Kabacoff et al.
Kabacoff et al. teach a magnetic composition ccwimting Lif, in
atomic percent, 0 to 30% Pr. 56 ttr 80% Fe'and 14 to 20%B.
Such a composition overlaps claimed compo ;ition and thereby
establishes a prima facie case of ohviousnesr .
Claims 40 to 42, 45 to 47 and 49 are allowdl subject to
applicant's interpretation that thew claim.; are lirahed to iilloys
containing at least about 10 atomic perceiit aeodvniiurn and/or
praseodymium and at least about 50 atomic perceh: iron based on
the entire composition (see Serial No. 414,436, :aDplicanon on
which '058 patent is based] Papcr No. 12, filed ;line 10 1985,
page 7, first paragraph of applicant's rmarls).
Applicant is advised that the Exminer b s alade a copy of
applicant's affidavit filed under 37 C.F.R. I.131 ia Junicr 10,
1985 in parent application Serial ??io.414,936 and entend said
copy as Paper No. 11 in the insrant apglicatim.
With the May 15, 1986 Office Action, the Exmrner cited Koon :t al, 'Magnetic Properties of
Amorphous and Crystallized (Fe0,82B0.18)0.9
Tb, 5J-.q.5. " b~1.3.
P h p . k t t vo. 39, No. 10, pp.
840-842 Nov. 15, 1981. (CX-20, Tab 13).
180.

Applicant, in an amendment dated Sept. 24, 1986 ICX-20, Tab 15) added

claims 66-72. As to rejections on art it was argued:
All claims rejected over Koon '770 have been anlended ctr
canceled and rewritten to require at le,ist abeut 4 aIomic percent
Nd and/or Pr. This is a substantially higher and p itentably
distinct amount of these rare earth!! than the 2 atomic percent
maximum allowed by Koon.
All claims herein corresponding to those rejected r sver H itachi' s
Jap. Doc. No. 56-47538 now recite the prestmce of the
WTM,,B1 phase. Applicant rnamtaiiis, however, that only by a
strained interpretation of the '52 8 reference, exten ;ive

experimentation, use of the teacilings m this application, and the
non-obvious use of Nd and/or Pr could oile possib y arrive at
Applicant' s compositional invention.
Claims 34-39, 43, 44, 48, 50-50, and 59 65 (all without a 10
atomic percent upper limit on boron) are rejected E s obvious in
view of the article to Kabacoff et al. Other r:omm sitional claims
have since been more broadly rejected over Kabm)ff et d. in
related USSN 414 ,936. (Offict: action datal July 25, 1986).
That rejection cites Kabacoff as teaching per nanmtly magnetic
crystalline Fe-B-Pr compositions.
The Examiner relies heavily on the intrrXluction d the Kabacoff
article where he states the objecrivc of thc magwtics conmunity
to make permanent magnets based on the rare earth elements and
iron.
While most work on ferromagm:tic mctaliic .glasm has centered
on magnetically soft materials, there is also ifin inkrest in the
development of glasses containing Fe and r z e esrths either
directly as permanent magnets, or as precursclrs ftw new
crystalline phases with hard magnetic properties. l Emphasis
added).
The article then sets forth data c btained in connection wiih
Kabacoff's products of rapidly solidified, m.gnetiL ally scjft,
amorphous, Pr-Fe-B alloys. He notes at page 22,515, col. 1 that:
The coercive force at r a m teniperahre WBS too
small to be measured on thc vibrai.int sarjir le
magnetometer ( < 5 Oe).
At the end of the discussion section he rcates
What was surprising about the results wa:; the
failure to detect a coercive force csinq this
instrument (the vibrating sample magnetometer).
This puts a very consemdive wppcr 1mit 0-1 H, at'
5 Oe.
The article concludes with the siatement:
The values of Hc in crystallized samples rf the

present alloys will be pre seated subsequently.
The Examiner states in the '936 office actior::
Kabacoff et al. disclosurc is net 1imit:d to
magnetically soft amorphous compositions,
Instead the Examiner contends :-hat Kabamff et ai.
clearly suggest crystallin: Fe-B-E% permanent
magnet compositions (see Introduction).
The conclusion on the Examine] 's pan that Kabaaoff teaches
Applicant's permanent magnet conipositions mak as sensc only
when read in light of Croat's dixlosuie in the subject application
and the '936 parent case.
A reading of the Kabacoff refermce without 20:X hindsight
would lead one skilled in the art to conchide that Kabacoff
desired, as had all workers in the art, to make pennanenrly
magnetic rare earth-iron based compo:;itions Hjs plan was to do
it by making amorphous precursors and annraling them.
In that vein, Kabacoff made arnlwphous 1%-I'e-Bailoys and
measured their magnetic propenies. He :seemed @ expect
relatively high coercivity (Le. pmnanent msgnerism) in ihese
materials in view of earlier work by Croat aid Moon but was
surprised to find his samples Eiati an upper aercIvdy limtt of 5
Oe -- very soft magnets. He crrstallized numerow samples of
varying composition (Le., heated them to T,) and determined that
several different crystal phases Iiormed in tht m.
There is no evidence in the papt:r that Kabaeoff ;mually made
any permanent magnets even ahourh is is very app:rrent that he
(and everyone else) hoped to do so. Therefore. me skilled in the
art considering the Kabacoff paper wiaboait knowing about the
subject invention would have to conclude tlmt Kabacoff did not
and could not make permanent W-Fe magn:ts. The reference
awaj from
would, therefore, have drawn om: skil1r:d in the
pursuing the concept of making permanent n r e r:arth-iron
magnets made by crystallizing amorpkcw precursors.
An Affidavit of Lawrence T. Gibacoff under 37 C.F.R. 1.132 is
offered herewith in support of die nonobvioitsne(;tof the rejected
claims over the article. The Exuniner's rejtction is based upon a

mode or capability of operation attributed to Kabar.off's samples
-- Le., that they were permanently magx tic. The Affid,wit
clearly rebuts the basis for the Examiner's rejection. Dr
Kabacoff has very candidly and foi-thrightly :;waJn that all
samples made in connection witli the article which were measured
for magnetic coercivity were magnetically scft. I"he Affidavit
further shows that Dr. Kabacoff intended to7mu-wiethe creation
of RE-Fe-B permanent magnets but had not ilone so as at April
4, 1983. On this date (which is well after the September ' 3 , 1982
filing date of parent case '936), he discoverad that George
Hadjipanayis had made melt-spun and he;rt-treated Pr-Fe -B
containing alloys which were permanently magmtic. Upon
finding that someone else had already a omplished his goal, he
did not pursue additional research related to nnagmtically
hardening RE-Fe-B alloys. He dso did not Sollsw -up on the
suggestion in his paper that values of 1Ic in rrystdatized 1%-Fe-B
samples would be published.
181.

The Examiner, in an Office Action da1e.d Fdi. 4 1987 (CX-20, Tab 18) stated

that the affidavit under 37 CFR 1,132 filed September 24, 1980 was sufficient to overcome the
rejection of claims 34 to 38, 43, 44, 48, 50 to 56 and 83 to 65 based upon Kabacoff et al.
However, in addition to rejections of the claimed subjdct matter under 35 U.S.C. 6 112,
claims 40 to 50 and 72 were provisionally rejected ur&r 35 U.S C.

5 101 as claiming the

same invention as that of claims 15, 21, 22 24 and 26 to 32 of jccpending application Serial
No. 414,936 on which the '058 patent is based

182.

Applicant, in an amendment dated April 20, 1987 (CX-20, Tab 20) argued:
Applicant's attorney acknowledges that two issues remain. One
issue is the matter of the recitation of baron coaerit in claims 38,
43, 44, 48, 50, 51, 58, 60, 61, 64 and (35-69. I"lie o t k r issue is
the matter of a provisional double patenting rejection because
copending application Serial No. 414.930 ccntaim the same
claims as claims 40-50 herein.

Dr. Croat discovered that iron-neodyniiurn and
iron-praseodymium based conipfxitionscould be riipidly
solidified to form products having permarlen: magnet properties.
That discovery was disclosed and claimed iai his U S. Patent No.
4,496,395. The subject applicarion describds and claims
improved compositions that incorporare horcn. B e addition of
boron to iron-neodymium alloys, for exunpile, provides a
substantial increase in magnetic properties such as coercarity,
energy product and Curie temperature. In the eqmience
reflected in the many examples mseated in the
application, the preferred addition of boron lo iron and
neodymium or praseodymium based composttioris is such that
boron makes up about 0.5 to 10 atomic percent of the total
composition. Particularly desir;ible p:rmane nt niagnetic
properties were observed in such mixtures &:scnbt:d in the
working examples of this application. However rhere is no
suggestion in the application and indecd no techrikal basis for
concluding from its teaching that highcs homn additions are
unsuitable for achieving improvzments in mtgneria- properties in
iron-neodymium- praseodymiuni based cr,)mpositions. To the
contrary, in the brief summary portion of th:spvcification at
pages 3 and 4, it is stated with refwerice to the b&ic formula RE,
,(TM ,,By)x that the value of x is preferably in tk range of about
0.5 to about 0.9 and y is preferably in thc range of about 0.01 to
about 0.20. Accordingly, in this discbsure of a
practice of the invention, the boron content couh
about 18 atomic percent of the r)verall basic forniula. Page 24,
lines 27-32 of the specification ieache; that boron additions over
10 atomic percent do not inhibil the essentia magnetic phase
even though magnetic properties may be dilhted In general, the
specification points out benefits of coinbinirig bomn with iron
and neodymium and/or praseodymium. There is no suggestion
that boron content in excess of amounts desliribed as preferred so
change the magnetic properties 9f the ovcrall comositions as to
be outside the scope of the inve itiun.
Claims 38, 43, 44, 48, 50, 51, 58, 60, 61, fi4 and 66-69 are
presented in the application to rccite fhc invmtic n in a different
form than other claims that recia-e a boron ccnterat range They
require that a magnetically hard alloy cornpasiticu~be formed and
that it contain a specified range of rarc earth elernmts and iron
and a minimum amount of boron. These claims ahso rewire
minimum magnetic properties and lor tho prt sent :e of the essential
,"."

magnetic phase QTM,,B,. In other words, they DrovicLe
compositional ranges for two of the necessarf comtituenr element
types, they provide a minimurn mount of thz thml necessary
constituent, boron, and they reqriire that the avesatl material
cooperate to provide certain minimum pemenenr riiagneiproperties and/or a specific iron ~~od;\'rillium,'pra:et,dymiumboron containing phase. The law does iiot mquire applir ant's
claims to provide a detailed recipe of his pernanmt magnets.
The law requires the claims to distinctly clain tbe tnveaion. It
is respectfully submitted that claims 38, 43, 44,4E,50. 51 , 58,
60, 61, 64 and 66-69 accomplish this requirtmerit and satisfy 35
USC 112.
Claim 7 1 differs in format from claims that were d iscusscd with
the Examiner. This claim specifies a pt:rmanent tragnet having
intrinsic magnetic coercivity of ;it least ahoa 1,000 Oerf teds and
comprising at least 90 percent by weight of the phme
wTM,,B,. Minimums of Nd and/or 1% ami Fe ace specified.
Thus, 90 percent of the content of the magm t is specified as well
as its minimum intrinsic coercivity.
As regards the provisional double Date nting rejec til m, aFplicant's
attorney would like to leave that issue until t'ie claims in question
have been allowed. Of course, the issue of double paterhg can
be resolved by retaining the claims in this applicaton and
deleting them from Serial No. 414.936 [ap@icatro.ion which
'058 patent is based] or vice versa In view of tlie prosywt of an
interference involving these claims, applicant's attr m e y prefers
to deal with the matter of prosp:ctive doublc patix ting later.
Applicant's attorneys believe that they have brought to the
attention of the Examiner all prior art of which tire y or the
applicant are aware having any possibhe bearing an the
patentability of applicant's clainis. Hc )wt"vei, applicant's
attorneys also wish to make the Examiner aware of a puhlication
by J. F. Herbst, J. J. Croat, F;. E. Pinkeitoa and W. B. Yelon,
"Relationships Between Crystal S trvcture and M q netic
Properties in Nd,Fe,,B," Phvsical Review Vcl. 29, No. 7, 1
April 1984. A copy is enclosed. This publkation by four
co-workers including applicant describes the crysQil structure and
room temperature moment arrangement of 811
esse litial tetragonal
rare earth-iron-boron phase constituent of applicm t's pe manent
magnets. The similarity between Figure 1 oC this oublication and
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Figure 54 will be recognized. It is also appuent triat several
claims in this application inchidc a reciratioo of r l i c phase
determined by these co-workers and rcportecl in rhos publication.
Applicant's claimed magnets, a~ described in the many actual
working examples included in tllis applicatidn and its parcnts,
were made and tested before this determination of the tetragonal
phase was made. This work thus describes ii coiisrituent phase of
the claimed magnets which had already been invented by Dr.
Croat. Material from this publication was aided $ J the
application to provide more infcimaticm concerning the
composition of the claimed magnets. This ~rystalstructwe is
recited in some claims to more clear13 ikfm: apwl.cant 5
magnets. However, applicant's attorneys have no1 viewed Drs.
Herbst, Pinkerton and Yelon as co-inventor&because thcv were
not involved in the conception and reduction to practice of the
claimed magnets. Their contribution was ta assist in the
description of the magnets after they had bern made.
183.

The Examiner, in an Office Action dated 8L!6/87 (CX-20, Tab 24) allowed

claim 62. However claims 38, 51 to 58, 60, 61 yind 63 to 71 were rejected under 35 U.S.C.

8

112. Thereafter following the filing of a ameiidment (CX-20, I%b-26), the Examiner in an

Office Action dated 12/18/87 allowed claims 01, 62 64 and 65 dthoueh he maintained his 35
I

U.S.C. 8 112 rejection of claims 38, 51 to 58, 60, 63 and.56 tt) 71.
184.

Applicant in a "Supplemental Arncndirierit After Final Rejection In Response To

Advisory Mailed 12/18/87" dated February 1, 1988 (CX-XI, Tab 28), represented that claims
61, 62, 64 and 65 have been allowed and argued the Examiner'$ rejection of remaining claims
38, 51 to 58, 60, 63 and 66-71 under 35 U.S.G.
185.

8 112.

The Examiner in an "Examiner Interview SLm a r y Record" (CX-20, Tab 29)

dated March 3, 1988 stated that he had indicated that the qJplic aiion was now in condition for
allowance.

186.

The Examiner in a "Notice Of Allowability' datcd March 7, 1988 (CX-20, Tab

30) with respect to Serial No. 544,728 stated that claim$;38, 55 to 58 and 60 to 70 were
allowed. A notice of allowance (CX-20, Tab 31) issued

01

Maah 7, 1988. The application

had been assigned "Patent No. 4,756,775" anG "an issuh: dnte of luly 12, 1988." (CX-20, Tab
33).
187.

A Patent Office communication (Paper bo. .30), dated July 7, 1988 (CX-20,

Tab 34) stated:
The purpose of this communicaiion is to snfrmn you that
application Serial No. 544,738, which has mceivai Patent No.
4,756,775 and an issue date of July 12, 1988, is being withdrawn
from issue pursuant to 37 CFK 1.313
j.

The application is being withdnum to permilt reopening i)f
prosecution. This withdrawal was recruested by the Group
Director.
188.

The Examiner in a "Notice Of Al10w;~bility' dated 12/2/88 (CX-20, Tab 40)

with respect to Serial No. 544,728 stated that claims 38, 5, to 58 and 60 to 70 were allowed.
Notice of Allowance issued on 12/2/88. (CX-20. Tab 41):
189.

The Patent Office Board of Patent IntcI ferepces in a communication dated

8/11/95 (CX-20, Tab 46) stated that claims 1 1hru 1 B of th: '058 patent and claims 1 thru 20
of the '931 patent were involved in Interference No. ]I 03, f 32 wit h applicant Croat the junior
party and Norman C. Koon's claims 1 thru 31 and 34 of reissue Serial No. 7/248,217 filed
9/23/88 the senior party. Count 1 of the inter"erenc1; read:
COUNT 1

A permanent magnet alloy compositicn comprising, in atomic percent, 6
to 40 percent of at least one rare earth netal. 0.'!5 to 2 8 . 3 percent boron, 50 to

90 percent of at least one transition metal selected fkom the group consisting of
iron and cobalt, 0 to 4.75 percent of at least one elanent ?,electedfrom the
group consisting of phosphorus, silicon, alun%um, arsenic germanium, indium,
antimony, bismuth, and tin and from 0 to less than20 percent based upon the
iron content in the alloy of at least one additive mefil selected from the group
consisting of titanium, nickel, chromiuin, zirconium, and mang anese where said
alloy contains the tetragonal phase RJ~i3",,B, wherein RE reprxents the rare
earth metals, TM represents the tramition
and B neprescrits boron.

XII. Prosecution of the Claims In Issue Of rhe '368 Patent
190.

Serial No. 516,841 filed July 25, 198.3 and on which the '368 patent is based,

as filed contained forty-eight claims. (CX-28, M QoS334+534:3) In ;in Office Aaction dated
March 19, 1984, the forty eight claims were rcjected .ISun3atent ible over claims 1 to 42 of
the applicant's copending application Serial No. -510,234u hiclr 1s the carliest application on
which the '723 patent in issue is based. The E t a m i n d s position was that although the claims
are not identical, "they are not patentably distinct from each o t k r because the claims of the
instant application (the claims of Serial No. 510,234 do noli prwbude the presence of Co.
Therefore the claims of applicants' two applications overlai). The Exxniner stated that a
I'

timely filed terminal disclaimer in compliance urnth 37 CFR 1.32l(b) would overcome the
rejection. (CX-28, M 005846-49; CX-6).
191.

Claims 49 to 96 were not added to Serial Nil. 516 841 mtil the amendment

dated November 1 , 1984 was filed. (CX-28, Nl 005926-5942). New :laims 97 and 98 were
added by an amendment filed November 13, 1985. (GX-28, M: 0O644~D-6452).New claims
99, 100 and 101 were added by an amendment filed Noveriibei 14, 19.36. (CX-28, M 0067586766).
192.

Claims 1-6, 8-10, 13-19, 21-24, 27-35 and-37-35)are in issue. Of those claims,

claims 1, 2, 3, 13, 15, 16, 32 and 33 are independent claims. Cliiim 1 corresponds to twice
amended claim 49 (M 006759); claim 2 corresyxmds to amended claim 52 (M 006442); claim

13 to twice amended claim 67 (M 006760); claims 15 and 16 tcl t1wiceamended claims 70 and
71 (M0067616763); and claims 32 and 33 to twice ainandai claims 94 and 95 (M 0067646765).
193.

The Examiner in an Office Action datcd May 13, 985 (CX-29, Tab 15)

rejected claims 49 to 96 under 35 U.S.C. 8 103 as being uripatm able cver Japanese Kokai
No. 56-47538 on the ground that the Japanese Kokai taches a mxmanent magnetic material
containing in atomic percent, 0.09 to 13.4 perc.ent bor~rr,12 to 14.3 percent of at least one
rare earth, iron, cobalt and various other elements wliich corngr)mtion overlaps applicants’
claimed composition and thereby establishes a prima facie i.ase 04” obviousness and that in view
of said overlap the composition of the reference would he expected to have the same structure
and properties as applicants’ claimed composit ion.
194.

The Examiner in the Office ActLon daied May 13, 1985 (CX-29, Tab 15) also

rejected claims 49 to 96 under 35 U.S.C. 103 as beby: rinpatenttde over Japanese Kokai No.
52-50598 on the ground that the reference teaches a rare earth cobalt inlermetallic compound
comprising in atomic percent 13.3 to 17.6 percent rari: carth, 70-2to 75.2 percent of the sum
of Cobalt, Iron, and Nickel and 11.5 to 12.2 percent of at least m e of Ta, V, B, Mn, CryZr,
Ti and Nb which composition overlaps applicants’ claimed corrrp isition and therefore
establishes a prima facie case of obviousness. The Examiner firnher reiected claim 49 to 96
under the doctrine of obviousness-type double patenting as beirig unpatentable over the claims
of applicants’ copending applications Serial No. .532,47:3;532.472 and 510,234. On the

ground that the claimed compositions of all those appbrtia IS ovlsrlap. Aerial No. 519, 234 is
the original application on which the '723 patent In i s m is based
195. The Examiner in the May 13, 1985 Office Aaion (C'X-29, Tab 15) further
rejected claims 49 to 96 under 35 U.S.C. 4 103 as k i n p ullpatcmable over Japanese Kokai
No. 57-141901 on the ground that the referenc: tcaches a p:nnment magnet powder consisting

essentially of, in atomic percent, 10 to 65 perccnf of onr or more rare wrths, 12.3 to 90
percent of a transition metal among which is discliosed ilon and cobalt and 0 to 31.5 percent of
metalloial among which is disclosed boron and that such a c omimsition overlaps applicants'
and therefore establishes a prima facie case of "&viousncs.
196.

Applicants in their amendment filed on Novrmbm 13, 1085 (CX-29, Tab 19)

and which included independent claim 2 in issue (amemxedclaim 52) arkwed against the art
cited by the Examiner in his Office Action datcd May 1 J, 1985. Thus it was argued (footnotes
omitted):
As explained at the interview, e x h of the recitations in the
claims is important in defining the present inven$iirn. More
particularly, by specifically defining the mak:rial 8 s being
anisotropic, the material is distitig~iishalrl~~
frDm mown isotropic
materials made by rapid quenching tec hnaqws. %e distinct
nature between the anisotropic rnaleria 1 of the preaent invention
and isotropic materials made by rapid qucndiing techniques is
recognized in the article by General Motors Restbar cher, R. W.
Lee, entitled "Hot-Pressed Neodymiuin-Iron -Bojm Magnets"
which was accepted for publication on Pc-bmary 4- 1985 and
actually published on April 15, 1985. 'I7nis recent article (which
of course is not prior art), state5 :
"There are essentially tNo distjnct pmcesses by
which fully dense, aligned magneis have k e n
produced from Nd-Fe-€3 alloys: one is to rapidlq
quench from the melt to a near ;inioq)hous. fine
::53

grained form and subsequently to densify and a l i p
by hot pressing. The other is to grind the alloy
into a fine powder, align the powder in a magnetx
field during cold pressinit and sinterai to near full
density. ... The challegge hagbWnJoqr1 ~#uce
fullv dense, anisotropic~ali~necT~m~.gs@
fro-m-td.ie
Jrapidlv auenchedl ribbg ip. " (E hmhasis added)
The article then goes on to explrtin how a nev rnetiod hiis been
developed which allegedly obtains fully d a w , well aligned
neodymium-iron-boron magnets from rap idly qucnched material.
Therefore, as even recognized by scientists at Gtncral Motor
Research Laboratories there is a significant ckiffewice between
anisotropic magnets and isotropic magnets prepared by rapidly
quenching a molten alloy. Additionally, the articlc makcs it clear
that there was no simple process in existence at t k time the
present invention was made by which an .inkotrop 'c magnet
could be made from a rapidly qtienchcd niatt*rial
Also discussed at the interview were the subr;tantial distinctions
between the presently claimed invention and
samarium-cobalt-type magnets. In particular, as k well known in
the art, the samarium cobalt compounds haw an wentiaily
hexagonal or rhombohedral stru m r e whereas thk: materials of the
present invention have a substantially tetragbnal crystal structure.
In the crystal structure of a samarium cobab-type magnet,
samarium functions quite differmtly from modyrnium and
praseodymium. Specifically, as shown i l l Titble I 3f the Greedan
et a1 article, the easy direction of magn&ization for a R2CoI7
compound wherein R is samarium is the e-axis. Siowei er, for
both neodymium and praseodymium, the easy direction Gf
magnetization is in the planar direction. This gentmlly means
that that the use of neodymium mi/or pntssr)dyrn+hm in Ehis type
of magnet is contraindicated since a planar direcrkm of
magnetization indicates that poor magnetic properties W Iil be
obtained.
Graphically demonstrating the f x t that the preserx e of
neodymium and praseodymium in a samarium cobalt magnet
adverselv affects the magnetic properties of 7he inagnet 1 i; the
information which is set forth in the article by J.C. Koon
published in September, 1984. As stated on page 1594:

"In Nd and Pr substituted Sm (C6,,Fe28Cu,,,Zr.
02)7,4, as shown in Fig. 2, the cnercivt: forw
decreased more rapidly than the misohmeta alloy
described above. Uncxpxtedly. Lp, tid not
increase with these subsptmionc: and, instead,
even started to drop at. about more than 20%
substitutions. This drop of BR seems to he more
pronounced for Nd than for Pr substixuted
magnets. The maximum energy product stxyed
nearly as high as Sm (Co, J;e,Cu,Zr) 7.4 magnets it
up to about 20%substitutions by Nd
decreased above this level. The drxxase
(BH),, is also observed in the Pr alloy but at an
even higher rate due ta its higher loss of loop
squareness. 'I
The foregoing information reflects the curreat undcrstanllling in
the art that the presence of neodymium and/r)rpaaseodymium in
samarium cobalt-type magnets will advtxcely affect the magnetic
properties thereof. The converse is also ~ r u a . That is, if
samarium is substituted for the neodyniiulin and/rx prase 2dymium
required in the magnetic materhls of the present invention, the
resulting magnetic proper ties will rapicily drcrem?. Heiace, as
clearly evidenced by the graph of Exhibit 1, not ardy is
neodymium and praseodymium not an equivalent of samarium in
samarium cobalt-type magnets, mi samarium is not the
equivalent of neodymium and/oi- prasc:od.ymjum in the magnetic
materials of the present invention.
The presence of a substantial ;mount 01' copper in the rn iterial
described in the Koo article reflects a fiuW immrtant
distinction between that type of magnet and rhe magnets of the
present invention. More precisely, thi: Sin2(lo,,iype magnets are
commonly known as a "pinning" type or "precipitation" type
magnet good magnetic properties. These sites am crearttl by the
presence of a precipitating agenil such as copper. fhe pinning or
precipitation type magnet is different from the mawets of the
present invention which may be referred to ES a "rucleaiion" type
magnet. In contrast to Sm2C0,,-type magnds, the preseace of a
substantial amount of copper in thc magnets of the present
invention would adversely affect the m q n e c pi opertiet thereof
(see for example, the effect of copper on mrgnmic remanence
shown in Fig. 13). In this rega:*d,the upper limit:*desmibed on

page 19 of the specification werc: established with ii mmrnum
energy product of 4 MGOe (see lines 22.25). Srme all the
claims of record recite a maximum energy product of at least 10
MGOe, it is apparent that much less copper than 3 5 atomic %
can be present.
With respect to the SmCo,-type m a p t, ii fundam ntal
distinction exists. That is, whilr, iron is essential in the present
invention, iron is not required ir the SinC”o,-type magnet In
fact, iron cannot be used in place of cobalt ih this iype of’ magnet
since it does not form a correspcmding SniFe, conbound This
may be understood [sic] page 161 of the IlandboiA of the Physics
and Chemistry of Rare Earth (V~lume2) which *;lji.ltes:
I

“The main group of compoundL: with the CCu,
structure and non-zero B -moment is t?e KO,.
comnounds generalIJP_domg&g. 7% 1s mi~v
be due, to some extent, to the effect r)f crm3uction
electron concentration which is lower in ainlr
hypothetical We, compared with RCII,, tfie
exception is ThFe, which does exist due to rhe fact
that Th is quadravalent.” (EmpElasis addrd 4

m,

The foregoing conclusion is further supportelj from the excerpt
from “Scientific Bulletin”, Depament of th:Naw, Office of
Naval Research (Tokyo, 1980), Vol. 5 , No. 4, page 47-56 (copy
provided in Appendix C) which states (at page 555
“Mr. H. Yamamoto is working with :Mi;;clunetaEj
CO, magnets trying to optixnizc the substibition of
Fe for Co and Sm for MM He fin& that the
coercivity critically depends upon the milling and
sintering procedures. ScnlFe, and MMFe, Lave n4.t
been observed; only the 2-7 and-17 fshascs seem to
form.
Thus, not only would it not be obvious to us: iron in place of
cobalt for this type of magnet, it would not be tedmically
possible to add more than 1 or 2 % iron tc 1 such a Iompound
without significantly affecting the magrreric propeaties.
Yet further evidence of the distinctive natures of the samarium
cobalt-type magnets and the ma;r;ricticnlatedals of the present

invention exists with respect to the functitm r)f boton. As is
apparent to those knowledgeable with mnarium ;E balt-tvpe
magnets, a substantial amount of boron is not reiluired tu obtain
good magnetic properties. In fact. as may b: set:@from
applicants' Declaration Under 3'7 C.F.R. S1.132 that way
provided in Appendix E of the Amendment filed 011Octcber 25,
1984, increasing amounts of boron in a Spn,CO,, g p e magnet
result in a rapid decrease in intrmsic coercivity wbch, of course,
would mean a decrease in the m'dximum energy pri )ducr:.. Hence,
one of ordinary skill in the art would not adc
amount of boron to a samarium cobalt maggm:t since to do so
would destroy the very magnetic: propcrtim which one seeks by
using a samarium cobalt magnel
Quite to the contrary, boron is essential in @e magnetic material
of the present invention since witthout this efcment. acceptable
magnetic properties cannot be oiotained l U s point is graphically
demonstrated by the informatiori set forth in Tablt 1 on page 25
of the specification. As set forth therein. a t:omiiosition which
has 65 atomic percent iron, 20 fitomic percait cobxlt and 15
atomic percent neodymium (Le., in the absailce :xf boron) has a
intrinsic coercivity, a
magnetic remanence and a
maximum energy product. Thi!; may be colbstrastk-dwith a
composition wherein 8 atomic percent of baron 1s substituted for
8 atomic percent of the iron. Irl this compo~ition,the intrinsic
coercivity is 8.8 kOe, the magnetic remanence is 3 2.0kCi and the
maximum energy product is 33.1 MGQe This 'La!ter Er,mple
also demonstrates a further important diminpishikg feature of the
present invention. That is, without the presnce o f expensive and
scarce samarium and without using rapid qwnchiig teckiliques,
the permanent magnets of the present invention ,in: able io obtain
levels of magnetic properties which hive ha etotor e never been
reached.
With regard to the presence of cobalt. it qhould be clear EO those
of ordinary skill in the art that this element performs an entirely
different function in the magnets of the present im-ention than in
samarium cobalt-type magnets. More specid'icalry as may be
seen from Figure 1 of the present applicistiasi, thd presence of
increasing amounts of cobalt cailses the CuQe temperature of the
resulting magnet to increase which mean'; that ths magn.:t can be
used in higher temperature environments €1 is ;tko important to
appreciate, however, that the piesencc of cobalt inr not essential to

obtaining excellent magnetic propertie$. rhis is io significant
contrast to samarium cobalt-type magnets wherein cobalt is
critical to obtaining the magnetic: propi*rtics, as wa; dismssed
above.
With a full understanding of the significant diffemnces between
the presently claimed invention and known magraatic materials
based on rapidly quenched alloy$ or sawrit$in cdnlt-typt:
magnets, applicants respectfully submit that Ihe 6"bimsof record
clearly and distinctly define the present hvention in a mmner
which is patentable over the cited prior art will be discussed in
detail hereinafter.
Japanese Kokai 56-47538 relates to a R,@o,,-typ: permanent
magnet alloy which has a cornpsixion exlmwsed bv the "brmula

R(CO,-x-y-a-B) F e,@u,,,MaM'B)A
wherein R is one or a combination of hwct or more rare earth
elements including mainly samarium and/or cernmi, M is
hafnium and M' is boron.

As should be apparent to those of ordinary sicill in the art,
particularly in view of the discussion set fodh aborre, thc fact that
the Japanese Kokai specifically ;tates thar: tlk: magietic tdloy is a
"Cu-added R,Co,,-type permantant magnet" should dismiiss this
reference from consideration. Indeed, the dosei rae exmines
the reference the more inevitabk this +"(nClU;ionbecomrs. In
particular, the Kokai makes absolutely MP mmticm of either
neodymium or praseodymium and, in light td the fact that it is
known that these two elements jt&g~:& affect t k magnetic
properties of this type of samarium cobalt magwt. it certainly
would not be obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art fo use
neodymium and/or praseodymium in ;In amrunt OT at least 50%
of the total amount of rare ea& present as p:quired by tne
claims.
The Japanese Kokai is further dzficierat by specifially requiring
significant amounts of copper irr order to olrnain the pinning
points for this type of permanerd magnet (see page 4 of the
verified translation). Additionally, althougB the Broad range for
boron overlaps that set forth in the claims ot recad, the examples
of the Japanese Kokai use amounts of boron whjda are far less

than that specified in any of the d a h of the present application.
Furthermore, applicants’ Declar ition in Apprmdir E of the
previously filed Amendment shows that the magrm ic properties
of the described samarium cobalt niagnetfc we si mificantly
degraded to a coercivity below 1 kOe when more than about 2
atomic percent boron is present.
Even if one were to ignore the completely differtm nature of the
described R,Co,,-type permanent magnet anc the present ri y
claimed invention and ignore tht: fact that thr Japanese K okai
does not disclose or suggest neodymiuxri and or praseodq inium in
an amount constituting at least half of the rare eartn element
present and ignore that significa-.-itamimts of comer arc required
in the disclosed type of magnets and lead to ;idverse results in the
magnets of the present inventior)and iencre that small amounts of
boron are actually being taught ii. e., less than the lower Level
claimed) and ignore that the R2C10,,-type system has a hexagonal
rather than a tetragonal crystal structure, one wodd still not
arrive at the presently claimed iiiventic9n since the maximum
amount of iron permitted in the disclowd canposiiion is 35.7
atomic percent. This amount is outside the rang{: of iron defined
in the claims of record. Moreover, sime thf ref):r.:nce
specifically indicates that the coercive farce of the magnet
decreases with increasing iron, one woulc1 certairq. not axtempt to
go beyond this disclosed upper limit.. .
Since the Japanese Kokai explicitly inc1icHtes t h a ~ihe magnetic
properties will decrease with incxasing iTon content in tne
described samarium cobalt-type magnc-t, .. r,he rkimed range is
not obvious from this reference. Hence, even if one were to pick
and choose within the disclosurt: of thc J;ipaaESe Kokai tused on
applicants’ own specification (which is clearry QOJproper), one
would still not arrive at the presently claimad inTrention md it
logically follows that this reference cannot be uszd to reject any
of the claims of record.
Japanese Kokai 52-50598 describes a ran: earth-cobalt magnet
obtained by compacting a powdbx of an intmmetdlic coinpound
comprising 32-42 weight percent of rare eanh elments snd
58-68 weight percent of the sum of cobalt, E-on
nic1.d to
which at least one of tantalum, vanadium, boron, manganese,
chromium, zirconium, titanium and mobrum is added in an
amount of no more than 2.0 weight pc:rct:nt.

The rare earth-cobalt magnet de'xribed in th:Japaiese Kokai is
totally different from the invention set forth in the claims of
record. The disclosed rare earth-cobalt magnet is ,f the
RCo,-type which is of course a lotally dilfewxt sytem. As
pointed out above, it is known Cia1 iron cannot be iubsticuted in
this type of magnet to any great aniouvit an&this is reflcrsed in
the fact that no example has moce than 1 waight 92 of iron in it
despite the obvious desirability of using lcss expmive iron for
the relatively expensive and scarce cobalt. I: a this regarci , the
clear recognition in the art that iron cannot be subr,tituteri for
cobalt in any significant amount in thii; tjpe of magnet coupled
with the use of only 1% iron directly n:ontrwerh tile Examiner's
argument that the Kokai "teaches" a composition within the
claims. Of course, as has been repeatcdlv stressed, composition
is only one aspect of the present invention arid it ir respectfully
pointed out that the reference does not i,n any way suggest the
other important aspects of the iriventicm. Thus. m no way can
this reference be construed as meeting the rcrcitaiiuns of each of
the independent claims and especially tlle rei itatiori of a( least 37
atomic percent iron (if the maximum amoum of xbalt is
present).
The Japanese Kokai is further deficient b y ikdicating that the
eight possible additives are optional aiid for-completely failing to
recognize the importance of boron in the context cf applicants'
invention. Indeed, as pointed out above, it is well knoa71 in the
art that boron is not necessarily required to obtain good magnetic
proper ties in samarium cobalt-type magnets and will amally
adversely affect the magnetic properties thetcof. '/.'his is in
complete contrast to the present invention wherein boron is
essential to obtaining good mag ietic properties.
Even if one looks at the closest composition whi& is the fourth
Kokai. such 3
sample set forth in Table 1 of the .lapane%.;e
composition is deficient with re ;pect to both the amount of boron
(which is totally absent) and the amount of ilron w iich isbonly one
weight percent (which is consistent wixh the recagniticx that
W e 5 compounds do not exist). Noreovcr, as wa:. demonstrated
in the Declaration of Appendix F of the prexiou:;l:!, filed
Amendment, applicants have at1enipted ti) repeat: tiis composition
and have found that the describcd sintering temperature resulted
in a complete melting of the i ~ l i a ingot
l
When tlie sinliering
temperature was lowered and the resulting specimen waii crushed

and measured for magnetic properties, properties €,trbelow those
set forth in the Table were obtained. Thus, this widencv as well
as the complete failure of the Japanese K o M to dkclosc or in
anyway suggest the presently claimed invention l a d s to the
proper conclusion that this refercnce c m o t in any way t iipport a
rejection under 35 U.S.C. 103.
Japanese Kokai 57-141901 also carno1 lx us:d intsny way to
reject the presently claimed invention. It will be hutialh noted
that the Japanese Kokai has a publication dab: of %.;pte:em'Ter2,
1982. This date is subsequent to the first priori? date 01' the
present application of August 21, I982 and therefore the Japanese
Kokai cannot be used to reject any of the clams supported by the
priority document.
Even assuming that the Japanese Kokai could be amsidered
"prior art", it still would neither disclose nor supgt-st the
presently invention. The Japanese Kokd rekites tc permanent
magnet powders obtained by heat treating an amomhous alloy in
the presence or absence of a ma8:netic field, the ;~lloybeag
expressed by the general formul i:

wherein x is greater than or equal to 0 iind less than or equal to
0.35 and z is greater than or eqcal to 6.35 arid less than or equal
to 0.90, T is one or more transition mcials, M is oae or rnore
metalloids selected from boron, silicon, phcx phom s and carbon
and R is one or more rare earth &menis
The amorphous alloy disclosed in rhe Japanease Kokai is
completely foreign to the magnetic materials defined in the claims
of record. As has been repeatedly been pointed a t , boron is
essential to the presently claimed inveiltion and tMis element
yields results which are not obtained by sdiaon, phosphorus and
carbon. The Japanese Kokai explicitly indiorites that zera percent
metalloid may be present and does not in any way appreciate the
importance of boron over the other elements Indeed, from page
4 of the verified translation, it nlay be seen that :;&con is, the
preferred metalloid element.
The Japanese Kokai is also deficient bv failing to epprecaate the
importance of neodymium and praseodymium. 'fk the extent that

neodymium or praseodymium are used in thc Exmples, none of
such Examples have the required amounts of iron and either of
the two required rare earth elements. Moreever. tt) the extent
that the maximum energy products are set forth tor any of the
exemplified alloys (see Examples 4 and 5 ) fie remrted lalues are
far less than the minimum values set forth in the claims of
record. Therefore, even if the Japanese Kokai could be
considered to be "prior art", it still wcvuld not dibafose or in any
way suggest the presently claimcd invcntion and wuld nlit be
properly used to support a rejeciion of any af the claims of
record.
197.

The Examiner in an Office Action datrxi Ma:r 14, 1986 (CX-29, Tab 22) and

responsive to communications filed on Novemlm 13, 1!)85 and J.inuaxli 10, 1986 stated that
claims 49, 50, 52 to 56, 60 to 68, 70 to 74, 7E to 84, 87 tc 89 ard 91

10

98 were pending in

the application and rejected those claims under the doctrine of obviousness-type double
patenting as being unpatentable over the claimt; o f copending applicatiorls Serial No. 567,008

No. 532,472, No. 567,640, No. 532,473, and No. 510.234. The Examiner concluded that the
claims were not patentably distinct from each other beoauso the r:ne ea.-th, iron and boron
proportions of all said applications overlap; that in the applicatians claiming cobalt and "M"

"M" refers to certain elements set out in the specification aid claims) the amount of said Co
and "M" reads on the next to zero percent, i.e lrnpurrty levels ot cobait and "M" and
therefore do not distinguish over claims which are silent ragardinq "M" andor Co; and that
the preparation of an isotropic versus anisotropic: permanent magnet is ggell within the skill of
the routineer in the art. The Examiner did state that the rejection can be obviated by the filing
of terminal disclaimer@)so that "they all issue the same day. I' Other than this rejection the

Examiner made no rejection on any prior art aad funher droppcd the rwections made on prior
art in the May 13, 1985 office action.

198.

The Examiner in the Office Action dated May 14 1986 (CX-29, Tab 22)

advised the applicants that for the purpose of pcrfccting iheir foregn priority date regarding
Japanese Application No. 57-145072, filed in Japan on August 23, 1982, the Examiner had
entered into the file as Paper No. 20, a copy oi the vcrif'ied transhtion cLifsaid document from
Serial No. 510,234.
199.

Applicants in an amendment dated Novenibes- 14 1986 (CX-29, Tab 24)

presented, as the claims appears in the '368 patent, independent ciaim I (twice amended claim
49), independent claim 3 (twice amended claim S 3 ) , independent Idaim 13 (twice amended
claim 67), independent claim 15 (twice amended claim YO), independect claim 16 (amended
claim 71), independent claim 32 (twice amendthd claim ?5) and independent claim 33 (twice
amended claim 96). In the remarks section it was stated (ftiotm)ti*somitted):
By the present Amendment the claims have been w nendetl to
meet each of the rejections based on 35 Lf.S.C. 61 12 set forth in
the Official Action. The amendments to the claim are
substantially consistent with those whi:h havz been madt in the
Amendment filed on July 30, 1986 in tippliattion Serial Yo.
510,234 and are believed sufficienl: to obviak all of the rejections
pursuant to the understanding reached with &e Examinel noted in
the Examiner Interview Summzuy Record in application Serial
No. 510,234. This Understanding has becn c onfimied in the
recently received Official Action in application Sdr-ialNo.
510,234 wherein all of the $112 rejections kive be=n wirhdrawn.
Turning to the specific grounds of rejection bet f m h in the
Official Action, it is respectfully submitted €hat ttic former claims
properly defined the amounts of We varims lerneaits and that the
rejection based on the argument th,rt a certain pemmtagc of the
material is indeterminate is improper. This i s esmcially true
since there are numerous U.S. patents which have used the
language set forth in the former cliiims and the filer that *itomic
percentages, as used in the claim of ti= praent application, are
based on a total of 100 atomic percent Ti'hal-efonxt it is totally

incorrect to simply add up the recited inininrim -wue of each
component and, since the total number must be less than loo%,
conclude that the claim is indefLlite.
Although applicants firmly believe that the fir)mr langwge used
in the claims was and is in full comp1i;uu:e aith rhr: provisions of
35 U.S.C. 8112, applicants havc: ameliided the claims surh that
the phrase "the balance being" has bee n used prior to the recited
amount of iron. This language has thc Fame meimmg explained
in the aforementioned Amendmmt in Applic2tian Serial No.
510,234 and is understood to obviate the rejtction for the same
reasons.
Claims 97 has been revised to define the r>eai:ent;ige of silicon
more clearly, The claim now resembles daims frl and 62 which
have previously been found acceptable: bj lh:Examiner.
The term "Fe-Co-B-R type fem)magnhcticcompound" has been
revised to define this aspect of applicants¶invention with greater
particularity. The new terminology is in accordmce with the
Examiner's comment in the Examiner In1d i e w Siimmary
Record in Application Serial No. 510,234 that the phrase "Fe-BR type ferromagnetic compound hiving a substmtially tetragonal
or
crystal structure" would be acceptable if the word Yy,:"
"substantially" was deleted. This suggr:srion has been followed
by the present amendment. It should Irc: fWher xnsidercd that
the term "type" is used througlwut the specificatioti and is well
accepted in the art. Thus, for euampk. of the lirwature which
has previously been provided to the E.miim r for consideration,
the article by Lee in the March 1981, Jazlrnhl of ApDlied Physics
in entitled "the Future of Rare Earth-Transition Metal Magnets of
WTM,," (emphasis addec!) Sirnil;urly, tlx September
1977, IEEE Transactions on MJ-gnetics Publicatioii Authored by
g
Ojima et al, is entitled "Magnet IC ProDenies of a New T v ~ of
Rare-Earth Cobalt Magnets" and the first sei ttemx of thr
introduction states:

a

"It is well known that Sm: (Co, Cu, Fe) ,?
permanent magnetic alloys .." (emphasis added).
Should the Examiner wish, furtlaer ilhastraticns of the USC of the
term "type" in connection with ulel-maiwntr8agm:ti9 will be
provided. Thus, consistent with the teminologj ised in the art

and the apparent suggestion by the Examiner, this!rejection
should also be obviated. Additionally, the term '1-e-Co- B-R" has
been replaced with the term "(Fc, Co) I3-R" in order to indicate
cobalt substitution for iron in acsordwce with common wage in
the art.
The term "capable of" in refereise to the defined 'level ot'
maximum energy product in certain of the claims has becn
deleted and the term "upon sintering" has be:n a&ed. The new
term is well accepted in the art, as can Ix readilq be deteimined
by referring to any metals handhook or technical dtctiomry, and
is discussed and exemplified on pages 28-23 of the present
application. Thus, those of ordinary skill in !he arat would have no
difficulty in understanding this term. Acconlingll this rejection
should likewise be obviated.
As to the remaining rejectionunder 35 U.S.C. gln2, the term
"using" while believed to be clear, hah noneiheles been replaced
so that one of ordinary skill in the art will h v e abciolutefv no
difficulty understanding the scope of thc claims. p;trticularly
when read in light of the specification
With respect to the provisional double patenting rejection,
applicants respectfully point out that nom: of the cited
applications which the Examiner-has relied @nh;ud matured into a
patent and that the mere fact that there "maybe sotne overlap
between the proportions of certain constituents is essentially
irrelevant in assessing the presaice of "obvious-Iype double
patenting".

***
It is therefore apparent that a double patenting rejection h,: not
proper until one of the cited applications aclaiall
patent. Furthermore, the mere fact that some of the ranges may
overlap is not sufficient in and of itself tci miint& a "dtwble
patenting rejection. Additionally, thu Examiner certainly cannot
rely on the combined scope of the claims of the iipplicatnon cited
by the Examiner. This would dearly be treating the cited
applications as "prior art" and would he comrac ti3 the holding
in the Kadan decision.
With regard to the first filed of the citul WJ;.patent applications,

namely application Serial No. 530,234, mine of tbr clairrrs in that
application recites the presence cf cobalt which is mecifically
recited in each and every claim of the prosea application. Thus,
upon reading the claims of application Serial No. 510,233, it
would not be obvious to those 01 ordinary slall in tile art to
include cobalt as replacement for iron with tbe attendant :laimed
increase in Curie temperature. Once again, it is mpectfully
pointed out that the mere fact that the claims of om application
may dominate another is insufficient b y itself to promulgate a
double patenting rejection. However, if the Examiner intends to
maintain this rejection, applicants respectfully request thar all
applicants be allowed together or that Appli~itionSerial No.
510,234 be first allowed and the rejection then prehented It is
only in this way that applicants will be able to determine whether
an extension of the patent term will be obtaioed OB an obvious
variation of the first claimed inv mion.
With regard to application Serial Nos. 567,c%)8ai& 567.640,
applicants respectfully point out that the claims of these
applications are specifically directed tct ns;r@gp& Dprmancnt
magnets. This is in significant contrast t c l a:claims in the
present application, which all require 9.izotn)py. dence, any
type of double patent rejection is totally inapposji.e for these
applications.
200.

The Examiner in an Office Action dated May 28 I987 (CX-29, Tab 30)

provisionally rejected claims 49, 52 to 56, 61 to 67, 70 to 74, 7 8 to 84 and 91 to 101 under
the doctrine of obviousness-type double patenting as k h g unpatentable over claims of
copending application serial No. 567,008, No. 532,472. Nu. 532,473, No. 567,640 and No.
5 10,234.

201.

The Examiner in an Office Action (CX-29, Tab 15) dated October 22, 1987

provisionally rejected claims 49, 52 to 56, 60 10 67, 70 to 74. 3 to 84. 87 to 89 and 91 to 101
under the "judicially" created doctrine of obvicwnes,s-tjpe doubli*patenting as being
unpatentable over claims of copending application serial nas. 567,008 itkid 532,472. The
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Examiner stated that a terminal disclaimer filed August 13, 1987 ts silent with respect to Serial

No. 567,008 and 532,472; that it must be established 1 it tlie insiant invention and that if
Serial No. 532,472 were commonly owned at the time they were made before a terminal
disclaimer would be effective to obviate a double pattmtmg rejection; a:id that a terminal
disclaimer must be filed in each of the involved application;.
202.

Applicants on August 13, 1987 .urd January 4, 19E8 filed terminal disclaimers

disclaiming the terminal part of any patent extrnding bevond July 22, 2003. (CX-29, Tabs 42
and 45). Thereafter in a "Notice Of Allowability" (CX 29. Tab 48) tht: Examiner allowed
claims 49, 52-56, 60-67, 70 to 74, 78-84, 87-89 and 91 -101.

XIII. Prosecution Of The Claims In Issue CUf the '7723 Paterit
203.

Abandoned Serial No. 510,234 filed July 1, 1983 ,ind on which the '723 patent

is based contained forty-two (42) original claim. (C'X-25,M rX13492-3500).
204.

On February 10, 1987 applicanl filed h~ n:quc:st furm for file wrapper continuing

application under 37 C.F.R. $1.62 of prior application Ser NG. 510,214 filed July 1, 1983.
With that request was an amendment filed undx 37 C.I .R 51 16 whic? responded to the
Office Action dated November 10, 1986 in Set- No. 5 10,234 arid which was designated with
the Serial No. 013,165 which was a continuation of Serial No. 3 10,234. (CX-25, M 003793003795).
205.

In issue are independent claims 1-3, 12, 13, 14, 2-4, 29 md 30. Claim 1 in

issue resulted from twice amended claim 43 (CIX-25, M 003699) claim 2 in issue from
amended claim 46 (CX-25, M 003640), claim 3 in issuc from amended claim 47 (CX-25, M
003640), claim 12 in issue from twice amended claim 56 (CX-25, M Cu03700), claim 13 in
lf,*!

issue from amended claim 61 (CX-25, M 003&C2-43),ctairris 14 in issue from amended claim
62 (CX-25, M 0036443), claim 29 resulted from twice amaided rlaim 83 (CX-25, M 003701,
3705), and claim 30 from twice amended claim 84. (CX-25, M C103703 ).
206.

Applicants in an amendment filed October 25, 1984 in Serial No. 510,234 (CX-

26, Tab 10) canceled original claims 1 to 42 and added clabns 43 84.

it1 the

Remarks portion

of the amendment it was argued:
Before addressing the specific prior art rejxttons o:t forth in the
Official Action [of May 30, 19841 applioantS bekeyre that it is
worthwhile to review the background iind hiport
the present invention. As fully explained in,she :*pccification,one
aspect of the present invention rclates 10 pemiamni magnets
which exhibit extraordinary magnetic propea ies I mluding a
maximum energy product which can nnge wp to 3.i M a l e or
more. A magnet possessing sucn a high levil of maximum
energy product is so powerful that one cubic cenrimeter can lift a
weight of 4.5 kilograms. Practically speakicg, my equipment
requiring a bulk permanent magnet in order IO obtain the required
magnetic filed can be greatly reduced in size while achieving the
same results if a permanent magnet of the pri:sent invention is
substituted.
Indicative of the excellent magnctic propertic.s pus:iessed by the
permanent magnets of the present invention IS that they display a
hysteresis loop with good loop squarenw.
In other words, if one examines a typical desnagxitxization curve
such as shown in Figure 2, one >sailplainly see &at the p m a n e n t
magnets of the present invention possess a high saturation
magnetization (Le., the maximum intrinsic hagma ization
possible in a material), a high residual in4igd~:tizsidon(i.c., the
point on the demagnetization curve wlien the magretizing field H
is zero) and a high intrinsic coei-civity(Le., the rn1 ersecfion of
the demagnetization curve and the abscwa gepresenting the
magnetization field H). Obtaining good 1q)
sqiareness is
important in achieving a high maximum eneol-gy gmduct :ince
some magnetic materials (e.g., rapidly quenched elloys) exhibits
a high saturation magnetization and a rt:li\ti.tivdy high intrinsic

coercivity, but have a much lower residual niagnetizatio3.i and
therefore possess a much lower maximum erergy woduct.
In order to achieve the noted ad vantagems mults in accordance
with various aspects of the present invention it is imporrant that
certain compositional and microstructural rerluirvmients be met.
In particular, as set forth in each and every indepandenr claim of
record, the composition must consist essentinlly of, by aromic
percent, 12-24 percent R, 4-24 percent bordi and the balance
being iron with impurities. The term "'R"' is at h ; t one of a
defined group of rare earth elements. As dkcloseril on mges 16
and 17 of the specification and as illustrated in various examples,
at least 50 percent of R is prefeialbly comprised of the s1:m of
neodymium and praseodymium. This is paldiculariy trup when R
includes at least one of samarium, yttaiiini, Imtharurn, ccrium
and gadolinium.
With respect to the claimed terni "consisting essmially of", there
is excluded types and amounts of impurities sndiai addirional
alloying elements which substantially ,rtiueri:ly afiect the.
beneficial results obtained by the prescrit invention. General
guidelines for such impurities aid additional elerix nts are set
forth on page 17 and pages 38-49.
Equally as important as the cornpositionai!raquirCnients :Ire the
microstructural requirements. That is by ptep&&g a
composition with the required arnountr or' th:defined
constitutents, one can obtain a s d ~ a n t i a l l ytctragcnal crystal
structure which is necessary in order to obta;jn the described
advantageous magnetic propertics. Howevea , the presence of a
substantially tetragonal crystal sr:mctui-eby Sself w. ill no1 yield
the extremely high levels of magnetic paperties drscusst d
previously. That is, the magnetic sub:.;tmcemust also bt:
magnetically anisotropic. As described in the specification, this
may typically be obtained, for examnplc hy first forming an ingot
of the appropriate composition having a crystal pmin sizc as a
normal crystalline alloy which i:; preferably EL few microns or
more. The ingot is thereafter pulvrized into particles of the
single magnetic domain type which means that the tetragonal
crystal structure within each particle is su bstantiallv uniformly
aligned in one direction. Thereafter, the powder ii, subjected to
orientation in a magnetic field a.id corqxctirlg such that the
individual particles rotate so thalc they are ali5ned in the .nagnetic
I
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field and are maintained in place. This mataria1 rs &en sintered
(e.g., in argon at 1,000-1,200"c' for one how).
The anisotropic magnetic proper-.iespsressed by the presently
claimed invention is in sharp contrast to tho%:magnetic materials
which are prepared by rapid quenching into amorphous or finely
crystalline form. In either of thcse latter cases, single mtrgnetic
domain particles can not be obtained through pulmizatiiw of
such materials due to too fine a crystal g r i n 3ize arid treatment
with a magnetic filed would not serve 80 subetantia'ly alim the
particles since any such fine crystals would 6e rasufomly directed
in each particle. Thus, such materials am commonly referred to
in the art as possessing isotropic magnh:tic pmpertic*s.
The defined composition in the absenc-: of substanstial anounts of
impurities or additional elements as discusser above is aIso
relevant with regard to the grain arrangeniea . Smcificaiiiy, in
the present invention, the grains containing Qie substantially
tetragonal crystal are surrounded with a nxmiagna ic rare earthrich phase which, upon sintering, melts and flows between the
grains thereby etching and cleanng thta grain boundaries The
presence of the nonmagnetic boundary phase provk les an ideal
single domain grain arrangement in tht: sintered all iy. This is
important since reversal of magr+,etizationis heliewd to start at
grain boundary irregularities, such as physicd detkcts or the
presence of impurities, and the c~ccurrenccot a substantial
number of such irregularities causes detenomtion E: f the magnetic
properties. By the same token, almost all impuritit s and
additional elements are believed to collect at the gnin bcundaries
thereby creating potential points at whxh reversal~r)f
magnetization can also occur.
With the foregoing background In mind, iipp,icme respectfully
submit that the claims now of record clearly .md distinctlly define
the present invention in a manner which i.; prtentahle over the the
prior art cited by the Examiner in the Official Action and the
prior art included in the Information Discioaire Sktemeitr,which
has concurrently been filed herewith. For erampk , claim 43,
like all of claims 43-82, require$ the prescna: of atristorclpk
magnetic properties. Claim 43 further requires tllirrz the magnetic
material has an intrinsic coercitiy of at least J Koa and consists
essentially of the defined amoun-s of the rare eanh elements (with
at least 50% of the rare elemenQ,being xlmprisetl L)f the sum of
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neodymium and praseodymium), boron arid .ron vr ith impurities.
The claim further specifies that at least 5 0 vtd. % of the cntire
material is occupied by an iron-tmron-r;u:: e;lrth elcment
ferromagnetic compound or compounds having B substiarxtially
tetrogonal crystal structure.
With respect to the cited prior art, applicants argued (fodmtes omitted1
Analyzing the prior art in the order in wkich it was relied on in
the Official Action, Japanese Patent K o h i Pub1ic:ation
(hereinafter referred to as Japanese Kokaa) No. 59 113304
describes magnetic heads which are mark from amorphous alloys
having hinh permeability. As sc:t forth on page3 of the
translation, the alloys are composed of d least ane of
phosphorus, carbon and boron with the provlso tklt when two or
more elements are used, the combined mount thereof is 7-35
atomic percent. The balance of the alloy is ztt laarc one of cobalt
and iron. The alloys may also contain (i>no more than 50%
nickel, (ii) no more than 25% silicon, (iii) e)m m than 15% of
at least one of chromium and m:mganrse, (iv) no hore than 15%
of at least one of a defined group of addiriodal elanents. and (v)
h
selecxed from
no more than 5% of at least one rare e a ~ demeni
the group consisting of praseodj mium, mod ymizini, proxethium,
samarium, europium, gadolinium, terbium, rirysprosium and
holmium provided that the total anlourit cf tf1e additional
materials is not more than 50 % .
a

As should be apparent to those of ordinary skill id the art,
Japanese Kokai 55-113304 has little with th& preskntlv claimed
invention. As explicitly stated in the KaLai (such 1s at rage 4 of
the translation), the alloys are anomhws which me typically
prepared by rapid quenching of inoltein met& omo a qumching
surface such as the surface of a rotary dnim. Suck alloys have
isotropic magnetic properties to which tht- present nnvention
pertains.
While those of ordinary skill in h e anl will apprediate that the
stated distinction between isotroDic ant 1 aiusc tropic maprlletic
properties should be sufficient to patentably distinguish the
presently claimed invention over the cited Krlkai. there are
additional significant reasons why this reterence annot he used
to negate the patentability of the presetttly chimed invention. In
particular, the presence of phosphours. carbra and/or boron in
171

the disclosed alloys are used as a glass farmer whkh facilitates
preparation of the amorphous state. Such function is, of course,
foreign to the presently claimed invention since the amomhous
state is certainly not being sought. Mcrreovea , since phosphorus,
carbon and boron can
be substituted fi Ir ene mother in the
present invention, there is nothirg in the Koliai whch w u l d lead
those of ordinary skill in the art zxclusively to bomn.

A further significant distinction relates to rhe presexe of rare
earth elements. Each of the independent claim of record require
the total amount of rare earth element to be die range of nom 12
to 24 atomic percent. This is totally differefi;: from the gnEr
limit of 5 atomic percent of the j)p_tiG;ajrare earth eleme2ts set
forth in the Japanese Kokai.
A yet further distinction exists with respect tu the claimed
magnetic properties. Tables 1-3 of the Japanese Xokai show that
typical compositions have intrim ic coercivities siqnificantly less
than one oersted. Such levels of intrinsic co~rcivitiesare far, far
less than the one
oersted (i.c.* 1 Roe) limit in many of the
claims of record. Moreover, wiih such low intrinsic coercivities,
it is impossible to obtain an energy product of at least 10 MGOe
as set forth in many other claims of' record.
Since Japanese Kokai 55-1 13304 does not disclose. suggest or in
any way relate to the presently ciahned invention. applicants
respectfully submit that this reference cannot be uscd alone or in
combination with any other kno.cni prior art to reject any iof the
claims of record. Hence, applicmts respectfrilly request that the
rejections based on the Japanese Kokai be wl.hdr:tom.
Japanese Kokai 53-28018 also hits nothing to do with the
presently claimed invention. Th: Japanese Kokai describes an
anti-corrosive, high-permeabiliti alloy of the sendbst typc . This
alloy is composed of 4-1 1 weight perccnt of zit leasc one element
selected from the group consisting of titantiurn, zmoniml, rare
earth elements, phosphours, boron, nit6ium, tunipcen anti
manganese, 0.001-2 weight percmt of at least one Zlement
selected from the group consisting of the platinum qroug gold
and silver with the balance being iron.
The described sendust type alloy of'Japncse Kokai 53-28018
does not in any way resemble thc presently daimcwr invention,
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much less does it anticipate or n:ncler It obvkius. i\s mentioned
at the interview and as indicated by th~:excerpt from the
publication "Physics of Magnetism" by S. Chikaalmi (provided
in Appendix C), sendust-type alioys are pewrallv 1,egardcd as
'koft" magnetic materials which have ccxrciJritielihelow one
oersted. Moreover, it possesses isotropic mngnetk propcrties.
Such characteristics are in complete contrast to those aspccts of
the present invention which requirt: an ietrin,;ic cot:rcivitv of at
least 1 kilo oersted and anisotropic mgnctic properties
Upon comparing the required composition b the etaims I-if record
with that set forth in Japanese Kokai 53-2801 8, t h e of ordinary
skill in the art can also readily determine that the riscloscd
composition is nothing like the c:ompor;itirm defined in the claims
of record. Specifically, the independent claims require the
presence of 12-24 atomic percent of the defined rare earth
elements whereas the Japanese Kokai discloses 0.01 to 3.5 weight
percent of a large group of materials including rim*earth
elements and boron. Therefore. even if one were ro fomitously
select the lightest rare earth element (i.e., cerium) and use the
maximum disclosed weight percentage {i e., 3.5 wight percent),
one would still not have a composition with .&e required amount
of rare earth element. Needless to say, stxh fonui tous selection
would mean that the amount of a x o n (as well ab t;re amounts of
all other elements of the group) wruld lw zer.0 mhich would
further distinguish the presently chimr-d invknticd over rhe
reference. Manifestly, this refeipnce ,rlm cannor properly be
used as a basis for rejecting the claims under 35 CJ S.C. 4102 or
$103.
Japanese Kokai 56-47542 and 56-47538 are both owned by
Hitachi Metal and relate to an irq>rovcrnentof an +nter.rnetallic
compound comprising mainly rare earth elementis ; i d cobalt and
more particularly to a low rare-carrh elenlea, copper-added
R,Co,, type permanent magnet alloy (see page 1 os' both verified
translation). The composition of the alllov may ha: expressed by
the formula:

wherein R is one or a combination of &EVU or more rare earth
elements including mainly samarium andi'or seriuni, M i h one or
a combination of two or more t;.ken from titanium. niobium.

tantalum and vanadium in Japanese Kokai 56-47542 or n/l is
hafnium in Japanese Kokai 56-4'1538, M' is one or a conibination
of two or more taken from calciiim, swlikr, phosphorus.
magnesium and boron in Japane3,e Hokai 5647542 and hl' is
boron in Japanese Kokai 56-47538. The ranges tot- the amounts
of these materials are the same in both Kcikai and biay k seen in
the claims thereof set forth on the first page of the verified
translations.
Based on a complete understanding of the fair disclosures of the
two Hitachi Kokai, it should be apparent IO those cf ordiriary
skill in the art that the claims of record &fin: subjcct mplter
which is clearly patentable theretmx. ABwas explained
previously, one important aspect, the llitachi Kokai relata to
R,Co,,-type permanent magnet alloys which nre known ti? possess
a rhombohedral crystal structure. This fact i s demmstraited by
the articles entitled "the Structure of CoXu-Fe-Ce Permanent
Magnets" and "An Electron Microscope StuEy ~f Sm-Co-CuBased Magnetic Materials With the Sni,Co,, StllJdtllre" which are
provided herewith in Appendix D. It will further be notcd from
the first of these articles that a variation of a i s formula, namely
RCo, possesses a hexagonal cry!;tal! structure whid-1 of ccurse is
also different from the the tetragonal crystal structure of the
present invention.
A further distinction possessed l.1~the presently claimed invention
over the compositions of the two Hitachi Kakai rdsts with
respect to the rare earth elements employ;.,d. As plainly stated in
the references, samarium and cerium are prderred. whit h is
consistent with the discussion set forth in the two article>l
provided in Appendix D and the Examples af thtt two €
Kokai which describe the preseace of samarium 66 the g,le rare
earth element. In this respect, it is well. knuwn in the art that
samarium is the key element as "R" in th\: R,Co,, type magnets.
In contradistinction to the use 0%'s;imariwm and cerium, +an
extremely expensive rare earth clement,,the mesently ckumed
invention provides that if samarurn and/or cerium are present, at
least 50% of the total rare earth element Drwent is composed of
the sum of neodymium and/or praseodymium, twc elemints
which are abundantly present and are relatiwly inexpensive.
From a technical standpoint, if :;amarkam or ceriwn were
exclusively poor magnetic propcrties such as intrinsic coercivity.

Thus, the teaching in the two Hitachi Maakai that sbmariurn and/or
cerium should be used as the exclusive t~ major wrtion i-)f the
rare earth element in the alloy clearly 4eaL.habaglilirrst the
presently claimed invention.
A still further distinction posses:;ed by tht. chims t.C record over
the two Hitachi Kokai concerns h e prcsence of boron. AS set
forth in Japanese Kokai 56-47542, boron is classified in :he same
group with the elements calcium, sulfiir, phesphorm and
magnesium. Since such additional elemwits may not bc
substituted for boron in the presmtly claimer2 intention, it should
be apparent to those of ordinary skill in the art that the dement
plays a significantly different role in the respective systems.
Moreover, if one reviews the level of baron actuxlly used in the
examples of Japanese Kokai 56-47538. one finds that it ES used in
the amounts of .44 atomic percent and 88 aiomic sercem, levels
which are far below the levels rr:qriiretl in th:clrainis of record.
Therefore, the Hitachi Kokai arc deficient io this cspect as well.

A yet further distinction concerns the cuibymitial amounts of
cobalt and copper described in Lie refcrenw . T k claimed term
"consisting essentially of" and/or the c1a;imerl retp :remat that at
least 50 volume percent of the entire material be orxupied by an
Fe-B-R ferromagnetic compound prec Wudcs any Fuhstanhal
amount of cobalt which will cre& an Fe Cs-B-R ferromagnetic
compound.
As to the presence of copper, it will be appmciaaeci by those of
ordinary skill in the art that samarium cobalt-type Demment
magnets require about 9 or 10 atomic percent coTer in iirder for
this element to be effective in improving the magwtic properties.
This point may be determined by revicwing .he coztents of the
technical literature such as the article entitlet1 "Influence af CuContent on the Hard Magnet Properties oaf Sn(Co.Cu) 2: 17
Compounds" which is provided herewith in .4ppendix E
Additionally, while it has more pxtint:iitly been made of record
in applicants' Application Serial No. 516,841, aq>FliCaIlt:s'
Declaration under 37 C.F.R. $1.132 providid in tne coricurrently
filed Amendment concerning that application dem rnstmtes that
for samarium-cobalt-type permanent mapnet; of the type
described in the Hitachi Kokai, as the amourit of baron is
increased and the amount of copper is correspon& igly aecreased,
the intrinsic coercivity of the magnet !;ubstartially+decreases.

Conversely, with a composition system as sa forth in apdicant's
Application Serial No. 516,841, the intrinsic coercivity
dramatically increases as the amlxint of bxai is iLcreaseil and
the amount of copper is correspc:mdingly deweasrd A similar
effect will be noted in compositions of thc present invention. It
is for this reason that the specificidtion tcaches OD page l".Tthat the
amount of copper should not exceed 3 5 atomic psxent.
For all the foregoing significant reasons, applicant: respctfully
submit that the two Hitachi Kokd cannot in m y w r y be used to
reject the claims under 35 U.S.C. 5102 or 6' 03. In fact. the fair
teachings of such Kokai actually uridersccire i.he patentab I lity of
the claims.
Koon U.S. 4,402,770, relates tc, hdrd magnetic alby comprising
defined amounts of iron, boron, lanhanuxn and a lanthaxitde.
The non-preferred lanthanides a "ecerium pr asetrd ymium ,
neodymium, europium, gadolinium, yttexbium and lutetium. The
most preferred lanthanides are tcrbiw, dysprosium, holmium
and erbium. The alloys are prepared hy Dealing the
corresponding amorphous alloy to a temperacure s i about 850 to
1200°K in an inert atmosphere until a polyCeystall.,nemulti-phase
alloy with an average grain size not exceedir g 410 angstroms is
formed.
As has previously been pointed D U ~and as should be apparent to
those of ordinary skill in the art, pemanrmt magwts prepared by
rapid quenching of molten materid into amorphoas or finely
crystalline material are
suiOtble, for tlse preparations >f
materials or magnets which haw anisotropic magnetic properties.
It is therefore no wonder that IQJQQ at column 2, lines 3 4
specifically states:
1

"And another object is to prepare botrovfc
permanent magnets havi;ig moderately hi&
magnetization" (Emphasis addcd)
Due to the significant differenws between sribstmces which
display isotropic magnetic propc:rties and those which are
anisotropic in nature, applicants respecffirlly submit that this
distinction should be sufficient for withdrawing ~QIKIJ as a basis
for rejection.

The differences between the isotropic permanent mgnet: of
Koon and the permanent magnet i of the ptiewnt im ention are
underscored by the recitation in many of the claim that file
material or magnet is sintered. If sintering s e r e applied to the
alloy of Koon, the essential premise of thc rnicrostmctun: of the
rapidly quenched alloys would b;=destmycd E ince sintering would
generally result in a much coarscr crystal grain s3ar (counted as a
normal crystalline alloy). The sane holds tnie for all t h r a rapidly
quenched alloys.
Notwithstanding the previous points regarding &@a, there are
many additional distinctions possessed by the presently claimed
invention over the cited reference. In p a tictllar, no claim of
record encompasses a composition wherein ktnthmum is
employed as the g& rare earth dement tnscead. [he claims
either require that 50% of the total amount af rare earth Aement
be the sum of neodymium and praseodymium when cemm rare
earth elements including lanthanum arc preslr nt or -equire such
amount of neodymium and praseodymium in general. This
requirement is in part due to the discoven tbat the use ot
lanthanum alone in the composition provides diff icalty in yielding
a substantially tetragonal crystal sti-uctxiae mi does not rtssult in
the advantages magnetic properties.
Quite to the contrary to this asp:ct of applicants' invention, Koon
discloses that lanthanum may be used done and mches 1; hat it
must always be present. Moreover, the patext explicitly
describes the rare earth elementt;;praseodymium md neo4ymium
as being non-preferred. Thus, if this aspect af the patent teaches
anything, it teaches something which is the antithesis of
applicants' invention. In this recard, it must be remembered that
the relevant portions of a reference include Got only teachings
that will suggest particular aspects of an Invention to one having
ordinary skill in the art, but also teachings tkat will lead away
from the claimed invention, In re Mer&:, 185 1J.S.P.Q. 774
(CCPA 1975). Thus, Koon does not in any way adverstdy affect
the patentability of the claims in record.
To further understand the content of _K_oq~, referace may be
made to articles 16 and 17 (authored by Kaon el 4.)of the
concurrently filed Information Disclosure S0iteme;iit. Article 17
discloses on page 841, left column, lint: 10 st seq, , that Fe-B and
Fe-Tb intermetallic compounds occur with a gra n size icss than 1

micron due to crystallization, i.4. annealing Thus. unlike the
present invention, no Fe-B-R ternary ineeimrtallf c compounds
occur in Koon. Article 16, on page 2334, Tg.3 sliows the
magnetic ordering temperatures Tc(k) .e., Curie empe -atures
of their amorphous alloys. These values are mur b lower than
those of the FeBR alloys of the present invefition. The above
differences exhibit the occurrence of different crvszal phases
between the disclosed rapidly quenched r:bbm aklr ys and the FeB-R alloys of the present invention.
Japanese Kokai 52-50598 was cited in the official Action, but
was not used in any rejection. Nonetheless, a vedfied translation
of the reference has been provided in order to determine that the
presently claimed invention is dearly mt(:nta ble thxeovcr. As
set forth in the verified translation, thtn lapaese K h i relates to
a rare earth-coblat magnet obtain& by cornpictirig a powder of a
intermetallic compound comprising 32-42 wt:ighj percenl. of rare
earth elements and 58-68 weigh1 percent of the SLXJ of c13balt,
iron and nickel to which at least one of tantaiium 1 anadilm,
boron, manganese, chromium, zirconium, t3 anium and niobium
is added in an amount of no more than 2.0 $,eight percent.

As should be apparent to those skilled in Ithci art. drlne Japmese
Kokai is predominantly directed to a sarnariw m-cabalt-tvDe
magnet. This can clearly be seen from the Examples wherein
large percentages of samarium and cobnll am p r w n t wirli only
small amounts of additives. Such disclwsure renders it clear that
the described magnets do not have the requited pwsence of iron
and do not form the Fe-B-R ferromagnetrc simptnind wrth the
substantially tetragonal crystal structure. Min-eovrr, the Japanese
Kokai does not recognize the importance of nhe prcsence of
neodymium and/or praseodymium, partic ulwly when samarium is
present and does not distinguish boron fr+)mamon;st the
numerous additives which are set forth. in this rward, :t has
been repeatedly indicated that boron plays a uniauc: role in the
presently claimed invention and result$;in a magaieric marerial or
magnet which is far different from any which might be obtained
if any of the other disclosed elements were substituted for boron.
As a final point of interest in connection with Janenese Kokai 5250598, applicants have conductcad an experiment to determine if
the properties described in Tablt: 1 are xcurate. $'o this end,
applicants attempted to reproduce the results of Examplit: 3 which

is arguably the closet to the commition defined IEL the claims of
applicants' application Serial No. 516.MI. As niiv be seen from
the Declaration under 37 C.F.R. 5 1.132 which has been filed in
conjunction with that application, precisely fbllowLig the
described procedure resulted in D shape of' tht: silicti tube
container. Conversely, when thc: smterinj; tqmperature w7as
lowered and the resulting specimen was crushed and measured
for magnetic properties, properties far below those set forth in
the Table were obtained. Such results insluded an intrimic
coercivity of 0.4 kOe and an energy product of ks:;than 1
MGOe. Such results underscorc the patentmilitv If the claimed
invention of applicants' application Serial Nb. 510.841 and
favorably reflect on the patentability of the d a h s 4)f record in
the present application.
I
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The Examiner in an Office Action mailed M;ty 8. : 985 (CX-26, Tab 11) again

rejected claims 43 to 84 under 35 U.S.C. 6 103 as being: ucpatrniable cver either Japanese
Kokai No. 56-4738 or Japanese Kokai No. 52-50598. Clakns 43 to 84 *werealso rejected
under the "judicially created doctrine of obvioL sness-type d mbXe patenting" as being
unpatentable over the claims of applicants' copcnding q?plic:ation Serial No. 532,572, No.
532,573 and No. 516,814. Claims 43 to 57, 73 to 7'7, 81 rnd 83 were further rejected under
35 U.S.C. 103 as being unpatentable over Japanese Kokai No. 54-76410 or Kabacoff et al.

Claims 58 to 72, 74 to 82 and 84 were also rejxcted under 115 I, .S.C. (5 103 as being
unpatentable over Japanese Kokai No. 57-141901. Cl&m "24tr 43" were further rejected
over Chaban et al.
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Applicants in an amendment datxl Nov 8, 1985 (CX-26. Tab 14) argued about

the cited art in the May 8, 1985 Office Action as folluws (hornores omitted):
Japanese Kokai 56-47538 relates tcr a RLol7 type permaaient
magnet alloy which has a composition emrased b~ the fmnula
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wherein R is one or a combinatim of I wo or more rare earth
elements including mainly sama .ium andl'or cerium, M i h
hafnium and M' is boron.

As should be apparent to those of ordimy skill an the art,
particularly in view of the discwsions set fozth ahwe, tht: fact
that the Japanese Kokai specific;tlly states t h t the magnetic alloy
is a "Cu-added R,Co,,-type perrianent Inagnet" shtmld dismiss
this reference from consideration. Indeed, die closer onc
examines the reference the more inevitable tolis conclusion
becomes. In particular, the Kofi ai makes alxolutatly no mention
of either neodymium or praseodymium and, in light of the fact
that it is known that these two elements adversely xffect the
magnetic properties of this type of samarium cobalt magnet, it
certainly would not be obvious to one of ordinaw skill in the art
to use neodymium and/or praseodymium in E U ~mount of at least
50% of the total amount of rare earth present as requireir by the
claims.
The Japanese Kokai is further deficient bv specifically requiring
significant amounts of copper in order to obiain the pinning
points for this type of permanent magnet (sa: p a p 4 of.'the
verified translation). Additions !ly, althwgh the broad range for
boron overlaps that set forth in ihe claim of record, the examples
of the Japanese Kokai use amounrs of boron which are far less
than that magnetic properties of the describid samnriurn cobalt
magnetic are significantly degraded to ii coenciviry below lkOe
when more than about 2 atomic percent hortn is present
Even if one were to ignore the completely &ffererit nature of the
described R,Co,,-type permanent magnet am1 th
claimed invention and ignore thc fact that tbi: Japanese kokai
does not disclose or suggest neodymium andlor praseodymium in
an amount constituting at least half of the r&e eafih element
present and ignore that significant amounts tif copper arc required
in the disclosed type of magnets and lead to advcrse results in the
magnets of the present inventiori and ignore that small amounts of
boron are actually being taught (is., less Mm the lower level
claimed) and ignore that the R2C0,7-type system h t s a hexagonal
rather than a tetragonal crystal &tnicture,OH: would still not
arrive at the presently claimed invention since tha maximum
amount of iron permitted in the disclosed compc,&ion is 35.7
atomic percent. This amount is far less thaB the mount required

in the claims of record. Moreotrer, since the refermce
specifically indicates that the coercive force of tlne magixt
decreases with increasing iron, one wc~ulidcertain@ not attempt to
go beyond this disclosed upper limit. Hence, even if om: were to
pick and choose within the disclosure of the .lapame Kcskai
based on applicants’ own specification (whid1 is dtearly
h: prmently claimcd
proper), one would still not arrive at t
invention and it logically follow 4 that Ihis relleresicr: cannot be
used to reject any of the claims of record
Japanese Kokai 52-50598 descriw a rare earth-umalt rnagnet
obtained by compacting a powdcr of an intermetallic compound
comprising 32-42 weight percent of rare e a h elements and 5868 weight percent of the sum of cobalt. iron and mckel t J which
at least one of tantalum, vanadit m, boron, ncangmese,
chromium, zirconium, titanium and niobium is aaied in an
amount of no more than 2.0 weight percent.
The rare earth-cobalt magnet described in tlx Japanese K.okai is
totally different from the invention set forth in the claim+;of
record. The disclosed rare earth-cobalt magnet is one t h z RCo,type which is of course a totally different system. As pcinted out
above, it is known that iron cannot be sulistSute# in this type of
magnet to any great amount and this is reflected in that fact that
no example has more than 1 weight % of iron in it despice the
obvious desirability of using lea; expenwive iron for the idatively
expensive and scarce cobalt. Thus, in no way can this reference
be construed as meeting the recitation in eadi of the inde uendent
claims of a least 52 atomic peram iron.
The Japanese Kokai is further dcficient by indicating that the
eight possible additives are optional and for comdctely failing to
recognize the importance of borm in the context of agp1Icants’
invention. Indeed, as pointed out above, it is wc19 known in the
art that boron is not necessarily requirctl 80 eibtain good magnetic
properties in samarium cobalt-type magnets and will achially
adversely affect the magnetic prqicrtics themof.
Even if one looks at the closet cxnposition which ISthe fourth
sample set forth in Table 1 of the Japanese Eokah, such ik
composition is deficient with respect to both the mount of boron
(which is totally absent) and the amount of iron which is only one
weight percent (which is consistxii with the recogrution that RFe

compounds do not exists). Moreover, JS was demonstrated in the
Declaration which was previously presented in application Serial
No. 516,841 and now included in Appendix F hmwith.
applicants have attempted to repeat this comosiTiK1m and have
found that the described sintering tempratwe resulted hi a
complete melting of the initial ingot. When the riviterinc
temperature was lowered and the resultins qecisncn w a crusted
and measured for magnetic properties prop rtiei; 1ar below those
set forth in the Table were obtained. Thus, this midencs as well
as the complete failure of the Japanese Kokai to disclose or in
anyway suggest the presently claimed inbention Fexds to the
proper conclusion that this reference camiot m ai! way support a
rejection under 35 U.S.C. $103.
Japanese Kokai 54-76419 relate:; to hiy& magnctr)strictLve
materials of the formula R,Fe,hl, whtrcin R is a rare earth
element, M is a metalloid element such as silicon, boron.
phosphorus and carbon, x is 4-35, y is 25-77 and x is 5-38. The
materials, which may be used in uitrascmic escialkitors. ttc., are
prepared by rapid quenching from the melt ind are disclosed as
being amorphous.
There are numerous reasons whey the Japanwe Ulkai is totally
different from the invention defined in the claims of record.
Specifically, the material is prepared by a rapid quenching
technique which is known in the ai-&
to !&Ad- iso~Qoic
mpetic
properties. Such properties specifically defBied in the claims of
record and, as recognized by the General Mttton Researcher,
R.E. Lee, in the article described above, there %as no simple
way of converting rapidly quenched ribbon Into an anisotropic
material.
Although the foregoing distinctirm shcdd in and of itself be
sufficient to dismiss the Japanese Kokai from providing a proper
ground for rejection, there exist numerous aher siynificmt
reasons which patentably distinguish the claims of record over the
reference. In particular, the Japanese Kokai spa :ilkally requires
a highly magnetostrictive material. Magiietostrietion is a totally
different property from hard or oeimamrat rnagnetxsm which is
based on coercivity. A typical use of rnagne tosta-ictive material is
an oscillator or transducer which is resporlsii,eto tile frequent
changes of the magnetic field. I’racticall.~,s x h magnetomechanical transducers are the Frincipd appi icatwi of the
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magnetostictive materials. The mnablc S AMr (surf ace-acousticwave) device is one of such transducers and is diost-ribed in an
article of E.M.. Simpson et al, LJxiiv. of Minn. atitled
"Magnetostrictive Fe-Si Thin Films for 1 unable Saw Devices"
wherein it is stated in the Introd d o n .
"Suitable materials for this applicatiarn may be
some of the amorphous metallic glasses which
combine large magnetostriction (2 s 30 x
and low coercitities (Hcs 10 OeL" (Eimlp.lmrsis
added, copy provided in Appendix Gi

-

Low coercivity of the material k necessaiy P x a transdul-er used
as an oscillator since the large coercivity resists thr. chanqes of
the magnetic field which will makc: it ineffective or at l a s t cause
hysteresis loss. Thus, as far as a t oscillator, such as disclosed in
the Japanese Kokai, or a like transduccr i.; Concerned, th:
magnetostrictive material
have a l t ~ wcoercivity. Such a
low intrinsic coercivity (which ii far less than the 1 kOe required
in many of the claims) cannot lead to ;I rnaxilmuoi energ? product
of at least 10 MGOe which is required by every independent
claim of record.

As yet further distinctions, the Japanese Kokai does not PIIany
way recognize that boron is different from the o t k r named
elements and is essential to the present invention and tha!.
neodymium and/or praseodymium. must be present in ar, amount
of at least 50% of the entire amount of m e earth e Lemem
present. Indeed, neodymium and praseaclyEiurn are not
mentioned in the disclosure and are nGt preesr:nt in ,my amount in
any of the examples. Thus, whm. one considers al! the
deficiencies of the Japanese Kokai, it is beyond
claims are patentable over this rcferencc.
Japanese Kokai 57-141901 also cannot be us:d in any way to
reject the presently claimed invention. [t wi31 be hitiall! noted
that the Japanese Kokai has a publication daO: of Scptem'rer 2,
1982. This date is subsequent to tlie first priority date of the
present application of August 21, 1982 and Were fore the Japanese
Kokai cannot be used to reject a iy of the clams supporttd by the
priority document.
Even assuming that the Japanese Kokai ccuuld be amsidei-zd
28.3

"prior art", it still would neither disclcxse nor suggrst the
presently [sic] invention. The Japanese kokii rehies to
permanent magnet powders obtained by heat trearhng an
amorphous alloy in the presence or absence of a m igneric field,
the alloy being expressed by the gener4 forniula

wherein x is greater than or equal to 0 and less than or eaual to
0.35 and z is greater than or equal to 0.35 and lese; than equal
to 0.90, T is one or more transition rnclalis, M is one or more
metalloids selected from boron, silicon, phosphorus and c:arbon
and R is one or more rare earth elemenls.
The amorphous alloy disclosed in the Japane+;eKakai is
completely foreign to the magnetic materials definvd in the claims
of record. As has been repeatedly been pointed m t , boron is
essential to the presently claimed invention and tM; element
yields results which are not obtained by siliam, phosphorus and
carbon. The Japanese Kokai explicitly indicates that z_eppercent
metalloid may be present and dces not jn ani' way appreciate the
importance of boron over the other elenxnts Incked, from page
4 of the verified translation, it m y be seen t'mt :i
preferred metlloid element.
The Japanese Kokai is also deficient by failing tell appreciate the
importance of neodymium and praseodymium. To the extent that
neodymium or praseodymiuni are used in tht Exmiples,
of
such Examples have the requireti amounts of iron and ekher of
these two required elements. MoreovcI, to the extent that the
maximum energy products are set forth for any of the
exemplified alloys (see Examples 4 and 5 %tbe replrted values are
far less than the minimum values set foiVa in the d a h s of
record. Therefore, even if the Japanese Kokai could be
considered to be "prior art", it still would not dkalose or in any
way suggest the presently claimcd invcntion and a u l d not be
properly used to support a reject ion of any aS the c [aims of
record.
The article by Kabacoff et a1 describes arnophous ribbom of the
formula Prx(Feo.8Bo.2)l-x
wherein x range from 0 lo 0.30. The
amorphous ribbons are melt spun onto a copper -dieel under an
argon atmosphere and the magnetic properties arlc *eportzd.
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These properties include a room tc:rnpc.ratura coerewe fo -:e
which was too small to measure (Le., lesi thin 5 C le which is
0.005 kOe).
As has been fully explained in this specifacat;ion and as his been
repeatedly stressed throughout the prosecution of the pre sent
application, the present invention is mu& m)re rhrn a simple
compositional alloy. Instead, it is a material which is
magnetically anisotropic and which has carefully dl:fined
magnetic properties and a crystal struchdc Which izbdisthictive
from known samarium cobalt tyne magnets and am orphous
materials.
The article by Kabacoff et a1 completely fa& to appreciate what
applicants have invented and have claimed. -The Bct that the
article includes zero percent praseodymman is cleai evidt-methat
the element is optional which is in conip1t:t
importance which this element (811- neodyin
presently claimed invention. Additionally, the ribbons are
explicitly stated as being amorphous which by thei: very nature
means that they are
anisotropic. Moreover, as was pointed
out above, no simple way existeh;lof tramfo ninr?;1 he amrphous
ribbons into an anisotropic material even if
composition were obtained.
As a still further distinction over the discfosed a m rphous
ribbons, the claims of record spccificaily require a maximum
energy product of at least 10 MGOe ami mahy ofthe clalms
additionally specify an intrinsic coercivity of at least 1 ka3e.
Such magnetic properties are n g obtained by the amorpk ous
ribbons disclosed in the article as plainly indicated by thv fact
that the article itself reports that the intrinsic coerc vity c f the
ribbons was "two small to measure". Hence, when one zonsiders
each and every recitation in the claim. as OM' must, then. should
be no question that the claims are cleady patmtahL: over this
piece of prior art.
The article by Chaban et a1 has nothing tcl dtll with permanent
magnets of any type, shape or fcmi. As mdi, tha article has no
more relevance than any other pubilicatioru di:xussing an iron
alloy. All the article describes i s the phase quilib i a of K-Re-B
ternary systems wherein R is neodymimn samara n or
gadolinium.
235

It must again be pointed out that the present tnverition is 1
1
a
simply an alloy composition. Imtead. it is a permanent magnet
or magnetic material which has carefully defined fcaturm, all of
which are important and only one of which relates to the
composition.
Even if one were to fortuitously select only the ndldymium
system over the samarium and gadolinium SJ stenis (without any
apparent reason to do so), there are still further raisons why the
article by Chaban et a1 does not disclose or suggcsi the presently
claimed invention. More specifically, even within the
neodymium-iron-boron system, there ai-e ngi-mtg aetic phases
such as Nd,Fe,B6 and Nd,FEB,, which are all nommagnetic at
room temperature. Moreover, the article dolx nrg recognize the
R,Fe,,B magnetic phase which occurs in she preserit invention and
even explicitly states with respect lo the closet compound :
"We were unable to obtain any data on the
crystal structure of the compounds -EiY,Fe $3 and
R,FeB,, since we were not suc :cseful in w)winer
the corresponding single crysta Is. '
The explicit statement in the article th4tt the ;mthorii were
unsuccessful to obtain any data on the crystal structure of'what is
arguably the closet compound a d the complete lack of any
recognition of magnetic properties is clear eqrideiice that the
article has failed to be sufficiently enabling to be Eonsidcred
"prior art" against the presently claimd inmntiori
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Applicants, in the amendment dated Nov. 8, 1985 (CX-26, Tab 14) referring to

the "double patenting rejection" argued:
As a final matter, it is believed that the obviousrws-type double
patenting rejection with respect to the claim$ of @plication Serial
Nos. 532,472,532,473 and 516,841 [application Qnwhich '368
patent is based] is not applicable in view of the fbregoinq
discussion and the amendments to the claimg. This is particularly
true with respect to the first twcl of tht:se applications which are
directed to carefully defined improvertients which are no1
suggested in the claims of the present applicdion. However, to
avoid any allegation of prolongation of the period for patent
protection, applicants have concurrent ily filed Arm ndments in

three of the four applications (arid the fwrtll will be f i l 4 in a
few days) so that the applications may be retiewed and ellowed
concurrently.
210.

The Examiner in a Office Action dated 9,1486 r CX-26, Tab 18) rejected

claims 44, 46, 49 to 57, 59, 61, 64 to 72, 75, 78, 69, 85 aid 86 under 35 U.S.C. 103 as
being unpatentable over Japanese Kokai No. 50-47, 538 on the gi ound! inter alia that the
composition of the reference overlaps app1ican-s' claim d wmposition md certain claims are
silent with respect to the tetragonal structure.
211.

Applicants responding to the Office Action dated May i4, 1986 (CX-26, Tab

19) applicants argued (footnote omitted):
As to the prior art rejection undcr 35 U.S.C. $109 over Japanese
Kokai 56-47, 538, applicants believe that thi priccr art is not
applicable for reasons substantially set forth in the: previously
filed Amendments. Moreover, in light of the recitation :if the
rare-earth ranges now present ir the haenendem ciaims, it is
believed that this prior art rejection should ble withdrawli This is
particularly true in light of the Iixamincr s sateriuent on Dage 7 of
the Official Action that:
"It is noted that if the claims are amendal 10 recire
along the lines discussed in the new matter
rejection, i.e. to have an I k content r)f at Irsast 9 1
[sic 561 at. 76 and an upper limit rjif 24) at. X R, &is
rejection will be withdrawn. "
Regarding the provisional double patenting rejection, applicants
respectfully point out that none of the cited Eipphcations has
matured into a patent and that the merc f$ictthat there may be
some overlapping of the propon ions of c*:rtiin constitwits is
essentially irrelevant in assessing the presenr e of "obviousnesstype double patenting".
212.

The Examiner in an Office Action datcd 11110/86 (CX-16, Tab 21) rejected

claims 43, 46 to 50, 52, 54 to 59, 61 to 65, V ,69 tu 72, ?4, ' 3 -76 to 79 and 81 to 86 as

directed to the same invention as that of claims 34 and 35 af cormnonly assigned U.S. Pat.
No. 4,601,875 and also "provisionally" rejected thosc clairr,s urialer the "judicially created

doctrine of obviousness-type double patenting" as being unpatentable over the claims of
copending application Serial Nos. 532,472 and 567,640
213.

The Examiner in an Office Action datd f O/V/87 (CX-26, Tab 36) rejected

claims 43, 46 to 50, 52, 54 to 59, 61 to 65. 67, 69 to 72, 74, 75, 77 to 79 and 81 to 88 under
the "judicially created doctrine of obviousness-type double .jiater$t,ng"a.; being unpatentable
over claims of copending application serial no. 567,640 or copending application serial no.
532,473 or the claims of U.S. Patent No. 4,684,406 or 4,691.875.
214.

On October 26, 1987 there was dxniited a germinal disclaimer which

disclaimed the terminal part of any patent grared on Serial No 013,165 which would extend
beyond July 22, 2003. (CX-26, Tab 38).
215.

The Examiner on February 29, L981 (CX-26, Tab 41) in a notice of allowability

stated that claims 43, 46 to 50, 52, 54 to 58, 61 to 65.. 67, 69 to 72, 74, 75, 77 to 79 and 81
to 88 were allowed.

XIV. Prosecution Of The Claims In Issue Of The '6.51 Patenj
216.

Continuation Serial No. 485,183 filed June :', 199s and on which the '651

patent is based contained 59 original claims as filed. KX-30, M 0081 19 to 8130). However
on filing Ser. No. 485,183 original claims 1 tc 3 I %wecartcella4. (CX-31, Tab 3).
Independent claims 1 and 2 were directed to "la1 crystalline permanent magnet alloy.. ." while
independent claims 32 and 37 were directed to "fa] crystall (ne permanent magnet.. . The
'I

remaining original claims were dependent clairns
2 88

217.

Applicants, in a preliminary ammiment filed Nov 2, 1995 (CX-31, Tab 5),

cancelled original claims 32 to 59 and added ncw claims 60-83 an the grounds that the "claims
have been amended to pr;esent the subject mattcr applicants elect I O prosecute at this time."
(CX-31, Tab 5). Claims 1-3 in issue correspcnds to claim 60 iib 62. Claims 15, 18, 19, 21
and 22 in issue corresponds to amended claims 74, 77, '78, 80 ;mi 82 rcspectively. (CX-31,
Tab 5). Claim 5 in issue corresponds to amended clirim 64. (CIX-31. Tab 8). New claim 60
added by the amendment filed November 2 read:
60.

A crystalline R(Fe,Co)BXAM compound hating a tetragonal
crystal structure having lattice c mstants of a, abmt 8.8 angstroms
and c. about 12 angstroms, in which R is at Seast one element
selected from the group consisting of Pid. Pr, La, Ce, Tb,Dy,
Ho, Er, Eu, Sm, Gd, Pm, Tm, Yb, La and Y, X :s at least one
element selected from the group consisting sf S , Q , P and Cu, A
is at least one element selected from thc group consisting of H,
Li, NayK, Be, Sr, Ba, Ag, Zn, N , F, Se, T: and Pb, arid M is at
least one element selected from the grmp consisring of Ti, Ni,
Bi, V, Nb, Ta, Cr, Mo, W, Mr, Al, .%, Gt, S c , Zr, Nf and Si.

218.

The Examiner in an Office Actiem dat'rf 6/11/96 ICX-31, Tab 7), as to claims

60 to 83, stated:

Claim Rejections - 35 [J.S.C. 8 1 E
1. Claims 60 to 83 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 5 112, second
paragraph, as being indefinite for failing to p,utcuE;Eirly point out and distinctly
claim the subject matter which applicapt regards as the invention.
Claims 60 to 83 are indefinite beciiue it has been neld that claims drawn
to an alloy without defining alloying ranges are merely hncrionsl, and are
therefore indefinite since it defines a cclmpositioai in term of results to be
produced rather than actual quantities ti be added. See Koebel Coe, 505 OG
513.
The phrase "negligible amounts" is indcfhiti: bezause there is no
definition or antecedent basis in the spf cificar ion.
.17

Allowable Subjecl' Mattt,r

2. Claims 60 to 83 would be allowable if
rewritten or amended to cwerconle tht rej?:crion
under 35 U.S.C. 112.
3. The following is an Examiner's st itenre it of
reasons for the indication of allowab$: suhjcct
matter: The crystalline R(Fe,Co:BXA M c mnpour id
having a tetragonal crystal smcture bavirig latticc
constants of a about 8.8 angstroms and c about 12
angstroms, as claimed, is not shown nr fairly
suggested by the art of record.
Claim 63 had read "The crystalline compound of claim 60 whemn in the group (Fe, Co) Fe is
present in a negligible amount.
219.

Applicants in the amendment f i M Ocnokr 3, 1981) (CX-31, Tab 8) amended

claim 60 to add the word -- stable -- before "tetragonal. The mended claim thus became
'I

identical to independent claim 1 in issue. In tbe remwks section at was argued:
In the telephone conference the undersigned pointed out that the
claims are drawn to compounds not alloys, m d that intent of the
phrase "present in a negligible amount" was intended to refer to
compounds in which the stated wbstitucnt W I S not present to any
meaningful degree.
Applicants respectfully point out to the Examiner that ali of the
claims are directed to crystallint. compounds of B stable xtragonal
structure and are not alloy claims. The langiagt ' presait in a
negligible amount" has been amended as necesssrq to state that
the substituent is -not present- ]in the wnipound The
specification contains many exwnples and refere w:s to such
compounds.
The amendment cancelled "in a negligible amcant" fnm amended claims 63, 64,67, 68, 69,

70, 71, 72 and 73. (CX-30,
M 008166-67).
220.

The Examiner in a notice of allowability dated PiJoy. 11, 1996 (CX-31, Tab 10)

stated that claims 60 to 83 were allowed. On the s a x : tiatt a ndtice of allowance was issued.
(CX-30, M 008171).

XV. Terms
221.
magnet, -,

"Anisotropic," or "magnetic anisotropy," mrans that the properties of the
its coercivity, remanence, and rraximum energy product. are different when

measured in different directions of the magnet. (Guiuswaniy, Tr . at 474, 620).
222.

"Atomic percent" refers to the amount d7f a particuiar elc ment in a composition.

Specifically, the atomic percent measures the rmnnbef-ot ati)ms QI that clement in the
composition relative to the total number of atoms th;iit ai-e Freserrt in it composition.
(Guruswamy, Tr. at 294, 325).
223.

The "combined atomic fraction' of two elerflentzl, as used in the '058 patent, is

found by taking the total amount of those two dements { w ~iron
, and boron), and then
calculating the fraction of that combined amount conipared to tim total amount of the atoms in
the composition. (Guruswamy, Tr. at 770-713.
224.

A "crystal," or "crystalline" material, m a m t that ihe atcms in the compound are

arranged in an orderly, three-dimensional structure, or ,array, which prvvides the basic
building blocks or unit cells for the material. (Ckmiswanri, Tr. at 36.1, 573).
225.

Turie temperature, also known as the "magneTk ordenng temperature, refers
I'

'I

to the temperature above which the magnetically hard all01 will completely lose its magnetic
properties (s,
its magnetization, energy product) itnd become pion-magnetic. (Guruswamy,
Tr. at 331, 439, 748). In other words, the material i ~r.pa;tion
i
cannot work as a permanent
magnet above that temperature. (Guruswamy Tr. at 3:;2),
?C) ;

226.

"Energy product at magnetic saturationtq4 also caikd the ' maximum energy

product") measures the potential energy that can be storod in the nagnet; in other words, the
energy product measures the amount of work a magnet an do. ?'heenergy product is also a
measure of how much energy would be required IO demignetizc. rhe magnet. (Guruswamy,
Tr. at 284, 319-21, 404).
227.

A "grain" is a single crystal in a mate] id (fiunisvaxny Tr. at 669, 769).

228.

"Intrinsic magnetic coercivity, also krwwn is *'intrinsiccoercivity" or "inherent
I'

intrinsic magnetic coercivity,'I represents the si rerigth 01 h:deiniagnetkation field needed to
bring the magnetization of the magnet or magnetic material to i a 0. (€iumswamy, Tr. at 337,

338, 341). Intrinsic coercivity, a common property & ~magnets
f
and rna,gnetic materials, is
measured in Oersteds ("Oe") or kilooersteds (ccpal lo 1,000 Oereteds) (Guruswamy, Tr. at
342).
229.

"Lattice parameters, 'I or "lattice const i n b , refers to the dimensions of the unit
'I

cell, or building block, of a crystalline material. In nitrticwlar. &e quantity

(also ''atr or

"&")set forth in certain asserted claims represents the Iewth c f Ehe base of a tetragonal

crystal (the "crystallographic a-axis" in certain claims). TEe quaJitity "c0"(also "c" or To1')
is
the height (the "crystallographic c-axis" in certain claims) of a rctrragonal crystal.
(Guruswamy, Tr. at 255-56, 398-99; CPX-28).
230.

The term "magnetic phase" refers to a regioii in a magnet that has uniform

ferromagnetic properties. (Guruswamy, Tr . at 440, 44:. , 670-71 .
J

231.

The "mean crystal grain size,'' or "mean crystallm: grain size," refers to the

average size of the grains in the magnet. (Guruswamy, Tr at 487, 544).
L'92

232.

A 'lnonmagnetic phase" is a phax that does not ha4e permanent magnetic

properties. (Bohlmann, Tr. at 1326; Guruswarny, Tr. ar 5 6 4 0 )
233.

A "phase" refers to a region in EL mateiial that has iniform properties, such as

uniform composition, physical properties, magnetic properties, electricd, and/or other
properties. A material can have more than OM phasc. Garuswamy, 1 I-. at 255, 363-64, 66970).
234.

The "predominant phase" of the material wadd be that phase that is present in

the largest amount in the magnet, typically in an amcans exceeding 50 vercent of the total.
(Guruswamy, Tr. at 359-60).
235.

"Remanence,'I which is measurc d in Gauss, lmeasures thrr strength of the internal

magnetic field of the magnet or magnetic material after an external masnetizing field has been
removed. (Guruswamy, Tr. at 283, 319, 337, 341-42).
236.

"Sintering" may be performed irl maw different 0 pes OK atmospheres or even

in a vacuum; in other words, it need not be pedomed in zgon c r any other particular
atmosphere. (Guruswamy, Tr. at 473-74, 523-24, 723; Mllmtn 1, Tr. at 1747). In addition,
the temperature at which a product is sintered 3epends on tne prrduct in question.
(Guruswamy, Tr. at 660-65).
237.

A "stable tetragonal crystal structure" nwam that the tetragonal structure is an

equilibrium phase, or equilibrium crystal structure. (Chmswam. Tr. at 575-76).
238.

Certain claims in issue refer to the t'RE,7'M:4B,@uase," which is a phase having

a ratio of 2 atoms of a rare-earth (RE) elemenf for e v e n 14 atoms of a transition metal (TM),
and 1 atom of boron (B) (see,
,.-~.e

CX-2, col 26, lines 1&, 23, 54; Guruswamy, Tr. at 364-

65). The neodymium 2, iron 14, boron 1 aIloy is comrnorrJy rettkrred to as the “2-14-1“phase.
(Guruswamy, Tr. at 259-60).
239.

The RE,TMI4BI phase can also ba exprewd 8s a jU12(Fe,-rTwl,Blor RE2Fe14-

.TM,B, phase, as in claims 19 and 20 of the ‘93 patent. when it contains transition metals other
than iron, and where “x” is the amount of transition metal in the magnet or magnet alloy relative
to the amount of iron therein (E CX-2, col. 28. lines 27, 40:. The RE,TM,,B,, phase can also
be expressed as a RE, Fel-xCox14B1,
phase, as in daim 18 of the ‘93 i pateiit, when it contains
cobalt (Co), where “x” is the amount of cobalt in the niagnet or nu<net alloy relative to the
amount of iron therein. (See CX-2, col. 28, lines 15-18’1,
240.

Claim 8 of the ‘058 patent descriw tht: d iimd ncx dymrm-iron-boron

A p a w n ofordinarv skill in the art would
composition in terms of the formula “REl-x(F1~~lyjx”.

understand that formula to mean that the alloy include:; khe elemeds neodymium and/or
praseodymium (identified as RE), iron (F, which is a misprint for the correct label “Fe”), and
boron (B) (Guruswamy, Tr. at 335-36, 360-63) The values 3f Y’ and ’‘4” in the subscripts
describe the relative amounts of the elements in the all4)y; nariely ‘ x” refers to the combined
amount of iron plus boron in the alloy relative to the total amouni of the slloy, and “y” refers to
the amount of boron relative to the amount of iron in the allay. (Giiruswdmy. Tr. at 336). For
example, a formula in which “x” is 0.6 indicates that the comined imoum of iron and boron (x)
should be 60 atomic percent of the total alloy, a id the amouri of dcodymium and/or
praseodymium (RE) should be 40 atomic percent. (Giruswrmy, T’..at 348, discussing CX-1, col.
2, lines 66).

XVI. Tests
241.

Complainants obtained samples of magnets ficm cerain respondents and former

respondents and assigned them identification nurnbers, as folkiws
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(Guruswamy, Tr. at 252-53; CX-50;Witness Stztemerit of I3r. Vmmathan Panchanathan
("CX-72, Qs. 21'22). The sample numbers in the middle cdumt: were given and used by
Magnequench to identifjr the magnets. (Guruswamy, Tr. at 641-42; CX. '72, Q22).
242.

Complainants' expert Guruswamy. in prescnting his analysis of the test results of a

party's magnet, sometimes used the identification number3 provided bv the party (third column,
supra) in reporting the results of some of his tesx and ana1ys:s. (Gurus%amy, Tr. at 642-44,

discussing CX-48, Tabs 48-54, 67-73; CX-50).
243.

Although Respondents Xin Huan Jing Ma. anil{

}did not submit sample

magnets in discovery, they are related to the othcr responded s in the follcwing manner.
Respondent {

}purchased its Nd-Fe-B magnets from t espmdent Xin Huan and imported

them from China into the United States. (Order No. 38 a1 5 4 ) . kspondent{
at 6-7). '"RespondentS

obtained its Nd-Fe-B magnets from{

}

imported its Nd-Fe-B magnets from Jing Ma.

(Id. at 1 1),

244.

)in turn,
}purchased and

Complainants also obtained headrhmes mide by third-party AIWA and a

microphone made by third-party GEC. The magnets were removed from the products so as to be
able to test the magnets for their chemical compositions %idrnagw ic properties. (CX-72, Q.
39).
245.

The magnets from these third party prodilcts were assigned the following

identification numbers:

(Guruswamy, Tr. at 634-35; CX-49, Tabs 18, I!); CX-72, Q. 39; CX-73, Q. 36).
246.

Complainants, through their experts Dr Piindianarh in and Dr. Guruswamy, had

chemical composition tests, magnetic properties tests, X -I ay diffraction tests, and scanning
electron microscopy (SEM) tests performed on obt aincd magnets (CX-?:!, Qs. 14-43; CX-73-C,

Qs.9-12, 35-38; CX-76, Qs.34, 38, 50).
247.

At Panchanathan's request and dmction. the chemical composition tests were
2 96

performed by or under the direct supervision of lvlr Stwen Barr at “Magncquench. (CX-73, Qs.
9-12). At Panchanathan’s request and direction. the magnetic. prclpwty tests were performed by
Mr. Ferris Daugherty at Magnequench. (CX-74, QN.4- 8).
248.

Complainants’ expert Dr. Panchanathar I-eque;ted & ree twes of chemical

composition tests be performed on obtained mak,netsof respc nderit ;and fimner respondents a
chemical analysis, a determination of the oxygen’nitrogen coctent o f each magnet, and a
determination of the carbon/sulfbr content of each magnei Also 6e requt. sted that chemical
I

analysis tests be performed on the magnets from third parly produeis. (C k;-72, Qs. 14, 21-26, 43;
CX-73, Qs. 9-13, 16-18, 22,25-27,29, 31-33, 35-38; Gususvmy. Tr. at 634,705).
249. The chemical analysis tests were paformed by Mr. i3,m and or under his
supervision using an inductively coupled plasma (XCP) spectmmew-. (CX-72, Q. 15; CX-73, Q.
13). The ICP tests determined the presence and concentrhns ofthe diEerent elements in the
magnets of respondents and former respondents and the third-party magnets. (Guruswamy, Tr. at
271-272; CX-73, Q. 13,25-26). Specifically, the samples were tesred for the presence of (i)
rare-earth elements, such as neodymium, praseodymium, and other:,; (ii) transition metals, such as
iron and cobalt; and (iii) metalloids, such as borcm. (CX-’’2, Q.15: Guruiwamy, Tr. at 271-73).
In addition, a high temperature combustion process was perfcirmed on the of magnets of
respondents and former respondents to determine their car-banand ;ulfi.~rc,ontentand an inert gas
fbsion process was performed to determine the cwgen and nitropati content of said magnets.
(CX-72, Qs.22,29).
250.

The test results given in CX-48, tabs 1- 19, provide both tht: corrected values and

normalized values for the quantities of each element present i i the rnagne:s. (Guruswamy, Tr. at
197

272, 280-81; CX-73, Q . 15). Due to experimental variabli:s, rhe t d d o f t e ‘‘corrected values”
may differ from one hundred percent (100%) by a few per ;em. (C‘hrumarny, Tr. at 274-76).
Consequently, the tester assumed that all those elements liitec shcu d total one hundred percent,
and thus a statistical correction was performed so that the elanenls total t 2 l one hundred percent.
Those values for each element are listed as the c~iormalizeil”
~calues.(Gtrruswamy, Tr. at 275-77).
Specifically, the corrected value for each elemen?is divided b%.r
the sum of all the corrected values
at 277). The use of
and then multiplied by 100 to yield the normalized value ilGkrusmmy, ‘IT.
corrected and normalized values is a standard practice m tiis -leld v. hen ccinducting these types of
tests. (Guruswamy, Tr. at 274-277).
251.

Some of the values provided in CX- 48, tabs 1-19, a-e accompanied by an “out of

limit flag.” (Guruswamy, Tr. at 272). An “out of limit flaq” indicates tha:. the quantity, or weight
percent, of the element in question in a particula magnet sample fdis outside the manufacturing
specification, or standard range of values, for a Edagnequencb conxierciai product. (Gumswamy,
Tr. at 272; CX-73, Q. 19).
252.

The “out of limit flag” was created and iised b~Magnequench for internal quality

control purposes; it is not relevant for tests perfcinned on my non-bIagneauench product. (CX73, Q. 19). In other words, the “out of limit flags” have noth ng to do wirh the patents at issue
(Guruswamy, Tr. at 272). The “out of limit flag;’’ are 1istL:d i 1 thr: test results of respondents’
magnets simply because the same computer software used in -~estiwin hiapequench products
was used to test those magnets. (CX-73, Q. 19).
253.

The results of Barr’s chemical compositior, tests w i e accompanied by margins of

error, which is a measure of the outer limits of the unccttaintjr regarding a particular
298

measurement. parr, CX-440, Qs. 3,4, 6, 9, 16:d. Magrrequench routinely uses margins of error
when it conducts chemical composition tests on ;a.mplcs. (CX-443 Q . 5 ) Margins of error can
be calculated for the NEOCO and other magnets that were te ;ted

r CX-440,

Qs. 8, 11, 14, 18,

20, 24, 26).
254.

The results of the chemical cornpixition tests requmed by (Panchanathanwere sent

to Guruswamy for his evaluation and analysis. (Gurulswamy, Tr. at 705).
255.

Complainants' expert Panchanathan also reqwsteca F ertain tests to determine the

magnetic properties - specifically, the intrinsic o i e civity,
~
rentanewe, and maximum energy
product - of the magnets obtained from the respondents and from $%ethird party products. (CX72, Qs. 14, 19, 27-42; CX-74, Qs. 4-7, 11-19; Curuswamy, Tr. at 282).
256.

The magnetic properties tests prcaduced a deaapazation curve for each magnet,

from which the intrinsic coercivity, remanence, and energy pradud value ofthe magnet can be
determined. (CX-72, Qs. 28, 30-31, 33-34, 36-37; Gunlswamy, I+ at 28.2, 318-19). The
:X-72, Qs. 30, 3 1).
intrinsic coercivity of each magnet was measured at room temperatire. (I
257.

The results of the magnetic properties test:, requested by Dr. Panchanathan were

sent to Dr. Guruswamy for his evaluation and arlalvsis ((hfliswamy, Tr. at 705).
258.

Complainants' expert Guruswamy performed, or had others perform under his

supervision and direction, X-ray diffraction tests cui respondents' magnets (CX-76, Qs. 34-37;
Guruswamy, Tr. at 252-53, 705).
259.

The purpose of the X-ray diffraaion tests wag to de:.ermine the crystalline

structures of each magnet, the type and amount o f crystalline phases contained in the magnet, and
the lattice parameters that are characteristic of the unit cell, O r bwiking block, of the crystalline

material. (CX-76, Qs. 38,47-48; Guruswamy, I r . at 253-543
260.

Each of the different phases in the magnet yiehfs a characteristic pattern of

“peaks,” from which one can identi& the crystalhe strbir;tiireof the magnet. (Guruswamy, Tr. at
253- 54).
261.

For example, the Nd2Fe,,B, phasc: (also known as .;hc“2-1 1-1 phase”) is

characterized by a particular crystalline structure, specifically, it ha$ a tetragonal crystal structure
wherein the lattice parameters, or lattice constants, have particula \dues (Guruswarny, Tr. at
364). The 2-14-1 phase thus yields a standard X-ray diffraction pattern, which is given in tab 56
of CX-48. (CX-76, Q. 45; CX-48, Tab. 56; Guruswarn~y,Tr. at 259-60)
262.

Complainants’ expert Dr. Guruswamy also p a forriied, or had others perform

under his supervision and direction, scanning elestron niicn-os:opy ( “SEM ) tests on respondents’
magnets. (CX-76, Q. 34; Guruswamy, Tr. at 252-53, 260, 7t15).
263.

An SEM test is used to determim: the size: and shaw of thr grains in the sample,

from which one can determine whether the magnet is a sintemd maj:net. r CX-76, Qs. 51, 52, 57;
Guruswamy, Tr. at 260,264-67).
264.

The results of complainants’ chemical composition and magnetic properties tests

on the magnets obtained from respondents, former responderts and products manufactured by
third-parties AIWA and GEC are presented in the following tables, The results are presented in
full in complainants’ CX-48, CX-49, CX-51, 01-52, and CX-53.
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.-,
9.0135

0.8767

8.2610

2.3317
----

-- -~

~

-

INTRINSIC COERCMTY (kiloOersteds1
ENERGY PRODUCT (megaGaussOersteds)
;REMANENCE (kiloGauss)

_-.=

-

1 i.2
"

-- .
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-

36.0
.I_
-

1'?.7
-_._
--_

0.0781
-

0.0396

0.6158
0.0019
3.0275

2.3295

-&I

-- 12.4

Houghes (sample A I

zscc-225-02014

SUMMARY OF TEST RESULTS
Rare Earth Elements (atomic percent)
Gd Gadolinium
Dy Dysprosium
Pr Praseodymium
Nd Neodymium
La - Lanthanum
Ce Cerium
Sm Samarium

-

~

-

_.-- -

~

Houghes (sample B)
ZST C-22s -020B

-~
-

I

.-

*

I

_

.

.

I

-_
_

_

~

.

-

~

-

I

. _

_

-

.

-

TOTAL RARE EARTHS
Transition Metals (atomic percent)
Fe Iron
Co Cobalt
Mn Manganese
Zr Zirconium
TOTAL TRANSITION METALS
Metalloids (atomic percent)
B - Boron
Mg Magnesium
Ga Gallium
AI Aluminum
Ca Calcium
Na Sodium
TOTAL METALLOIDS
Others (atomic percent)

--

-

0.0000

0.1365
13.8238
0.0364
0.0117
0.0143
14.7419
- --

0.4793
4.3319
10.1259
0.0231 I
0.0405 I
0.0298
15.0305

-

_

-

0.012s

.

-H

!El

71.7135
2.2328
0.1739

74.0764
0.0000
0.2030
0.0000
74.2794

0.0000
-

74.1202
7.1865
--I

_)._ --

-

-

..

-

-

-.--I_-

0.0245
.1.2215
.-

0 - Oxygen
N - Nitrogen
C - Carbon
S - Sulfur

- -

. -

0.0330

1.7634
_ - 0.5422
0.3634
0.0002
2.6693
-

I

-

- --13.9

- 30.0

-x

REMANENCE (kiloGauss)

I
I

I

_I----
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: I 4J

-

I

-._

-

- 11.3

.
I

I
I
I

0.2084
0.3992
0.0098
3.5369

I

I

I

M
1
1
34.0

I

12.0 ]

Harvard [sample C )

i _

0.0155
0.9341

.0.0126
- .0.74 i 8

I

I

0.1203
14.1247
0.0359
- 0.01
- - i.0.--0.0153
15.06 16
I

i
l

I

I

~~

-

C Carbon

-

S Sulfur
TOTAL OTHERS

~

..--

I

0 1075
I

-.-

-- -0 0002
~

I

_ __ _-

.

I

---

1915%

_

.

0.6432 I
0.9174
0.127 1
0.0002
1.6879

I

INTRINSIC COERCIVITY &Oe)

16. I
36.? .

ENERGY PRODUCT (MGOe)
REMANENCE (kiloGauss)

~

--

28.8

- _ - _ - I

-.I

12. .i
_-. ~

3 0.3

".I-

11.0

SUMMARY OF TEST

High End (sample D)
zscc-225-021D

I

Eigh End isi.impIe):E
ZSIX-ZUE-02lE

High End (sample E")
ZSCC-225-021F

0.oz.t3.
O.OYX5

0.02 40

0.OO' ,8

--

~

__
0.09'>5
_
I

- - _ .

O.OO~.lO
77.2779

---I

--

0.02 19

0.0274
1.8892
0.0998
13.2888
0.0252
0.0154
0.0107
15.3565

-

75.3111
0.0993
0.0563
0.0000
75.4668
6.0759
0.0055
0 0232
0.0232
0.5487
~

0.0213

__

6.5610

0.9978
0.2264
I

I
_

2.0190
.

0.0168
0.0263
6.6964
0.6115
1.7473
0.1193
0.0021
2.4803

"I-

20.4

SUMMARY OF TEST

High End (sample

High End (sample I)

G)
zscc-225-02 1G

ZSCC-225-0211

RESULTS
Rare Earths (atomic percent)
Gd Gadolinium
Dy Dysprosium
Pr Praseodymium
Nd Neodymium
La - Lanthanum
Ce Cerium
Sm Samarium
TOTAL, RARE EARTHS
Transition Metals (atomic pct.)
Fe Iron

-----

-

I__

---

-

_--I-

-

Co - Cobalt
Mn Manganese
Za Zirconium
TOTAL TRANSITION METALS
Metalloids (atomic percent)
B Boron
Mg Magnesium
Ga Gallium
AI-Aluminum
Ca Calcium
Na Sodium
TOTAL METALLOIDS
Others (atomic percent)
0 Oxygen
N Nitrogen
C Carbon
S Sulfur

-

-

-

I

76.4207
0.1059
0.0556
0.0000
76.5821

.".-

5.8032
0.0056
0.0185
0.5052
0.0237
0.0295
6.3857

-

-

-

0.0069
0.4065
0.1117
14.4511
0.0273
0.0184
0.0122
15.0341

---

TOTAL OTHERS

1.1156
0.7223
0.1581
0.0021
1.9981

I
-

INTRINS. COERCMTY (kOe)

---

13.0

ENERGY PRODUCT (MGOe)

32.8

REMANENCE (kiloGauss)

11.8

--=

. _-

--.

. ---..

--

_""

.
I

.--

I

0.0195
0.0117
- - _--~

1.2993
--.0.1170
-.- -- - 13.2946
. - - 0.0262
,
- - --0.0137
.
0.0094
. - - _ .-- - 14.7798
"--.

0.6949
0.2437
13.7467

___I-

_--

0.0192

I

-~

--

_-- 75.5657
1.6194
-_ 0.2385
- 0.0000
- - 77.4236
--

77.8853
0.1109
0.1501
0.0000
78.1464

.-*

-

"

I

-

-

I ; -

- _

I AI - Aluminum

I

1.4086

.--

1

1J)065
0.1103
-. 1"
05)139
75377
-.

_I

I

I

I

.-

."*
29066
0.1829
OJ3296
OD019
-,,3,1209
-_ =

I REMANENCE (kiloGauss)

I
I

1
11.8
--I
.-

.

.-

---

- __ - 11.8
3 1.2
_-_"I

I

6.0367
0.0000
0.0219
0.9896
0.0030
0.0292
7.0805

:E
I

0.0000

0.0000

0.0000

0.0000
~-

0.0000

0.0000

0.0000
0.0000

0.0000

.--

31.4
- -_-

_ ( I _ -

--_
0.0000

_I-

ENERGY PRODUCT (MGOe)

I--

6.9481
-0.0000
-0.0238
-0.7937
-0.0032
0.0278
7.7966
_I

~~

~-

_

--

-_

,
I
_
-

-_(_-
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Respondent NEOCO sent sample”;of its own magwrs to Larry Jones at the Ames

Laboratory for testing. (RXN-96 at 3-4). NEO(:O’s samdeb included six magnets identified as
“Sample B.” (RXN-100 at 3). All of the NEO<:O magnets 1,i S a a d e B were the same and had
the same dimensions. (RXN-100 at 3).
266.

The tests performed at Ames Laboratory shoqed t b t the magnets in NEOCO’s

Sample B contained the following chemical elements: Ci) 14.2 atomic percent rare-earths, nearly
all of which was comprised of neodymium and ps-aseodvmium; (if) 79.6 atamic percent transition
metals, nearly all of which was iron mixed with small amoiintr of cobalt; and (iii) 6.2 atomic
percent boron. (Bohlmann, Tr. at 1710-11, 1712, 1 820-3i)).
267.

The Ames Laboratory test results show that NEOCLI’s Sample B magnets are

sintered anisotropic magnets having the following magnetic p -opedles: iii an intrinsic coercivity
in excess of 13,000 Oersteds; (ii) a remanence in excess o f 11,OOLn Ciauss; imd (iii) an energy

product in excess of 25 megaGaussOersteds. (Bohlmann, Tr at 3 7 16-09 1713-16, 1748-49).
268.

The tests performed at Ames Laboratory showed atkit the “‘2-14-1phase” is the

predominant phase in the magnets inNEOCO’s Sainplz B (Nohlmmn, 11.at 1713-14).
269.

According to NEOCO’s expert Mi. Boldmanr, the $act that the predominant phase

in NEOCO’s Sample B magnets is the 2-14-1 pFlase mcnnc that the magnets probably have lattice

constants of “ag)’ and “cO)’of8.8 angstroms and 12 angstrams, resixctivelv, even though the Ames
Laboratory did not measure the lattice constants. (Bollman@,Tr

270.

tit

1724-26).

With respect to claim 1 of the ‘058 patenr, mch o€ the thxd-party magnets

obtained from AIWA and GEC: (i) has an inbinsic coerci+ity in excess of 1,000 Oersteds,

3 07

and thus is a "magnetically hard alloy composiriion," as thar tenn is defined in the '058 patent;
(ii) contains a total amount of neodymium and prasecrdyrniam of ,ibout 14 atomic percent,
which lies within the claimed range from at least about 10 to ahout 40 atomic percent; (iii)
contains about 75.5-77.9 atomic percent iron, which lies within the clarined range from at least
about 50 to about 90 atomic percent; and (iv) contains albout 6.045.9 atomic percent boron,
which lies within the claimed range from about 0 5 to lr) atomic iiercent. (Guruswamy, Tr. at
636-38; CX-49, Tabs 18, 19). Thus, the two rnagne~scrbtained from the products of thirdparties AIWA and GEC infringe claim 1 of the '058 patent. (Guiuswarny, Tr. at 638).
271.

With respect to claim 13 of the '395pateait, cacb rf the third-party magnets: (i)

has an intrinsic coercivity in excess of 5,000 Oersteds: (ii) j s a "~ermanent
magnet, since its
It

intrinsic coercivity exceeds 1,000 Oersteds; (iii) c o n t m ; imn, neodymmm and praseodymium,
as required by claim 13 of the '395 patent. (Glmiswmw, l'r. at'b39; CX-49, tabs 18, 19).
Thus, each of the magnets obtained from prodwts m;mufaburesl by third-parties AXWA and
GEC infringes claim 13 of the '395 patent. (Gumswzny, Tr. at 540).

XVII. Prior Art
272.

One of ordinary skill in the magnetic nit wmld have to have a minimum of a

college degree or equivalent qualification, i.e.,exten+(: work experience in, solid state
physics, materials, and engineering. (Guruswamy, Tr. at 333-33 5 ) .
273.

A Koon 1980 abstract (RXN-51) reads:

CD-4 NEW CLASS OF MELT-QUENCHED PMORPHOUS ALLOYS
N.C. Koon, C.M. Williams and B.N. Des, Naval Rcsearch Labccatory.
Washington, DC 20375 [Koon 1980 abstract1

The amount of rare earth which can be ;idded to melt-quenched amorphous
alloys such as Fe.,,B.,, is limited in part by the fcmition of stable rare earthiron intermetallic compounds. We have found that tlhe addition -)ifLa tends to
suppress the formation of such compounds and an-eattyinweases the amount of
rare earth which can be added while retaining tlle arirorphus melt-quenched
state. Some of the resulting alloys have interesting tnagrw ic and hysteretic
properties, especially after recrystallization in a magnetic f iled. For partially
recrystallized (Fe.,,B.,,).,Tb~,La~,. as an exanliplt:, we mmsured '3 coercive field
of 7.3 kOe and a maximum (BM) product of 10.5 C-Ok at room temperature,
with the coercive field increasing to over 20 kOe at rL2K. Magnetization date
on this and related alloys in both the arnorphou:; and partially ret-rystallizedstate
will be presented.
274.

Koon U.S. Patent No. 4,402,770 ("770pateot) (C7L-18, 'll'ab 20) titled "Hard

Magnetic Alloys Of A Transition Metal and Larlthaniiie'*is based on Ser. No. 314,325 filed
Oct. 23, 1981. The patent issued on Sept. 6, 1983. The iliveniion of the '770 patent pertains
generally to hard magnetic alloys comprising i r m boron and lantiianidt s. (Col. 1, lines 6-9).
The patent discloses that the objects of the invention are acbieved by hedting an amorphous
alloy comprising iron, boron, lanthanum, and a lanthmic le until a polycrystalline multi-phase
alloy with a grain size small enough to be a sin*;le-domainpartklt is fwmed. (Col. 2, lines 712). The '770 patent discloses that (col. 2, lines 39 50):
Any lanthanide can be used [in tlie polycrystallim +-ingle-domain
alloys of Koon's invention] but, many have poor magnem
properties, are expensive, or are difficiilt to prows: . Tlxse
nonpreferred lanthanides are cerium, prascod ymitm i,
neodymium, europium gadolinium, yttci-biun, and lutetium. An
iron-boron alloy with only lanthanum is not preferred as d hard
magnet because of poor magnetic: propa-tiss. The most preferred
lanthanides are terbium, dysprosum, holmium and erbium. It is
possible to alloy iron and boron with the liglmer lstrthanides (Ce,
Pr, Nd) in concentrations of less thm two atamic p.-srcent
1

309

275.

Koon U.S. Patent No. 4,409,043 ('043 patent) txtled "Amorphous Transition

Metal-Lanthamide Alloys" issued on October 11, 1983 and is baxd on U.S. Ser. No. 314,326
filed October 23, 1981. (CX-18, Tab 20). The '043 pteat disaloses that the attractiveness of
amorphous alloys for certain applications is duc, in part. ta the fact that a material that lacks a
regular crystal structure cannot have conventio ial magnctic anirxmopy . (Col. 1, lines 41-45).
Table 1 of the '043 patent (col. 5) reads:

x

Fe.82B.18

x

Co.74B.06B.20

;
;

(Fe.8ZB. 18).95Tb.05

>:

(Co.74Fe.06B.20).98Sm.02

pe.82B.18)*99Tb,01
pe.82B.18).99sm.02
(Fe.82B.18).95La.05
(Fe.82B.18).9&a.10
(Fe.82B.18).9Tb.05La.05

I

.h

X
X
X
X

(Fe.82B.18).95Tb.03La.02

X

(c0.74Fe.06B.20).95sm.02La.03

(Fe.82B.18)*93Tb.05La.02

x

(Fe.85B.15)-90Tb.05La.05

X

18). d D ~ ~ . O 5 ~ ~ . 0 5

X

(Fe.82B.18).9Sm.05La.05
(Fe x7B,,).,TbnsLan5),,C

X
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Koon U.S. Patent No. 4,533,408 ('408 pitent) (RXN-104) is based on Ser. No.

529,728 filed Sept. 6, 1983. The patent issued

011 Aug.

6 , 1985. Ser. No. 529,728 is a

continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 314,325 filed Oct. 23, 1981. It contains twenty claims. In
contrast to the '770 patent, the '408 patent coniairls the follbwing new matter, inter alia (col.

3 80

2, lines 14-25):
These and other objects are achiwed by alloying a transition
metal, boron, at least one lower .weight lanthanide having none or
few stable compounds with iron, optionally one or more higherweight lanthanides, a glass former, anll opticnally the pseudo
lanthanide, yttrium; forming an amorphous or nearly amorphous
metastable microstructure in the alloy; ilnd hcating the amorphous
alloy to form a polycrystalline, Inultiplhase, f ine-grain singledomain structure. Magnetizatioii is imported during or after
heating by exposing the alloy to a magnetic field
The lower-weight lanthanide is selected from the group consisting of larithamium, cerium,
praseodymium, neodymium and samarium. (FXN-103,
277.

CQ

. 2 Ihies 62-65).

Koon reissue patent Re 34, 322 is bawd on Tier. N I. 304,150 filed Jan. 31,

1989. (RXN-134). It issued on July 27, 1993 and is a reissue af the '408 patent, adding one
independent and six dependent new claims to the '408paterit. Nt-w independent claim 26
reads:
26. A method of preparing a hard magnetic polyxystalltne alloy
which comprise the steps of preparing an alhy represented by the
formula:

wherein v is from -0 to 0.8, w it; from about 0.7 tn about 0.98; x
is from 0 to about 0.15; y is from about 0.05 to about 0 25; z is
from 0 to about 0.95; M is sele~tetlfrcm the class consisting of
iron, cobalt, an iron-cobalt alloy, an iron cd)alt alloy, an ironmagananese alloy having at leass 50 atomic percrm iron. an ironcobalt-manganese alloy having at least SO atrimic percem iron and
cobalt, X is an auxilliary glass fmner selectcd fioin the class
consisting of phosphorous, silicon, alunzinuni, arsenic,
germanium, indium, antimony, bismuth, tin and mixtures
thereof, R' is a heavier-weight lanthanide sdected from the group
consisting of europium and lanthanide7 heavier ala ri eurciuium

and L is a mixture of lanthanum and an ammmnt of a lighter
weight lanthanide selected from tlic group consisthg of
praseodymium and neodymium Zffective to enhanre the qagnetic
properties of said alloy, said alloy having a polycrrstalline,
multiphase, single-domain microstructure wherein &e ah erage
crystal-grain size does not exceed 400A; creating In amorphous
microstructure is said alloy; and heating said alloy at a
temperature from about 850 to 1200 K in a magm ic field of at
least one kOe until a polycrystaIline micxnstruc!m3 is obtained.
278.
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Koon filed Ser. No. 248,217 on September 13, 1588 which is a reissue

application of the '770 patent. (RXN-82). In the decia-athn of Koon with the reissue
application, Koon stated (RXN-137):

I believe that the original patent [the '776,patenti 1s partlv
inoperative by reason of a defective g?lecifiatior~.The defect
appears in the language at colunln 2, lines 4 4 thrmgh 5(t which
can be misinterpreted to limit the scope of my spa[ ification and
render the claims wholly or partially invalid.
Particularly, it has come to my &tenti1m thai the smtencc which
says, "It is possible to alloy iron and horon with the lighter
lanthanides (Ce, Pr, Nd) in concentraticm af less Ihan two
atomic percent." (starting at column 2. line 48) Has been
construed to mean that the total amount of these 1I::hter rare earth
elements must be less than 2 atomic percent of the allov
regardless of whether or not lanthanurnl i!; przsent. By lighter
rare earth elements, I mean thme rare earth elenkceiats with an
atomic number and weight less ,:ban that of gadolinium, 1.e. the
lighter half of the lanthanide ser ies.
Also, I believe that the original patent is partly imperative
because I claimed less than I was entitled to claim Particularly,
the original patent does not confahi sub-gems and specks claims
specifically claiming combinaticms inc hiding the Eqhter rare
earths which I am entitled to ckim. These subgenus am1 species
claims are supported by the specificatmn and are within the scope
of claim 1 of my original paten$.

I believe the partial inoperativeness of the specificationand
claims occurred without any deceptivt: inteN du
file three related applications before thc: firsg anrri.rersanr of my
presentation of the subject mattcr of tht: npplicatrsns at the
Twenty Sixth Annual Conference on Magnatism and Wktgnetic
Materials held in Dallas, Texas November 11-14, 1980. One of
those applications matured into the original patent 4,402.770
('770) which is the subject of this reissx applicdion.
An abstract of my presentation was piihlished in the promam of
the conference. The text of the presentation was pblislied in the
November 15, 1981 issue of Applied Physics Letx:rs, Volume 39

(10) at pages 840-842.
After the Dallas meeting, I submitted ahme i ivention disclosures
to the patent counsel's office at the Nakal Rr search Laboratory
relating to different aspects of the subject m t t e r tihat I disclosed.
Relatively close to the first anniversary of t k conference, I was
contacted by Thomas E. McDorlnell, a Wavy patent attorney from
another Naval installation, regarding thme disclosiires, and, in a
relatively short period of time, w e prepared and flied ttuce patent
applications relating to my disccwery .
At the time the three applicatiors were prepred 3 believed that
the lighter rare earth elements could be added to the allov in
amounts ranging up to 2 atomic pcrceaik and more for some of the
light rare earth elements without Xnntbanirm r)eing prescnr.
Further, an amount up to 14.25 atomic percent of rare earth
elements, including lighter rare earth &merbs, cwld be alloyed
if at least .75 atomic percent of lanthanum were present 1
thought these beliefs were unan- biguou:ily er prewd in the
specifications of the three applications be in8 premred together.
In the '770 Patent these concepts are expres,ed in the sentence
starting at column 2, line 48 and column 2, line 20-28. 'This is
confirmed by comparing that sentence 10 tho sentence expressing
the same teachings in slightly different words at a ~ l u m n.2,lines
38-41 of the concurrently filed 'soft" nmgnet patent 4,409,043
incorporated by reference at column 4 h e 29 05 t i e '770patent.
The soft patent describes the prtpiratisn of F he precursor soft
magnets of the hard magnets of this inventicn.
In recent months, as the licensing of the original patent has been
explored, it has come to my attcntion that the meaning and intent
of the above cited language may not he as dear arid unambiguous
as I thought it was during the time I was assisting in the
preparation of the application. I have corne to r l d i z e that the
minor differences in the wording of what I thought wert.
expressions of the same concep are being czonsrawd as Deing
directed to different concepts.
Included in the reissue application were the following addk ional claims 23 to 3 1 which claims
are not found in any earlier Koon application:

23.

The alloy of Claim 1 wherein R is a lanthanide wlt:cted the group
consisting of praseodymium, neodymii i m samarnIDIand mixtures
thereof.

24.

The alloy of Claim 23 wherein M is iron and x is zero.

25.

The alloy of Claim 23 wherein It is a lanthariide Tlected from
the group consisting of praseodymium. ncod-rmilitni samarium
and mixtures thereof.

26.

The alloy of Claim 25 wherein M is iron anC x is; zero.

27.

The alloy of Claim 23 wherein I< i3 ncodrrmhm.

28.

The alloy of Claim 27 wherein M is iron a m x i; xero.

29.

The alloy of Claim 27 that is represented by the famula:
((Fe0.3c00.3M%.2)0.7B0.3)0.9(N~.S1

a

l

30.

The alioy of Claim 21 wherein K is praseodymim .

31.

The alloy of Claim 28 wherein M is iron and x is :cero.

283.

A Koon 1981 abstract titled "Abstract A new classof melt quenched

amorphous magnetic alloys" by N.C. Koons, C.M. Williahs am B.N. Das (RXN-18) read:
We have succeeded in producin:: a new c l a s of m l t qwnched
amorphous alloys which combire a strongly magm :tic transition
metal-metalloid type glass such as Fe ,,B with a substantial
amount of rare earth (up to 10-1 5 at . % ) ~ This was accomplished
by the discovery that La, which has no stabk compounds with
iron, inhibits the formation of htermet;diic compcunds during the
quench process. The addition of just 2 at .2; La ti, Fe pL B,,,, for
example, raises the amount of Tb while can be added from
approximately 1 at .% to over 6 at .74 , whish still maintaining
the amorphous meltquenched stite. The addition of Th is
predicted to increase the isotropic magnetostriction by
approximately 30 xlOa/at % Tb. In the cry:;tallmd state we
have also shown that it is possible to producc alloys with very
high coercive forces. For (Fe., !B,,g).9Tb i.@, a: an ex:%mple,

,

we found Br = 4.8 kG and iHc of up to IO kOe at room
temperature.
284.

A 1981 article by Koon et al. entitled "Magnetic properaies of amorphous and

crystallized (Feo.82Bo.18)o.9
Tbo.05&.05,11

Appl. F'hys. Lett. 3?(10), pp. 8-10-842 (1981), (1981

article) describes the same terbium alloy as that described ii thc Koon 1980 abstract and the
Koon 1981 abstract. ("-56;
285.

RXN-51; RXN-18).

The Koon 1981 article (RXN-50) which was rec&red ow July 10, 1981,

accepted for publication on September 4, 1981 and published in Appl. Phys. Lett. 39(10) on
November 15, 1981 has an abstract. The abst -act reads:
in both the
The magnetic properties of (Fe, 82130.18){,,9Tb,,,,Lai,
amorphous and crystallized staks are presented. When
amorphous, the alloy is magnetically ,.;oftand has a low coercive
force, comparable to the correqxmding alloy witbut rare earths.
Upon annealing near the crystallization temperature of 9 0 K,
however, the intrinsic coercive force at 300 K rises to 9 kOe,
with a remanent magnetization of slightly le ;s than 5 kG In the
amorphous state this and relateci alloyn app ir have potential
for use in devices requiring larg,e, isotropic tmga:tostriction,
while in the crystallized state they appear pctentaily useful as
low cobalt permanent magnets.

286.

An Invention Disclosure of N.C. Kocm datellJum 19, 1981 (RXN-105) sets

forth a formula:

TM = Fe, Co or Mn.

G = B (with some addition of other glass formen such iis P, C, Si, Al)

R, = any of the rare earth elements or combinaliims thereof. (RXN-105 6 3 p.
3)
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287.

The invention disclosure discloses only

e meciyi alloy which is the terbium

alloy disclosed in the Koon 1980 abstract. (RXN- lo?).
288.

U.S. Patent No. 3,615,911 (the ‘91 1 patent) issued on October 26, 1971 to

Ethan A. Nesbitt, Jack H. Scaff and Henry C. Ileuercr (CX-448).
289.

The Nesbitt ‘911 patent was considered by the Examiner in the U.S.P.T.O.

during the prosecution of the ‘395 patent and the asserrecl ctaimt, rtf the ”395patent were
CX-23, TLtb 8 ) .
allowed over the Nesbitt ‘911 patent. (CX-3;
290.

The Nesbitt ‘911 patent is generally dimred to a method for sputtering

magnetic films containing cobalt, samarium and sometimes copper. The only examples in the
‘911 patent are for cobalt-samarium and cobalt. samaiiurn-arpper magnetic films. (CX-448;
Bohlmann, Tr. at 1461-63; CX-442, Q. 59).
291.

NEOCO’s expert, Bohlmann admitted that the Nesbitt ‘9 1 I patent is directed to a

way of making thin films of samarium-cobalt haking imprsvec ma ytetic pmperties. (Bohlmann,
Tr. at 1462-63).
292.

NEOCO’s expert, Bohlmann admitted that the N

tt ‘91 1 patent does not

describe the coercivities of the samarium-cobalt $ilrns. (Bohlmanr. Sr. at 1465-66).
293.

NEOCO’s expert Bohlmann admitted that the Nesbiit ‘911 patent does not

disclose neodymium and/or praseodymium-iron compositions such iils those set forth in the
asserted claims of the ‘395 patent although he did rnakc refertnce c
t 1 the disclosure in the ‘911
patent (CX-448) that rare earths including praseodymium and neodmium may be used in
sputtered layers and such layers have been obtained with samrtriur;~cerium and praseodymium in

3 18

that order and those rare earth elements are prefixred. rBohlmann. Tr at 1464-65).
294.

There is no description in the Nesbitt ‘91 1 patent OE the compositions set forth in

the claims in issue of the ‘395 patent, which are directed to p!=rman:nt niitgnets or permanent
magnet alloys (1) containing (i) neodymium and/or praseodyniun nd (ii J iron and (2) having an
inherent intrinsic coercivity of at least 5,000 Oersteds ;It r3om temperature. (CX-448; CX-442,
Q. 59; Bohlmann, Tr. at 1464-65).

295.

U.S. Patent No. 3,560,200 (the ‘200 patent) issiieii on February 2, 1971 to

Ethan A. Nesbitt, Jack H. Wermick and Ranald H. Willem. (CX-4471.
296.

The Nesbitt ‘200 patent was before thc: Examines in the PTO during the

prosecution of the ‘395 patent and is referred to on the firs p a p of the ‘395 patent under the
heading “Referenes cited- U.S. Patent Docummts” (CX-3; CX -432. Q. 55; CX-447;
Bohlmann, Tr. at 1456-57).
297.

The Nesbitt ‘200 patent was considered by the Exminer in the PTO during the

prosecution of the ‘395 patent, and the claims in issue of &e ‘345 patent were allowed over the
Nesbitt ‘200 patent. (CX-3; CX-23, Tab 8).
298.

The Nesbitt ‘200 patent is generiilly directcd to copper-containing alloys which

include constituents from three groups of elemelits (1 oobdt andhx-iron. (2) copper, nickel,
aluminum or mixtures thereoc and (3) rare-earth eYemcnt:b.(CX-447;
Bohlmann, Tr. at 1345-46).
299.

The Nesbitt ‘200 patent teaches 1 hat cobalt (C 0)is preferred over iron (Fe) and

that the inclusion of copper (Cu) is critical to tht: invention. r Bohlriann. I’r. at 1435-38; CX447).

300.

The only examples in the Nesbitt ‘200 patent show alloys tcontaining copper,

cobalt, samarium or cerium. (CX-447; CX-442. Q 59)
301.

NEOCO’s expert Bohlmann admitted that the onh; examD r:s in the Nesbitt ‘200

patent all include cobalt (not iron), copper and samarium ;)r cerium (Bolilmann, Tr. at 1437).
302.

The Nesbitt ‘200 patent states th“it:iincl: cc,baFt an$ ir iron provide the main

magnetic contribution and that the rare-earth coiitribution is largely anti-ferromagnetic, the rareearth component in its alloy can be replaced by other eieniends such as czcium, strontium or
barium. (Bohlmann, Tr. at 1439-49; CX-447 at col. 7, lines 4-22)
303.

NEOCO’s expert Bohlmann, admitted that tht: Nesbitt ‘200 patent does not

describe or suggest neodymium and/or praseodymium.iron aompmtions or the preparation of
such compositions. (Bohlmann, Tr. at 1441).
304.

NEOCO’s expert Bohlmann admitted t h t the Nehbltt ‘200 patent does not

describe or suggest the use of neodymium and/or prascmdymium ahead of any other rare earths.
(Bohlmann at 1459).

305.

There is no description in the Nesbitt ‘200 patent of the compositions set forth in

the claims in issue of the ‘395 patent, which are directed to ptemisznt miiqets or permanent
magnet alloys (1) containing (i) neodymium and!or prasmdymiuni imd (ii i iron and (2) having an
inherent intrinsic coercivity of at least 5,000 Qexsteds at mom ternperatwe. (CX-448; CX-442,
Q. 59).

306.

In IEEE Transactions On Magnetics at 65‘1-&)3(Seotember 1971) there was

published an article titled “Theoretical and Expcrinientai ibpxts of Coerzivity Versus Particle

Size for Barium Ferrits” by B. Thomas Shirk and W. R. Bua sen (tie Shirk article). (RXN-13).
307.

The Shirk article only describes Inelhods of makinq barium ferrite compositions.

The Shirk article does not relate to rare-earth magnets or majnetie materials, let alone ones
containing neodymium and/or praseodymium and iron anti having i!itrinsil,: coercivities of at least
5,000 Oersteds, as required by the claims in issue of the ‘ 199 patmt. (UN-13; CX-442, Q. 59;
Bohlmann, Tr. at 1471-73).
308.

NEOCO’s expert Bohlmann adritted that the Shil-karticlc does not relate to

compositions containing rare-earth elements. (Ilahlmann Tr at 14 71-72),
309.

NEOCO’s expert Bohlmann adrritted thai the Shirk articlc does not describe any

neodymium and/or praseodymium-iron compositions. (Bohbnanii, ITr at 1473).
310.

There is no description in the Shirk article ofihe coinpositions set forth in the

claims in issue of the ‘395 patent. (CX-442, Q. 59).
311.

U.S. Patent No. 3,421,889 (the ‘889patent) i;sued 3n Jar1 14, 1969 to Werner

Ostertag and Karl J. Strnat. (RXN-10).
312.

The Ostertag ‘889 patent was before the E,xaminer in the PTO during the

prosecution of the ‘395 patent and is referred to on thc first page acthe ‘ 395 patent under the
heading “References Cited - U.S. Patent Documents.” (C’X-3; R T 9 1 0 ; Bohlmann, Tr. at 147576).
313.

The Ostertag ‘889 patent was considered by t9e Examiner in the PTO during the

prosecution of the ‘395 patent, and the claims ir issue of the $39: !latent: were allowed over the
Ostertag ‘889 patent. (CX-3; CX-23, Tab 8).
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3 14.

The Ostertag '889 patent is directed to alloys having the fixmula R2CoI7,where

Co is cobalt and R is a rare-earth element. @XV- LO; Rohlaann, Tr. at 1479-80).
3 15.

There is no description or sugget$icm in thc Osterfag '889 patent of a composition

of neodymium and/or praseodymium and iron having a ccerctvity greater than 5,000 Oersteds.
(RXN- 10).
316.

NEOCO's expert Bohlmann adnitted th& the Ostatag '889 patent does not

describe or suggest the use of neodymium and/cr prascodym urn Imrer othcr rare-earth elements.
(Bohlmann, Tr. at 1488).
317.

NEOCO's expert Bohlmann adrritted that the Osfatag '889 patent does not

describe or suggest neodymium and/or praseodyrmum iron magmt compositions, much less such
compositions having a coercivity greater than 5,000 Oeme&. ('E%oblmanri,Tr. at 1481).
318.

A Drozzina article was published in B ~ @ EVo. 3401, C'ol. 135 on January 5 ,

1935 titled "A New Magnetic Alloy with Large Coerci-ce Eorct:' by V. Drozzina and R. James
(Drozzina article) (RXN-30). It reports investigating the magndac properties of a sample of
metallic neodymium containing about 7 percent of iron wbch was lent to the authors by Prof.
H Hopkins of Illinois. The sample was "stran::ely

"

ferromagnetic. Its specific magnetization

in a field of 20,000 Oersted is about "13[?]" a7 room i.ernpl:ratx . It was difficult for the
authors to assert whether they were dealing wiih a homcrgaieous alloy 8 - B iron and neodymium
or whether the finely dispersed iron is imbeddcd among naodyraium grains. The authors did
report:
The value of the specific magnetization scents to correspond to

: 2;

about 7 per cent free iron. Yet the material Investgated by us
shows an extraordinarily great caercivc f o r a , reaaing 4,300
Oersted with a remanent magnetimtion equP to ‘7G-per cent of the
maximal temporary value. This enomicms aierctv :forix, so far
as we know, has never been observed either in pure iron or in
any of its alloys. Thus we may conclude that thtw remarkable
magnetic properties are due to a hithei to unknoun iron allov.
319.

NEOCO’s Bohlmann testified that prior t D about 1160 rare-earth were available

generally as a mixture of rare-earths (Tr. at 1482) although he 1beLieved that laboratory
scientists would have access to high purity rare earth riiirny years before 1960. (Tr. at 1518).
320.

The Drozzina article does not state whcthcr tfe 7 percent iron is 7 atomic percent

iron or 7 weight percent iron. (RXN-30; Bohlmann, T r at 1521)
321.

Bozorth, “Ferromagnetism,” Vari Nosti and (3).(1959) (RXN-7) (Bozorth

reference) mentions and summarizes the Drozziiia article {RXN-38 i. The Bozorth reference
inaccurately states that the coercive force observed by the am hor ;of the Drozzina article was
4600 Oersteds instead of the actual 4300 Oersteds (”-7,

RXN-30). The Bozorth reference

states that the composition and one of the magn4c pro,perties of the material referred to in the
Drozzina article are uncertain because of inconsastcncies in the DTQZZina xticle. (RXN-7).
322.

As to the term “alloy” and “compound”, 1\EOCO~s experl Bohlmann testified (Tr.

at 1502 to 1506):

Q

What is your understanding of the term “dloy’?

A

It’s a combination of metal elemmts.

Q

It’s not a mixture, it’s a combination of elrrnaits?

A

Yes, it would be a combination.

JUDGE LUCKERN: What’s the differcnce bctwcen a combination of elements
and a mixture of elements?
THE WITNESS: If iron and cobalt were simply mixed together, the iron and the
cobalt would maintain their individual cbamcteristlcs as anklemert . In the case of
an alloy, the iron and cobalt combine in :uch a fadion thatian allov is formed
which with characteristics are somewhat diiferisnt fran e&r iron or cobalt.
JUDGE LUCKERN: So it’s sort of like - don’t rely on m$ knowledge, I left the
scientific field back in 1956, so - but is an alloy scrt of lika a comDound, then,
would you consider it anything like a coinpound, sather t h a mixture?
THE WITNESS: Yes. The chemists will use the word “ccimpound” and the
metallurgist will use the word “alloy.” And the word ”‘allcf is sometimes used as a
verb instead of a noun.
JUDGE LUCKERN: Of course then unfortunately the lawyers get into the act, and
I’m a lawyer also, I have a high regard for layiers, arid that may be, I think we
have an a composition, sometimes we use - - sei: these words corrmosition, where
does this word “composition” fit with in compmnd mid aiby, compositions of
matter. You’re not a lawyer, I understand that, biit as a tekhnical man,does a
x a mixture or would it
composition of matter in this alloy field embrace an dloy d
cover both or do you know?

THE WITNESS: Composition, in my Find, I wctuld think the ward “composed
of.”
JUDGE LUCKERN: But is that composition of matter in &e allm field, is that a
common term of art?
THE WITNESS: Yes. Composition would - wauld inean.to imply there is a
number of elements are involved, and thcy are wme way ccmbined either as an
alloy or as a mixture, or some combinati 311
JUDGE LUCKERN: But is that composition of rnattcr in &le allow field, is that a
common term of art?
THE WITNESS: Yes. Composition would - wauld meamto impiy there is a
number of elements are involved, and thry are wme way combined either as an
alloy or as a mixture, or some combinatim

JUDGE LUCKERN: All right. Go ahea1, M-I. Patssant.
BY MR. POISSANT:

Q

Let’s stay with that for a second, Mr. ErohEmaYm. Y 3u indicated
that an alloy is analogous to a compound in chemistay?

A

Yes, it can be. Yes.

Q

And that’s where two elements, two chemical elements actually
react together to form a new conipc)unti, si) tc sped,?

A

Yes, that’s one way of understanding it, ytrs.

Q

So in metallurgy, the comparable analogy s that ONO metal
elements react together to form an alloy or a new ampourid?

A

Yes.

Q

And that’s opposed to what would be a simp!/ a ph1;sical wixture
of two metallic compounds?

A

Yes.

Q

Okay. Now, if there’s a physical maxturc, share wmld be as I
understand it, and correct me if I’m wrong hare, there would be,
you know, one phase would be one of the - - one d the elements
and another phase would be another elcments‘’

A

Yes.

Q

So there would be more than OM: pnase?

A

Yes.

Q

And that would be as distinguishcd from an alloy where thcre
would be only one phase and it would be this - thcsc conmounded
resulted when these two element E maned rogethei-, wight’?

A

Yes.

~

Q

Okay. Now, would you look at the matcnal in R33: 7 or what Mr.
Bozarth [sic] had to say about this iron-neodymiumcompmnd of
Drozzina and Janus. By the way. they were Bussjar s, right?

A

Russians or one of the - one of t x forma Soviet Union nations; I
don’t remember exactly.

Q

So this article, which we haven’t gotten to yd, dedi with
supposedly some work that was .done by thea: two indivicuals in
Russia, right?

A

Yes.

Q

And that was in 1935, correct?

A

Yes.

Q

Okay. Let’s look at what Mr. B w r t h [sic] has to say abwt this.
Now, in the second full sentence he indicates and f quote It was
not determined whether it contai led one or more ases t ut
possibly was one phase, one phase was iron w a s d f dsolution of
neodymium in iron, unquote. Isn’t Mr. Bcpzarth [sk]indicating
here that it was unknown whether or not they had a mixture as
opposed to an alloy?
I&

A

No. I believe that’s Mr. Bozarth [sic] is assuming tiiat tht 11 had an
alloy or several alloys represented by several phases

Q

Mr. -

A

It contained one or more phases and a rhase would certainly be an
alloy.

JUDGE LUCKEN: Can an alloy have two phases ’

THE WITNESS: Oh, yes.
JUDGE LUCKERN: And alloy can haw: three ph,tm?

THE WITNESS: Yes.

JUDGE LUCKERN: So a multiplicity ofphases is not 1imiti:d to R mixture?
THE WITNESS: That's correct.
THE LUCKERN: Okay. Go ahead, Mr. Ibissatit
BY MR. POISSANT:
Q

One characteristic of a mixture is the fact that the mixture would
exhibit the properties associated wii h one of Ole eler nents?

A

Yes.

Q

So to speak, if I had just - - let me try to srmplify ahrs. If 1 had a
mixture of A and Bythe propertics 31 measured mav i,e the
properties exhibited by A or the properties exhibited by B but they
would not be the properties exhibited by the combination of A or B;
is that correct?

A

Yeah.

Complainants' expert James testified as to mixture in comast to an allov iTr. at 1858 to 1860):

Q

Could you, about halfway through this publiqttiou [RXN- 301 in the
second full paragraph, there's a statement th&, and quote: The
value of the specific magnetization seem to czorrespond 50 about
seven percent of free iron. Do you see tilait, mlr?

A

I do.

Q

What is your understanding of that statcmmtl

A

I would gather that that suggests that this IS ihdeed ,L mixture,
because that happens to be fortuitously the s p d l c nagnetization
of free iron but only of free iron h i free iron r:orrc:sDonding to
seven percent.

Q

And seven percent is the amount of'iron that'r; purp )rted to be in
this composition?

A

That is correct. But I don't know ifthat's se%.enwight percent or

seven atomic percent or seven voiume perc,eni, thug’s no statement
made.

Q

You’ve indicated that this suggests a mixture, and &!at’stcr be
contrasted with an alloy, Professor?

A

That’s correct. I would say there’s not necessarily any atomic
mixing, as I would put it, of the iron with the neodqnium nf some
unknown - - with unknown impurities its well.

Q

You could - the great coercitity lorce could be thc result o f these
impurities and that might be present as a siingk: pbrw or
multiphases.

Q

What is your understanding, Professor, of an t~lloya 5 ogpwed to a
mixture?

A

Well, a mixture would retain, say it’s a binar)t and you have two
elements, each of the elements w d d rctain it:;ideatity after being
prepared, after the mixture is prepared.

Q

As opposed to an alloy?

A

At [sic] opposed to an alloy, correct.

Q

And what is your understanding Of‘ an alloy?

A

An alloy is considered that [sic] there is an atc mic mixture between
the two elements in question which can result in so&dsolution,

compound formation, et cetera.

Q

Does this statement concerning that the inagmtization seems to
correspond to about sever percent of ficc xoa, do@ that suggest
the presence of a mixture rather ihan an d1oyP

A

That certainly does.

323.

The Yahagi application, which is Japancse patent ,ipplicationNo. 56-1 16844, was

before the Examiner during prosecution of the “723 patent and is kted on the first page of the

‘723 patent under “References Cited - Foreign Fatent Docum~ents’’ (CX. 4; CX-442, Q. 69).
324.

The Yahagi application was considered hy the Exar iner in the PTO during the

prosecution of the ‘723 patent and the claims in issue of the ’723 patent were allowed over the
Yahagi application. (CX-4; CX-26, Tab 8).
325.

The Yahagi application was befbre the Exaniner &iring prosecution of the ‘368

patent and is listed on the first page of the ‘368

ent untler .‘Rehiences Cited - Foreign Patent

Documents”. (CX-5; CX-442, Q. 80).
326.

The Yahagi application was considered by the Examiner in the PTO during the

prosecution of the ‘368 patent and the claims in issue of’the ‘3368 p itent were allowed over the
Yahagi application. (CX-5; CX-29, Tab 8).
327.

The Yahagi application is directed to a metha1 faa rtrenaring rare-earth magnets

and illustrates rapid solidificationtechniques. (KXN-67; CX-442,Q . 74, Bohlmann Tr. at 13681370, 1673-74).
328.

While Yahagi discloses heat treaTment, it doannot tt:ach a sintering and does not

teach any method as to how one arrives at a find rnagict (E1lohliin;mn,TF at 1694).
329.

With respect to the rare-earth elt:nient. the Yahagr application states that it can be

“at least one element selected from rare-earth element.; S c , Y ,La and elements of atomic number
58 to 71.” This would include any rare-earth elment. Then: is no express mention of
neodymium or praseodymium, and there is no direction oi- indica-rirnto use neodymium and/or
praseodymium in any specific amount. (RXN-67, CX 442, C>.7-1; 3ohlmann, Tr. at 1677-78).
330.

The Yahagi application does not describe 3r suggest the use of neodymium and/or

praseodymium or the amounts of neodymium m d h r prascodymimi required by the asserted
magnet claims of the ‘723 and ‘368 patents. (C Y-442, Q 71).
33 1.

The Yahagi application also states that the rare-eart 1 magnet contains “at least one

metal selected from transition metals, such as Fc:, Ni, CryMn. Hf; ”I,Zr and the like . . .” This is
a list of seven or more transition metals with no direction or indicarion to use any specific metal.
(RXN-67; CX-442, Q. 71).
332.

The Yahagi application does not describe r)r sugges the use of iron as the

transition metal or the use of at least 56 atomic mcent irtm, as required

the asserted magnet

claims of the ‘723 patent, or at least 62 atomic percent :run, ,is required in the asserted magnet
claims of the ‘368 patent. (RXN-67; CX-442, Cy. ’71)
333.

The Yahagi application also statc:s in ariotlner IJart ol’the aoplication that “In order

to sufficiently promote the conversion into an atnorphws staLe, onr: or more non-metallic
elements such as P, ByCySi, S, As, Se, Te and ihe likc

. . nay

be added“’. This is just a list of at

least eight “non-metallic elements”. The Yahag applimtion does not require the use of any “nonmetallic elements,” let alone boron; rather it only states that ihey may be added to the mixture.
(RXN-67; CX-442, Q. 71; Bohlmann, Tr. at 16‘78-79)
334.

NEOCO’s expert Bohlmann adrritted that the Yahtgi application states that the

addition of nonmetallic elements is optional. (Bohlmam, Tr. at I6”8-1679; RXN-67, pp. 2-3).
335.

The claims in issue of the ‘723 aid ‘369 Fate its ratiuire tne presence of boron,

together with the other recited elements. (CX-4; CX-5, Itoh mana Tr. ai 1664-66).
336.

The Yahagi application contains two examples, both of wnich are directed to

samarium-cobalt magnets. (RXN-67).
337.

There is no teaching in the Yahagi application that ncodymium or praseodymium

could be substituted for samarium in these examples, cr that neoaynium and/or praseodymium
should be added to the examples in the amount used for sanwrium in the k’ahagi application to
produce compositions having the components and rnai:ne5c properzies recited in the asserted
magnet claims of the ‘723 and ‘368 patents. (RXN-67: CIX-142, Li. 72 anid Q . 73).
338.

The only example of a cornposititin disclosed -n the Yahagi application that

includes iron (a primarily samarium-cobalt magnet) uscs cnly 20 wight percent (which
corresponds to 24 atomic percent) of iron. This amouiit is well b d i w thc at least 56 atomic (not
weight) percent iron required in the claims in issue of the .723 and the at least 62 atomic (not
weight) percent iron required in the asserted maqnet claims of the ‘368 patent. (RXN-67; CX442, Q. 73).
339.

The Yahagi application does not describe. suggesi r r enable the compositions set

forth in the claims in issue of the ‘723 and ‘368 paient ;. ‘fhe Ydiryi application only describes a
broad range of compositions that contain rare-exth ehncnts, meteis and uossibly other nonmetallic elements without any disclosure as to which onas or the mounts of these elements to
use. (RXN-67; CX-442, Q. 74).
340.

As to the Yahagi reference, Bohjuim testified (Tr, 1689-1691):

Q

Now, having gone through the d~sclowirasin :his Jatcument - - and
I believe you’ve reviewed this Y,&agi reference c;m:fblly nn
connection with this action, right?

A

Yes.

Q
A

All right. - - you’d agree with mc, Mr. Ehhhann tliat thtxe is
absolutely no disclosure in here r?f a nesdytnimii m or m-aseodymiumiron-boron composition, right?
Not specifically, only in the general

Q

Only in the general sense that then:”s a menu aiom which we can
select various items, right?

A

Yes.

Q

And in fact, in order to arrive at That ccmqosbion we would have
to go to the disclosure here which allow; the use of any ofthe rareearth metals, right?

A

Yes.

Q

Okay. And we would have to select from - - tiow many rare-earth
metals are there, 15 or more?

A

Yeah, 13, 15.

Q

Quite a few. So in order to arrive at a neodymium-aron-boron - neodymium or praseodymium, we would haw to $erectfrom 15 or
more rare-earth elements, right? And in ol-dar.to arrive at the use
of iron, we would have to select from the distloscrt- of I tinink
seven or more transition metals, right?

A

Yes.

Q

And in order to arrive at the use of boron, we would have to select
from eight or more identified normetallic elehent 31

A

Yes.

Q

And this disclosure specifically says as to xhosse ncmnetdllnc
elements, that they’re not requircd, that they we cipnional, acorrect?

A

Yes. But as one skilled in the ar;, I wcruld cetainiy prefer some
elements over others, for example amongst tmnsi7 ion magnet
material, I would certainly select iron and/or 1:obalt as the first
choice.

If I were looking for an element or two which would enable me to
form a glassy compound, I would select boron and silicon as the
choices.
With respect to the rare earths, as a practid matter I would
choose those which - - which would be economi v available, and
presuming of course that this patent has cornniercia1 interest, and so
mischemetal would be the first choice, which i s a XniKture, rf you
will, of the - - mostly lighter rare-earth elements.
It may also contain a few of the heavier raie-earth tiemenlrs. So $1
were doing this work in 1980 or thcreabonts, those would be
choices of elements to try first.

Q

There is nothing whatsoever in tllis document that describes this
elaborate choices that you just went thi ough, is these?

A

No.

Q

So there’s nothing in this docummt that tells ’IOU
earth over another rare-earth?

A

Not in the document.

Q

There’s nothing in the document that tells yoti to :select one
transition metal over another transition metal*#’

A

No, except that he used cobalt ir the examples.

Q

And there’s nothing in the document that relh yo~it 3 select one of
the nonmetallic elements over any of the c3the. eigk plus Insted
nonmetallic elements?

A

No.

Q

And there’s only one disclosure here ofan exlmpie that u5es iron
and that’s example two, right?

341.

Without hrther guidance, which is absent fi-an tha Yakpi application, a person of

to

selea one rare-

ordinary skill in the art would have to test at least thousands of potsible c;ombinations before that

person might possibly find a mixture that might wve the same co~niositrcn, amounts and
magnetic properties as the compositions set forth in the Cain s in is ;ue of rhe ‘723 and ‘368
patents. This would involve undue experimentationto attf em It tc rfbtainthe compositions
described in these claims. (RXN-67; CX-442, 0. 74).
342.

The Yahagi application does not describe b)r ouggco that 4:obalt should be

substituted for iron in an amount greater than 0 and not eccaedini; 25 atomic percent of the
magnet as required by the claims in issue of the 368 patent. The f ahagj application also does not
teach that such a magnet containing cobalt has B higher CUI% temperature than a corresponding
Fe-B-R based compound without cobalt as required by the mserta magnet claims of the ‘368
patent. (RXN-67; CX-442, Q. 82).
343.

Sintering as generally applied to rare-earth ptii-maierit magnets does not describe

the claims in issue of the ‘723 patent. (CX-442. 0.75)
344.

Sintering as applied to rare-earth permimeilt magnets does not suggest the claims

in issue of the ‘368 patent. (CX-442, Q. 75 and (2. 82)
345.

While a sintering process has been used in the mamet industry for decades

(Bohlmann, Tr. at 1367 to 1368, 1371) this idormation doeg not describe to a person of ordinary
skill in the art the magnets of the asserted claim:; d t h c “723 and ‘368 pa1t:nts having the specified
magnetic properties. (CX-442, Q. 75 and Q. 8 2).
346.

The Yahagi application is directed fo I method far nreganng rare-earth magnets,

not specific compositions. Therefore, it is not directed tcl pa ticulkr corntiositions, since it is
directed to a method. (RXN-67; CX-442, Q. 74; 13ohlmann, Tr. at 1673 -74).

347.

Sintering as generally applied to rare-earth peimatrt.it maitnets does not describe

the invention of the claims in issue of the '651 patent. (CX-442, Q 90)

XVIII. Secondary Considerations
348.

There was a significant effort widerw;iy prior to 1 ?84 tc find a substitute for

Sm-Co magnets. Particularly because of the political EmstaJditv lactor sn Zaire, many firms
and the United States government were actively engrsgai E
ia rescarch to identify a commercially
viable substitute for Sm-Co magnets. (CX-455, Q . IO; CX-462, Q . 14).
349.

For many applications, neodymium-iron-bot on Nd-Fe-B) magnets are an

improvement over the types of magnets that were available on tbt market prior to 1984. (CX456, Q. 8).
350.

Prior to the advent of Nd-Fe-B mgncts, the most powerful magnets on the

market in terms of maximum energy product were siim;wium-c&alt ( ':im-@o") magnets. NdFe-B magnets have two major advantages over Sm-C'o mapnets. First. the Nd-Fe-B magnets
cover a broader range of energy products, and can achieve: energy prociucts higher than those
seen in Sm-Co magnets. In addition, the comjoaienrs of Nd-Fc43 magnets - neodymium, iron
and boron - are generally cheaper than samarium and cobalt. lkis is particularly true of
cobalt, which is not abundant, and is found in countries tbtt haw had

1

history of political

instability, particularly in the 1 9 7 0 ' ~prior
~ to the devel*ipaientor' Nd-be-B magnets. (CX456, Q. 9).
35 1. Nd-Fe-B magnets have surpassed Sm CJo m gnets as the industry standard
because of their magnetic properties, ease of manufacture, and more rtrliable sources of supply

for the ingredients. (CX-456, Q. 13).
352.

{

I
353.

A number of firms - including TDK, Shin-Et$o,Wit;ichi, ITGIMAG, Crucible,

Vacuumschmelze and others - are licensed to sake Nd-Fe-Ed;ma# ets under the Sumitomo
Special Metals and Magnequench patents that c ivtx Nd-I'e-fS magnets arid magnetic materials.

(CX-456,
Q. 15).
XIX. Inventorship (the '395 Patent)
354.

After he received his Ph.D. in 1972, Croat began working in the Physics

Department of the General Motors Corporation ("Ghf") €&search Labctratories. (Croat, JX-1
at 9-10). As a staff research scientist, Croat worked or1 veirious peminent magnet materials,
including samarium-cobalt magnets, manganese-alunwmim cartlo (I magnets, and rare earth-iron
based permanent magnets. (Croat, JX-1 at 121. Wiie he worbd at GM Research
Laboratories, Dr. Croat published approximately 20 to 30 napen relating to magnets. (Croat,
JX-1 at 13). In addition, Dr. Croat obtained I 1 patents:, idne of which related to neodymiumiron-boron magnets. (Croat, JX-1 at 40).
355.

Jan Herbst received his Bachelor of k1s and Maste B of Science degrees in Physics

from the University of Pennsylvania in 1968. H: receivea hs Doctx of Philosophy degree in
Physics from Cornel1 University in 1974. (CX-462, Q 3 ) . From January 1974 to September
1974, Herbst worked as a Research Associate at the Physkx Department at Cornell
University. (CX-462, Q. 4). From October 1974 to @ctd)er 1976. he was a National
Research Council Postdoctoral Research Assoc kite at the NatiomI Burc iiu of Standards. (CX462, Q. 4). From November 1976 to August 19'77, Herbs was an Assistant Physicist at
Brookhaven National Laboratory. (CX-462, (1. 4).
356.

Because of a dramatic increase In the pricdeof cohalt, Crtlat, John Keem and

Herbst were asked to find alternatives to samarium-cobalt rnagws. (fX-462, Q. 11 & Q. 14;
Croat, JX-1 at 210). The goal of the research, which b4:gan around October 1978, was to
produce permanent magnets and magnetic matmials which had hii;h coercivities. (Herbst, CX462, Q. 12 & Q. 13). To accomplish this goa?, the group xlecitied to investigate light rare
earth-iron alloys. (CX-462, Q. 15; Croat, JX- 1 at 57; Keem, 'Tr at 1 t122).

357.

Keem suggested using melt spinning. (Croa~,JX- i at 209, 1.20 - 210, 1.1).

Herbst testified that the concept of melt spinning is qu&c siwplt:: a molten material is directed
on to a spinning wheel. (Herbst, Tr. at 2006) At thai time, thi: use of melt spinning was well
known. (CX-462, Q. 18; Croat, JX-1 at 323-324). Gurus,vamy testified that the melt
spinning process has been known for at least a century. (Ourusuiamy, Ifr. at 692-693) The
basic technique of melt spinning was taught in Lr S . Patcnt No. 905.758 to Strange and Pim,
which issued in 1908. (CX-462, Q. 19; CX-4455'1 1x1 fact, melt spinners were a standard piece
of equipment in laboratories performing rapid wlidificaiioP expeer imemtion. (CX-462, Q. 18;
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Croat, JX-1 at 323-332).
358.

In addition, Croat, Herbst and ICecm :ill agk:e thar at that time of Keem's

suggestion, the use of melt spinning to make arnorphoui; aiioys R as well known. (CX-462, Q.
20; Croat, JX-1 at 218; Keem, Tr. at 1624-25). Thi: use c f mch spinning to produce
amorphous metals was described in a paper from "Metallic Glasses, a seminar of the Material
I'

Science Division of the American Society for Metals, urhich wxs held on September 18 and
19, 1976. (CX-466) This paper was published in January 19781 (CX -462, Q. 21). Keem
admitted that at the time he had the idea of using melt spiminp, i company called Allied
Signal was using melt spinning to make amorphous inkros;ruceUes. (deem, Tr. at 1625).
359.

Keem built the melt spinner (the "GM melt ;pinnPer"). (Croat, JX-1 at 211;

324). While Keem had seen general descriptionscx
of nzelt minnms in the literature, he had
never performed melt spinning before coming to work at GM. Keem. Tr. at 1625).
360.

At the time Keem worked for GA4, melt spPlners rypicafiy had a crucible

surrounded by a heating element with a nozzle or orifice ai the bottom and a spinning wheel
below the nozzle. (Keem, Tr. at 1626). If oce wanted to pressurize the crucible, a lid would
be placed on the top of the crucible. (Keem, Tr. at 1626). In normal operation, the crucible
would be filled with an alloy. (Keem, Tr. at ? 626). The id104 would be melted and then
expelled from the crucible on to a spinning wheel. (lieem. Tr at 1620-1627). Keem admitted
that the GM melt spinner had a crucible surroiinded by a hcatirig element with a lid at the top
and a nozzle at the bottom, and a spinning whcel below tht n o z e. (Keem, Tr. at 1627). The
GM melt spinner would be filled with an alloy, whii h wodd be melted in the crucible.

(Keem, Tr. at 1628). The molten alloy would then b: forted out of the nozzle and onto the
spinning wheel. (Keem, Tr. at 1628).
361.

The GM melt spinner was not substantially tiifferent from any other melt

spinner. (CX-462, Q. 23). There was nothin:: in the CiM mell, spinner that was different or
advanced in comparison to other melt spinners. (Croat J 3 -1 a t 331- 332). The design was
standard; it was a crucible with a heating system and a rotating wheel that could be varied with
an electric motor. (Croat, JX-1 at 323- 324). The rnullen matxial wak directed out of a
nozzle at the bottom of the crucible and onto t ie rotating u heei. (Croat, JX-1 at 145,
146,181- 182). Keem admitted that the GM melt spinner was wt subsrantially different from
any other melt spinner. (Keem, Tr. at 1626-1628).
362.

After building the melt spinner, Croat and Reerr tisted

it

by making some iron-

boron materials, which did not contain rare ea& elements. (Crcat, JX .1 at 320, 325). Herbst
testified that Keem tested the melt-spinner by soliditkg molten iron-boron and indium
samples, which, again, did not contain rare-ealth elements. (CX-462, Q. 23; Herbst, Tr. at
201 1). Keem did not melt spin any neodymium-iron or pnaeody miurn-iron samples. (CX462, Q . 23).
363.

Shortly after testing the melt spinner, Kwm left the project. (CX-462, Q. 23 &

Q. 24; Herbst, Tr. at 2011). Croat testified that Keem lost intmst in the melt spinner and did

not use it anymore. (Croat, JX-1 at 321). Ka:m was dren assig.ed to work on a completely
different project, which involved magnetostrictive and then piexodectnc: materials. (CX-462,
Q. 24; Croat, JX-1 at 211).
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364.

At the time Keem left the project, it was still in ikl initial phase. (Herbst, CX-

462, Q. 25). The melt spinner had undergone some prc:lirrtinary testinn,,,but no neodymiumiron or praseodymium-iron materials had been melt ,ipun. (CXS62, Q 25). Keem admitted
that he stopped using the melt spinner around he fall of 1979, aid did not follow the
permanent magnet project through to its full dwclopnient. (Kcern, Tr at 1629).
365.

The melt spinner was not used for som: incwiths mtil Croat started using it in

his research on melt spinning neodymium-iron and praseodymiarn-iron alloys. (Croat, JX-1 at
321; CX-462, Q. 26). Keem admitted that Croar c o n h u a i the experimentation with the melt
spinner. (Keem, Tr. at 1629).
366.

Croat melt spun the praseodymium-iron and neodymium -iron alloys on his own.

(CX-462, Q. 26; Croat, JX-1 at 322-323, 3351. Keem wz; no; ilnvolvcd in this work. (CX462, Q. 26; Herbst, Tr. at 2000; Croat, JX-1 at 321 - 322). Ktxm admitted that after he
stopped working on the project, his involvement with Croat’s e merimentation was minimal.
(Keem, Tr. at 1629).
367.

At the time Croat was doing his expel ilincntr with neodymium-iron and

praseodymium-iron alloys, and before, it was always thought that the best way to make high
coercivity magnets was to cool them as quickly as possible (Cmat. JX-1 at 335; CX-462, Q.
27). So the usual approach was to melt spin the alloys as fast as possible and then heat treat to
crystallize them. (Croat, JX-1 at 335; CX-462, Q. 27) Howewr, based on some of his
experimental work, Croat decided to slow down the wheel s p e d (Croat, JX-1 at 335- 336).
By slowing down the wheel speed, Croat slowcd the qumx raw and, to his surprise, got much

-

higher coercivities as high as 8 kOe. (Croat .TX-1 at p.336). This discovery lead to the

i pr;m:odyxruium-iron compositions
methods of making the high coercivity neodymium-iron a
claimed in the '395 patent. ('395 patent at coi.5. 11.2'7-35)
368.

Croat found that he could obtain hard permanent niagneis with high coercivities,

without the need for heat treatment, by slowing the ceoiing rate. (CX-462, Q . 27). The
cooling rate had to be not so fast as to form anior-phous. glass-iike solitis with soft magnetic
properties, but fast enough to avoid the formation of a. crystalline. soft magnetic
microstructure. (CX-462, Q. 27). This optimum cooling rate k i d to rhe high coercivity
neodymium-iron and praseodymium-iron magnets claimed tn the Asserted Claims of the '395
patent. (CX-462, Q. 27). Indeed, the specific atron of the '395 patent distinguishes Croat's
high coercivity magnets from "any like composition previailsly formed by melt-spinning
.'I

...

('395 patent at co1.5, 11.35-39).
369.

Croat discovered the desired qumch rate during the course of his extensive

experimentation, which was subsequent to Keem s involvemen's i 1 Croat's research. (Croat,
JX-1 at 321- 322, 322-323, 335). Keem did not pwicipa& in Clioat's experimental work.
(Croat, JX-1 at 321- 322, 333; CX-462, Q. 32). Keem ha1 left ihe project several months
before. (CX-462, Q. 32).

XX. Remedy
370.

NEOCO has imported Nd-Fe-B magnt-ls and/or magneti- materials produced by

the following Chinese manufacturers: Liyang linma KI3 Materxais Plarr~,Ci Xi Rare Earth
Material Plant, Jinshan Fitting Plant, Yinbei a,lid Heng Gi. (CX-228 a 7-12, 15-16).

371.

A.U.G. has imported magnets produced by

{

H.

Cbmese manufacturer called

j(C'X-114at (38, VI-98) A.U.G.'s invoices also

indicate that it purchased Nd-Fe-B magnets m;mufacturi::d amd/or e x p r red by{

(CX-123).
372.

H.T.I.E. has imported Nd-Fe-E, magnets pmducar8 by three Chinese

manufacturers: {

!CX-148 at 57-59, 64-

65, 72)). H .T .I. E. ' s invoices also indicate ~3 t it pu rzhasad Nci- Fe-B .nagnets manufactured
and/or exported by{

} (CX-152 H.T.I.E. invoices from 1995 and 9994).
373.

Numerous companies offer to sc:lll Nd I+ B mnagTts produced abroad in the

United States on the Internet. (CX-384 (Princzton Elecrro-Technology . Inc., Magnetweb:
Permanent Magnet Directory (visited May 10, 1999) < htlp://cv%t7w.

magnetweb.com/magnets2.htm>); CX-387-1 @tanford Mantt7. ComrJany, (visited May 10,
1999)

<http://www.stanfordmagnets.com/
>); C3X-387-2 IJobqdster

10, 1999)

<http://www.jobmaster.com/indexhtm> >;CX 387-3 (The Magnet Source,

(visited May 10, 1999)

<http.//www.magnetsource corn 3 ); (3-387-5 (Puritan Magnetics.

Inc (visited May 10, 1999)

-9

Magnets, (visited May

< http://www.puritamagnetilcs.cor 1>)- CX-388-1 fHua Xing

Magnetic Material Co., Ltd, (visited May 10, 1999).

<http://www.is6.pacific.net.hk/'chengcy/ourfactl .html> ); CX-388-2(Main Rich

: 42

International Limited, (visited May 10, 1999),

< http://www.mainrich.com/Introduction.
htm > 'u; CX-388-3 @LkiWjiternational
Aeronautical Materials Home Page, (visited May 10, 1999;,

< http://www.biam.com/res. htm >); [CX-387-6 (Abour. G:nera# Magrrt:tic Magnets, (visited
May 29, 1999),

< http://www.genmag.com/about.hmi>);
1 CX- 388-4 China Magnets -- Nd-

Fe-B (Neodymium) Magnets (visited May 10, 1999)-

<http://www .chinamagnet.com/products/ndfeb.htm.: 1; CX-385 (Efhxnth International
Workshop on Rare Earth Magnets and Their AQpliaRtiqis-&-Tgqi hI@ernational Symposium
on Mametic Anisotropy and Coercivity in Rart:,E@h TranxGion M_e_talAlios, (visited May

10, 1999),

<http://www.ifw-dresden.de/remxv/lnrograrn.hrtm
:>5;

Yuxiang, (visited May 10, 1999),

CX-388-5 (Website for

<h t t p : / / w w w . y u x i a n ~ . x r n . ~ . ~ n / ~ ~ M 3 . H T M
CX>);

387-7 (Adams Mametic Products Home Paqe? (visited May 10 : 999).

<http://www.adams.thomasregister.com/olc/adams/
> ?; CX-388-6 rf-lyirong's Nd-Fe-B
Permanent Magnets Homepage, (visited May 10, 1999)

~

< http://www.huirong.com/magnets.htm
> ); CX -383
1999),

('fixn~.:j-l(cx-,

(visited May 10,

<http://www .dialogclassic.com/Dialog,Cllasslc/dialr~g
> ).
374.

The Thomas Register is a trade public;itim comicnly used by those in the

magnet industry. The Thomas Register contains listings from a sJbstaniial number of U.S.
companies dealing in Nd-Fe-B magnets and magnetic ~n~iterials CX-I33 at 163-64, 189-90);
CX-238 at 118). CX-383 (Result from searching Didog &tabas. for "neodymium" in the
Thomas Register (search performed May 10, 1 BU),

<http: //www .dialogclassic.com/DialogClassic:idialog :))"
375. Magnets imported into the Unit4 States from Clli xi are commonly shipped
under documents issued by Chinese trading co npaniss, not by

t k

magnet manufacturer itself.

(CX-291-C (NEOCO L.C.'s Answer to the First Set of Intmomtories Propounded by
Complainants at 5); CX-148 (Tao I Dep. Tr. at 83-85).) Thew importation documents often
do not specify the manufacturer or factory from whert: the mapic ts or Znagnetic materials
originated, but instead denote the foreign trading compmy, (CX-309 iSelected invoices to
A.U.G. from Chinese exporters/shipping co. ' 2 , AUG 00378, 00387, 00390, 00491, 00519);
CX-335 (Selected H.T.I.E. 1993-1994 invoices M freight hills fiom Chinese Trading Cos.,
800148, 800150, 800156)).
376.

The trading company that Respondent N E W 0 wes to import Nd-Fe-B

magnets into the United States from China is Shanghai .liu Mao Foreim Trade Corp. (CX-228
at 7-10). NEOCO identifies this trading company as ih:

"~.OUEC '

of the Nd-Fe-B magnets it

imports into the United States. (CX-291 at 5 ) .
377.

Respondent A.U.G. has used several difiermt tracing companies to import Nd-

Fe-B magnets from China into the United Statcs. Sonie of the rr7tdingLompanies A.U.G. uses
include{

((2 X 309 (Selected invoices to

A.U.G. from Chinese exporters/shipping c o . ' ~ ,AUG 00378, 00387, 00390, 00491, 00519)).
378.

Respondent H.T.I.E. has used differeiir trading 4 anpanics to import Nd-Fe-B

~~~

~

_

_
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_

I
_
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I

.

.

.

magnets from China into the United States, im:lulding {

} (CX-152
(H.T.I.E. Invoices from 1993 and 1994); CX-335 (Selectad H T I.E. E993-1994 invoices &
freight bills from Chinese Trading Cos., 800148. 800150, 800 L56)).
379.

Respondent CYNNY has imporred Nd-FeB magnets inti) the United States that

were exported from China by a company called {

} (CX-133

at 149-150).
380.

Dr. Yifei Tao, a principal of NB30CO (aid 1I.T I. E. and A.R.E.) testified that

Chinese manufacturers can export Nd-Fe-B magnets anti rnagmaic materials through the export
company of their choice. (CX-148 at 83-85)). Dr. Tm ah;o tedified that the export situation
in China is "very complicated" and "not as clear-cut as the busInt:ss in the U.S." (CX-148 at
83-84).
381.

Imported Nd-Fe-B magnets haw no markings on Them that could be used to

identify the producer of the magnet. (CX-75, Q. 85; CX-114 at 22-23, 85-89, 97-98, 101),
CX-159; CX-238 at 109, 187); CX-148 at 182-83).
382.

NEOCO's licensing agreement M ith thc Y ivy requires that NEOCO specifically

label its magnets so that NEOCO is identified as the mamifacturer, and so that the Navy can easily
track the magnet shipments in order to verify what magpets PEOCQ has shipped and where
NEOCO has shipped them. (Tr. at 1171-1172).
3 83.

There is an established demand €OJ"sintered sind klnded Wd-Fe-B magnets in the

United States. (CX-75, Qs. 36-37; CX-159 at 137-38; CX-148 at 172 73; CX-238 at 36-37,
68-69, 135-36; CX-435).
384.

Since Nd-Fe-B magnets were introduced. t h y hake been recognized in the

industry to be a significant advance over earlier techmlit>ggr. Tk trend in recent years has
been for an increase in demand for Nd-Fe-B magnets worklwiaa Published data show that
production and consumption of Nd-Fe-B magnets and nqtagnetic riateri;iLs in the United States
is increasing. (Tr. at 980-81; CX-75, Q. 38).
385.

Various industries that use Nd-?;e-B magnet%,inchding the automotive,

industrial motor, and computer industries, report a steady rlemthd for Nd-Fe-B magnets.
(CX-75, Q. 38).
386.

One of the principal applications for Nd-FeB magnets i n the United States

today is voice coil motors in computers. Other common qlplic at ions include small motors for
automotive and other industrial applications, and magnctic rescnance imaging. (Tr. at 101011; CX-75, Q. 39); See CX-413 (China Magpgt$B. Jcan-Michr. 1 Tourre, Rare Earth 98 Recent Evaluation of the Market at pg 11,13); C X-394 (Sbnoa Arron, Motoring: Looks,
I
LONDON),Dec. 5 , 1998,
Speed. Range: It’s a Ouiet Revolution, THEEMILY ‘ ~ R ,ECRAPlI

available in LEXIS, News file); CX-434 (Mat.:rials from Md-Fsl3‘3‘9. Alan Crapo, Current
and Future Motor Applications of Nd-Fe-BMityie& at 9). To tihe extent that the demand for
computers remains steady or increases, the deinand for Nd Fe-8 magntsts and magnetic
materials will remain steady or increase as we.1. (CX-75, Q. 41 I .
387.

Nd-Fe-B magnets are also used in a number of po.7ulax clectronics products,

including headphones, televisions, VCRs, cameras, and sp:aker iystenis. (& CX-238
(Coleman Dep. Tr. at 68-69); CX-394 (Simon Arron. Motxinz Looks. Speed. Range: It’s a
Ouiet Revolution, THEDAILYTELEGRAPH
(LONDON),
Lbec. 5, 1598, jpailable in LEXIS,
News file); CX-396 (AMR Announces 1998 Third Qyarter Results, CANADA NEWSWIRE LTD.,
Nov. 12, 1998, available in LEXIS, News file); CX-400 @MI2 Technologies. Inc., CANADA

NEWSWIRELTD., Sept. 3, 1998, available in LEXIS, 1Yt:ws file); CX-399 (Lugitech Enters PC
Sound Market with Sound Man Family of Compact. ~’~we-ful&lu&i_mUd@-Speakers,
MULTMEDIA
NEWS,Sept. 18, 1998, available @ LEXIS, News file); CX-386
( C http://www.giantsavings.com/dndbenterprisesinc! scmudrwXigsp.btml > )).

388.

A representative of a U.S. motor manufbcu-er raently announced at an Nd-Fe-

B magnet industry conference that he expects l i s company”s anmaal consumption of Nd-Fe-B
magnets and magnetic materials to increase frcm approximately 36,ooC~lbs. to nearly 100,000
lbs over the next three years. (CX-435 at 5).
389.

The demand for Nd-Fe-B magnets in The United Sratesi-; likely to increase in

the future. (CX-75, Q. 40).
390.

Nine of the Respondents in this Investigatior -- A*U.G.. CYNNY,H.T.I.E.,

Harvard, A.R.E. , Multi-Trend, I.M.I. , Houghes, and MEOCO

c.

are tangaged in the

importation and/or distribution of Nd-Fe-B mragnets am magnetic materials. (See Order No.
38).

391.

NEOCO has imported into the IJmted States rapid y-quenched Nd-Fe-B powder

for producing bonded Nd-Fe-B magnets. The powder was produced by a Chinese company

called Zibo. (CX-228 at 21-22, 39-40, 69-704.
392.

CYNNY has imported and/or sold following imp rtatioai Nd-Fe-B magnets

] (CX-133 at 88-

manufactured by {
89, 149-150, 205).
393.

Harvard has imported Nd-Fe-B magncts maiufatztwed bv Respondent High End

Metals Corp. (CX-187 Tr. at 52).
394.

CYNNY, A.R.E. and I.M.I. have enpged in distribution and sale of magnets

imported by others (including A.U.G. ,{

j arid Ilo~,#ghe,.;,
and oiher firms not named as

respondents). (CX-133 at 42-43); CX-228 at 15.7); C X 233 at 91).
395.

A.R.E. purchases magnets from NECaCIC>. ICX 148 at E 13-14: CX-228 at 9,

171-72). A.R.E. also has purchased magnets directly from Chinese trading company Shanghai
Jiu Mao. (CX-228 at 63-64).
396.

CYNNY has engaged in distribution and sal,: of Ed-Fe-B magnets imported by

} another importer not named as a Respiderst in this Investigation. (CX-133

{
at 42-43).
397.

A large number of firms import Nd-Fe-Ei mignets and magnetic materials,

mostly from China. Due to the small size and high mohiliry of rmny trrms, it is difficult to
estimate exactly how many importers and distJ ibutors of d a g

and 11 tagnetic materials

currently operate in the United States. (CX-75, Q. 80).
398.

Principals from A.U.G., CYNMY and H.T.I.E. have testified that they have

imported magnets from foreign sources in addition to the &)reignmanulacturers named as

Respondents in this Investigation. (CX-114 at 3 1-33, E8-89,97r-98;CX-148 at 57-59, 64-65,
72); CX-333, Ex. 1; CX-238 at 110-17, 119-22, 12629).
399.

It is relatively easy to develop contacts in th: Nd-Fe-B industry, for example,

by attending the industry conferences on a regular basis. ( Z X - 7 2 , Q . '76, CX-413 (China
Magnets '98 (Oct. 18-21, 1998) (conference niateriais): ; CX-238 at 110-12)).
400.

There is also a great deal of marerial ;wadable on the Internet regarding the Nd-

Fe-B magnets and magnetic materials business. including h f o m ition on sources of product,
industry organizations, etc. (CX-75, Q 76-77 CX-384(€Yinwtm Electro-Technology, Inc.
I

Magnetweb: Permanent Magnet Directory (visited May lb, 19912))

<http://www.magnetweb.com/magnets:!.htm
>

'j;

May 10, 1999)

CX-387 -2 GJolmastcrMagnets, (visited

< http://www.jobmaster.com/index.
iitns > I; C #- 387-3 [The Mamet Source,

(visited May 10, 1999)

<http://www.magnet!+ource..coin
2 ); ('X-387-5 (Puritan Magnetics,

Inc. (visited May 10, 1999) < http://www.pur itanrn+ignetits.corr> ); CX-388-1 (

H € g

Magnetic Material Co., Ltd,. (visited May 10 19991,

<http: //www .is6.pacific.net.hk/-chengcy/ourfact1.html> ); C X -388-2 m a i n Rich
International Limited, (visited May 10, 1999),

<http://www.mainrich.com/Introduction.htm
> CX-388-3 @&iingLnternational
Aeronautical Materials Home Page, (visited May 10. 1995l1,

<http://www.biam.com/res. htm > ); CX-387-6 (About Ggneml 'Magnetic Magnets, (visited
May 29, 1999,

<http://www.genmag.com/about.htlin>-); CX-388-4 China Mapnets -- Nd-Fe-

B (Neodymium) Magnets (visited May 10, 131)9),

<http:www.chinamagnet.com/products/nd€eb.
htm*:
~

);

CX -385 + Fifteenth International

t.&pl&atigqs

+&TeFch International Symposium
r

on Magnetic Anisotropy and Coercivity in Rqe-&.gth y'raqition Metal Allow, (visited May
10, 1999),

<http://www.ifw-dresden.de/rem:v/progeaan.htm
> CX '388-5 (Website for
I

Yuxiang, (visited May 10, 1999),

1;

< http://www yuxiarag.rm.fl,t:n/~4'M3.HTM>); CX-

387-7 (Adams Mametic Products Home P a s . (visiti3r.I May 101, 1999).

<http: //www .adams.thomasregister.com/Olc/;id;imsi'> 1;

flX-?$3-6 (H uirong ' s Nd-Fe-B

Permanent Magnets Homepage, (visited May 10. 19991,

< http://www.huirong.com/magnets.htm>
); CX-383 ( Chomax IIteegistct-, (visited May 10,
1999),

< http://www.dialogclassic.com/Dialor5Class~~:~~li~l~g
>)
1.

401.

Aside from She Thomas Register, other t; a&: magazines carry advertisement for

Nd-Fe-B magnets and magnetic materials. (CY-187 at 108-09'.
402.

The Thomas Register and the trxic mngazin:s s t n e as a source of information

for foreign Nd-Fe-B magnet manufacturers wbo seek to idr ntifv U.S. importers, distributors to
find customers. (CX-187 at 107-09).
403.

Representatives of Chinese magnet manufa~iurers regularly attend conferences

regarding the magnet industry. (Tr. at 967). [n facl. rcprtsentzlfives at' at least 8 to 10
Chinese magnet factories attended the April 1499 Nd-Fc-B magnet conference in San
Francisco. (CX-75, Q . 46).
404.

There are currently over 100 separate compmier c r factories in China that

produce sintered Nd-Fe-B magnets. (Tr. at 9€8; CX-75, Qs. 44. 45, ('X-114 at 130-131,

140-47; CX-159 at 47, 152-53; CX-238 at 13 CX-187at 104: C'X-132 at 160, 163; CX-148
at 166; CX-228 at 156; CX-409 (Luo Yang, EurtheI D c d W g i i t of Nd-Fe-B Magnet
Industry in China at 5)).
405.

China's annual production of Nd-Te-B magnets acd magnetic materials has

increased from 180 tons to 3,850 tons during the period 1990-98, and

.:i projected

to reach

7,000 tons by the year 2000. In addition, about 20 factorks in L'hina each have the capacity
to produce over 150 tons of Nd-Fe-B magnets per year, which is a vem substantial amount.
(CX-75, Qs. 48-50; CX-409 (Yang Luo paper at 3, 51.
406.

U.S. firms that trade in Nd-Fe-B magnets anid magnetic materials receive

facsimiles regularly from Chinese Nd-Fe-B magnet marwufecturas who want to sell their
magnets in the United States. (CX-238 at 126-129).
407.

Imported Nd-Fe-B magnet shipments are often acw:ompanied by documents that

identify the magnets as parts of other products or by tlic miterid of which the magnets are
made. The labels that are frequently used include "AC motor parts," ' electric components,"
"electrical generator parts," "speaker parts," and "rare earth mCt,ils." CX-75, Q. 86; Tr. at
1034-36; CX-159 at 88-89 (imports labeled as "parts for speakcr

I);

CX-114 at 84-89, 97-98,

101, 194-96; CX-123 (Misc. A.U.G. invoices at 00378 -00421 C10423. 00425,00428-00435,
00438-00442, 00445-00457, 00459-00466, 00168-0(3475,1KM77-00470, 00481-00485, 0048700489, 00491-00494, 00496-00497, 00499-00500, 00902,00504, 00506-00510, 00513005 17, 00520-00525, 00527-00528, 00530-0053 1, 00333, OO53E -00538, 00547, 0054900550, 00552, 00554-00559, 00563-00566, o(1574, 00576, 00579, OO,S84-00586, 00588,
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00591-00594,
00598-00601, 00603-00605,
00607-006Cr8,0061300614,00616,00620,
00638,00641806~16,006#~-00653,00655, 0065700624,00627-00630,
00635-00636,

00658,00663-00666,
00668-00669,
00673,00675) (invoit es hbeled as "AC Motor Parts,

'I

"Electric Components," "Electrical Generator Parts. " \cc essories of Power Saving Unit");
'I

CX-416,Ex. 2 at 900028;CX-423,Ex. 8 at 700127,790131-'700135700147,
,
700151,
700191)(invoices and shipping documents demibinr magnets a "electronic parts, " ''rare
earth metals," CX-424,Ex. 14 at 700360,700362,700364.,700366,700368)(invoices stating
"rare earth metals"); CX-228at 31-32)(magncts identii ied gena ically ds "electrical generator
parts" on invoice).

408. Former respondent Houghes ha; imported Nd-Fc-B magnets into the United
States described as "parts for speaker." (CX-159at 88-89; CX416,Ex. 2 at 900028).

409. Former respondent A.U.G. has ixnpor-tcd NcI-Fe-El magnets into the United
States described as "AC Motor Parts, " "Electrical Components," "Eleirrical Generator Parts,

I'

and "Accessories of Power Saving Unit. " (CX-123(Mise. A. U .G. invoices at 00378-00421,

00423,00425,00428-00435,
00438-00442,
00445-00457, XI0459 -004&),00468-00475,
0047700479,00481-00485,
00487-00489,
00491-00494,
084'364x)497 00490-00500,00502,
00504,00506-00510,
00513-00517,
00520-00525,
00527430528.00530-00531,
00533,
00536-00538,
00547,00549-00550,
00552,00554-08559,0OSG-00566,
00574,00576,
00588, 00591-00594,
00598-U06i)1,006E~-OO6C5
, 00607-00608,
00579,00584-00586,

00611-00614,
00616,00620,00624,00627-a)630,
Mb35*006W,
00638, 00641-00646,
006684I0669 00673, 00675 (invoices
00650-00653,
00655, 00657-00658, 00663-00666,

labeled as "ACMotor Parts, Electric Components, "Elec@icalCrenerator Parts, "Accessories
'I

I'

of Power Saving Unit")).
410.

Respondent Harvard has importr:d Nd €;e-Bmagnets into the United States

described as "rare earth metals." (CX-123, E%.X at 700127, 7cXi131-700135,700147,
700151, 700183, 700191; CX-424, EX. 14 at "00360, 700362, 730364. 700366, 700368).
41 1.

Former respondent H.T.I.E. ha:; hnprted Nd-F

States described as "electrical generator parts.
412.

magnets into the United

(CX228 a: 31 3 I ) .

Dr. Tao, a principal of former responlmt H.T.I.L., testified that trading

companies will often label shipments of magnets as ''parts Sor hmd speakers" or labels other
than "magnets. (CX-148 at 80-81).
It

413.

Principals of former respondent; A.U G., Hougiks. and H.T.I.E. have

confirmed that the documents accompanying their import diiprrieilts of Nd-Fe-B magnets listed
products other than magnets, and that one could not tell from tlie documents themselves that
the shipments contain Nd-Fe-B magnets. (CX 114 at 85-@i>,97-98, 101;CX-159 at 88-89;
CX-148 at 78-81, 83-85).

CONCLUSIONS OF LAW
1. The Commission has in rem jurisdiction and :;ubja:t maltierjunsdiction
2. There has been an importation of certain rare eadi maqnets and magnetic materials and

articles containing the same in issue which are the subiect of a he tin air trade allegations
3. Complainants’ activities satisfjr the domestic, industry raciuiremcnts (both the economic
and technical prongs) of section 337
4. The claims of the patents in issue are valid and e n f x c e d e .
5. Accused magnets of respondent N E W 0 infi kige

Patent
Patent
Patent
Patent
Patent
Patent

‘058 Claims 1, 4, 5, 8, 9 and 11
‘931 Claims 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 10, l c t , 15, I 6 , 18, 19
‘395 Claims 13, 14, 15, 16, 17 and 18
‘723 Claims 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 9, 24. 3 J
‘368 Claims 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 8, 10, 20 and 3?
‘651 Claims 1, 2, 3, 15, 18, 19, 2 and 22

20

1

6. Accused magnets of respondent Harvar-d infrinqe
Patent ‘058 Claims 1, 4, 5, 8, 9 and 11
Patent ‘931 Claims 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 10, 14, Y 5, 16, 18, 19 ;mil 20
Patent ‘395 Claims 13, 14, 15, 16, 17 and 18
Patent ‘368 Claims 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 8, 10, 2 1 , 37 and 18
Patent ‘651 Claims 1, 2, 3, 15, 18, 19, 2. dnd 22
7. Accused magnets of High End infringe
Patent ‘058 Claims 1, 4, 5, 8, 9 and 11
Patent ‘931 Claims 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 10, 14, 15, l h , 18, 19 ;ih j 20
Patent ‘395 Claims 13, 14, 15, 16, 17 and 18
Patent ‘723 Claims 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 9, 24, 31
Patent ‘368 Claims 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 8, 10, 29, 37 and 38
Patent ‘651 Claims 1, 2, 3, 15, 18, 19, 21 arid 22
8. Accused magnets of A.R.E. infringe
Patent ‘058 Claims 1, 4, 5, 8, 9 and 1 I

Patent ‘931 Claims 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 10, 14, 15, 16, IS, 19 md 20
Patent ‘395 Claims 13, 14, 15, 16, 17 and 18
Patent ‘723 Claims 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 9, 24 3 1
Patent ‘368 Claims 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 8, 10, 29 and .1’7
Patent ‘651 Claims 1, 2, 3, 15, 18, 19, 21 and 22
9. Accused magnets of Jing Ma infringe

Patent ‘058 Claims 1, 4, 5 , 8, 9 and 11
Patent ‘931 Claims 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 10, 1.1, 85, 16, lg, 19 md 20
Patent ‘395 Claims 13, 14, 15, 16, 17 and 18
Patent ‘723 Claims 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 24, 31 and 34
Patent ‘651 Claims 1, 5, 15, 18, 19, 21 and22
10. Accused magnets of Xin Huan infrir ge
Patent ‘058 Claims 1, 4, 5, 8, 9 and 11
Patent ‘931 Claims 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 , 6, 10, 1~1,15, 16, 18, 19 and 20
Patent ‘395 Claims 13, 14, 15, 16, 17 and 18
Patent ‘723 Claims 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 24 and 31
Patent ‘368 Claims 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 8, 9, 10: 20, 37 and 28
Patent ‘651 Claims 1,2,3, 15, 18, 19,2 1 and 22
11. Accused magnets of Multi-Trend idiinge
Patent ‘058 Claims 1, 4, 5, 8, 9 and 11
‘15, 16, 18, 19 m d 20
Patent ‘931 Claims 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 10, 1~1.~
Patent ‘395 Claims 13, 14, 15, 16, 17 and 18
Patent ‘723 Claims 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 9, 24, 3 I and 34
Patent ‘651 Claims 1, 5, 15, 18, 19, 21 and 22
12. Complainants have not sustained their imrden in kstahli ;hinp jrifringement by any
respondents of Patent ‘723 Claims 13, 14, 15, It;, 17, 18, 19, 20, 2 5 , 26. 27 and 33.
13. Complainants have not sustained thcir burden in r:stak&L,hinginfringement by any
respondents ofpatent ‘368 Claims 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 21, 23, 24, 28, 30, 51 and 35.
14. Respondent NEOCO has not sustained its burdec in Establishrig that complainants
have engaged in antitrust violations or patent mi ;use.
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15. Respondent NEOCO has not sustained its burden in csiablishing that complainants

engaged in inequitable conduct before the Unite.3 States Patent and Tradr.inark Ofice.
16. Respondent NEOCO has not sustained its burdeti in eSi ablishing that complainants

engaged in unfair acts or unlawfbl methods of cornpetiticsn.
17. Respondents NEOCO, Harvard, EIij:hL End, A R.E., l i n j Ma, ,%n Huan and MultiTrend are in violation of section 337, based on their iniportation rlrto the LJnited States, sale for
importation, and/or sale within the United State:; aliter ilnportatioiiof articles that infringe valid
and enforceable United States patents.
18. Based on record, it is recommended that a geneml exchion xder be entered.
19. Based on the record its is recommended that ceme and desist orders issue against

repondents Harvard, A.R.E. and Multi-Trend.
20. A bond of 100% of entered value diuing Firesideitial wview

:; recommended.

ORDER
Based on the foregoing opinion, additha2 findings of fw-,con8dusionsof law, and the
record as a whole, and having considered all o f the pleadinys, evidence and arguments
presented orally and in briefs, as well as certain proposed fcndmpc of fact, it is the
administrative law judge’s final initial determination that thiere ,s a viol~tionof section 337 in
the importation into the United States, sale for impoir;itron, a

ie salt: within the United

States after importation of certain rare earth m,tgriets a n i magnctic marxials and articles
containing the same. It is also the administrative 1aR iudge’s rr:ccmmerxdation that a general
exclusion order, as well as cease and desist orcers against r=spcnlents [Iarvard, A.R.E. and
Multi-Trend, should issue and that a bond of 130%of entehed wdue during Presidential review
should be imposed.
The administrative law judge hereby CERTIFIES to the Commission his final initial
and recommended determinations together with the record L:onsisi ing of’ the exhibits admitted
into evidence. The pleadings of the parties filed with the Sl:cretaj*yand the transcript of the
hearing, including closing arguments, are not certified, h e thq are already in the
Commission’s possession in accordance with Conmiision rules of Practice and Procedure.
Further it is ORDERED that:
1.

In accordance with Commission rule 2 18 39- all materia! heretofore marked j r ~

camera because of business, financial, and marketing data found by the administrative law
judge to be cognizable as confidential business infomuit~onundcr Commission rule 201.6(a) is
to be given in camera treatment continuing after the date th s inwstigatron is terminated.
2.

Counsel for the parties shall havz in the hands of tjxe administrative law judge
3 57

those portions of the final initial and recomiiendetl dc:terdiitons which contain bracketed
confidential business information to be deleted from any pub& version of said determinations,
and all attachments thereto, no later than Septembcr 29, 1999, Any such bracketed version
shall not be served by telecopy on the administrative law judp . If

~fr)version

is received from

a party it will mean that the party has no ob-iectiocr to reriovjng the confidential status, in its
entirety, fromthe initial and recommended determimtidls.

3.

The final initial determination portion of the "bitial and Recommended

Determination," issued pursuant to Commission rule 21E.42&s(2), shall become the
determination of the Commission forty-five (45) days afper rhe service thereof, unless the
Commission, within forty-five (45) days after the datc d'such service of the initial
determination portion shall have ordered retiew of &at portion or certain issues therein or by
order has changed the effective date of the ilitial dekrmmatimi portion. Any findings and
recommendation, made by the administrativ2 law judge i n said recommended determination
portion, issued pursuant to Commission rule 2 l0.42?(:4(j)(ii), ~ i lbe
l considered by the
Commission in reaching a determination on remedy and bondhig pursuant to Commission rule
210.50(a).

A&ninistrat&kaw Judge
Issued: September 8, 1999
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I, Donna R. Koehnke, hereby certify that the attachsd Final I d i a l and
Recommended Determinations (Public Version) was :;en ed hy hand upon Thomas S. Fusco,
Esq., and Benjamin D. M. Wood, Esq. and U ~ O Rthe CcJllmingparties via first class mail, and
air mail where necessary, on October 20 999
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Randy Tritell, Esq.
Director for Int'l Antitrust
Federal Trade Comm., Rm. 380
Penn. Ave., at 6th St., N.W.
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Richard Lambert, Esq.
Nat'l Institute of Health
9000 Rockville Pike
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Bethesda, MD 20892-2 1 1 1
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October 20, 1999

Michael Smith, Acting Chief
Int el I ec t uaI Propert y Rights Brancf 1
United States Custom Service
Ronald Reagan Building, 3rd Floor
1300 Pennsylvania Avenue, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20229
Dear Mr. Smith:
A Commission administrative l a w judge hias i 3sum an initial
determination ("ID") in Inv. No. 337 TA-413, Certain Rare Earth
Magnets and Magnetic Materials and Articles Cony ainins Same.
A copy of the ID will be provided to YOIJ upon rejqtiest, and written
comments may be filed thereon. I" y o u v~oulcllik3 t o habfe a copy of
the ID, please contact Marilyn R. Abbott, D e t u t k Secre-ary at
(202) 205-1 802.
If y o u have questions about t h e investigation. p i t m e terephone the
Commission advisory attorney Cynthia Jdlnson, Esq.
at (202) 2 0 5 - 3 0 9 8 .
Sincerely,

Donna I{. Koc:hnke
Secreta y

- -

-

OFFICE OF THESECRETARY

October 20, 1999

Charles S. Stark, Esq.
U. S. Department of Justice
Antitrust Division.
Pennsylvania Avenue & 1 0 t h Stre3t, N.VV.
Washington, D.C. 2 0 5 3 0
Dear Mr. Stark:
A Commission administrative l a w judge has k;sued an initial
determination ("ID")in Inv. No. 3 3 7 . T A - 4 13, CertAn Rare Earth
Magnets and Magnetic Materials and Articles Colitaininu Same.

A copy of the ID will be provided TO you unorr reqkiest, and written
comments may be filed thereon. I1 you mmulcl likc to have a copy of
the ID, please contact Andrea Casson, Esci.,
a t (202) 205-3105.
If you have questions about the investigation please telephone the
Commission advisory attorney Cyrithia Johns m, E ;q.
at (202) 2 0 5 - 3 0 9 8 .
Si nc erel y ,.
P

Donna F:. Koehnke
Secretat y

OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY

UNITED STATES INTERNATIONAL 'l"RAI)E COMMISSION
WASHINGTON. I3.C ,2436

October 20, 1999

Randy Tritell, Esq.
Director for Int'l Antitrust
Federal Trade Commission
Room 380
Pennsylvania Avenue & 6th Streei, N.W
Washington, D.C. 20580
Dear Mr. Tritell:
A Commission administrative l a w iudge has i:;sut:d an iriiitial
determination ("ID") in Inv. No. 3 3 7 - T A 3 13, Certain R~rreEarth
Magnets and Magnetic Materials and AI ticjes Cabitaininci Same.
A copy of the ID will be provided 'to you uDori reyLest, m d written
comments may be filed thereon. If vou would like :o ha*de a copy of
the ID, please contact Marilyn R. Abbott, Deputy Iecreiary, at
( 2 0 2 ) 205-1 802.

If you have questions about t h e investigatrorr please telephone t h e
Commission advisory attorney Cynthia .lotinsm, E ;q.
at (202) 205-3098.
Sincere1q ,

Donna F:. Koehnke
Secreta! y

Octobe- 20, 1999:

Richard Lambert, Esq.
Department of Health & Human Services
Office of General Counsel
National Institute o f Health
Building 31, Room 2B50
9000 Rockville Pike
Bethesda, Maryland 2 0 8 9 2 - 2 1 1 1
Dear Mr. Lambert:

A Commission administrative l a w judge has issusa an initial
determination ("ID") in Inv. No. 337 TA-4'13, Certain Rare Earth
Magnets and Magnetic Materials i m l Ad.ticles Containine; Same.
A copy of the ID will be provided to yoti upon reqrest, and written
comments may be filed thereon. It you woultl like to have a copy of
the ID, please contact Marilyn R. Abbott, Detluty Secretary, at
( 2 0 2 ) 205-1 8 0 2 .
If you have questions about the investicjation, pieese telephone the
Commission advisory attorney Cyrrttria Johnson, Esq.
at ( 2 0 2 ) 205-3098.
Sincerely,

Donna Fj. Kot:t-inker
Secretaiy

